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The material for the study came primarily from the F 17
series of the National Archives, where the documents of public
education are dispersed through a number of liasses. and in the T
series of the archives of the Maine-et-Loire, the Mayenne, and to
a lesser extent of the Sarthe. Forays into the departmental archives
of the Morbihari, Ille-et-Vilaine, Seine-Atlantique, the Nord and
Cher were of great help as well.
In the National Archives, the chief type of document was
the correspondence of the recteur of Angers with Paris, either in the
form of single reports or pacquets that contained the letters and
petitions of principals, professors and local notables. This correspondence was scattered through boxes seemingly unrelated to the
Academy as well as through the liasses of the municipal schools.
The research was by no means limited to this one jurisdiction; much
work was done on the correspondence of other academies in the attempt
to make a comparative analysis. The departmental archives of the
Maine-et-Loire contained the papers of the old rectorate and were
indispensable in providing details on the more human side of life in
the Academy. Those of the Mayenne and the Sarthe offered less
information.

In probing into the life of a particular academy/ into
the people who taught in its schools, and into its relationship with
Parisian bureaucrats, secondary sources could be no more than a
general guide. Certain books were of importance in pointing the
way to this kind of study; Maurice Gontard's very excellent research
on primary education during this period, Remy Tesseneau's
biography of an inspector-general, and Jacques Poirier's exploration
of the politics of the University from 1816 to 1821. Others served
only to provide a more general narrative framework; Ponteil's general
history of education, Grirnaud's study of the history of "freedom of
/
education", Aubard's account of the creation of the Imperial University,
and Gamier 1 s biography of Frayssinous.

The purpose of this thesis is not to retrace the story
contained in these works, for the narrative of French education is a
well-known and oft-told story. Rather I am seeking to probe into the
inner workings of the machinery that formed public education, into
the life of the various layers of personnel who made up this body.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE FIRST ADMINISTRATORS OF
PUBLIC EDUCATION

In the France of the eerly 1800s, provincial officialdom had
not yet frozen into the unchanging, almost glacial countenance that one
finds in the latter part of the nineteenth century.

A maze of relation-

ships was growing up between prefects and bishops, mayors and notables,
but the relative strengths and weaknesses of each official varied with
the temperament and history of each region and town.
In principle, the prefect was the first functionary of the department, but the respect and prestige accorded him depended less on
his legal powers than on his social standing among the more influential
notables.

Mayors of larger towns could be subservient to the prefect

or sub-prefect;

but more often he enjoyed a quasi-independence on the

strength of his role as a landowner.

Bishops who were strangers to a

region could be minor figures, relegated to the shadows of official life,
but those who came from local families often proved to harbor the
wordly ambitions of a Renaissance churchman.

Thee too, the prefect

faced a continuous challenge from the commander of the local military
garrison, who sought to control the gendarmerie;

and simultaneously

he had to contend with the controller of finances, who perfected the art
of secrecy to a maddening degree.

In this golden age of the French

gentry, local family dynasties set the tone and style for life in the
provincial town:

the occasional soirees, the Tuesday house receptions,

the perpetual culling of the list of people whom one saw and whom one
did not.

Far from a symmetrical chain of command, the departmental

bureaucracy during the early 1800s epitomized and in many respects
institutionalized these countless rivalries and alliances within a region,
and so a webb of intricate relationships came to enmesh the various
functionaries, whether ecclesiastical, military or civil.
In 1808, Napoleon suddenly inserted a new functionary into
French officialdom and in the process restructured the lines of authority
that controlled the thirty-six lyc^es and three hundred odd municipal
schools.

A new authority appeared in the form of a provincial governor

or recteur and of a distant minister or Grand-Master.

How this new hier-

archy would fit into the usually somnolent, but occasionally strident life
of the provincial town was an open question.

The only historian to have

treated the corps of recteurs as a whole, Alphonse Aulard, asserted that
clerical influences governed the choice of these men and concludes that
the new functionaries lined up with the clergy.

This interpretation finds

an echo in most general studies of French education.
Yet who in fact were the recteurs of 1809?

Do political criteria

offer an adequate yardstick for measuring their role and influence within
a department or region?

Or must we look for other traits and characteristics?

The selection of these offici3ls tells us something of how the patronage
system functioned in the France of the Empire.

The appointment of the

recteur of Angers offers a look into how these men fitted into the life of a
department.
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II.

The Imperial University was the last of the greet administrations
to be creatett t>V TTapoleon Bonaparte, the final layfrig of brick and mortar
on the imposing structure which still forms so much of the institutional
1
In placing primary, secondary and
framework of modern France.
higher education under one sutiiority, the Decree of 17 March, 1808,
followed the major portion of his remarkable work

the introduction

of the prefectorial corps, the much needed reform of the judicial machinery, the revamping of the army

by eight momentous years.

During this time, the political setting changed from the hectic
days of the Consulate when Bonaparte's power was uncertain, the guerrillas active in the \Vest f and dark intrigue afoot in Paris, to the more
stable days of the middle Empire, with the imperial armies covered in
glory, a new nobility created and the men of the Ancien Regime entering

1.

For an account of the early years of the Imperial University: Aulard,
A.' Napoleon ler et le monopole universitaire; (Paris; 1911).
Grimaud, L.; Hlstoire de la libertg de 1'enseignement; (Paris;
1944-1955). 5 volumes. Ponteil, F.; Histoire de 1'enseignement
en France, 1789-1965; (Paris, 1966). Rendu, E.; Amboise Rendu
et rUniversite" Impe'rlale; (Paris; 1864). Tessenneau, R.;
Joseph Joubert, Educateur; (Paris; 1944).
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local and departmental administrations.

With this altered setting

came a difference in the kind of reform instituted.

Napoleon was no

longer building to the same extent on an inherited body of institutions
and men, but called into existence a new administrative hierarchy.
Historians of the twentieth century, fascinated by the evolution
of the Empire to a more conservative, authoritarian cast, have focused
on the intentions and designs of the Emperor.

Felix Ponteil, writer of

historical textbooks and himself the recteur of an academy, summarized
the opinion of most when he observed that Napoleon's aim was essentially
1
the same as in 1800, that of increasing his authority and prestige.
Just as local officials lost the right to govern their own affairs, to collect
their own taxes, so it was that education effectively passed from the
hands of municipal and departmental officials to the agents of Paris, men
who were in principle devoted to the interests of the government rather
than to the welfare of a locality or region.

The new University offered

the means of inculating the students of France with the lessons of imperial
glory, of moulding a corps of professors loyal to the state and of disciplining a clergy that was gaining substantial influence over the schools
of the country.
Napoleon had a second and more pressing reason for creating a
single teaching corps with authority over all education.

By 1808, the

thirty-six lyce*es, introduced only six years before, were on the point of

1.

Ponteil, F.; op. cit.; pp. 123-124.
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financial collapse.

The Catholic bourgeoisie abhorred the military

discipline of these state institutions while the clergy decried the fact
that many of the professors came from the republican Ecoles Centrales
1
Although Bonaparte intended that
and had been revolutionary priests.
the lyce"es furnish administrators for his Empire, only a handful of boys
attended, mostly sons of army officers and functionaries.
there were only 150 students, and at Nantes barely 100.

At Angers,
By 1808,

the choice was a stark one: either close the lyce"es or enact legislation
that would mitigate the competition of the private schools, particularly
of the Catholic establishments.
The Decree of March 17, 1808, called into being a unique
teaching corps possessing authority over all education.

No establish-

ment could open without express permission from the head of the
University, and no individual could direct a school or teach a class with2
out a diploma from one of its faculties.
The main brunt of the decree seemed to fall on the private
schools of France, those speculative ventures thit had sprouted up
during the Directory and Consulate only to strangle each other financially

1.

Lanzac de Laborie, L.; "L 1 instruct!on secondaire pendant la
periode napole*onienne. Fondation et regime primitif des lyce*es,
1802-1804." Rev. Paris; T. 6; 1924; p. 29.

2.

For an account of the legal framework of the University, see:
Grimaud, op. cit.; Vol. 4. 1'Empire; pp. 78-177; or for a more
recent treatment, Ponteil; op. cit.; pp. 123-135.
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in the struggle for students.

At Lyon, over 150 flourished, most of them
1
small affairs, in delapidated buildings taught by half-educated drifters.

To be able to teach or open a school within the private sector, an individual now had to possess a diploma from a state faculty, thereby
granting the University a lever for controling the men flowing into
education and for applying pressure on those already teaching.
The truly significant aspect of the March Decree was less the
state monopoly over education than the sudden imposition of a bureaucracy on the confusing topography of French schools.

Herein lay the

great revolution, the traumatic event that signalled potentially farreaching change to the educational system.

The measure carved the

nation proper into twenty-six units or academies and placed over each a
governor or recteur, in turn aided by two subordinates or inspectors.
The recteur would play a crucial role in shaping the teaching
personnel, for he could best serve as the eyes and ears of Paris.

His

inspectors would make an annual tour of the academy and from their reports came the details which made up the dossiers of each teacher or
functionary.

The academy itself, composed of three to four departments,

typically contained one lyce*e, or sometimes two, and perhaps fifteen to
twenty municipal colleges, along with a scattering of private schools.
In an Academy such as Lyon, the recteur found his chief problem to be

1.

Charle"ty, C.; L'enseignement secondaire dans le D6partement
du Rhone; (Paris; 1911).
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the large number of pensions which competed with the lyce"e;

while

in that of Aix, the recteur confronted a network of colleges often inaccessible because of the rugged terrain and the frequent flooding of the
countryside.

Nonetheless, the new official possessed the precious

ability to influence what Paris saw, for the nature of communications in
the early nineteenth century made travel from the capital hazardous and
excruciatingly slow.
In the capital itself, a complex superstructure came into being,
1
At
a hierarchy capable of acting upon the information sent by recteurs.
\

the apex stood the Grand-Master, a sort of minister of education who
possessed the authority to name all the regulations relating to discipline,
teaching and administration, and to handle all receipts and expenses.
He enjoyed an autonomous status within the government, a fact that the
Minister of the Interior greatly resented, and had the right to direct access
to the Emperor.

Beneath the Grand-M,sster was a chancelor, who counter-

signed the various arrete*s and diplomas, and a treasurer, who handled
financial matters.

Alongside these three officials was a Council of the

University, composed of thirty men, but, although possessing important
powers

the right to discuss problems concerning all rules and

statutes, the right to formalize the budgets of each school, to Judge
questions of discipline, and to hear the inspectors-general on their return

1.

Lanzac de Laborie, L.; "La haute administration de I'enseignement
sous 1'Empire;" Rev. Etudes Nap.; T. 2 (1916); pp. 185-219.
Aulard, op. cit.; pp. 183-187.
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from their tours

this body remained inactive during its brief exis-

The director of the Seminary Saint-Sulpice confessed in one
1
In Paris, the more important body
letter to his frequent absences.

tence.

was the corps of inspectors-general, twenty in all, who were to visit
the schools of France each year.

Like the recteurs, they came into

direct contact with the teaching corps and were In a position to influence
the Grand-Master.

As a gesture to the Church, Napoleon named as the first GrandMaster not the former revolutionary Fourcroy, director of public education
since 1802, but a figure agreeable to the clergy, the 51-year-old Fontanes
The elegant Fontanes had published a royalist paper before Fructidor,
emigrated to England after the coup, and returned in 1799 to deliver a
stirring funeral oration of George Washington, an oration that caught the
2
During the Consulate, the one-time poet
ear of the Corsican general.
aided Chateaubriand and was a leader among the '"neo-Christian" lettre"s
before entering the Corps Le"gislatif as a spokesman for the monarchist
elements within imperial society.

Lover of the pomp and ceremony of

(Paris; 1946); pp. 148-149.

1.

LeFlon, J.; Monsieur Emery;

2.

Wilson, A.; Fontanes, 1757-1821; (Paris). Tessenneau,
R.; op. cit.; pp. 60-96. Auiard; op. cit.; pp. 194-221.
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high office, devotee of the rarified chatter of the literary salon, and a
silver-tongued orator, he was a courtier par excellence, an Ingratitor )
who heaped unstinted praise on his protectors.
During the course of 1808-1809, Fontanes named several
prominent ecclesiastics to high office within the University, and most
historians have subsequently seen his administration as one favorable
1
/
to the Church.
During the summer of 1808, a bishop became Chance lor;/
several priests entered the Council; and his most intimate advifsors' among
the inspectors-general were laymen known for their religious ascetisnruy
Alphonse Aulard goes so far as to accuse this pompous lettr£ of betraying
the views of the Emperor and secretly preparing for the return of the
2
Bourbon monarchy.
Subsequent studies have rejected this extreme
position, but most have agreed with the conclusion of Georges Lefebvre
that the Church received a strong voice in the governing of the public
school system.
The question must be raised, however, whether religious and

1.

Vauthier, G.; "Fontanes et les nominations universitaires;"
Annales Revo; T. I. (1911); pp. 638-653. Lanzac de Laborie,
"La haute administration de Tenseigneinent sous le Consulat et
1'Empire;" op. cit.; Tessenneau, op. cit.; pp. 269-280.

2.

Aulard, op. cit.; pp. 194-221. Aulard goes so far as to
argue, "Soit en dirigeant surtout 1'attention des inspecteursge"n6raux sur les pratiques religieuses, soit en introduisant dans
L'Universit6 des pretres plus devours au Pape (ou peut-etre
au Roi) qu'a 1'Empeureur, soit par ses complaisances pour
1'enseignement prive ........ il favorisa les influences
clericales et aussi indirectement 1'opposition a 1'Empire." p. 206,
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political attitudes are the relevant yardstick for measuring the initial
organization of the Imperial University.

One might »sk by what means,

what process were the first recteurs chosen for tne twenty-five acadernr
How was the selection effected and what does it tell us of the social
fabric of France during the Empire ?

Who indeed were the recteurs

and what kinds of prejudices did they bring with them?

These questions

offer a first look into the nature of administration in provincial education.
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II.

The first appointments were painfully slow.

In March of

1808, the former poet had immediately presented a list of prospective
councilors to Napoleon, but the latter struck off the names of all but
1
The naming of the inspectorsfour and instructed him to start anew.
general did not take place until the fall of 1808, but this time Fontanes
succeeded in having four intimate friends appointed

the lettre* Joubert,

a former 6migr£ named de Coiffier, and two young friends from the days
of the Mercure.

But the Council of the University did not hold its first

meeting until 1 October, and only on 30 December did the University
take possession of the dossiers of public education.

In the meantime,

Pontanes and his advisors were receiving recommendations on behalf of
potential candidates for the rectorates from an incredibly diverse number
of people, and it is here that we find one of the essential mainsprings of
the Imperial University.
In choosing the first recteurs, ideological and political considerations were of less importance for the Grand-Master than old1.

(Paris; 1966); p. 131.
Ponteil, F.; Histoire de I'enseignement;
Lanzac de Laborie, "La haute administration de 1'enseignement sous
Revu. Etudes. Nap.; Tome 10
le Consulat et l'Empire."
(1916); p. 185. Nicollet, F-N; "L'enseignement secondaire dans
la region provencale sous le consulat et sous Empire;" Socle1 te*
d'Etude provencalea. (1920-1923) p. 129.151.
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fashioned patronage, patronage that was at once color-blind and
1
rooted in friendships.
Generals, archbishops, ex-revolutionaries,
ministers, prefects, the whole constellation of imperial society, these
were the forces that determined the character of the new University.
The process of recruitment was no less than a throwback to the days
of the Consulate when new administrations were to be created, when
a personnel for the prefectures, for the judiciary and for the communes
had to be conjured out of the confused layers of functionaries that had
regularly been regularly cast up since 1789.

There was a decided

similarity between Foutane's ways and the haphazard methods of a
2
Beugnot drawing up a list of prefects from scattered notes and dossiers,
or a Bernier pulling names out of the air for the con-cord a ta ire bishop3
rics.
During the fall of 1808, the Grand-Master found himself
wading through countless petitions.
of the petitioners:

The first registers record the names

among the Parisian functionaries, Talleyrand, Fouche",

Re"gneud de Saint-Angeiey, Alexis de Noailles, M. de Montmorency,
Portalis and countless senators and deputies;

among the provincial

1.

Tesseneau, R.; Joseph Joubert, Educateur.
(Paris; 1944);
pp. 264-266. Aulard, A.; Napoleon ler et le monopole
universitaire; (Paris, 1911); pp.207. (Aulard charges that
the Grand-Master delivered up the academies to the e"migr6 clergy
and their allies. He cites the case of the abbe1 Elicagaray at
Pau as the prime example.)

2.

Dejean, E.; Un preset du Consulat;

3.

LeFlon; La Crise rdvolutionaire: (Paris; 1951); pp. 186-195.

Beugnot; (Paris; 1897); pp. 38-79.
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1
notables, a host of prefects, generals and bishops.

The Empress

Josephine recommended an ex-Oratorian of old acquaintance; Tallyrand
put forward the name of an ex-professor in the Lyce"e of Bourges; his
close associate d'Hauterive suggested a former dmigre".

The Governor

of the Bank of France, as well as a number of Bordelais, recommended
a member of the well-established Desezes family for recteur, a man
2
whose brother served as lawyer for Louis XVI.
Fouche" himself suggested seven men, six of whom were
former Oratorians.

Two of this group were married priests, the others,

refractories and e"migr6s, men solidly counter-revolutionary in spirit.
The one quality that remained constant in this supple, elusive Minister
of Police was loyalty to his acquaintances in the Oratory, whatever
3
their political past.
The very essence of the selection was its haphazard nature.
Here was no imperial bureaucracy being moulded with Cartesian
rationality; rather here was a network of interest groups operating to
place their favorites.
strongest pressures.

Fontanes and his inner clique only bowed to the
In one instance, the Grand-Master formally

1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17-3928; Registers of the first nominations.
Some other names were Thibeaudeau, Daru, Boissy d'Anglas and
the Bishop of Carcassonne.

2.

Arch. Nat.; F 17-3928;

3.

Ibid.; One of those whom he recommended as inspector-general
was the abb6 Roman, superior of the Oratorian College of Lyon
when Fouche" led a revolt against him in 1789.

Registers of the first nominations.
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promised the Academy of Aix to a chef-de division in the Ministry of
Cults, but Portalis and Simeon intervened to have their prote"g6 named,
1
a former lawyer to the Parliament of that town.
At Douai, the competition was particularly cut-throat.

The ex-Oratorian Roman,

appointed inspector-general through Fouch6's intervention, fought tooth
and nail to have his candidate named as recteur.

"Vous aviez un

concurrent formidable par son nom du moins et par ses protecteurs,"
he reminded his friend, but boasted,"... .je 1'ai combattu: je suis
2
venu, j'ai vu; J'ai vaincu...."
At Rouen, the two or three factions
within local society advanced separate candidates, and the ensuing
battle became so fierce that the University chose a stranger to the town
in order to avoid favoring one camp against the other.

The competition

at Bourges took on political overtones as the proviseur of the Iyc6e,
former dechristianizer in the Cher, battled his 6conome, a man imprisoned during the Terror.

The prefect sided with the latter, but the

former's friends within the old Doctrinaire Congregation insured his

1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 7687; The abbe" Guairard to the GrandMaster, October, 1814.
Guairard went on to become principal of the small College of Tarascon, then proviseur of the
Lyce'e of Angers, recteur of Clermont-Ferrand, and finally
inspector-general.

2.

Biblio. Muni.; Douai; 1420; Taranget Letters; The abb6
Roman to Taranget, 22 August, 1809; "Vous voyez que, malgre
les proctecteurs et les intriguants, on veut absolument que
vous soyez Recteur...."
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1
election.

The choice of a recteur for the Academy of Toulouse was

delayed until December, 1809, after the various candidates eliminated
one another in a contest that made even the compromise candidate leary
An inspector-general finally persuaded the dean of the
2
Law Faculty to step into this position.

of accepting.

Other motives, typical of the prevailing spirit, entered in.
When one scion of a noble Poitevin family wrote of his impecunious state,
Fontanes appointed him inspector of the Academy of Poitiers and dean
3
of the Faculty of Letters. With this same reasoning, he made the
penniless abbe" Elicagaray the new recteur of Pau, proviseur of the iyce'e,
dean of the Faculty of Letters, professor in the same faculty and aumonier
4
five separate sources of income.
to the lyce'e

Who though were these twenty-five men named as recteurs of
the academies?

What sort of backgrounds and training did they bring to

1.

Arch. Dept.; Cherj 2-F-5; The recteur of Bourges to Joubert,
26 January, 1809.

2.

Arch. Nat.; AJ 16-1;

Delpuech to the Grand-Master on one

candidate; "II ne faudrait pas faire comme M. Rendu, qui a fait
choix d'un petit orguilleux, mechant comme un ane / menteur
et jaloux...;" 2 April, 1809.
Report of the inspectors-general; 1809.

3.

Arch. Nat,; F 17 6808;

4.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 6808; Report of the inspectors-general,
21 June, 1810. The inspectors cited the need for him to recoup
his losses during the Revolution and his expenses "au long se"jour
qu'il fait ensuite a Paris dans I'attente de quelque place dans
I'lnstruction Publique.'
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their new task?

Were they likely to be field capitains, loyal to the

Grand-Master, ready to execute his will, or would they become
temperamental seigneurs, anxious to establish independent fiefs?
Certainly this new corps, selected in three sets during March,
July and December of 1809, combined a confusing variety of pedagogical
traditions. Representatives of almost all the scholastic institutions
that France had known since the 1780's found their way into the
rectorates.

The fact that no one set predominated is a testimony to

the wide-ranging nature of the patronage system.
The truly significant aspect of the patronage system however
was its cc^or-hMnH .ofHt-udp towards political questions. At the very
moment that Bonaparte was creating an imperial nobility, that the once
counter-revolutionary rallies were re-entering municipal councils, that
the personnel of the Consulate was being removed in favor of a more
conservative elite, the clerically-oriented Fontanes welcomed into the
rectorates a politically-diverse group which possessed no common
loyalties, no common purpose, no one partisan bias.

Ex-terrorists

mingled with e"migr6 priests; former revolutionaries, with victims of the
Revolution; those who propagated the republican curriculum of the Ecoles
Centrales, with those who clung to the almost exclusively Latin program
devised by Rollin, recteur of the Sorbonne in the early eighteenth century.
Local patronage counted more than any particular credo, and
this one fact accounts for the presence of five, perhaps six exrevolutionaries as heads of academies.

For Brittany, land of counter-

26

revolution and clericalism, the Grand-Master named an assermentS
priest, former teacher in the municipal college of Rennes, a revolutionary
or'93 who defrocked himself and joined the municipal council, then
1
The
taught Belles-Lettres in the Eccle Centrale of the department.
abbe" Cermets good-natured attitude and his tolerant views, along with
over twenty years in local education, insured him the patronage of
several departmental officials, including that of the prefect.

In the

al
South of France, Fontanes acceded to the recommendation of11 Marsh
.'"
i
Augereau and named a former member of the revolutionary committee of
2
Toulouse as head of the Academy of Cahors.
In nearby Montpellier, the new recteur was an ex-priest, veteran
of the Ecole Centrale, and proviseur of a lyc^e, a distinguished mathe3
matician who enjoyed protection from several members of the Institute.
Two academies in the east of France likewise received men whose careers
had begun during the Revolution, men who were staunchly Gallican and
nationalist in outlook.

The recteur of Dijon, 54 years, had served as
V

an aide to the Commission of Public Education during the Directory and
1.

Benaerts, L.; Le regime consulaire en Bretagne; le de~partement
d'llle-et-Vtlaine sous le Consulat; (Paris; 1914); pp. 193-201;
The Archives of the
Personal dossier of the abb6 Germe", F 17.
Ille-et-Vilaine and of the Morbihan contain his correspondence.
Likewise, the liasses of the various colleges in the National
Archives contain his letters.

2.

Michaud; Biographie Universelle;

3.

Maurin, G.; L*instruction publique sous le premier Empire a
Nimes; 1890. Arch. Nat.; F 17 1623; Correspondence of
Te'de'nat, 1810-1815.

(1842); Article on Paulin.
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prior to that worked in the Ministry of War obtaining badly-needed
1
Eis younger colleague at Besancon,
. ingredients for gunpowder.
J-J Ordinaire, came from a well-known family of lawyers:

an uncle,

professor of law at the old University, had been an intimate friend of
Voltaire; his father had become mayor during the municipal revolution
of 1790.

J-J himself began his career teaching in the Ecole Centrale

of that town, an institution that sheltered three married priests, and
was always to retain a barely-concealed scorn for what he termed the
'Jesuit" clergy of the Doub^and Jura.

2

s/
°

The most astonishing and intriguing appointment, however,
was that of a former de-Christianizer of the Cher as head of the Academy
of Bourges, a "terrorist" who had begun in response to Fouch^'s celebrated
mission in the Nievre.

Raynal, only 43 years, who had been a young

teacher in the Doctrinaire College of Bourges, became active in the
local popular society and on the appearance of the representative of the
people, Laplaiche, served as one of the six agents of the revolutionary
committee in seeking to uproot reaction.

On his turbulent mission in

the Cher, Raynal supervised the burning of at least one chateau, although
the records of his exploits

and of his alone

mysteriously

1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 1619; Notes on Jacotot, 1815; F 17 7793;
Correspondence of the recteur of Dijon. F 17; Personal
Dossier. Fizaine, S.; La Vie politique dans la Cote-d'Or
sous Louis XVIII; (Dijon; 1931); pp. 117-152.

2.

Villat, L.; ' Le Premier Recteur de I'Acad^mie de Besancon,
Aca. Belles-Lettres Besancon; (1928);
J-J Ordinaire;"
pp. 117-152.
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1

disappeared during the Empire.

The fact that he gave a public ball

on the announcement of Louis XVI's execution was to haunt him for the
2
rest of his life.
Raynal became a leading professor in the Ecole Centrale of the
Cher and as proviseur of the Lyce'e of Bourges, proved an excellent
administrator, something that the Imperial University sorely lacked.
In accepting his nomination as recteur, he went to no uncertain lengths
to demonstrate a political 'orthodoxy/' concluding,

' J'ai brav£ le

philosophisme du siecle, et dans le lyce"e que je dirige les principes de
3
'
la religion ont triomphe"."
The largest bloc of recteurs, some ten or eleven, came from
backgrounds that reflected varying degrees of opposition to the Revolution but nonetheless belonged to the vast grouping of French administrators who preferred to bury the past and look to the Empire as the
ideal expression of political and social stability.

At Douai, the new

head was a local notable active on the municipal council, in charge of
several charities, a practicing doctor, and former professor in the old
University of Douai.

Taranget had resigned from the University in

1791 efter refusing the oath to the Civil Constitution but resumed

1.

v-

Bruneau, M.; L'enseignement secondaire a Bourges de 1762 a
1792, Mem. His. Cher. (1890), pp. 1-66; La Bonne, M.;
Me*moire sur la Terreur a Bourges; Mem. Soc. Centre; 1914.

«

2.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 1617; Recteur of Bourges to RoyerCollard, 16 October, 1815.

$,

Arch. Dept.; Cher; 2-F-5;
Vendredi Saint, 1809.

Recteur of Bourges to Joubert,
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teaching during the Directory.

At the proud and religious city of

Lyon, Fontanes made recteur the brother of a former Minister of the
Interior, the abb6 Nompere de Champagny.

Nompere loudly professed

the philosophy of Thomas Aquinas in the public ceremonies at the Iyc6e,
but his habit of wearing secular clothes and of escorting young ladies
through the parks identified him with the more social clergy of the capital
2
than with that of the increasingly untramontane ecclesiastics of Lyon.
The abb6 de Champeaux, whose brother
3
But his
wa£ named inspector-general, became recteur of Orleans.
Others may be mentioned.

preference for the life of a layman shocked local society despite the fact
that he had served as aumonier to the armies of the Cond6.
seven priests were among the new recteurs.
revoiutionaries;

In all,

Ted^nat and Germ6 were ex-

two others, Nompere and de Champeaux, did not wear

two of the last three were solid Galileans, D'Regel at Nancy,
4
and de Belissenns at Poitiers.
the cloth;

1.

Biblio. Muni.; Douai; Taranget Archives; 4190420; a collection
of his correspondence. Also, Archives historique et
litte'raire du Nord de la France; (Valenciennes; 1838); Article
Taranget.
Lyon, de
Histoire sociale des id6es:
Tre"nard, L.
I'encyclopgdie au pre-romantisme; (Paris; 1958); 2 vol.;
pp. 627-633; Arch. Nat. F 17 6808; Report of the inspectorsgeneral, 1810.

3.

Courteault, P.; Les origines du Lyc6d de Bordeaux, 18021809; (Paris; 1905) Arch.; F 17 20376; Personal dossier
of de Champeaux.

4.

See the correspondence for the various colleges of the respective
academies.
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What of Alphonse Aulard's charge that the Grand-Master populated
the Imperial University with secret royalists, counter-revolutionaries who
1
Patronage did
silently worked for the return of the Bourbon family?
place at least one such man as recteur, while three or four were to
attempt political harassment/ if not purges, within their academies.

Of

this latter group, three were laymen who had remained in France during
\

the Revolution.

At Bordeaux, Victor Desezes came from a family of

distinguished parliamentarians and was the brother of the lawyer who had
His second brother was the leading vicar-general, a
2
Victor's neighbor at Toulouse had
man of decidedly royalist convictions.

defended Louis XVI.

been professor of law since the 1780's and, although he had supported
the Revolution during its first stages, Jammes became a cantankerous
3
old man bent on persecuting the former revolutionaries in education.
man of similar background at Caen, Alexandre, dean of the Faculty of
Law, threw his weight behind the refractory priests who so dominated
4
But the real sire of the counter-revolution in
education in Normandy.
education was the new head of the backward Academy of Pau, the
abb£ Elicagaray, former companion of the Due d'Angouleme in Spain and
op. cit.;

pp. 207-237.

1.

Aulard, A.;

2.

Arch. Nat.; F 17; Personal dossier of Desezes;
General correspondence.

3.

Arch. Nat.; F 17; Personal dossier of Jammes; F 17 8575;
College of Saint-Girons. Also, Biographie Toulousaine;
(Paris, 1823); Article on Jammes.

4.

Z£vort, M.; "Le premier recteur de I'Acad^mie de Caen, P-R
Alexandre;" Mem. Aca. Caen; (1890); pp. 223-250.

F 17 1617;

A
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once professor of theology in the old University of Pau.

A combative,

agressive little man, this priest of Basque origin carried the Imperial
University into a number of crusades against the "modern" spirit
in his jurisdiction and was to prove an acute source of embarrassment
1
to the Grand-Master.
These, then, were the men who were to form the first phalanx
of the new University, the men who were to impose its stringent writ
on the face of education.

1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 1625; Correspondence of the abbe" Elicagaray;
F 17 7938; Ibid.; Correspondence of the various colleges of
the Academy of Pau.

III.

The choices of the twenty-five reoteurs effectively
committed the Imperial University to particular factions,
particular interest groups within provincial cities and there
by created a delicate set of problems.

In the Academy of

Bourges, public education could not help but be identified
with the anti-clerical party, while at Pau the ultra-royalists
rejoiced that one of their number had been selected as the
director of the local school system. During the Empire, this
alignment with social and political factions produced a sub
surface tension that was to lurk behind the operations of the
academies of France.
One of the few academies to escape this problem
was that of Anarers, a fortunate circumstance in the light of
the bitter divisions that rent the West of Prance. Patronage
of sorts was at work, for Fontanes named as head of that Jur
isdiction the lackluster proviseur of the lyce'e, an educator
of Italian birth who enjoyed the protection of certain Parisian
friends, the 51-year-old Ferrl de paint-Constant.

As inspec

tors, the Grand-Master appointed a middle-age professor of
1.

Uzereau, F.; "Les reoteurs de I'Acade'mie d'Angers, 18091850;" An.1. His, i (Tome 13; 1913)? P- 316.

mathematics from the lyoe*e and a young Niortais who was
then editing two Journals in the Deux-Sevres, a would-be
poet whom Pontanes had met sometime during the Directory.
To be sure, the schools of the Maine-et-Loire, the
Sarthe and the Mayenne were receiving local educators, but
the choices could hardly have seemed impressive to prefects,
bishops or notables. Perri de Saint-Constant was a sociallyambitious functionary with a passable talent for writing but
pososaaing scarcely a shred of competence for administration.
His direction of the lyce'e from 1805 to 18091 in which the
students scoffed at their teachers, drank in the cafe*s and
.„_ ^ ^x
imported "obscene" books, had brought thatfnaissent^establish\
~-s /
ment to near paralysis and perhaps led the Grand-Master to
elevate this man to a post where he might do less harm. Al
though the director of the petit se'minaire generously said of
Perri, M un habile homme, tres instruit et bien intentioneV,*1
/
a police report of 1810 tersely affirmed that he no longer
had the confidence of the public, nor of the professors in
the lyce'e, nor of the students.
The fortunately brief tenure of Perri de SaintConstant, from September, 1809 t to June, 1811, serves only to
indicate the uneven personality of this man and how it could
embroil the University in a number of unpleasant situations.
Pirst was the dilemma over the location of the offices, a
delicate problem in all the academies.

In a burst of enthusi

asm, the town of Angers voted 18,000 francs to convert the
1.

Arch. Nat. ; P 17 75Q^t Tableau des De'partements ou il se
trouve des e*tablissements d*instruction aui donnent lieu
des observations; 1810,

former Grand Seminary Into four large halls, three for lec
tures and one for the records.

3ut Ferrl insisted that the

commune provide a furnished lodging for him and his wife as
well, a demand that led to a futile and progressively more
bitter exchange of letters with the town council.

Then too,

the prefects of the three departments were noticeably unenthusiastio about the appearance of a new authority within
their Jurisdiction, and at one point the recteur brashly chided
the prefect of the Sarthe for his refusal to reply to letters

and circulars. 2

As for the initial organization of the Academy,

Perri seems to have left this burdensome work to the two in
spectors, both eager to roll up their sleeves and plunge into
the thankless task of assembling notes on the teaching person
nel.

The only event that called for a major decision revealed

the social conservatism of this functionary who was soliciting
the post of reoteur of the prestigious Academy of liome.

When

the mayor and principal of Laval denounced the ex-constitutional
bishop who taught in the school, Perri Immediately, and without
Investigation, recommended the man's removal.

Paris preferred

to set up a special body to look into the matter and logically
enough ignored the reoteur in its soundings.^3 To the regret
1.

Uzereau; op. oit.

2.

Arch. Dept.; Haine-et-Loire; 419-T-13; Registers of the
letters of the recteur of Angers, £ntry for 10 July, 1810.
H En pluslerus circonstances," wrote Perri, "ma position
est assez critique et 11 semble que votre lettre,
permettez-moi de le dire, en est la preuve."

3.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8421; Heoteur of Angers to the GrandHas ter, November, 1809» and subsequent oorrespondenoe.

of few, the administratively-inept Ferri departed in the sum
mer of 1811 for Home and the long-sought plum that its Academy
represented.
The real administrators of the Academy were the two
inspectors, one a young man who belonged to the generation of
the Empire, the other a local teacher of long experience.
Pierre Fouroas,^-? years, had taught in the Ecole Gentrale
supplesient^ire of La Fleche and in 1805 migrated to the newlycreated lyce*e as professor of mathematics.

His viewpoint was

that of a layman who could appreciate the ex-revolutionaries
around him, a man attuned to life in one of the largest cities
in the v/est, favorable to the stability that the Empire had
His conscientious reports contained a faintly anti2
clerical overtone, a trait that accentuated with the years
brought.

until nis purge in 182^ for too "liberal" of views.

let for

all his competence, Fouroas never displayed the aptitude for
administration that his colleague, P. Mazure, so markedly
possessed.
?re*derique Mazure, only 31 years, had passed through
the many stages that marked the young functionaries of the
Empire:

a bright student in a revolutionary school; a passion

ate nationalist during the Consulate and early Empire; an
advocate of Prance*s new institutions who acquired his con
victions while secretary to the prefect of the Deux-Sevres;
1.

Port, G.; Dictionnaire histolrlque. g;eographique et
blographlque de Maine-et-Loire; (Paris. 18?8); 3 vol.;
articles on Fourcas.

2.

Arch. Dept.; Maine-et-Loire; ^5-T-l; School of Combree;
reports of Fourcas, 1811-181^.

and a Journalist of local note who organized the first liter
ary society within the department.
Here was one of the few real administrators within
the Imperial University, one of the few functionaries whose
career lay before him and who gave public education a degree
of loyalty and enthusiasm that his colleagues could rarely
generate.

Mazure became acting recteur in the summer of 1811,
i

after Ferri's departure, and continued until the spring of
181? when he was named inspector-general, a post that he held
under rioyer-Collard, Corbiere and Prayssinous, until his
death in 1828.

The years 1811-181? were to leave a distinc

tive mark on the Academy, a mark it bore until dissolution in
1851, and simultaneously these years provide us with an in
sight into the world of a young administrator of the Empire,
someone who had to cope with a royalist region where Catholi
cism retained a scarcely-diluted sway.
Mazure was uniquely well prepared to deal with the
"revolutionary" ring of schools In the Sarthe and the Maineet-Loire for his early training had been under the celebrated
ex-priests of the 3oole Centrale of the Deux-Sevres, a group
that had Initiated the de-christianizing movement on the
plains of Poltou.
1.

The Soole Centrale of Nlort, operating

Deschamp, E.; M Le College de Nlort: Mem. Soc. Statlstique
Deux-Sevres; (1816) t. I. Boutelller, J-A; L'Oratoire
et"le Collfge de Nlort. 1617-186**. notice historisue;
(Versailles; 1865); PP. 1-^5.3ee also Colrault, G.;
Les Ecoles Centrales dans le Centre-Quest; (Paris;
p. 310.

from 1797 until 1802, had been the largest in all Prance
and was certainly one of the best.

The boarding department

attracted over two hundred students, all living under the
old Oratorian system of discipline, while studying the new,
advanced curriculum proposed by Tally rand f;s Commission of
Public Education.

The teacher who adopted Mazure as a

x-""

prot bg£ and the one who did most to shape his intellectual
development, was the professor of Belles-Lettres, Nicolas
Briquet, none other than the leading Terrorist at Poitiers
in *9Jt member of the revolutionary committee, a married
priest who had supervised the arrests of many of his one-time
colleagues and who had been the prime mover in the local pop
ular society until the Thermidorlan Reaction.

At the Eoole

Centrale, the now sedate Briquet brought the light, frothy
French of eighteenth-century society into the confines of
the old scholastic curriculum and annually published the best
poems and prose of his students in a unique booklet, Almanach
de 1*Eoole Centrale de Deux-Sevres, a work subsidized first
by the directory of the department, then by the prefect.

2

The best of the poems were composed by the 21-yearold P. Mazure who served as e*oonome of the school as well as
student.

Their subjects reveal a mind still fresh and provoc

ative, still that of a humanist rather than that %.of an administrator:

WA Julie, mon dernier Amour,*1 typified the spirit

1.

Delfour, J.? Le College de Saint-Marthe a Poitiers.
1763-1795; (Poitiers, 1934).

2.

Briquet, N.; Histoire de la ville de Niort; (Niort;
1842); pp. 110, 121, 154; 175-198.

of these writings.

In 1802, the prefect reprimanded

Briquet for printing such "frivolity, 11 but nonetheless,
Mazure was crowned poet laureate of the department and in
later years, he was to recall this period as the most satis2
Someone else thought highly
fying and happiest of his life.
of these first literary efforts, Louis Fontanes, future GrandMaster, then at a country home near Niort.
Because of his unique background, Mazure was one
of the few functionaries of the new University to have the
training to be an administrator as well as pedagogue.

After

a year as aide to a general of the artillery, he served as
private secretary to the first prefect of the Deux-Sevres,
Louis Dupln, and in that position helped to construct the
departmental and communal organization while participating
in the founding of two reviews, Le Journal des Deux-Sfevres
3
His latter publi
and the Me*moires de I'Athenne'e de Niort.
cation revealed how deeply the optimistic rationalism of the
eighteenth century continued to permeate the society of the
provincial lettre*; the subjects ranged from ill-conceived
laws as the cause of human misery to the necessity of an econ
omy founded on the twin principles of "happiness" and the
"perfectibility of mankind."

k

1.

L'Almanach de 1'Scole Centrale de Dsux-Sevres; The Year
VI to 1802.

2.

Mazure, A.; Ne*ocrologle de Frederique Mazure; (Paris,
1828); p. k -£I

3.

Richard, J.; Le Departement des Deux-Sevres, 1800-1815?
(Niort; 1868); pp. 29, ^0, 85, 115, 211.

*K

Mgmolres de I'Athe'ne'e de Niort; (Niort; 1808).
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The year 1809 was a turning point for many a
provincial notable and lettre.
son was unique.

In Mazure*s case, the rea

Louis Fontanes, remembering his fondness

for the young poet of the Deux-Sevres, unexpectedly named
him inspector of the Academy of Angers, the only example of
the Grand-Master's having directly intervened to name a
functionary in the reotorates.

Student of the Ecole Centrale,

disciple of a married priest, urbane administrator, F. Mazure
was to take up his activities in a region known for its hos
tility towards the Revolution and its unflinching loyalty for
a stringent Catholicism,

His beginnings reflected the sharp

differentiation of mentalities:

in a speech in 1810 before

the assembled authorities of Angers, the new inspector read
a poem dedicated to the Emperor, then proclaimed that the
last twenty years had done more to Improve the existence of
1
mankind than the preceeding twenty centuries.
Between 1810 and 1812, the inspector nevertheless
evolved with the changed circumstances.

In that latter year,

the one-time lettre* of Niort had exchanged his romantic
yearnings, his intellectual questioning for a more traditional
and acceptable philosophy of life.

In competing for the prix

d*Eloquence of the Acade*mie Francaise, the recteur of Angers
wrote an elegy of Montaigne to serve as a vehicle to prove
that no true philosophy could exist without religion, that
all progress was due to Christianity. 2 Here was a statement
1.

Arch. Dept.; Maine-et-Loire; 391~T-1^; Entry in the Actes
du Recteur; 6 June, 1810.

2.

Biblio. Municl.; Angers; Mazure, P.; Elogia de Montaigne;
(Angers; 181*0 ; a reprint of the 1812 essay.

which undoubtedly delighted the clergy of Anjou, yet here
also was a statement that reflected the administrator's
concern for the elements of social cohesion and stability.
His elegy thus marked an important step on the road towards
pre-occupation with administrative problems and towards the
acceptance of a safe, convenient philosophy that would
sanction his efforts.

Certainly Mazure did not surrender

interest in things literary and intellectual:

on the contrary,

he was to publish two books during the 1820's and edit a news
paper on behalf of the Gomte de oerre.

Nonetheless, this

evolution illustrates a crucial development in the thinking
of so many administrators of the Empire, men who went on to
serve under the First Restoration, the Hundred Days, down in
to the July Monarchy.

In Mazure 1 s evolution, we find a arrow

ing awareness of the strength of regional spirit in Anjou and
the Maine, of the need to conciliate this spirit, and yet of
the necessity to impose unity on the jumbled confusion of
local practices in the field of education.

How he went about

building a system of public education in this notoriously dif
ficult region of Prance becomes in many ways the story of how
the functionaries of the Empire and Restoration imposed an
administrative -unity on the country while evolving a political
credo that Justified this attempt at centralization.
1.

Mazure, ?.; De la representation nationale en France et
en Angleterrel(Paris; 1821).

IV.

The Initial ohoioe of the administrative personnel
effectively Insured the ma 1 f tine t ion ing of the carefullysculptured hierarchy as outlined in the Decree of 1? March,
1808.

Napoleon had intended a professional corps of laymen,

disinterested in spirit, ascetic in manner, devoted to the
interests and needs of the state.

Instead, Fontanes and his

advisors placed in the upper levels of public education a
ragged collection of local notables, a bewildering assembly
of lawyers, priests, ex-legislators and medical doctors, as
well as educators who represented a number of conflicting
scholastic traditions.
Ideological and political considerations had less
to do with the selection than did the social system of imper
ial France, for this was still an age of informal, ad hoc
arrangements where friendships and patronage counted more than
the needs of some abstract entity called the state.

The whole

constellation of imperial society, from prefects and generals
to ministers and senators, showered the scarcely-organized
offices of the Grand-Master with petitions, and in turn, he
and his advisors willingly acceded to the strongest pressures.

The backgrounds of the twenty-five recteurs made
clear that no one policy, no one credo was to be imposed on
French education.

It was impossible to expect a Haynal or

an EliQargaray to share the same vision of a reformed system
of education or to carry out in the same mechanical fashion
the directives which began to stream from the capital.

In

effect, the regional and social diversity of nineteenth cen
tury France was invading a hierarchy intended to impose the
will of Paris.

The reoteurs became the very mirror of pro

vincial life with all its idiosyncrasies.
Yet the case of Fre*derique Mazure hinted at a
future development, of a situation that might bring to the
fore a generation of true administrators, of technicians con
cerned with the proper functioning of public education.

Here

was a young man who had witnessed the tragedy of civil war,
someone who felt a deep committment to the ideal of civic
equality, a Frenchman who subordinated his local attachments
to the higher need of imposing a national unity and yet an
individual who remained acutely sensitive to the regional
complexities in the various departments.

His fortuuitous ad

vancement to the rectorate of Angers pointed up the presence
of a layer of younger men within the Imperial University,
some as inspectors, some in the lycles, who were to furnish
the material for a more uniform personnel in later years.
question remained nonetheless how far reformers such as he
could operate and maneouver in a social order that imposed
so many obstacles to change.

The

CHAPTER TWO

THE SCHOOLS OF THE ACADEMY OF ANGERS
AND THEIR PRINCIPALS
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In 1809, the recteur of Angers confronted a delicate set of
problems stemming from the fact that the municipal schools of the Academy,
seventeen in number, neatly split into two contending blocs, one
"revolutionary 1 in origin, the other deeply counter-revolutionary in spirit.
Of the seventeen principals, there were two married priests, two former
republican soldiers, and four laymen who had participated in the
Revolution;

of the remaining number, eight were priests who had em-

igrated or led fugitive existences in the forests of the Mayenne.
This was only one level of reality, however, for masking behind
the political were profound social and economic cleavages which divided
the life of the three departments into a maze of customs and traditions.
Here was the greatest obstacle to administrative unity in public education;
this was the heritage that defied Frgderique Mazure in his attempt to
impose a standard system on the schools of the three departments.

The

political question only served to highlight problems that were at bottom
social.
The Academy of Angers stretched across three departments where
the Civil War had brought to the surface age-old tensions, tensions at
once economic, social and political.

This was a region noted less for

its unity than for its contrasts, since it was here that the plains of the
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center of France gave way to the rough bocage of the West.

Extending

over the Maine-et-Loire, the Mayenne and the Sarthe, the Academy
contained all the ingredients, in exaggerated form, that went to make
the task of subjugating the departments to Paris, a major undertaking
that lasted well into the nineteenth century.

If this region of chouans

and Vendeans, of married priests and blues, of townsmen and ignorant
peasants, possessed a unique character, a special temperament, it was
the very effort to subdue this character which made the Academy a microcosm
of the multiple problems facing the recteurs in provincial France.
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II

In the Maine-et-Loire, the fundamental fact of life during the
Empire was the tension bejwjsenjtwo distinct and opposed regions, that
to the south known as Southern Anjou and that along the Loire valley,
covering the towns of Angers and'Samur)as well as the fertile plains to
the east.

It was a division that determined the course of public education

in the department.
Southern Anjou. was part of the vast, inhospitable bocage in
the West of France, a iohd that had so successfully defied the republican armies and which continued to be a region of fields enclosed by
hedges, of subsistence agriculture supplemented by a few cattle, of a
domestic textile industry which fluctuated with the unstable markets.
The merchants of Choiet, town of six thousand in the heart of this
primitive lend, controlled the community itself, but had little influence
or interest in the open areas of the uninviting bocege, where peasants
eejced out a living in the same primitive fashion as their forefathers, and
where the nobility retained large tracts of land and a scarcely diluted
sway.

The Civil War of 1793 resulted from four years of growing tension

in this intensely religious area:

the expulsion of the refractory clergy

and the introduction of essermente's priests aroused the pious
inhabitants;

then came the hated conscription into

the
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republican armies in March, 1798, and the subsequent rioting,
followed by the appearance of the Catholic armies of the
Vendee, motley affairs driven by a romantic, desperate
impulse*
After rising briefly in l?99 f the Angevin Vendeans
burled their arms for a time, but the area reiaained in a
state of uneasiness throughout the Consulate and early J&aplre.
After 1809, the region as a whole began to stir in visible
anger as its young men were called into Bonaparte*s everexpanding armies, as news of the Pope's arrest spread among
the faithful, and as the grinding taxes made themselves felt
with increasing severity*

Bands of desfcetors reappeared in

fcfcs bo cage, and the more daring among thorn, euch as the SansPeur. entered rural communes wearing th© white cocsrde and
occasionally waylaid the coaches between Cholet and BeaupreVu.
Then too, cure's ceased reading the Bulletins of the Grand Army
from the pulpit; privately they referred to Kapoleon as the
Anti-Christ.

Some declined to inter those who were not recon-

ciled with the Church while others used th@ leverage of confession to force the restitution of confiscated land.

In this

avowedly repalist land, one ecclesiastical school flourished
Tilly, C.t The Vendees (London, 1964). Port, C.i Dictlormaire hlstorique f ff^Offroyphique mt bipgraphiaue. du
ret three volumesi 18781 articles on the

towns of Beaupr4au and Cholet. Blordier-langlois, L.I
Angers. et le Pepartemer^t d© lfaj.ne«»et«»LQ^rei 1787-18401
(Angers, I837)t 2 Vol. Uzereau t I .i AnAou Hi storio ue t
(1900«1951)* Numerous short articles on the politics and
religion of this region. Oubreuil, L,f Hisfeflire des ine I t 0ueata (Paris, 1929-1980)? 2 Vol,
E.I la Bevlution et la Vendees (Paris, 1925)5
3 vols.
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at tiny Beaupr^au with one~hundred fifty boys; a public
school at Choftet with only thirty students, and on the edge
of the region, at Doue*, a second ecclesiastical school that
became a public one in 1810, with over one hundred boys*
The two principals and the one private director
of this militant region fully embodied the austere, unremitting
ideals which periodically galvanized the mass of peasantry
into overt opposition to the government.

At Beaupreau, heart

of the Vendee militaire. the head of the large private school
was an elderly priest who had confessed captured blues awaiting
execution, who had served as apostolic administrator of Southern
Anjou during the Consulate and was now training a new generation
of priests to roan the succurmles of the region.

Only eighteen

miles to the south, at the isanufacturing town of Cholet, the
principal had been a royalist soldier who enjoyed the solid
support of the mayor, while at the town of Doul, to the east,
the head was an ecclesiastic who had served as a aumonier
to the Vendean armies and then as a tutor in one of the noble
families of the area.
The complex nature of regionalism in the #est is
shown however by the varied backgrounds of these three men,
for in them Fr^derique i'lazure faced no monolithic bloc, no
uniform wall of hostility, but confronted the same colorful
diversity that had characterized the Prance of the eighteenth
century.

The principals mirrored not only the political

temperament of this region but the rich diversity of social
gradations, the odd assortment of personalities, the variety
of religious feeling.
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On the an* hand, the head of the famed ecclesiastical school of i-eaupreau /was a distinguished, highly cultured
priest who moveu
Southern Anjou, 1

..r, the aristocratic world that dominated
The abbe* Loir-ttorcrazon, fifty-three years
s

c

_

old, dined each noonday * * t*i t lie largest landowner in the
Maine-et-Loire, the Mare*ohale d'Aubeterre, first cousin of
the Due d f Ajigouleme.

In keeping wlthhhis breeding and refineant, Loir-^ongazon was no extremist, but a gentle, moderately

Inclined ecclesiastic well versed in the curriculum of the
And en Be*gime. He had bean educated by the Oratorians at
3eumur and taught in the College of Beaupreau during the yea
rs
immediately preceding the Revolution.
What a contrast between the cultured Mongazon and
the principal of the tiny college- 61 wioxatit only eighteen
Riles to the south of Bet* -.preau. :Ton th- world of the aris
tocracy one passes to the lowest levels of Angevin society.
The head of the college had been a royalist soldier, son of
an artisan who had drifted into teaching after two years as
an ageing choirbpy at Beaupreau. He eeked out a bare existenc
e
tutoring twenty-five boys in an unsanitary wing of the local
hospice.

The local cure* denounced Eaimbault to the bishop
when the mayor f s son failed to>recite his catechise perfectl
y*
Bernier, H»i ftot^pes. iJistoriQue sur .^e Coll^go d.e Beau
preau. 1901, pp. 77-19?. Uzereau, F.I An^; pu
Brief articles on the College of Beaupreau, 1904,
1928. Arch* Dept.t i-laine-et-Loirej ^^6-T-13i Report of
F. Mazure, Harch 17 f 1810, Moreau, J»i "Les origlnes du
Nouveau College de Beaupreau,* An.1. His^i T. 2 (1902).
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"11 y ft lon&temps que je devais ja*attendr© & cela, rt he rasped,
"pulsque Jc aavais combien oette boutique «§tsit sal mene*e,"
a testimony to the petty feuds that divided this solidly

royalist town,
A third thread that ran through th© curious fabric
of this baclnmrd region was to be found at the College of £oueY
to the east of 3outhern Anjou, yet temperamentally a part or
the region* The nominal principal had belonged to the more
refined circles of ecolesiastical society before the Bevolution, a canon at Angers fcnd member of a leading family.
By 1810, he was a shell of his former self, a demoralised
man who allowed himself to be dominated by his aggressive
partner* 'She co~principal, the ab&l Guill@t@auf represented
the militant, stubborn la«rar classes of Southern &&4ou f the
very layers that had furnished the troops of Stsufflet in
1793 and that continued to farm their land in the same prim*
itive fashion as had their forefathers* Ouilleteau came from
a family of artisans, served as aum&iiar in the Vendean armies
and tutored at the Pacification in a noble family of th©
region*

fhis ambitious ecclesiastic Has never more than a
rough-hewn, somewhat crude product of the rural Vendee, moulded

in the heat of the Civil War where life had been a series
of laarches, ambushes and hidings* wLongtemps fugltifflr, il
a aoquis l*habitude d f une vie tree dure,* the recteur spiffed,
I.

Arch* Kat.i r I? IkZ^i 'Itebleaiy. du Personnels 1813«
Labarre, E., "Le Collige Municipal de Cholet, 18061835.*1 Soc. Sciences, Belles-lettres Cholet: T. 22
(1937), PP. 65-109*

•
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while the parenta of Va&t grumbled that Guilleteau seemed
ore of a apwslator than educator or priest.

In th^ towns of the lolre valley thrived a dif
ferent culture, ft uiifereiit «**y ot li*"* &oa the primitive
liHaut society to the south. Here was the France of the
Revolution, a France that had its roots in the ideology of
civic equality and in the economics of a national market
system. The farmer around Saumur was a proud proprietor*
todafraadent of any lord, closely attached to the soil, a
genuine revolutionary in the senaa that he looked to the re
gime that guaranteed his land* Depending OB the wine 2nd
wheat trmd«« Saumur and the surrounding towns were linked
to national and even international aar&et® and hence belonged
to the urban society that tied the corner cial communities
and the plains of the Bast* 2
The Empire was losing something of its popularity
in the Loire valley, but the western tour of Bonaparte in
A

1808 revealed the proud nationalism that pervaded municipal
life* The town of Bauaiur, gateway to the ^e9t f but comer Arch. Dept.i Hfcine*>et~koire;
Reports of
Hazure, 3 April, I8l0 f 2? SeptaSber, 1810. Arch.
17 860^1 Reports on the College of Saumur t 1810*
Desia<f de Chavigny, 0*; Histoire de oauaur p<j
Hevolutipnt (Vfezmes, i8^71 Tilly
pp* 16*37« Seigreid, A.t

1912TTPP.

Q uei vBs>ri s *

Hcftanners, J.s
ro^l799i

Study of Angers in the Eighteenth Century:
I960). Bois, JP.i Ift...Via scolaire t
lectuel^i
is. 1Q2Q
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dally linked to the Center, gave the laperor a tumultuous
reception, a reception that found no echoes in southern
The streets were festooned with flags acdlampsj ladies stood
in the balconies frantically waving the tricolor! and an honor
gmrd of bourgeois and functionaries formed a proud if ageing
escort*
ftot surpassingly, the principal of the College
of oauraur was a member of the generation that had been catlpulted into the professorial rank by the Revolution, a S©»»^
ration that set about wfcth enthusiasm to chop away the horary /
routine of Latin In favor of trench and science* iiere was
the kind of »n that the Imperial University preferred to
build uponi a layxaan trained in the stohools of the Revolution,
a proven administrator, someone willing to place himself at
the service of the

" " *

In 1790, iJelaroche had been a student of the £00**
trinalres at La Flecii^,

ter of liberalism in the i^aine,

and, when these departed, found himself full professor of
graazaar. He attended the short-lived EaoJLg . .frprnale of 1795,
and, after serving four years in the republican armies of th©
ttorth, a time that he later recalled with fondness, Delaroche
aided a former Doctrinaire in reopening: the prestigious College
of la FlSohe.

When students began to desertthls liberal

establishment during the Consulate he refounded the College
1«

Arch. Kat.i F 17 Ifr2 frt Tableau du Parsonneli 1813,
1 'Hfllll nijff -^f^f^p^t I8l2*>i8l3. See also
.ie 3orin. Histoire du Lvoie d* Angers: (Angers, 1873)*
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of Saumtt*.

JPrt*roche f s talents received such high praise

from the reeteur that in 1809 ifcrie decided to send him into
i

the I#ce*e of Angers, a promotion that i&ne uaumurols "bitterly

resented and to which they were to point in later year® as the
end of the days of prosperity.

Delarooh© went on to become

* pyoviacur* then an insofc%pr d'aoaflljBie during the Restoration,
In the three siaall colleges of the Loire Valley
and the Tfcl«rtv-Lo5 r, th© principals were laymen who fia**&lry
resented the competition that the ecclesiastical scaool'of
Beaupreuu gave their establishments*

'She twenty-eight year

old director ©f. Beaufort had studied laatheiaaties in the College
of Satoaur and was an outspoken advocate of the i&aplre.

At

£*u&e% the principal had been a Frfere dea . aco^fes r Chr <fo?
ln~-pre*3revoluti0nary Saumur* then resurfaced durliis the
tory as a prosperot^ nri^ate teacher before moving to Bau&e*.
Tht principal at whalonne^ * former^ private teacher, aroused
', '/

the clucking tongues of the devotes for his bablt of giving
late parties in the school building*
let here again, the reeteur found that these
schools belonged to that impoverished level of tt second»classrt
<•
institutions which formed the sickly underbelly of secondary
education.

Ine head of Beaufort became involved in an affair

with a thirty-five-year-old widow living In the same building
and frankly confessed to the Academy hia inability to handle
the school, plaintively warning, *Le College jmreh© a grand
i*

Arch. Nat.i F 17 142«}i l&bleay du Personnel! 1813.
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pas vers sa ruine.**

His neighbor at Bauge* knew no latin

and was deeply In debt f while tnat oi v.Alonnes spent most
of his time quarreling wlthtthe mayor over the rent for the
school building* 2

The last pie"

-i the curious mosaic of Angevin

education was tte lyee*e of Angers, a^ institution crested
in 1805 to replao© wa* j.li~organi£ed and republican ISoole
Centrale, but In turn an unpopular, suspect establishment
ttot imposed a strict military regime on its students and
counted among its professors five ©^revolutionaries,

Here

was the first and foremost of the delicate problems faced
by the reoteur of the Academy,-^ - a scarcely attended lycSe
with only 150 boys f was a living testament to the "excesses*
of the Bevolution i fhooas BeoAben, professor of mathwaatics,
president ©f the ffiufo ^e ^*pfiymtL the most radical of the
popular societies f witness Scathe no,vades at Kantes, coimnlssi oner to the avenging army of the West, a former Gratori&n
who had led the deehrlstianizing movement in that townj itiomas
Oauvln, professor of soienoe, a revolutionary from Le it&nsi
iaille, professor of hfcaanities, defrocked priest who had been
part of the revolutionary movement at JLavali Heron, professor
of physios, oratorian in the old college, member of the popular
1,

Arch. Dept.a Mair5e~ef>»Lolre! gfo.T*8; Principal of Beaufort
to the recteur of Angers, i4 Febrx»ry, 1811.
Arch. Dapfe«f ftalne-et-Loir © j 2ftyg<4i !4»yor of Baug4 to
the recteur of Anger a i 2? January, 1811.
3orin t Jt-.i nistoire du Lvc&e d'A^gerst (Angers, 1873),
pp. 1*
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society at Angers and a notable orator; Moulln, poseur of
the lyoe'e, an ex-priest who wore a blue redingote with gold
buttons » much to the shock of the local clergy*
The difficulty that the rectorate would have in
reconciling public opinion to this institution was compounded
by the Brand-Master f s appointment as new nrovisenr a-r ex-army
officer '^.ose one claim to promotion rested on the fact that
he w*s the nephew of a former Marshal of France, Ariaand Jossey
Dubreuil and had raarrled the slater of the Senator for the
Angevin area, Le lieroier.

Here we see another example of the

system of patronage and here we find another example of its
often disastrous consequences* £* J**<?»y was a hard-bitten
/'/,*.'
officer who carried the habits and discipline of army life
Into the confines of the lyce*e. From 1810 until 1814 1 the
students learned the lns~and~outs of a polished drill, the
intricate art of maintaining an Imniaoulate uniform, and the
delights of surreptitious adventures into the town, some ending
with the students transported back to th@ lyee*e in a drunken
stupor, stretched out on a planfc of wood for all the town
to see*
Significantly, the new provlseur saw his establishmerit as an independent unit, a fiefdom that was beholden to
no other authority, a military camp whose security lay in Its
isolation not only from the town but from the rectorate*

And

here l*y one of the fundamental obstacles to the proper
1,

Arch, ..at,i x_ 17 768?? Ifcbleau du Fersonne]^ 1810*181^1
and correspondence of the provlseur*
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functioning of the new Academy t for Ferri, then Manure, found
/••-"• •••••-,
In the former (cap! tain, a haughty administrator who refused

V..._ . . .,-——• '
to obey his yoanger colleagues who were setting up of floe
in a building several streets distant. Until 1814, the auth
ority Qi tne reotorate over tne Iyce"e regained texiuou& and the
intermittently flaring t eud between the functionaries brought
on more than one occasion the intervention of the

and Senator Le ^eroier, the latter periodically holding dinners
to reconcile tae two adversities,

t ,''*ined at heart an intensely
or. ^eax

clericalism and loyalty to the
Bourbon monarchy were deeply ingrained sentiments* By way
of contrast, the Department of th earths had served as the
' *

Mmpart of imria during the Eevoluti:^, a bastion 9 so claimed
the departmental a4i,:iniaujt'*at.oji-t> f ..
the route to the capital •

^ Tall would have opened

:-ils one3*»republioan area was no

ancient region but a compendium of three separate provinces*
the ierche* the /iaine and Anjouv thereby jaaklng It, too t a
land of contrasts where loyalties fed on differing and opposed
traaitions.

The eastern wing, ox tending from La Farte^jaeraard

In the north, through oalnt-,0alals f had bean tiie real bulwark
of the Revolution in the 3arthe, for the farmers shared the
same existence and customs as their colleagues ir the Vial*
Saumuroiat «elf -reliant proprietors, anticlerical by teiaperaaent, hostile to the nobility that resided at Le flans or

1. Arch. Nat. i g. 17 7£g_7t Correspondence between the reoteur
and p^ovlseur, January-June, 1
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the West, proud that their oonraunes had nevor been Mirted
by efrpimnnerie. The fact that a number of laarried priests
dominated the Judiciary after 1800, that the Jacobin
at la Fart* continued to defy the prefect, and that the
remained popular in this region, testified to the lively
1
fears of the rural counter-revolutionary countryside,
The real stronghold of reaction in the department
was the western side, on an elevated plateau, covered by
forests, dotted with rocky wllles and some
a land of samge gpfcadeur, but on© where impoverished peasants
inhabited low-fitting huts, humid, badly ventilated affairs
that often adjoined a stable*

Ofce Influence of the nobility

remained strong and religion retained its hold.

Statues of

the Virgin hung over the doorsi crosses stood on the roof si
and innumerable calvaries marked the muddy ditches which served
for roads.

In 1793* the con script fees refused to march against

the Vendeons and aix years later the Inhabitants took part
In the cftpiannjBr^e which ended with the capture of Le Hans,
As in Southern AHJOU, the guerrilla bands melted awy after
1800, but new groups, such as the l-.QUvqaufi~i^3 > reappeared
nine years later.

The leading figure among the clergy, the

reactionary vicar~general, Duinourrler«»i)up©rrl©r, drew his
1*

Eelnhard,

«ols, pt
(aris, 1935, pp. J^Z
Mams, 19^0), pp* 295*571.
Berenger , fl* de i **Ia Folloe genrale dans la i^arthe
ie Consulat et sous I'^apire*! B.ev f ^ych.t ,..^aineg X* 80-86
(193^-19^0)f pp. 28*38 f 156*182V 18.37' 216-225, 79-93 t
85*98. 90-101, 16*31. Seingfried t A.I laableau t>ol;ltiaus;
pp. 66^63.
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from this portion of the department, delighting the
inhabitants by ringing the cathedral bells on Napoleon f s de
feat at Leipzig in 1813.
Ihe fundamental fact of life during the Devolution
for the Sarthe was thus the opposition between town and country
side ,between the lawyers, republican troops, buyers of cor^
fiseated land, refugees on the one hard and the peasants,
refractory clergy t artisans of the rural communes on the other*
It was this fact that did much to shape the teaching personnel
of the seven colleges*

f

After i800, the once Jaccban towns of the Safcth®
proclaimed their liberal sympathies by turning to the old
revolutionary clergy for teachers* At oaint~Calais, the
director was a married priest who one© acted as secretary
to the municipality then $v£Uj$ to the local court.-1 His
neighbor at Xvetot, a private teacher, was described by one
inspector as Hlr f instrument du parti turbulent et irrdigieux,
compose* COOK* lui de pritres mrie*s qui garde encore beaucoup
4 f influence dans 1*instruction publique du pays*1 *^ At la
£uze, a former Doctrinaire had left the priesthood to marry
and kept the town gossiping about his spectacular quarrels
Hay, 1810.

Keport of

* 1811 j Manure repriiaanded the ssarried priest
for not submitting hi a juarrlag© to the clergy $ the ex*
abbe* proudly brandished a report of the imtional Council
of bishops convoked by Kapolaon to justify hia f2
attitude.
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with his spousei* the head of 3abl£ had served as a republiean soldier, and the second principal of Haaara naa a married
priest."*

The departaent as a whole contained a high proportion

of married and asaenaentd priests in private education, par
ticularly at Le Maaa v where three ex-revolutionaries taught,
much to taie displeasure of the bishops, and in the northeast
section around strongly republican La Ferte*-Bernard.
Yet education irt the Sarthe bespoke another herl, another tradition* for the principals and private teachers
primarily froa the store common layers of society, the
ill»educated, crude products of artisaaal families.

The

xmderbally of rrench society furnished a number of "educators11
In the Impoverished second-class institutions which dotted
the smaller oaamses and hamlet©, and the Martha was no exee^tion.

The principal of cfeble* was no more than a coimao-

soldier whose artisanal background shone through an atrocious
accent, "un langiase viclaux et infect^ de toutes les tournures
antl-fran^aises du pays", while rumors periodically reached
Aagers that he was an alcoholic. 3 At Saint-Calais, in the
eastern 3arthe, the director bad been an obscure parish priest
before the

evolution, who knew little la tin.

Between 1804

1.

Arch. Oept.j oarthei l«>TI*49t Also see Bols, Lea Instit~
ut i on a. in talleo^ua^f a . , . r^
Court el le had served as a
district commissioner in the Malne*»et<»Loire during the
Directory.

2.

Calendlnl, A«( Le College ^.g Mai^ajp^i 1935.

3.

Arch, Dept.j Serthei i^T^Qt Heport of F. ft* snare,
11 May, 1810*
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and 1808, the head of the College of Mamers was a brokendown publican who became drunk regularly In the company of
his shrewish wife and notorious daughter.

His neighbor at

Sille'-le-Guillaume was the young secretary of the eossmune who
doubled as principal to fill his spare time and earn an extra
salary. 2

At Chateauduloir, the town had been plaintively

demanding a principal since the death of the former one in
early 1809.

"Divers instltuteurs ont cru pouvoir speculer

sur see d^pouilles,* the mayor Indignantly related t "I'un n*
eut...point de honte de venir le jour de la cloture des classes
pour en recruter les Sieves, 1*-* Although these men gave a
frank loyalty to public education, the A4ad®siy understand
ably oalntalned a cool distance from the group*
The one exception in the departoemt and the one
hope for tfee reoteur was the principal of the prosperous
College of Le Man; * situated in the commercial and adminj

'*

Istrfet'ivc

- of the Sartae, a town of 25 t OOO»

Important aad parhaj,

The most

distinguished figure in the Academy

was the n;}b£ Hoissenet, last superior of the CratorlansCollege
who had ^eturned in-1605 to recreate the school as he had
1.

Oalendinii Q&. £ii»J 1« I8l0 t Mazura discovered this
as a primary teacher In a rural coiamune and suspended him
after learning not only that he was continuing in his al
coholic ways but that hie daughter's reputation wag open to
question.

2.

L f Hermite$ "Le College de 3illeVLe~Guillaume sous la Revo
lution et l f mplre w Coin. Deist. Sarthe* T. 6 (1911),
pp. 140*158.
Arch. Nat.i F 17 83291 Mayor of Chateauduloir to the
recteur of Angers i February, 1809. He continued that
private schools as a rule *ne Solvent leur orlglne qu fa
I'inte'ret et 4 la cupidite* de leurs chefs. 1*
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it.

Professor at the finest colleges of the Oratory,

Moissenet had been sent in 178? from Angers to reform the
decaying school of Le i%ns and within two years had ended its
indebtedness* increased its student body t and reinvigorated
its studies.

In 1792 1 he reluctantly emigrated to Germany

but continued to espouse the Gallicanisrn that his congre~
gation had so long defended.

In 1805 the prefect of the

Sarthe invited him to reestablish the school as he had known
it and attended a protection that jealously guarded tteabbe"
from his many tribulations.
Nevertheless the liberal bourgeoisie of I<e Hans
could never reconcile itself to the sight of a black robe
inside what had been the Boole Centrale> and, when Moissenet
accepted as professor of the talrd form an ex~ohouan who
boasted of his proficiency with weapons, began a campaign

to unseat him.

2

Certain of the parents, in collaboration

with a clique of teachers, egged on the students against the
new professor,

when the latter badly beat the ex~chouan one

night in the dormitory, the prefect expelled two boys, ex
cluded a teacher, and set up a picket of gendarmes around
1,

Arch. Nat.i F 17 8ft33j Correspondence of Heissenet? Arch.
Dept.j Sarthet ^7/21 Correspondence of i4olssenet t Boy or, M.j
Notice hlstorloue sur la vie dq Fere Holsaenets 18^2.
by a teacher In the school from 1787 until
Arch. Nat*i Series M: 22^; Memoire dea Persecutions
e'prouve^es la rial son de iTOratoirQ du J^ans. . •

2.

Arch. Dept.f Sarthe; T 47/3; The liberal mayor of Le
wrote Colonel Auvraj on the subject of the ex~Vendean,
wVous Ignorez peut-etre que le Beau Monsieur a fait partie
de l faria£e vend^en oti 11 a figur^, qu f il a e*t<§ renvoi^
de la Fleche oti 11 preshait (sic) et formentaiU le d€^
sordre."
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the college.
But Holssenet was far from a reactionary.

Although

he had emigrated, the former superior welcomed into the college
as teachers two carried priests, an aasermente'

and a Bazln*

1st on the grounds that they were all former Oratorians, doc
trinaires and Laaarists that he had known under the Ancien
Regime.

His greatest battles during the Empire were with the

vloara^generftl of the diocese, offended by his outspoken
•spousal of an old-fashioned gallicanlsm.

In 1812, Moissenet

asked for the title of doctor-of-theology in the suspect
University to proclaim the doctrine *Crue , connue, et enseigne*
avant que les opinions untramontanes eussent alteVe* l*enseigne~
ment de l f £gllse Galileane."2
Here was an ecclesiastic who epitomized the abbe*
of the eighteenth century with all the accompanying idio
syncrasies i a tolerant Galilean!sm, a gout-ridden health,
a ptnchant for good food and a broad sense of humor that could
skate the ribald.

His refufcsa to discipline the students

contrasted sharply with Horeau f s stern attitude, and in later
years, the professors complained that this generosity verged
on weakness.

As for ftoissenet's administration, there was

to emerge a romantic nostalgia for the golden days of the
*•

1M4«I Professor of the College of Le Mans to the prefect,
18 January, 1806$ prefect to Fourcroy, 17 January, 1806|
Principal of Le Mans to prefect, 22 January, 1806.

2.

Arch. Nat.i F 17 l6?8t Principal of Le Mans to the recteur
of Angers, June, 1812. He boldly affirmed, *Je desire
etre Docteur en Thdologie et oela parce que je orois devx>ir
m'honorer d f un titre que J fal pron€ ici inutllement panai
les ecclesiastiques. 11
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Oratory and on the first inspection, the recteur noted of the
daily movements in the school "tons se fait cosune dans I'ancien
ordre de I'Qratoire,"1
Here was to be the cornerstone of the recteur*s
authority within the three departments, the summa of the tra
dition that P. Mazure wished to extend to the lesser schools
of the Academy, ourely the alliance of its principal with
the Academy of Angers was to be a unique phenomenon in the
west, a curious, fascinating union between a strongly Galilean
ecclesiastic bred in the eighteenth century and a modern
/
bureaucrat anxious to extend state power*
,
!
/ %ji
Perhaps the greatest stumbling block to public
education in the nineteenth century was the agricultural
character of French society, for In the early 1800s France
shared many of the traits of the less developed countries
today: an economy at once primitive add rural, with poor
QQBHHBl eat ions, periodic famines and a population tenacious
in its loyalty to outmoded traditions* Kowhere was this
problem more acute than in the Department of the Mayenne, a
backward area where fields lay fallow two out of three yesars,
where booa^ft WAS the normal means of preserving what little
i.

Arch. Dept.j Sarthej T 47/21 Principal of Le flans to the
prefect, 1806; When one ex-Oratorian asked for a raise In
his paltry salary of 800 francs, the abbe could explode
in a letter to the prefect, "Le prlx que J'ai toujours
attach^ aux services de mes andens confreres, a consist^
plutSt dans les moeurs, les principes, 1*experience qu©
j fai 9&p4r4 trouve* en eux que dans lea sommes que leur
seralent compte'es comma recompense de leur
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topsoil there was, and where roads were muddy trails snaking
from bourg to bourg. 1

The condition of the peasantry was

similar to that which prevailed in the western Sarthe* im~
poverished and downtrodden.

The bourgeoisie of the seven

towns boasted an ancient pedigree and were indeed fairly well
off at the end of the eighteenth century, prospering on the
tactile trade and educating their sons at the Doctrinaire
College of la Pleche or the University of Angers.

At the

wealthiest of the towns, lawl, chief-lieu of the department,
a few distinguished hotels graced this center built up <on the
right bank of the Mayenne, but most families, noble or other-*
wise, continued to live in the wooden houses of the sixteenth
oentury, simple affairs throwi together in narrow, winding
streets.
Throughout the J&apire, theiinhabitants of the de
partment remained suspicious, inward-looking and cliquish,
preferring to cling to a rigidly orthodox, yet deeply felt
religion, and a backward way of existence in the face of re
forms inposed by Paris.

The peasants had traditionally been

a sullen, tenacious groupt the clergy, few in number, all from
the Meyemie, presented a closed front to the outsideri and the
grand nobility such as the Tre"raoille or the d'Ataaont rarely
resided in the department but retained a isajor influence as
1.

fiasset, H.I Le BaewMainef ^tude gftoffrsjphiques (Lav»l, 1917),
PP« 3**12. jlaugain, 1.1 Histoire de la Involution ds>ns la
.Av^r^gi (laval, i9i?)f z vol. Angot ff A'lt Pictlonyialre

(livil, 1900«.l91l5T
various towns*

See the articles pertaining to the
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of the Anoien Bigtiae.

The left-overs from

the Revolution, those few men who had dared carry out the will
of Faria, found themselves a small, isolated group by the time
of the itoplra, and nowhere was this more true than in the
College of laval, where several of the leading figures had
ooae to teach, among them a former constitutional bishop and
an ex*ffi«aber of tae revolutionary coaaaittee for that town*
Ae for the other four colleges, these were in the hands of
i
<v
refractory priests, -**** utou. jui Uu» -*.«-.-—-. :" the eighteenth
century» accustomed to the slow, traditional pace of that
insular region.
It wa« her© that the new Academy can head on fento
>

the problem of clericalism, a problem complicated by the fact
that the reotoi^t© was very much an intruder in an educational
system that had survived intact from the X?80s f an outsider
elbowing its way in on a rhythm of life that continued un~
ehanged from the eighteenth century*
In his first letter, in 2.809, the ojaaaty principal
of the College of Cha"teau~Gontier, in the southern third of
the imyenne, cfcut^ou&i? *^^A«a taa University as the protector
of Catholicism and recoscne&ded that one private teacher be
excluded from education as an *atheist%

The sixty-one-year*

old Charles Korean was the proud head of a school that his
gr*at«»Uttox* nad created in 17^5 and in which he had been both
a student and professor before becoming director in
1*

Arch. Nat.i F ?.? .811.81 Reports of the successive recteurs,
0» Angot, A, | Dipt^p^naire jj^^jsr^pr^^ue. ©t arohj^o**
de la, iiavennet (Lava'1^1 o90) f Arti ol e on Horeau.
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H«r« was a Him who gave himself entirely to the special heritaga of which he was a part, someone who felt a deep commit*
m«it not only to the Catholic Church and to education, but to
an institution which his forefathers had shaped and to a region,
the J*3-«alne, whose priests he had rasled}j and trained..

On

top of this owBBltmant was a "burning hatred for the revolution
and its works, a hatred that had its roots partly in the knowledge that the old tradition of his province was threatened
and partly In bitter personal experience*

During the Revo

lution xioreau had been enprisoned at the notorious stockades
of Raimboulll«t,then on release impetuously preached against
the Republic, a show of bravado that earned him re-imprisonment
until 1799.

He still entertained a running feud with the

Mad of th» revolutionary oooaittee that had prosecuted him
in 1792, now the prosurftujp^&idral -

4

Moreover the principal

found himself in competition with the most celebrated terrorist
of tha Hay«nne, proaelytlzer of the guillotine in the department f
a former student of the Doctrinaires who now laid a simall
private school inside Ch£t«au-Gontler.*'
Utterly fixed In his ways, the abb£ was undoubtedly
th« best administrator In the Academy,

The college operated

according to an eighteenth century discipline« the students
1*

Aroh. D«pt.i Hayennei gj^^^t Letter to recteur of
9 September, 1809,

2.

Arch, Dept.j Hayennei ^yr^^pi Primary eduoationi Dossier
on Huohede, 1802-1|04. Huchede had been a student of the
Doctrinaires in 1791 at U Fliche.

3,

Arch, tiat.i rtaywm*; l~T»?4i Report of the inspector}
April, 1810. The reoteur nmde this admission in 1816.
The only problem seemed to b® that th© daughters of a
magistrate who lived nearby waved occasionally to the
students.
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rose at 5*30 in the aorxiingi prayers and daily ssass followedt
at meals the boys -waited on their tables and at recreation
fcerst discretely off the streets of the town,

flhe regime was

extraordinarily severe even for that day and age, for Boreau,
bred in a bpsjene era, had a dark view of humn nature fahat
led him to regard hie students and teachers with all the con*
tenpt of ar Old Testament r>rot>hst.

After a disturbance by

several bo r; in 1812, he reaffirmed his unsha&able belief
in the traditional doctrine of original sint «*!* jeunesse est
difficile Jt aattre a la raieonj elle est opinatre, &nt§te*e,
et ne pense rien a bon« w ^ When the teachers collectively corn-*
plained of an exeessive load imposed on them, he could think
of no more apt reply than to denounce them as materialistic
and irreligious,

2

The proddin&s of the new Aeademy to iiaprove the
otirriculum, to rework the financial records, to space the
beds further apart, were to ineense this venerable educator*
Kever would he let an official at Angers, an agent of Bona
parte, dispossess him of this family heritage, this mmument
erected for the greater glory of God, an institution over
•felch he had presided since 1??6.

Protected by two bishops

and the local nobility, noreau tranquilly continued to rule
ever the school as an institution peculiar to the Hayerme
1.

Arch, ^ept.i Nay«me| fesSblli Frinciml of
to the rectear of Angers, ? February, IttS. The students
had been salting fun of the pious ecclesiastics.
of c.batQp.u~Goritier to the recteta? of
, 3 leeeiaber,
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and not pafrt of a system directed from Paris*
At laval, chef -lieu of the imye/me and once center
Of the Revolution in the ^epartnent, the rectorate found a
rival to the abb£ as well as a principal willing to give his
loyalty to public eduoatjoi> an4 ri -^ the consequences,
The
relationship of the ftbbe*,de Biaftui*

-th the Academy was to

be representative 01 tiie-- strange alliances that cropped up
throughout France between recteurs and men in need of protection,
aUlM&es twmu could never be more than unstable compounds
ready to dissolve under a olmnge fcn circumstances.
Jrerhaps the moat oontroversial of the principals,
d€ Bigault wts am eeolesiastic who oame from an old bours'^ois
family of the Mfcyeiiae Mho earned the patent of nobility in the
armies of Louis XIV". He was a lettr£ ^ho composed poems ixi
his spare time, and a socialite who delighted in displaying
his considerable feftoijag skills* ^clon of a noble family of
be riejiG, student of pre^r evolutionary ^a Fleahe* de Bigault
belonged to the refined world of the eighteenth century town
vfeere ecclesiastical and administrative institutions stipported
a rich and varied life* Keturniag at the tiiae of the Con*
oordat f the young de Bigault reorganized the diocese as sec
retary to the bishop of Le Haas and in the process maintained
a number of constitutional priests in place, thereby offending

, ttLe College et le lyc£e de Laval**. Co
51 f 52 (1931»1932)» pp. 4>60 §
199*253. Arch. i4it»i F- 17 8421 1 ^he mayor later affirmed.
"A son arriv^e ici (l80?) t H» d© Bigault aff icha trop
les id€©s pr€t©ndues liberales.* To the reoteur.
October, 1815.
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•*?.*.

the refractory clergy newly sunaced from their years of

fugitive existence.

The abbe* moved among the first families

of Le flana and at one so^r^g of the profecture fenced the
bemused prefect into the bushes of the terrace, all to the
applause of the ladies.

let it was this very style of living,

this gracious, highly social existence that m4e the abbe"
suspect in the eyes of the f^anoeau clergy and gave him th®
reputation for "liberalism".

Throughout the Aspire, the

i%nceau clergy boycotted the abb£ de Bigault, and so the
College reiaained an outpost of urbanity in the Cayenne, sur
rounded by a hostile ring of traditional schools.
Three other schools, to the north, in the bleak,
unfertile arrondissement of Ifckyenne, duplicated on a smaller
scale the system of Cbateau~Gontier t

i'he principals, all

refractory priests, uses lesser replicas of th© outspoken
Koreaut coitnter»revolutionary to the core, servants of the
bishop, proud veterans of education under the And en Regime,
anxious to recreate the schools that they had goverened during
/•"••
the 1780s.
\
At tl<g/. 8rn£e f the abbe' Pot tier proudly recalled
his exploits as a fugitive during tii« ohoi^anrterie cfl?95 and
stubbornly sought to reestablish the college *s h© had
governed it between 1?86 and 1791* 2

in the College of

1«

Arch. Dept f i aarthet T^47^.2t Correspondence of de Bignault.
The e,bb^ taught at Le ^lans for two years but was afcked
to leave on becoming involved in a rather sordid plot to
replace the principal of the school.

2*

Arch. Kat.j F 17 STTSt Recteux of Angers to the GrandMaster, Ifc June, 181^. Pettier freely admitted that he
would never have reopened the school "si je n f eus9e ou
1'esperance de faire quelque blen a I'lgllse en lul procurant de bons ministres. 1'
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>iayerrne, 4he abbe* Baimbault, country cure* before the Revo
lution, emigre* in England, spent most of his time confessing
the deVots of the quarter where the bourgeois and nobility
lived, 1

Only In the thickly wooded country east of the i'&y-

•nne f at £vron, did the principal show a certain moderation.
The abbe* Poupin, director of the school before the Revolution,
emigre* In Germany, obediently dropped the title of "Episcopal
College* in 1809 and accepted instructions on the curriculum*

2

Poupln went so far as to praise Bonaparte In a public speech,
a fact that the sub~prefect noted with delight and aston**
1 shraen t • -*

Xet all three saw the Acadeiay of Angers as another
agent of "republican* Paris, another step in the progressive
annexation of the Bas-Kaine to the B&plre of the Anti-Christ.
They too were to welcome the Eestoratlon as a freeing of their
schools from secular authority and a return to the original
purpose for which these had been created*

Like Horeau they

were fighting to re-establish the old pre-r evolutionary cycle;
1.

Aroh. Nat* i * 17 l**-25» ffRbleau du Personnel t 1813* Arch*
Dept.i !%tyennes 2~T/331~Bi Report on l f enselgneiaent mutuel,
1818. Grosse-Duperem, A.> Le College de ^avenne a, 1|^10.
In a report to the Grand-faster, the recteur denounced the
principal of Cayenne for his slovenly habits» "11 n faime pas
le travail et regarde le college comae une retraite***

2.

Arch. Dept.i Mayennei 2-T; Keport of Fourcas, 1810.
found the tatln studies surprisingly strong.

3»

I^id.8 i^T-yft Sub^prefeot of fclayenne to the prefect, 15
December, 1810, "Sinoereiaent attach^ au gouvernment actuel..*
Cependant le texte des compositions n f est point tire* de
1'histoire de la dynastle actuelle, aials cela a un vient
que d f un uaage ant^Bleurenient.

Fourcas
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training students from peasant and artisanal families, then
sanding them to study theology at the Seminary of Le tians*
For the Department of the Cayenne, the rectorate was thus to
be an Intruder In an educational system that had survived
intact from the 1780s*
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III,

Th« academies of France represented no selfcontained units, no delicate ecology that an outside force
might unbalance, but rather their complexion bespoke a multipl®
set of traditions and habits, of political views and relig~
ious practices f of social gradation and economic activities.
The directors of the new Jurisdictions faced regions distin
guished primarily by their diversity.
This was the first and the greatest obstacle that
the Imperial University came to encounter.

Administration

during the time of the Empire could not afford to ignore the
complexities of provincial 1 ranoe and therefore had to shape
its forms and policies accordingly*

Centralisation could

not be effective without weaving into its very structure the
pecularities of the ninety departments.

The principals who

embodied proud local traditions could not be

overlooked.

The

abb** Horeau had operated his school since the l??0s and was
determined not to surrender control over this institution
which his forefathers had so labored to build.

The abbe*

Moissenet stubbornly sought to recreate another tradition,
that of the Oratory, but again here tots a school that took
its meaning, its character from an eighteenth-century instit
ution.

Throughout the Maine~et~Loire f the Iteyenne and the
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Sarthe, the schools reflected the peculiarities and eccen
tricities of their localities? the primitive land of Southern
Anjou, the fertile plains of the \ral-3aumurois, the commercial
activities of the Sarthe and the flat-lying boqfffe of the
Mayenre,
The difficulty that the recteurs of the £&pire
experienced in recruiting a loyal clientele from among their
principals came from a con aiders ti on ^larger than the mere
political.

This "broader problem was the hidden strength of

regionalism, a factor that loomed so large under the monarchy
of the Arc!en Regime and that continued to play a leading
role in the France of the early nineteenth century.

Napoleon

Bonaparte, the Corsican who grew up outside the rich variety
of French localisms, never fully appreciated the tenacity of
these traditions and willingly steamrolled over them in the
elaboration of his policies.

let they ressained very much

alive, exacerbated in some cases by the events of the levolution: the fiercely insular culture of the Bretons, the
superstitous habits and beliefs of the Vendean peasant, the
Geraanic sub-culture in Alsace, the Provengal peasants, and the
rural tradition of the Angevin countryside as well as the
Independent spirit of the old administrative centers in the
Loire valley,

CHAPTER THREE

THE UNCERTAIN BEGINNINGS OF THE ACADEMY OF ANGERS
1809-1812
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JL.

The division of secondary schools into revolution
ary and counter-revolutionary rings obscures a second and in
some nays more profound division* one that cut across polit
ical differences.

This was the separation of the colleges

into the "haves*1 and the "have-nots", the genuine secondary
establishments of one to two hundred students, with adequate
finds and a reasonable teaching personnel* and the pathetic*
miserable establishments of fifteen to thirty students, with
almost no certain source of income*

while the Colleges of

Chateau-Gontier, Le ttaas, Laval and 3aumur contained 115 to
225 students* that of La ciuze had BO more than 11* that of
Bau&e* 45* that of £rne*e 30* and that of Chalonnes 15.

1'nis

was the aajor obstacle that severely limited Frederique
^azure's room for aanoeuver.

His ability* or inability, to

deal with the peculiar set of problems arising from the
eoonoaic and financial conditions of education in the Academy
of Angers offers a measure of the dilemiaa confronting the
recteur in provincial France.
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II.

Between 1809 and 1812, the rectorates of France
lacked real powers with which to attempt a thorough-going
reform of secondary education! and the reasons were less
political or religious than financial*
Essentially municipalities continued to push the
financial burden of the colleges onto the shoulders of re
luctant principals and thereby perpetuated a vicious

cycle

that kept education on an impoverished, tormented level*
While control over administration. and personnel &ay with +'••
University, financial control still lay with town councila*
councils who felt oppressed by the heavy taxation of the
government f frustrated by the loss of revenue that came with
the economic crises of I8li t and resentful of losing authority

over their own schools, How often the reoteurs and prlncl?•
pals bemoaned the recalcitrant attitudes of mayors, the
stinginess of town councils, the indifference of local notables.
The very idea of the University as a system giving
unity and security to the network of colleges threatened to
run aground and splinter on the rock of municipal d^lf

...-*>.^ c .

Within the Academy of Angers, the tiny agricultural communes
of £vron, Bauge* and I* ouze refused to subsidise their colleges;
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at Sable* and Sille", the municipalities donated the ludicrous
sum of four hundred francs a year.

Those of Chalonnes, Cho-

let and Beaufort donated between 1,000 and 1,500 francs, barely
enough to Insure the continued existence of the schools.
ISvefi a large and wealthy town such as Saumur dodged its re
sponsibility by reducing a budget of 9,000 francs to 2,500
francs*

The larger towns showed on the whole a better spirit *

laval set the pace with a record 12,000 francs annually, yet
the erratic administration of de Bigault was leading the
college perilously close to bankruptcy.
The inevitable and tragic result of this attitude
was to transform the municipal college into a self-supporting
business and the DrinoipaX into something of a speculator*
By necessity, the principal becaia© first a**d foremost the
director of a commercial enterprise, a aan who had to buy
much of the furniture, from beds to armoires, as well as
to provision the school with food, candles and wood.

He

had to be someone able to undertake a heavy initial investment
and wait patiently for a return.

The first principal of

Blois invested 32,000 francs of his own money on signing
a contract for possession of the college at his own "risks
and perils". 2

That of Chatellerault had to put forward 5 f OOO

francs his first year while collecting only 1,600 francs
1.

Arch. Dept.i I1aine~et-Lolrei 4l6-T~23t
29+I-ftt Arch. Dept.f *3ayenne i £»T»1ft Annual Budgets of
the colleges, 1810-1812.

2.

Arch. kat.i F 17 8229t Report of tobols© Eendu, 9 July,
1811. The principal of Blois lost most of this sum and
had to accept a post as teacher at the College of Laval.
v
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from his students. 1

And how laany would-be principals with*

drew at the end of fruitless negotiations?

<&ne teacher from

Nantes dickered for weeks with the town of Clvray but the
recteur had to report his failure *vu qu f il est ddpourvu de
moyens pe'cunaires. 1*
Municipal parsimony thus became the single great
est influence on the recruitment of this long-suffering class
of educators,

Cosimunes willingly imported into public edu

cation the man who was financially ^d^ptsiKien
t, and this was
ialmost invariably the private fceftc^~*> the zaa|tre^de-pejasion
who brought his own furniture, his own capital and his own
students into the municipal college.

In fact, It may be said

that public education was rebuilt on the pocketboo&s of pri
vate teachers,
The effect of rebaptizing local •DefiSio^pata as
the municipal colleges or more simply tapping their directors
as principals determined the character of public education
for the first third of the nineteenth century*. A ragged col
lection of priests, ex-revolxitionafcies, laymen of little
formal training, former soldiers, ox-merchants, surfaced
into the municipal colleges, bringing with them the habits
and ideas of siaall-scale entrepreneurs.

In the process of

1.

Arch* Kat.t F 17 83221 Dossier of the abbe* Bagneau, 181118l4. His financial operations earned him a trial before
the Academic Council of the Academy of Poitiers.

2.

Arch. Kat.j F 17 8330: Report of the recteur of Poitiers,
3 March, 1811. The teacher had taught in the jSeole
Centmle of the Sarthe and served briefly as srocur£ur
of LQ Mans during 1795*
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tapping private teachers, an unsavory underbelly to public
education was created, a substrata of misfits artf ra/t£s^
'>
In the Academy of Angers, no less than seven of
th« seventeen principals came from this milieu.

The prin

cipal of 3abl£ was no more than a common soldier who opened
a private school during the Directoryi 1 while the principal
of Masters until 1808 was a former ma£tre~de~penslon who got
drunk regularly in the company of his wife and daughter. 2
The town of oaint-Calais simply redubbed as college the pri
vate school of a local raarried priest, a nan fit only for
^

primary teaching.

In the Jteine~et-Loire § the College of
Dou£ was nothing more than the private school of Guilleteau
rammed; and by 1810, parents were beginning to grumble that
the abb£ was less a teacher than a greedy speculator. 1* The
principal of Bauge*, the former ex~frere $augin f had had a
prosperous private school at Saumur and left in 180? only
when the raayor of Baugl promised that if he accepted the post
of principal all the profits would accrue to him. Haugln
eagerly sold his belongings and brought 100 students as well
as some furniture to an empty, forlorn building on the out~
skirts of the small town. By 1811, he was deep in debt.
When the recteur and town council decided on his removal,

U
2.

Arch* Nat. i F 17 l*mt Ifobleau da Personnel* 1813.
Oalendini, L*; Le College de Marners, {Mamersi 1935)*

3. Arch, i.at.i * 17 85611 Nets on the Ofrbleau du Personnel.
Arch. Oept.i «aine~et~Loiret _^l£TT«»5i Beport of F. Mazure
2? aepteaber, 1610.
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the mediocre principal secretly sold the school f s furniture t
both his own and the commune's, then fled.
The creation of the Academy of Angers had a
minimal effect on the traditional pattern of recruiting
principals, on a practice rooted in the dearth of men who
combined personal means with experience.

The same collec

tion of avaricious gal tr e s«»d e*»pen a i on t militant refractory
priests, incompetents and misfits continued to enter public
education.

In 1812, the town of Ghalonnes replaced its

principal by contracting with a ^aai frr e~d e~.fr esn si on in tiny
2 That same year, a former private
Beaumont~sur*aarthe*
teacher became principal of Baug£, replacing mugin*

In

1811, the mayor of Beaufort found a successor to the depart
ing principal by corresponding not with Fr&ierlque Mazure
feut with the five private toachors in the town of Angers*
He found one only too glad to closa his faltering school,
almost bankrupt from the inflation of grain prices, the im~
position of the school tax, and the spread of an epidemic
in the dormitory.

Meline was no more than an ill-educated

layaan whose checkered career had led him from 3aint«-i)omlngo
In 1790 to Angers, where he was emprlsoned as a suspected
6mlgrl, and then into the Vende'e where he served as a royalist

1*

Arch. Dept.s !4aine~et**Loir e $ aS-lW^t Mayor of Baug£ to
the reoteur of Angers, 2? January, 1810*

2.

Arch, Dept.j $alne~et~Loire; 4l2«»X~li £!ayor of Chalonnes
to the reoteur of Angers, 1813.

3«

Arch. i*at.i F 17 82ffi Eeport of the recteur of Angers.
f
^
20 March, I81o»
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The most striking example of the vicious cycle whereby the towns ignored the Academy to recruit their own prin
cipal* occurred a£ 3aumur in i 810,
vious year, the cox.

In December of the pre

had J.u»v its principal to the Lyce*e

of Angers, and the mayor, bypassing the machinery of the
recto rate, resorted to the time-honored way of recruitments
allowing local aa^fores-de-pe/ision and principals of lesser
colleges bid for the school.

The highest bidders In January,

1610, were the abbe's of Doue% Guilleteau and Chalopin, the
latter pushed on by his ambitious partner*

The two proceeded

to negotiate a secret contract, then decamped for Saumur with
seventy-five students and a wagonload of furniture, and nine
months later F. Kazure sheepishly admitted to Paris that the
matter had been done "sans mission le*gale. r*
i
An ti -clerical Saumur *as receiving with open arms
two refractory ^
istrator,
'
i

_

. o iauycr, ^.,se a repu^IICt^* &w»*in-„ isrical Doue* to find two ecclesiastics,

two former royalists.

Like most municipalities in the West,

the town of Saumur was more interested in its pocketbook than
in political etiquette.

It forced the abbe's to agree to a

reduction ^in the budget from 9 t OOO fraacs to a meaner 2,500
francs, a contract that the rectorate opposed in win.

2

Within the space of nine months, the new director
of 3auiaur, Guilleteau, had driven his partner to dispair,
alienated the parents, bankrupted the school and made him-

1.

Arch, Dept.i Maine-et-Loirei 416-T-5; Report of F
April, 1810; Septeml>er, 1810.

2.

Ibid.
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nil « efcjiel ef Fi&iwlas It JfciWi tliiUi **• eeil§§s
Jfi MA? SlplBftW tfA «ti tghi§* « Whit fei tt*i

Iht «ft«

tfefe* Hi Aissettfci %fti tittfeliifeitP.l wiih
sf § ^tia^t wHe li^isieuilLf ^pieiis §
ftt §eil§%%«4 $e§t§ M If to^ wtf«
Ittrt ef ^tepftaftifftli torn ef %^@ eift«* «? i^«%^pi%i tf
in a neighboring chapel where he
spent an inordinate amount of time*

His arrival in the college

had been followed by that of his clans the father, who became
doorkeeper, a sister, two nieces and as Esany nephews.

The

students were taxed on each and every object i the professors
complained that they were no longer paid at regular intervals.
Guilleteau*s miserliness led to whispered hints that he was
dishonest, a vile speculator*

Itessure saw more clearly.

"Pauvre," he r ©marked # *il a senti le besoin d f une &eV&re
e'conomie et de s*assurer l f independence par les privations
et par le travail.* 1
Nevertheless, the inspector found th© college
disintegrating, the classes pootly taught, the teachers dis
couraged and angry parents threatening to withdraw their
sons.

The cllroax came the day of Magure 1 ® stay*

On 5

September, the one time that a curious public entered the
college for the literary exercises* Guilloteau decided to
sulk in his apartment while the gentle Chalopin wandered about
1.

Ibid •
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the rudderless crowd on the verge of tears.

"J^ai vu 1,200

personnes dans une confusion affreuse," wrote the horrified
inspector, "les maftres sans chefs f les (Sieves sans guides,
le principal ayant perdu la tete et l f ad joint renferme* dans
son cabinet."

The next morning at 5 a,m. f the Mlortals awoke
to a grating sound on the door and there stood the abbe*
Chalopin, bleary-eyed, still in bedclothes.

The crushed

principal shuffled into blurt out his resignation,

Chalo*

pin packed his belongings and two weeks later departed,
stripping the college bare of linen, utensils and most of
its furniture.
In this manner, the economics of aducation in
provincial France effectively crippled the rectorate of Angers,
t.

Ibid.
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III.

Despite the inability to break the cycle of the
prlvate-teacher-turned-principal, the Academy of Angers
aevertheless began to extend a certain control over the
activities of the colleges and thereby laid the groun^work
for subsequent reform*
In 1809 ^aris provided the initial impetus by
demanding that the teachers of iranee, both public and private,
be carefully examined and a report sent to the Grand-master
detailing their qualifications and character.

A vast enquet©

was to be undertaken digging into the strengths and weaknesses
of the teaching personnel, thereby giving the inspectorsgeneral their first tool in the remaking of this corps*
In September, 1809, Ferri de 3aint~Constant took
the first step by setting up a number of Examining Commissions
with the principals of tne larger colleges as their heads.
In ..ovember, the clerical director of Chateau-GoatIer warmly
thanked the recteur for this a11-too-valued opportunity of
examining the teachers in the ar rond is semen t, but plantlvely
added that none had yet appeared before his Coxaiaisslon.
1.

Arch. Dept.; Mayennei l-T-11: Principal of Cbateau-Gontier
to the recteur of Angers, 12 September, 1809#
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The liberal-minded principal of c>aumur wondered whether the
t«ipestuous cur£ of Saint-Pierre was to be examined,

while

at Le Mans the Qallioan abb£ Molssenet reassured anxious married
2
priests that there was no question of their right to teach.
The principal of Mayeane, later so lax and negligent in his
duties, sent the recteur a massive table listing the professors
3
of the arrondissement, with a precis of their careers*
Herein lay the real function of the Commissions.
The rectorate was obtaining its first information on the
topography of Angevin and Hanceau education*

It was simul

taneously recruiting the »or~ important principals as its
agents,

a wAA^inally suggested and encouraged by Paris,

"Je profiteral de votre bonne ide*e, M the recteur of Bourges
was to write to an inspector-general, "de faire de mes priri*
cipaux de college de petits inspecteurs,

11 f&ut attendre

que je lea oonnais bien et que je les trouve digne d'un tel
4
hormeur," But Ferri was not waiting as was his neighbor
two departments away.

Lot only did he collect th© infor-

aation that went to make up the first grand report on the
personnel but he utilized the principals as a means of
1.

Arch, Sept.; Maine-et-Loire; 4l6-T~23;
mur to the recteur of Angers, 12 September, 1809,

2.

Arch. Kat,j F-17-1Q211> Houdet to the principal of Le
, 28 October, 1809,

3.

Arch, JJept.i Hayennej 2-X-511-Gi Principal of Bayerme
to the recteur of Angers, i October, 1809,

4.

Arch, Dept,i Gheri _2-F-^> Kecteur of Bourges to Joubert,
7 April, 1810, Another illustration of the cliose link
between inspectors and recteur s,
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distributing the endless oiroulars explaining the new systea with all its obligations and formalities. 1
The full weight of the University's authority over
the municipal colleges and private schools came, however, with
the toume'ea of the inspectors from $aroh to June, 1810.
Here was the fir*& i

nation oetween admin*

<;.ion and

/

principals, the first meeting between the officials of pub
lic education and the principals of provincial trance.
On lb March, F. Mazure set out for the school
of 'Beaupreau, located in the heart of Southern An jou, an
a&ri

.anter "isoll pour alnsi dire de la France

entiere par des cheialns impracti cables, 1* wrote the inspector
who recognized an isolation that was as much spiritual as
physical*

The principal, the abbe" Loir-Mongazon, graciously

welcomed flazure and deeply impress^ ....

*,** his classical

erudition, his administrative abilities and a frank, pleasant
personality.

At the isanufacturing town of Cholet, further
,

f-

south, the Inspector found the sii^uat-oa uo oe ikuw& less en*
couraging, leading him to wonder later whether education would
ever be "implante* dans un pays ou 11 n*a jama is existe* et que
p
la guerre civile a devaste*.*1
The principal, an ex-Vendean
1.

Arch.9ept.{ I>myennes ly$*tlt Principal of Chateau-Gontier
to the recteur of Angers, 9 -September, 1809. 2~T~1~511~0;
Principal of Cayenne to the recteur of Angers, 10 September,
1809« In September, Horeau announced that he had sent out
fourteen circulars, with eleven left over* The principal
of Cayenne accidentally sent a number of them to the pri~
mary teachers of the towaa t who thereupon trooped to the
college refusing to obey*

2.

Arch, l^at.t F 17 1425s Tableau du Personnel, 1813.
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soldier, proved to be of an appalling Ignorance.

Moving

tipwards into the more productive Loire valley, Mazure en*
countered new problems, for he found the two new ceprincipals ci £aui*ur to be "d'un £corce un peu rude,* and
tangled with
to the school. *

council over the paltry funds donated
In the £arthe during June, he detailed the

miserable conditions of education outside JLe nans, but was
full of praise for the abb€ Molssenet and nis professors who
lived "dans un esprit de sele et de frateralt£ qul rappelle
les beaux Jours et 1'anclenne regularity das moeurs et des
2
Etudes
Fourcas ha* much the same experience in the Mayenne
1\
The abbe* Horeau struck him as an exoellexit acuainisitrafcor al
though weak from a scholastic point~of-vlew«^

The social

grace of de Bigualt d'Harcourt pleased him but the shaky
&
finances of the abbe* gave rise to his suspicions.
The north
of the Hayemie Impressed the Inspector as "un pays peu rlche
et de difficile acces" and at tiny Niort-pres-Iassay he un
covered a member of the Petite Eglise teaching at the prliaary
<
level . ^

1» Arch, ^ept.j imine-et-Ioirei 4l6*>:r-58 Heport of t . Hagure;
April, 1810. The inspector forced the town council to
re-do the contract, but only after delivering an ultimatums
that he would remove the title of "college" from the school
if changes were not laade.
2. Arch. Dept.$ Sarthet T-47-2 8 Report of P. Macurft t June,l8lO,
3*

Arch* Dept. j Cayenne; 1-1*11; Report of Fourcas* 2k April.
1810.

^.

Sinoir, pp. cit.

5.

Arch. Dept.i Mayennei M-jt Report of the inspector, 2
, 1810.
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During the t^urnje* both inspectors showed a par
ticular interest in the delicate problem posed by the former
revolutionaries still in education, a problem that every
academy in France had to face and one that gave rise to as
aany different solutions as there were reeteurs.

In that

of Toulouse a number of purges had occur red t in Brittany a
counter-revolution in education seemed to be in process*
But the rectorate of Angers had no intention of
calling into question the status quo in education at a moment
when financial and administrative problems were pressing in.
On the contrary, Mazure had words of praise for Court ell e,
the ex-Doctrinaire and married priest at la Suze, and kind
words for L'Hermite, the good-natured if poorly trained prin
cipal of 3alnt*Qalais.

He called the ex-revolutionaries

in the College of Le Mans the best teachers in the Academy
while Fourcas felt that a defrocked priest teaching at laval
was the most talented*
Instead, the rectorate chose another field to
display itfe religious and noTltio-- ,

^rvatism, that of

prlaary education, &n area that was crying for rrforrn, an
*>--«iiw*u^iiy could pose as the defender of reuad morality at a minimum of costs, »Faced with a hos
tile clergy and m resentful officialdom,*;]!© rectorate grew
i

increasingly anxious to hoist the flag of conservatism and
religious orthodoxy over the Academy and thereby nip in the
bud the most effective argument of ita enemies.
i.

Already,

Arch* Dept.j Sarthes l^TMkgt Reports of F. ftazure*
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the Angevin clergy were decrying the Lycde as a den of ini
quity, a campaign that had profoundly shocked the inspectorsgenaral of 18Q9. 1
The sporadic crusade had its beginnings at liberal
Saumur*
i
,*4e

n four of the six primary schools t F* Kazure foruumber of brochures and novels encouraging "idleness**

and on finding one that contained several "dangerous*1 maxims,
tore it into shreds before the round-eyed students and the
embarrassed teacher.

In the liberal-minded Sarthe, the in

spector insisted on the inclusion of religious exercises in
the daily life of secondary schools and sharply reprimanded
e s-d e-qftqsloi^B at la Ferte*~Bernard t Montmirail, and Le

Hans for their indifference and neglect.

As for the isarried

priests, he firmly insisted that they reconcile their marriage
with the Church or risk being excluded fro® education. At
Le Mans, Mazure reacted to the refusal of one by having the
«4;< «*»A4-».-4*stv4fc'
**&*
<"Kai*,^L - ,-*
on the repi-.r"'lj c-'
>

--

----»

..._

-

cido and at Yvetot.
..

^..^ .—/.„.._(,, ,»w j.u^w.'Uj.eawJLy

pursued another even though the mayor threatened to make
a special trip to Paris in the jaan's defense while the expriest himself brandished the Gallican statements laade by
Napoleon*

The teacher eventually submitted*2

At Saint-Ouen

1.

Arch* Dept.i *jaine~et~Loirej 33->'f~Ji Heotmir of Aagers to
the Grand JNaster,

2*

Arch. Dept.i Sarthej l-TCgf^i Keport of F* tfasrure- t
1811.
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L* Nimbre'e, the cure* spilled out a lurid story of how the
local primry teacher had taken seven or eight little girls
into his bedroom and asked them to pull up their dresses.
The rectorate indignantly suspended the asan, but Paris found
the evidence insufficient and reinstated him*

In the Maine-

et-Loire f the Academy persecuted a former perruauier~turned**
priwary teacher, *un miserable qul avalt debauch^ toutes les
2
petites filles de son £cole."
The evolution to a more conservative stance did not
Bean that Mazure and the Academy had lost their essential
Like most functionaries of the

pragmatism and tolerance.

Imperial University, those of Angers Insisted only that the
outward forms be respect .,

us lor a man's personal beliefs

and political pa&£ f tney remained indifferent insofar as these
lid not materially affect the college*

At Le Mans itself,

Flagure climbed or to a limb to defend a married priest and
na i tre-de*p&nsion from the wrath of the vicar~general and
in the process vindicated the Galllean point-of-vlew preached
by the abbe* Moissenet*

The nature of ^ft2jur©*s tolerance

had other, more prasaaatic facets.

He desisted in harassing

one primary teacher accused of incest with his sister on
i»

Arch. ;.at*i I 17 102111 Report of F. Insure, 15 June, 1811.

Z.

Arch. Kfct.i I 17 lQ2lli Eeport of F. I4azure f 20 June, 1811.

3. Arch. Dept.; oarthe; i-q>u»9; Report of F. Mazure, 2?

"1»y, I8l0j Bede»u f s persistent refusal to seek reconcil
iation with the Church was Intiiaately tied to diocesan
politics. A deaaa&d for the regularizatIon of the marriage
had long been disposed! the Papal Brief arrived seven
years ago, but he refused to submit to the curl of SaintJulian "parce q.u*il Stmit ftnelen chouan."
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learning that the man enjoyed the patronage of the fatherin-law of Thibeaudeau, former conventionnel and prefect of
the Bouchaflh-du-Khone.
For primary education a a a whole, the Academy made
little attempt to establish a systenatic oontrol.

Fouroas

wearily reported after an inspection of the arrond is semen t
of the Mayenne that the eighty men who reportedly taught the
rudiments of French within its boundaries were too scattered
2
A feeling of pessi•Oft too obscure to merit his attention.
mi an and discouragement underlay the attitudes of the rect orate in this douaaln until the liberalizing ware of flnaa.iKn.e
Ment Muteul reached conservative Anjou and mine in
One of the most uniTersally decried aspects of the
Imperial University in 1810 and orse of the most potent reasons
f or attfci-O&iversity attitude in the tfest of France was the
school tax, in annual levy of one-tw*^
for e«oh student. •. ^&Q~•-•.;•

. of the tuition

_ ,-vt to endow public edu

cation with an Independent source of income, but in reality
was contributing to the undermining of the financially under>
nourished school system of the Empire* In the Academy of
Angers, the rectomte relentlessly imposed the tax, its one
Tisible achievement before 1812.
Arch* ivat.; F 17 10211 1 Report of I . Mazure t 3 May, iSiG*
2*

Arch« Dept.i Cayenne} 2wi^3'jlBi Heport of rourcass
12 June, 1811.
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The itecree of March, 1808, specified that the
levy was to equal one-twentieth of each student's annual
tuition, but this straight-forward statement was soon succeed*
ed by three decrees that made the tax genuinely oppressive.
A day student who paid 100 francs would normally owe only
five francs, but the University issued a measure in January,
1809, Baking all day students liable to the same tax as
boarding boys, or forty francs if the tuition was 800, and
1 The sense of
thereby increased its revenue by many times.
/
injury felt by parents and principals alike "was deepened
by the Icnowledge that the revenue went only towards the ad
ministrative costs of the unl*\*£'**jity f ^wiu.
-.»&vu*«tttt.i an^

of the

-w.-* f

. w**aiv* c^laries
jrilliant social

the pointless
life of these men. the splendid oomtumes,
i
pagentry 01 oifioial prooe»ffl ons.
>4- the ^otofcUttiiiy of angers, the tax quiokly became
a iQauaas belx^«.particularly in the^e aoaools wnere peasant
boy^ were prei>ay^ug for the priesthood,

in 1809, Fontanes

had O w*ui'<ju»^; and impulsively exempted all ecclesiastical
students iro^ ^
principal,

,pl© 4@seind of the

over one hundred boys at Ohateau-Gontier escaped

as well as sixty at Evron*

Bat as the realities of financing

the new University becaja© more apparent and the abuses of
the exemptions multiplied, th© Grandmaster decreed an in-

1.

GrlB»ud, L. j liigAoir^. d.a la l/ibert€ de L
(JBaris, 195^)i vol. 5» pp* 102*103. Tessenneaui
PP. 295-303.
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flexible criteria* the exemptions accorded to a particular
college could never exceed the number determined by dividing
the d»y students by ten.
one*

An arbitrary figure and a snail

At Ch*fceau~^6ntler, only fifteen students escaped the

tmx the following yean at Svron only five.

In the last

four years of the Empire, the crusty Horeau resentfully paid
over 13,000 francs, a sum double the annual budget of most
municipal colleges.

In l8li, Fourcas twisted the arm of the

*fc*4 Poupin who still owed 300 francs after paying 2,346 francs
and at the College of Hayenne, the number of students decreased*
"Plusieurs mimes ont abandon 6 le college et remonc£ a leurs
Jtudes lor s qu'ils se sont vus obliges de payer la nouvelle
the principal nailed to 4 deaf recteur.
In the Maine«*et->Loire, the abbe* Hon^azan paid over
3
i6,000 francs.
At Beaufort, the principal met a blank re~
fusal to pay from most parents throughout 1809,

tthile some

Students left for the prixaary school of the town to escape
4
tax,
ins town of £tous4 protested in turn that the appli
cation of the tax to the primary school attached to the college
would mean its annihilation.
1,

Arch. Jept.j Cayenne;
t Records of the tax for the
colleges of Chateau-Gontier and Bvron.

2.

Arch. Dept.i Hayennet Z-jXl-qil-Gt Irincipal of Haya/ine
to the recteur of Angers, 25' May, i609.

3*

Arch. £ept«s i^alne-et-Loires ^.56*T^33t Report of P.
17 mrch, 1810.
Arch. Dept.i Maine^et-toirei 29*T>8t principal of Beaufort to th© recteur of Angers, ^ August, i809.

5.

Arch, Dept*$ *alne»<et~Loirei 2&»X«l i ilayor of Bemgl to the
recteur of Angers, 2 October , 1609" »
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Fr4derique tfazure, so much the hard-nosed admin
istrator, urged the reoteur to take those parents who wotild
not pay into the courts,

irfhen a group at La Pleche refused

to hand over the required sums, he suggested to Perri, w ^e
pense qu'une poursuite judicaire faite directment au nom de
l f Unlversit£ produirait un ban effect en faveur de aaitree,
qui Iprouvent beaucoup d 'obstacles dans le recouvrement de
la retribution," a frank admission of the universal opposition
that the tax provoked.
By 1812, the rectorate fat Angers had little to
show for its multiple efforts*

Certainly a tight financial

control had been imposed and the principals collectively
groaned under the monthly obligations to send charts of
students and sacks of money*
in return.

The Academy had little to offer

The efforts of Mazure to bully the towns of Anjou

and the $aine into contributing adequate funds remained with
out effect*

As for Imposing a single curriculum and a uni

form conduct f the rectorate fell woefully short.

When the

principal of Bauge* Issued a prospectus proclaiming the study
of Greek, history, cosmography, as well as dancing, the Academy
rudely intervened to withdraw the publication. Z Aside from
this petty form of policing. Manure and his inspectors had
to content themselves with serving as the eyes and ears of

1*

Arch* D@pt*i sarthej l*»TO»9.t Beport of F, Mazure, 10
1810,

2.

Arch* B*pt.f $alne~et~Lolrei jg.JMWj.li Eecteur of Angers
to Principal Of Bauge* t 15 December, 1813,
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Paris, with influencing the promotions and demotions decided
in Paris.
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effect, FreMerique Manure failed to alter the
basic fabric of provincial education? the pernicious cycle
of the iaa£tre~de-t)en8iQ^~turned~prinoipal.

Here was the

greatest stutobling block to French education during tne early
>art of the nineteenth century.

The ex-private teacher, that

seedy entrepreneur, remained indispensible to the life of
the municipal college.

No other source offered the necessary

combination of personal means, long experience, and the desire
to remain inside education.

The recteur of Bourses, wearily

admitting his failure to recruit outstanding ©en who possessed
some private wealth, observed,
Ces aortes d*employees ne so-nt pas rares dans
I'Universitl mal$ ils ne reulent pas d© prin~
cipalat parce qtff en general ce genre de place,
surtout dan-s le commencement, ne donne pas de
l f e»u a boire*'
By necessity, the principal continued to act as
the director of a commercial enterprise anxious to squeeze
out a modest profit.

What help could he expect from the

recteur In the effort to maintain his solvency?

1'he stony*-

faced isayore tightly guarded the municipal purse? the town

1.

Aroh. ftat«i F 17 84Q6a Heotettr of -Bourgea to the Grand*
faster» 16 April, 1811.
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councils refused to repair the ageing school buildingsj the
sons of peasants and shop-keepers paid little for their tui
tion j and the principal himself faced the dolorous task of
keeping his family clothed and fed while supplying the school
with beds, anaoiros and tables.

This was the cycle that kept

the Academy of Angers on such an impoverished level through
out the &apire$ this HAS the cycle that frustrated the recteur
in his atteiapts to find a loyal clientele. Political and
religious differences only provided the salt that laade these
wounds all the more tender*

CHAPTER FOUR

OBSTACLE TO UNITY:
THE TEACHING CORPS OF ANTQU AND THE MAINE
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In outlining the Drsoree of 1? ;3arch, 1808* napo
leon possessed a sweeping conception of the imperial Univer
sity as a monolithic body with a well-disciplined corps of
professors.

Tfeaohlng was to be a noble profession, a vital

part of the machinery upon which government rested.

The

prestige of the professors was to be Insured by distinctive <?
C, j
costumes, a prominent place in official professions, and a
network of retirement homes where the "professors emeritus**
of the University could live out their last days in ease and
dignity.
As chiseled out In the Decree, the hierarchy em
bodied the highest principles of the Revolution,

Advancement

was to be by merit and merit alone, while every professor
accused of soae infraction possessed the precious right fco a
hearing frefore an Impartial board.

Justice, equality and

fraternity were to reign in the ordered ranks of the Imperial
University.

The recteurs were to be grave and sober magistrates,

arbitrating questions of salary, listening to complaints of
disobedience, and passing in review thorny problems concerning
duties and privileges.
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The reality of course was far different.

Despite

the wonderfully conceived plan, so generous in character and
so rational in form, no substantial improvement occured in
the pitiful conditions of the professorial corps during these
years. The daily life of the teachers remained unchanged from
the days of the Consulateand early i&apire.

The grinding,

pathetic, existence on mlnliaal salaries, the long, dreary hours
In the classroom that could stretch from six in the morning
until after duak, the frequent battles with the principals,
the petty rivalries and bickering between colleagues, all
these features continued tc plague the secondary schools.
At the heart of the problem lay the diversity and
disunity of the teaching personnel.
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In the France of fche early nineteenth century, th«
most noticeable aspect of the professorial sorps w&s the almost
complete absence of a middle generation, of men between the
ages of tweuwy-

*

j.ne closing of the

collages during the Revolution, the disbanding of the teaching
congregations, the necessity to enter the republican armies,
the thrill and attraction of politics had dramatically siph
oned off the generation of the l?90s*
¥he result by 1810 was draiaatic: in the Academy of
Angers, over one-half of the seventy-five teachers were under
twenty-six yeu^, 011*^*-^

a^asn i^out wi»* aenches of the

lyceY a^u. she municipal collages; at the other end of the
spectrum, over one«*third were forty-five years or older, men
who had either waugnt during the Ancien Be*gime or been edu
cated in the colleges of eighteenth-century France*

Here was

a' draaatic gap in generation that paralleled the division with
in the clergy between the old-fashioned, faintly comical
1.

Arch. i«at*2 F 17 1^25; Statistics compiled from the survey
of the teaching personnel; August, 1813* For the Academy
of Poitiers, the figures were 45/w for those 25 or younger
and 35> ^or those over
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of the Ancien Regime and the young, militant half-educated
priest of the Sapire. Phis one fact laid the seeds for much
of the turmoil and strife within public education, the founda
tion for much of the petty Jealousies and rivalries.
During the Empire, principals necessarily had to
supply most of their teacners and therefore drew heavily on
the older students, boys whom they had raised and trained,
knew and occasionally loved — hence the family-like character
of the early nineteenth-century school.

At Cholet, Beaufort,

gauge", Evron, arne'e, Saint-Calais, ka £uze, Chateauduloir and
Sille*, this was the case, while at laval the abbe* de Bigault
had brought with him froai Le l-lans three young ecclesiastics,
all personally devoted to him.
Although no information can be obtained on their
background, these boys came in all probability from lower
middle-class families as did the roajority of the rising gen2

eration of young teachers in France,

They sprang from art-

isanal or lower middle-class families too poor to afford to
place them in a "prof ession* but anxious that they begin the
long, slow assent into respectability.
For this generation, merit was not always the route
to a post.

In all the academies, there were examples of fav

oritism: the son of an old friend of the principal, the
1.

See the Tableau du Personnel in the liasse of each college.

2,

Simon, J.; P'r eifo er e s Anne* e s. s (Paris, I8?5)j A
autobiography that details his rise froiatthe son of im
poverished shopkeeper in Brittany to a student of the
£cole JNonnale during the July Monarchy,
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proteg£ of a local cure", the offspring of a local notable, the
candidate of a proviseur.

In the College of Saumur, the twenty-

four-year-old professor of the third form owed the position
to his kinship with the Senator Clement de His, leading the
recteur to sniff, "se livrant plus a la social qu'a iMtude."
Yet tUlent did count.

The teacher in the class below him was

the young Charles Loyson, student at Beaupr^au and successful
candidate to the yet-to-be-formed i£oole Noraiale, a brilliant
poet of the early romantic period and a friend of Guizot until
his tragic death in 1820.2
Product of the imperial schools, the new generation
of teachers was ambitious, enthusiastic and impatient; it was
well aware of its numerical importance and of its real or
presumed intellectual superiority? it was pushing hard against
its elders and it might be argued that the Bonapartist atti
tudes shown by the young teachers during 1815 stemmed in large
part from the absorbing desire to flaunt the staid and timor
ous principals.

Citing the insubordination and flippancy of

the young teachers at Le Hans, the recteur of Angers declared
of the group as a whole, "A peine sortis des banes, ils se
considersnt coirune des profeeseurs du lyce*e," and went on to
ask the Grand-Mster to place his authority behind the princi1.

Arch. Kat.; F i7 1425t Tableaux du Personnel; 1813.

2.

3ee Kemusat, £.; Heaoires! (i-aris, 1885).
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pals and against "these children".*

The MlS&l terrible of

the Academy and probably the individual whom riazure had in
mind when he wrote those words was 3, Berny, a former student
of the Seminary of Angers whom the bishop had offered to the
Academy for reasons that soon became apparent t and yet who
the recteur found to be one of the most intelligent individuals
that he examined. 2 At Le $ans, Bemy shocked the abbe* ftoissenet
with his anti-clerical stateiaents,rrefused to accept the dis
cipline of the school and provoked the abb<§ into dismissing
him*

Sent to Bvron, he plagued the principal with his flute-

playing and Incurred the wrath of a saagistrate for courting
his daughter*

And at oaumir, Eemy was to keep company with

the officers of the drifcg
Discipline was the great problem.

The young teachers

of France spent much time in caf^s, piled up large debts,
sought to escape the rule of the principal by taking a room
in town and showed a ticklish pride over their own particular
methods of teaching.

Imputation as local dandies was part of

the stock-in-trade of these younger teachers*
Arch. Kat.i F...17 84-513 Hecteur of Angers to the Grandlister, 15 April, 1813. Mazure equally complained of
the effects of conscription on the younger teachers:
*De 1& une instability* perpetuell© dans le regime
int£rlQur et une grand e falblesse dans le ressort de
la police directe sur les onfants,2
Z0

Aroh. Dept.i *^alne-et-Loire$ 3gj.»T~13x Be^lstre de
Corr e spondenoe t 8 January, 1812.

3»

^-roh. L-apt.; Sarthe; l-riV^t Report of lourcasj June,
1812. The inspector approved Hoissenlit^ dismissal of
the teacher, describing the latter as * original, pre*tentieux, et orgueuil*1 . Arch. i«at.j F 17 8373; Eecteur
of Angers to the Grand-mster, 1^- June,
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On the other hand, the younger teachers felt as
if they were being grossly exploited by the older generation*
salaries were as low as 700 francs, barely enough to exists
the hours were long, froia six in the morning until nine at
night; the onerous duties of rmftrea A d'e'tudes. including
supervision of studyhalls and of recreation, fell to them;
the food provided by the principal was less than adequate.
At the clerical school oi Chatemu-G6ntier f the
separation of generations too^ tne lora or «* struggle over
the kind of discipline to be Imposed on the young professors.
Despite the religious atmosphere, the priests moving noise
lessly through the halls, a lively tension existed between
the old-fashioned principal and his young professors, for
Horeau demanded ^ opartian existence from his subordinates,
\
salaries of
Ijc&fl'c*,
' only **0Q
x _ ^v^~-"
__T- -•"'' t> routine that lasted from the
rising in the morning until bedtime, and a discipline which
i
bordered on the monastic* Ee crushed the teachers with the
/
duties of ualtra-d*gtude; he forbade them to give private
tutorials to supplement their income;
he painfully told the
/
recteur that they were absert-ciinded about attending daily
jaass.

One professor was accused of being too preoccupied

with rausici another with local society; a third with bucking
his authority at every turn.

At each new Incident, ooreau

wrote the recteur, *Je suia confus d'entrer dans les details
1.

Arch. Dept.; Mayennei 1*» 1-2/15s Principal of Chateau-Gontier to the recteur of Angers, 19 April, 8 May, 2 November,
1813. When he forbade the profsssors to swim in the Cayenne,
one produced a certificate from a doctor recoimaending this
form of activity.
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si huialllants" and then proceeded to recount the chicaneries
of the ecclesiastics.

In 1813, the professors denianded a

raise in salary, Horeau added 200 francs to each.
protested supervising the studyhall.

Then they

wDes esprits reiauants

ne peuvexit se borner," Horeau darkly muttered.

F. BSazure

intervened to takeethe side of the principal.

A grateful

Horeau predicted that henceforth the seven ecclesiastics would
b« "plus souples et plus disposes & e*couter mes lemons. 1*
tfith the exception of the young; ecclesiastics, the
new generation of teachers, fresh from the benches of the
imperial schools, provided the foundation for the rectorate's
future control of the municipal colleges.

Despite their youth,

despite their pretentiousness and conceit, they nonetheless
gave their loyalty to the Imperial University and to the £&«*
pire.

This was the generation that had come of age in an

«ra of French military triumphs, of strong nationalistic spirit,
of increasing administrative unity; and this was to be the
generation that provided the first layer 0or a professional
teaching corps.

In 1811, P. ^feizure could thus send two former

students of the lyce*e to the clerical College of ^rn^e in
order to break the opposition of the royalist abb€ Pottler,
who later denounced them as agents of the rectorate.
Ptincipal of Chateau-Gentler to the
recteur of Angers; 13 December, 1813.
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III,

Alongside the young teachers fresh from graduation
were the thirty-three men who had taught In the colleges of
the Ancien Regime and the £coles Centrales or who came from
the private schools of the Directory and the Consulate.

Al

though a sprinkling of ex-Doctrinaires and Oratorians provided
a much needed leven, this group was no more united, no more
disciplined, no zaor** -*ependable than its junior*
j
~ ^ municipal 6olle$c ^

..ux * ranee offered

no prestige, no sure income; and these middle-aged teachers,
sensitive and proud men, adapted slowly and painfully to their
obscure, ill-paid existence.

The only means of surfacing, of

finding a breath of fresh air, was to struggle for the post
of principal or at the least to assert their Independence
and for this one reason the colleges were rent by feuds and
Quarrels between nien who resented being on so small a stage*
Here we see the jeaalousies and rivalries that fermented in the
closed society of an Institution where people of widely dif<*
fering backgrounds nourisned outsided egoa.
The most ambitious and certainly the most frustrated
of this set were those teachers who had left their own private
school either through bankruptcy or by calculation, to enter
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the municipal colleges In hopes of a new, more lucrative career*
Almost every college In France contained at least one such
Individual, usually a private teacher native to the town, with
his own friends and clientele.

In the ^lalne-et-Loire, two

schools underwent the torments of their erratic behavior*
At the nuch-troubled College p^r ^aumux, the professor of the
first fora was an embittered,
from Hennes whose establishment iiad been crushed by a rival
one.

x'he post at £auomr had cone as a disagreeable surprise

to this sixty-eight year old grandfather who had been led to
expect a aore important chair, and the only solace was the
bottla, long hours of pleasant inebriation*

The forty-six

year old teacher in the fourth form suffered auoh the same
aalady, yet in more acute fashion.

Chardin tadabeen head

of a private school in ±arls which went bankrupt and as a
frustrated director the insuff arable Parisian provided, another
element of disunity.

"11 so troufee dgplace* dans les functions

qu f il reraplit et qu'il regarde comme un exil,** wrote an in
spector, "De la son d^gout pour son <§tat; da 1& sa saauvaiso
2
humeurei sa mlsanthropjie^*.
This kind of petty bickering
fcept the college oi ^^*tuort on the sarae unhappy level
1.

Arch, I&t.i F 17
18 September, I--.,,
following year.

2.

Arch. Dept.i ^ine-et-Loirej ^16-T-jt Report of
the inspector, Fouroas, 10 April, 1813.

1 of th© recteur of Angers?
-uomas deserted the school the
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neighbor,
In the same way that the jaaitre^e~pen^iffii«-turned
principal kept the colleges of France unstable and off balance
•o it was that the nR|.tre*^*pefig^qfi^turned teacher brought
turmoil.

In the northern part of the Sarthe, at

natters took a disastrous course,

Paris sent as

of mathematics an instructor in a pensionnat of & fines, a
meridional with a strong faith in Bonaparte and the works of
the Devolution*

Under the priest who directed the college,

Henriot suffered a thousand deaths and not the least of the
reasons was his firm conviction that he could jaake a better
principal.

The frimois bragged in the oaf5s of his own tal

ents, censored the administration of the principal and threat
ened to leave JpJamars if his salary were not raised.

When the

town council voted to increase the school's grant from 2.500
francs to ^,000 francs, Henriot aade a great cry over the pro
fits that the abbg would lay away and confided to the aayor
that he would be delighted to assume the direction of the
college and laake it operate tore efficiently at 2,500 francs
than Le irons could at 4,000 francs. 2
1.

Arch. Oept.s Maine-et-Loirej 29~T~§; Principal of Beaufort
to the recteur of Angers, 21 June. 1813. Professor of Beau
fort to the recteur of Angers, 6 tiay, 1813. Houdet had been
principal of the same college before the Revolution, left the
priesthood to marry in 1793* a^d opened a private school at
Chateaudulolr during the Consulate. In 1809 he left to open
a school at ChaJbonnes, a testimony to the meandering habits
of the private instructor within a particular region.

2.

Aroh. Nat.i F.17 E&fegi Henriot to the recteur of Angers,
August, 1816. Henriot dared slander the abbe1 * *11 etait
scandaleux de voir," he pompously moralized after the prin
cipal had invited a divorced cousin to visit him, *un prStr
un principal de college se promener avac des femmes perdues
de reputation, avec de laarchands de modes et une cousine
qu f il paraissait avoir debauch^.*

Ill
A variation of the problem of the
turned-teacher, and one that plagued the smaller colleges of
Prance, waa the presence of formerly independent prixaary
teachers who entered the school either wider pressure or in
hopes of expanding their income,
two such examples.

Ihe /Aine-et-Loire offered

At tiny Chalonnes, the principal had the

recteur annex the leading primary instructor to the college
to end his competition, but the latter had yielded only to
become an independent master within the college claiming as
his own the profit accruing from the elementary class*

In

1813, a new director sarcastically reisarked, H J fai 6*t€ e*tonne*
de voir que le college e*tait un attribut de 1'lcole prizaaire.** 1
The same situation occured at Cholet where the primary instruc
tor had the unfortunate habit Md© battre ses Sieves de la
2
fa$on la plus brutale. 11
Unlike priaary education in the ^est, very few
men had wandered into the secondary level after having failed
at other careers.

The very gap in generations is a partial

testimony to this facts the young came straight from tfee
imperial schools and the over-forty group had long been in
education, either as teachers during the Ancien E%ime or as
private instructors.

Thus the aet of professors who

1*

Arch. Dept.; Maine-et-Loirei 30?X«»I i Principal of
Chalonnes to the recteur of Angers, 3 December, I8i2.

2.

Labarr©, H.; M Le College municipal d© Cholet, 1806B « Soc. Lettres Cfe^ett T. 22 (1937), pp. 65-109
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from beyond the world of the Latin textbook was extremely
nail*

The Inbred character of secondary education remained

Intact despite the low level of salaries and prestige.

In

the records of the teaching personnel, one only occasionally
finds the presence of a merchant, a former administrator, a
rentier or an ex-soldier.
In the Department of the Sarthe, a bankrupt cgamercant taught at miners, 1 while a fonnier avo.oa.t at the Chdttelet, a miserable old man barely able to walk, %«as named to
the College of Chateauduloir. 2

&o one out of this category

taught in the i<iaine-et~Loire. - For the Fiayenne, the College
of Laval and Mayerme contained a certain number.

At the latter

was a well-born Gallerie de la Tremblaye, member of a distin
guished family of the region who entered education when his
**
wealth disappeared with the Devolution*
His son taught an
elementary class.

t

••

But the real collection 01 driftera, of men

without careers, was the uoiXe^ cu ^vux, storm-center of the
Academy and cross-section oi the iaore Intriguing aspects of
provincial life.

The professor oi tnird torm was one of those

colorful, intelligent vagabonds thrown into education by the
Revolution, lawyer to the Parlement of Toulouse, tutor at
Mantes in 1792, officer in the Army of the V/est, then in the
1.

Arch. Nat*t P 17 1^2 Si ixotes on the teaching
1813.

2.

Arch. Dept.i Sarthe j TT; Correspondence concerning Clot,
1813.

3*

Arch. Dept.; Cayenne t g.r-'i^l^^ll^Gi Tableau du Personnel,
October, 1809.
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naval administration, and finally teacher at La Fleche where
his brother directed the school. 1

The chair of rhetoric went

1m 1812 to an Inhabitant of Vltre", a surgeon In the royal,
then republican navy f retiring In 1802 as a result of wounds* 2
The class of second form was given to someone who enjoyed
patronage in Paris, but he continually Inebriated himself and
the recteur suspeated him after a 7?ff}Tffli H ^a ^re ^e t>olio.e caught
the aan In a brothel. 3
The most colorful and controversial professor in the
college as well as in the Academy was d'Orlodot, elected con
stitutional bishop £>& the Mayenne in 1799 and a first cousin
of the principal, de Bigault.

In a clerical department, the

forthright abb£ offended moderate and conservative opinion
by his friendship with former republicans, by his enthusiastic
participation in the National Guard and above all by his habit
of sporting a tricolor ribbon tied around his old-fashioned
L
queue of hair.
Wlthi/i this older generation, a small, intimate
group did exist, a group that set a standard for the Academy
1.

Arch. i,at.s F 1? 8533 1 Maurin to the Grand-Master, 1 August,
1811 j Arch. Dept.j itaine-et~Loire; 319^^1^; Aotejs de
R.ftOt.eurx July. 1811.

2.

Arch. Ivat.s F 17 1^2 St Tableau du Personnels 1813.

3.

Arch. Dept.i iv!aine-et~Loirej 3$l~T-lki A o t e g du g_ec. t eur ;
12 October^ 1810.

*f.

Sinoin 9pr> pit . Fisari, P.j Rfeetolre .Biographjque do
ooc stitutlonael. 179:.*. 1.812 > (1907. Paris).
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In term* of erudition and of discipline.

These six men were

the former Doctrinaires and Qratorlans who had taught in Anjou
and the *laine during the eighteenth century and who had sur
vived the suceasion of events since 1790 to resurface in the
colleges of the iaapire. They were men in their fifties for the
aost part, modest, unassuaing, well-educated, teachers who
displayed a certain nostalgia, yet equally a sense of resig
nation as they surveyed the inferior schools that h*d sprouted
in place of their congregations and the noisy lot of men
scrambling for posts and rewards in the financially under
nourished colleges.

Only the two largest colleges, with the
exception of Chateau-Goxxtier, contained representatives of this

disappearing generation.
in the Sarthe, the College o^ i-e i-laas offered a
precious link of continuity with the .^und^olcl tradition of
classical huzoanismi it was an island of theoighteenth century
tranquilly drifting across the nineteenth, While the teachers
in the six outlying colleges of the Sarthe were raw young men,
scarcely trained and poorly paid, the professors of 1/e Mans
were for the aoet part experienced veterans of the
Be'gime, men who enjoyed t

. -iuiiu'*.

w«seii ti**y, p

pii**w« iaeans.

Frost the third to the sixth form, all but
one of the teachers came from the old teaching congregation*

three former Oratorians, on® ex-Doctrinaire and one ex-Lazarist
I.

Heeb, L'abbe*; w Le Coll&se-Se'&lflal^ de 1'Oratoiro du
.:'lis. Archa l-jainei T* ?0 (1911)* pp* 12?-l66. I^,
N -otice bicycrapl^qi^e du, oxir _ le, rlre iiois^enett

(Le ivi*ns f
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The professor of philosophy, the abbs' laiaercier, had dispensed
the same well-worn lessons in the pre -revolutionary college
since 1776,

In the chair of rhetoric was a fervent disciple

of rioissenet, a student in the old college of Le Mans, until
th* Mperior recognized his aptitude for teaching and had
himnnaiaed to the third form in 1787*

?he two leading intel

lectual institutions of Anjou also had representatives in the
classrooms «

1'he professor of fourth form came from the

Oapatorian College of Angers, while that of mathematics had
taught the same subject at La Fleche as a Doctrinaire.
This anachronistic group, bound together by mem
ories of another time, cast only a fleeting shadow across the
Academy and the West*

Ko other college in Poitou, i<onaandy

and Brittany could boast of such an experienced personnel,
professors of the And en Berime, men whose scholastic and
political liberalism was acquired inside the teaching
congregation*

But age was quick to take its toll.

The abbe*

Le ivsroier, professor of philosophy, was seventy-eight years
oldj his substitute, the abb£ Petit-Didier, sixty-seven years.
Chamballu was becoming senile and could no longer keep dis
cipline in his class.

He was forced by the vicar-general and

an inspector to accept the post of sub-principal*

Only

Boyer, forty-four years, had a long career ahead of him
and in fact remained inside the school until 1842.
1.

^roh. Dept.; SarthQt l-yr-4! Report of F, Mazure,
July, 1811.
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In the Department of the Cayenne, the College of
contained, until 1809, several of the old guard, a
checkered lot which represented the successive upheavals through
which the school had passed. After the abrupt dispersal of
the priests of the Ancien Regime, the establishment had been
colonized by the Doctrinaires of La Fltche who had followed
their superior, abbe* Villar, into the department* When de
Bigault arrived in 180?, he found three of their nfcmber still
teaching, but two 63 these, sensing the changing mood of the
times, quietly left, *ne to become a Judge of the tribunal
at Laval, and the other to accept a post at the new military
school being created at La Fle*che»
The last genuine representative of the link be
tween the college ajsd the Doctrinaire school of la Pl£che
was the controversial professor of philosophy, Joseph Sartres, Toulesain and former teacher of de Bigault himself, part
of the triupwer
/ ate that had held the college together during
the Terror. Sartres belonged to the generation of teachers
who began as innovators within the school system of the eight
eenth century, became the bulwark of the revolutionary schools
and passed into the lyce*es during the a&pire. In 1?8? he was
teaching rhetoric in the Doctrinaire College of Bourges under
the superior, his c&ose friend P.
the following year. 2

Villar head of La Fleche

1.

Sinoir; "Histoire du Lyce*e de Iaval w ; op. cit.

2.

Le Tourneur, \M Crrand Se'mina i re $.e #9 urge q * ( Bourse s * 1900),
Bruneau, M. ; LlJSnaeignemqrit seconaaijre a Boijir^es de 4 762 &
i (Bourges, 1898), pp.
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The understandable pride of Sartes in his forty
years in education led him to refuse, in November, 1809, to
pay the sixty francs for the diploma of bachilor-of letters.
The principal privately offered the recteur thia mm without
the professor f s knowledge. 1

By 1611, Sartres was dissatis-

fled with his post »t laval and demanded a chair in the Lyce'e
of Toulouse. He resigned in December, apparently to de Big*
ault's regret* 2
In the *Saine-et~Lolre, the one pillar of sanity
among the squabbling professors was the teacher of rhetoric
at -muaur, Louis lapin, one of the stalwarts of Angevin
e
Mon. The forty-four year old Papin was one of the few
representatives in the Academy of the generation of the Hevo*
lution, a generation that had been trained in the colleges of
the Anoien Regime and Suddenly surfaced in the purged schools
to carry out dramatic scholastic innovation*

He was a class

mate of Fourcas, de Bignault and Delaroche at la Fleohe and
became professor in the revolutionary college of 1?92. Three
years later he attended the ,^cole Konnale, than accepted the
chair of history at the Kcole Centrale of the iiaine-et-Ix>lr£.
In 1800, Papin became secretary to the first prefect, Montault
des Isles, and from there Joined Delaroohe in the refoundlng
of the College of Saumur, four years lafefcr. Papin jaarried the
1*

3inoirj

2.

Arch, hat.; F 17 8421s lableau du Personnel! 1811.
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widow of a wealthy architect, retired to a nearby commune, and
soon became Its nayor. 1

Here then was one of the most talented

and able men In the Academy as well as theoonly one financially
and socially well placed} yet strangely, the rectorate kept
Its distance from this product of the Revolution.

*fhen the

notaljlea of 3aumur proposed him for principal in 1810, Ferri
de Saint-Constant rejected Papln for his "philosophical"
principles,

tfasure annually sent reports complaining of his

failing eyesight as well as his ignorance of Greek and at one
point actually called for his removal, 2
Itertly because of their political past, partly be
cause of thair age and social position, the remnants of the
teaching orders of the eighteenth century and of the Scoles
Centrales exercised little Influence over their younger
associates in tne Municipal coH^es of .ranee.
only was suspect frou-'a iolit^..,-

Papin not

v^tf-potnt but had too much

an interest in his lands and fortune to be a leading example
to the teachers in the school.

Joseph dartres possessed a

rare fund of knowledge but the tumultuous existence of the
previous twenty years, left him an isolated, discouraged man.
As for the professors of Le Huia, age Intervened before they
had the opportunity to pass on their splendid heritage.
1.

Port, C.i Dictlor^.aIre historiaue et arche'olojacottue..•
du I & ine~et~ Loire; Article Port* Bols, P. jigj
Institutions intellectualles.••en An.lous (Paris, 1929)*

2.

Arch. I.at.i F \7 8603s Report of the recteur of Angers?

1813.
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On top of the professional differences which split
the teaching personnel into so many factions were the political
tensions,

the half-covered memories of the Bevolution, the

widely varying attitudes towards the Empire

that kept the

colleges within the Academy of Angers in a state of perpetual
tension from 1809 until 1814.

The teachers represented a re*

aarkable cross-section of opinion in Anjou and the Maine*
three isarried priests, a former Baziniste at Le Mans, a re
publican, several assermente's. including a former constitutional
bishop, laymen who espoused Bonaparte, laymen who were repelled
by the endless wars of the &apire f an ex-administrator of the
confiscated goods of Emigre's, refractory priests and especially
young ecclesiastics who detested the Empire and professed
ultramontane doctrines.

The ecclesiastic-teachers in the

De|»rtment of the 1-layenne and in Southern Anjou were swimming
with the current of popular opinion; the former revolution
aries in the liberal ring of schools, from that outpost in
the Hayenne, the College of Z&val, to the center of studies
in the Sarthe, that of Le Mans, to the pivot of the Academy
in the Haine-et-Loir@, that of Sausiur, found themselves
increasingly isolated and on the defensive,
Anti-3onapartist sentiments were *arely expressed
and even more rarely prosecuted*

At Sausur, the ex-private

teacher Chardln caused a small stir in 1812 by making a comment
on Napoleon that was interpreted by his students as anti-Bonapartlst; but the laroourenr-geiie'raj.. who paid a quick visit,
declared that the original statement had been grossly
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distorted. 1

Only one instance occured in the Academy that

ranked as a genuine scandal.

The professor of second form

at Laval, the former officer in the Army of the ufest, ^iaurin,
dared criticize the harsh sentence metted out to several young
men who had hidden in the forests of the i'layenne, rather than
be conscripted. 2

The inagistrates of laval demanded his removal;

both principal and recteur reluctantly agreed and Paris intervened to give iteurin a promotion of sorts, the third form in
the large, well-financed college of Le Fuy, a promotion that
spurred the ex-officer to desiand the direction of a lyc€e
"preYerablezaent du cote* de Toulouse, pays ou se trcuve le
reste de mes propriety's. "3
/

But what of the former revolutionaries inside public
education?

How did they ft.... _ _^_ ....

-~^-j conser

vative rectorate, a rectorate acutely aware of the wall of
hostility erected around its schools by clerical opinion?

The

Academy in fact intervened only when the pplitlcal divisions
within a school erupted into open quarrels, a not uncosuaon
event,

in the Haine-et-Loire, the greatest problem came from

the College of ,^**uicrt where the fifty-three year old Uoudet,
principal of t*..-- sajae_jsc&ool before the Revolution and a
aarrled priest, i\ .,

, .,,starttly with the former Vendean

1.

Arch. Dept.i i^aine-et-Loire; ^16-T-^s Report of the
inspector, 10 April, 1815.

2.

Sinolr; op. cit*

3. Arch. Kat.j P 17 ^ ;
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soldier Edeline who now directed the school. 1

The teacher

complained that he was being unfairly burdened by the rule
requiring that he shepherd the boarding boys to n»ss at 5130
each morning*

The church was much too cold, the old revolu

tionary pointed out i but the former Vendean retorted that the
•urc was generally free of the currents of icy air that circu
lated in the other sections.

Houdet called the task hie corve'e.

lideline criticized his teacher for never approaching the
•acraaents.
In the uepartaaent of the Sarthe, the College ^ ^e
/

Man 3 contained a unique set of Individuals who went to
•P*irt3 to steer away from thai* uontrov^ sial pasts*

'

i

rashioned llberai^SMi.^.

-.±fc i* •

fessors from their contemporaries.

An old- ~

^ ot aging pro
While the new seminary

dispensed an "ultramontanlst11 philosophy taught by a twentyfitpre year old ecclesiastic, thw two professors of the sixth
form stoutly maintained the integrity of Bossuet and the Four
Articles.

Moissenet reiaarked of the Lazariste, "bien v$ par

le clerg5 quoiqu l il...sulve la ligne trace*e par les lois et les
libertSs de 1'Eglise §allican. w 2 I-our of tohe others had taken
part in the -evolution, although most had since retreated into
1*

Arch. Jept.j ^ine-et-Loirei 2 9-T-8s Pacquet of correspon
dence between the recteur of angers and the principal and
professor of Beaufort, 1812-1813. On the ex-revolfction»
ary's appointment, the principal had voiced his concern
over public reaction: "Sa position de pretre mrie* et veuf
nemme repu|narait pas ma is serai t-il bien v^l dmns ce petit
endrolt, c*est ce dont je doute. 11

2.

Arch. Hat.; F 17 84.5^1 Principal of Le Kans to the recteur
of Angers, October 19, 1812.
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a discrete neutrality*
In the Department of the Cayenne, the great political
event heard around the Academy was the expulsion in 1810 of the
former constitutional bishop, d'Grlodot, i'roci tiie ^Qllz&Q of
''
' 2
Laval.

To save nimselr,

vulnerable principal was more

<

than willing to part company with his cousin, a former revo
lutionary who undeniably was harming the school by his friend
ships, his habits and his beliefs.

The raayor of I&val, once

a liberal, followed de Bigsault's denunciation three days later ,
repeating the well worn argument that public opinion could no
longer be ignored.

!he recteur of 1810 was not slow to grasp

this kind of argu»*nt.

The College of Laml, the one foot

hold of the Aoadeiay In the imyennQ, had to be siade competitive
with that of Ch&taau-Gontier. On 5 November, Ferri sent a
formal report desaandlng the removal of D*0rlodot: "Person*!*
ne nie qu'il ait beaucoup de talent dfe de connaisaafjoes," he
adaitted
aans parlor de sea moeurs qu'on dit tres
relachls, 11 est un objet diversion et ses
opinions r^ligleuses sont cause que beaucoup
de families s'abstient d'envoyer leurs enfants
au College* 3
Here was the kind of calculating realism that distinguished
the University during the Kmpire*

1.

Heinhard, H.j Lc B^partenent de la ^arth.e.. SQU,^ le
s (Barifl t 1935), pp. ^8?-496. Pesche, J.-H.;

plctlonnaire tot?o^raphique f hlstoriqu.e^ et, .8ta.tl.stiq.ue de
!»„ Sarthel (Le rians't 1829-1842 )t Art! ale or Wichel Boyer.

2.

Sinoir, op.

3.

Arch. ^at»i F 17 8^2 3.1 Recteur of lingers to the GrandPiaster, 1809*
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IV,

With an unusually complex social and geographical
configuration, mirrored in the two rings of mutually hostile
schools, the Academy of Angers possessed a teaching personnel
thronn up by the various currents that had crossed and recrossed the three departments since the l?80s.

Diversity and

disunity characterized the professors? teachers of the Ancien
Regime, former maitres-de-pensions. young boys fresh from
the lyce*es, ex-soldiers, retired doctors, assermente* and
refractory priests, men from backgrounds that stretched across
the political and social spectrum.

The gap in generation,

the lack of men between the ages of twenty-six and forty-ffcve,
only accentuated the phenomenon*

The age groups above and

below these figures had their own outlook, their own traditions,
their own ambitions; each jealously sought to assert its in
dependence, to secure its own rights.

As a result, the prin

cipal was as often the oppressed as the oppressor*

Whether

at clerical Chateau-Son tier or at liberal Sauinur, the atmos
phere was charged with suspicion, hostility and resentment.
Out of this Babel of tongues there emerged a dis
tinct and often colorful personality for each of the municipal
colleges.

In the Department of the Sarthe, the College of

^
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Le Mans %*as Indeed an Island of the eighteenth century drifting
tranquilly across the nineteenth century, for four of its
professors had been Doctrinaires, Oratorians or I&zarists in
Anjou and the Maine.

The fact that these had participated

in the devolution served to make them all the more quaint
in local eyes since their new-born religious fervor woa for
them approval from the "bishop.

Outside Le Mans* the small

colleges had more the atmosphere of a breeding ground, for
the rectorate sent young graduates ol tUu lyo£d and of the
larger colleges into these hopeless institutions to cut their
teeth.

Only at i%mers were there more than two men* one had

been a bankrupt merchant, another a private teacher from ft£mes 9
and the last two, young ecclesiastics from the Seminary of
Le Hans.

/

i

,

,
•)

£ven in the clerical Department of the *»yeru-i0,'
where one would have esp- r !—

u ^^c foi^d greater uniformity,

the same problems prevailed*

Xoung ecclesiastics from the

Seminary taught at Chateau~Gontier, but these entered into
the same kinds of disputes with the abb€ Koreau as did their
lay counterparts elsewhere in France*

At Evron and Erne'0,
r

the seminarists lived in a state of tension with their fellow
teachers sent from Ajngers.

me real storm-center of the

Academy however was the College of Laval, where the various
v-

movements that n»u ^t&&^. tno r^ion ueposited representatives,
who, like the lava of a volcano quickly burned out to form a
.i
hard, cold substance, immobile, unchanging. The Doctrinaires
'of revolutionary La FlSche had colonized the school during
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the Terror*

Then came the last constitutional bishop of the

Mayenne, followed by an abbe* who had put together the eoncordataire diocese f and later a retired surgeon, a bankrupt
private teacher, and an alcoholic who apparently passed his
free time in the local brothel.

These were men who had spent

themselves in other pursuits, who looked on teaching as a
means of honorably finishing their careers*
The tension that prevailed at IAV&! found a dis
tinct echo in the ^epsrwaent of the I4alne-et~Loire.

In the

College of Saumurj the tnree lowest ela^c~ wi^e in the hands
of an agein^ j^-prijaary school teacher, a young nominee to
the Ecole Ivormale, and of a family friend of the senator from
Angers, a friend who spent more time at local soirees than
at teaching.

So too were the upper classes beset by the petty

bickering of men from different backgrounds: an ex-private
school teacher and a former revolutionary.
The rectorate at Angers brought no substantial
reform to this piebald corps, but Frlderique ffezure did laake
his authority felt in one crucial respect.

He intervened

In the endless disputes inside the municipal colleges to
arbitrate questions of salary and discipline, and as an 1m/

partial magistrate uaae .14:, -servi^s «aoh in demand.

The

principal of tamers appealed to the recteur when one teacher
/

attempted to do hlmoout of his job*

A teacher at Chateau-

duloir boarded a coach to make an impassioned plea against
biie tyranny of the principal's wife,

in this way the authority
N '

of, the Academy began to grow and expand.
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But what had Fre*derlque Mazure and Ferri de SaintConstant accomplished between 1809 and 1812?

The basic fab

ric of provincial education certainly remained unaltered*
The Horeaus and the r-ioissenets continued to set the pace of
life in the municipal collegesj the practice of recruiting
principals foom among prlvatesteachers continued unchanged;
the teaching corps remained splintered into a Icaleldoseope
of Interests and factions.

The best that could be said was

that the rectorate had begun to make Itself visible in Anjou
and the r%ine, that it had asserted its claims against
municipalities, principals and teachers.

Above all. It was

beginning to acquire information on the people involved In
education and thus to lay the groundwork for future control.

CHAPTER FIVE

POLICIES AND PRACTICES OF OTHER RECTEURS
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In the light of Fre*derique Mazure's many difficulties
and problems, It Is well to ask how far the reoteurs of the
Empire were able to develop and elaborate their own policies,
how far they breathed life into their academies and imprinted
them with a vigorous, unique personality.

To what extent did

these administrators, most of them weak and indecisive, succeed
in Infusing the rectorates with a life of their own?

Here we

touch on the very nature of centralization during the Empire,
on the vital question of whether provincial administrators
found room in which to manoeuvre.

This is a question that

Georges Lefebvre has raised with respect to the prefects, a
question that as yet lacks an adequate response.
1,

Lefebvre, G,; Napoleon; (Paris, 1965)t P« 395.
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II.

From the moment of their creation, the rectorates
of France were plunged Into an administrative crisis that
seriously reduced the powers of the Grand-faster and threatened
the very existence of the University.

Inactivity, Internal

rivalries, quarrels with local officials, these were the chief
shortcomings of most of the rectorates throughout France.

The

heads of academies sent back to Paris curiously laconic re
ports that generally repeated a request made on the local
level.

*hen the Grand-faster asked for information on certain

teachers, only the names and a few vague comments accompanied
the reply.

Harely did the recteur venture out of his comfort

able bailiwick to negotiate the rough terrain and see the
schools at first hand.
academy.

Harely did an inspector cover all the

And during the interval, recteurs and inspectors

seemed to delight in quarreling with one another and with pre
fects, mayors and notables over such vital questions as who
was to stand where in official processions.
The crisis in administration had less to do with
the legal powers of the bureaucrats than with the problem of
personalities, with the kind of men who populated one upper
V

ranks of the Imperial University.

The nature of administration
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was very much dependent on the individuals who inhabited
the new hierarchy.

Just as Fre*derique Mazure brought a

firm, yet paternal hand, a shrewd sense of diplomacy and a
healthy insistence on the rights of public education to his
post, so did his colleagues bring the old-fashioned atti
tudes of another century.

At the end of their careers, these

were men who found paperwork distateful, administration pain
ful and their subordinates too ambitious.
Weakness in character seemed to be the common com
plaint of the inspectors-general.

The reoteur of the Academy

of Gahors, former revolutionary of Toulouse, proved strangely
indecisive.

"La timidite* de son caractere," criticized one

inspector, "entraine beaucoup d*indecision dans ses volonte*s
et le conduit & des demimesures..."

Another inspector

found the head of the Academy of Bordeaux to be a soft, po
lite, well-meaning person, but one of the most mediocre admlnistrators that he had ever encountered. 2 Indeed, when the
town of Pe*rigueux wrote Desezes, desperately asking for a new
principal, the recteur replied that he would postpone the
1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 6808? Report of the inspector-general,
Plotet and Marignie; 22 August, 1812. Paulln lived in
terror of the censeur of the lyoe*e of Cahors, a brusque,
arrogant man of whom an inspector wrote, "II veut jouer
I'homme du monde, et il le fait avec gauoherie."

2.

Ibid.; Report of the inspectors-general, 26 June, 1810:
"Ses ide*es ne sont pas claires." The situation was
complicated by the fact that the secretary of the Academy
was a former member of the revolutionary committee of
f 93> and hence a dire enemy of the recteur.
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choice until his return from the waters, a good three months
away.

The recteur of Dijon, the former Jacobin Jaootot, who

became during the Restoration a leader of the liberal party
In the Cote-d'Or, could rarely give Paris the Information de
manded, allowed petty feuds to drag several municipal colleges
into turmoil, and seemed ready to sanction whatever local
authorities wished from the purge of married priests to the
elimination of a class of mathematics in one school.

"D'une

douceur voisine de la faiblesse," voiced the inspector-general
Hoger, an old Dijonais who virtually ruled the Academy from
Paris. 2
Perhaps the most striking case of a recteur who
totally abdicated his duties to enjoy a life of leisure was
that of Lyo.,, the abbe* Nonroere de Ghampagny, brother of the
Ministe ,
i

arriving ab ^_ _ .

v .& Tyce'e in 1806,

Nompere had set about to end its reputation as a center of
irrellglon by publicly attacking the philosophes of the
eighteenth century and by making overtures to the episcopate.
/
let as reoteur, he preferred the company of women to the
details of administration:
La falblesse de.son temperament jolnte &
la faiblesse de son caractere le soumet a

1.

Arch. Nat.; ? 17 7793i Report of the inspectors-general
Hoger and Noel; 1812. F 17 8566: Dossier on the College
of Saint-Dizier; ? 17 8325; Dossier on the College of
Chaumont; P 17 8417 i College of Langres; F 17 8236s
College of Autun.

2.

Arch. Nat.j F 17 779^; Report of the inspectors-general,
1812. Of the two inspectors, the report noted that one
was too old to make his tourne'es. the other M a passe*
presque tout son temps & Paris pour y solliciter les
Ministres." See llasses for the individual college.
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la volonte* ou au oaprloe de quelques femmes
qul lul prodiguent des solns et lui intlment
des ordres.l
The University was less concerned by the fact that he no
longer exercised the function of priesthood nor wore the
cloth as by the fact that he sacrificed the Academy to his
social life.

"Nompere de Champagny, renferme' dans son

inte*rieur et reculllant les be*ne*ficies de sa place sans
songer ineme a en rempllr les devoires," wrote an Inspector
In 181?, "a touJours lalsse" I'autorite* oentrale et semble
etre reste* lui-meme dans la plus parfalte Ignorance de son
aoade'mie. 11

o

In 1810, J-M Ampere, the scientist, concluded

that If Nompere was less dangerous at the head of an academy
than a lyoe*e, perhaps he would be safer still on the Council
In Paris, carefully Isolated from all responsibility. 3
In the Academy of Poitiers, the abbe* de Belissens,
e'migre' priest, meekly assented uo Vn-,> J.GW i ;-.HUr^i ties'1 sug
gested, from the nomination of a married priest as principal
if
Contradiction piled upon
to the purge of another elsewhere.
contradiction during his five-year tenure.

At Toulouse, the

lawyer and former Glrondin who directed the Academy found him
self overwhelmed by the simplest of details.

"II cache une

1.

Ibid. i Report of the inspector-general, 8 October, 1810.

2.

Arch. Na,t.j F 17 6809; Report of the inspectors-general,
1816.

3.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 6808; Report of the inspectors-general.
8 October, 1810.

**.

See in particular the llasses for the College of Niort,
F 17 8^97; the College of Civray; F 17 8330i and the
College of Chatellerault, F 17 8322.
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faiblesse de caractere qui le soumet faollement a I 1 Influence
1
des intrigues..." reported one inspector.
Paris had nothing
but soorn for the -a-eoteur of Montpellier whose reports were
rarely over two paragraphs in ^-ju^^i una invariably recom
mended whatever local officials advocated.

On a tourne'e in

1813, the inspector-general Rendu reported the financial
administration of Montpellier in an even greater mess than
that of Toulouse.

The Academic Council, instead of meeting

twice a month, convened perhaps five times a year: few members ever appeared, and these discussed anything but finances. 2
During the first year in the life of the twentyfive, academies, the inactive role of most reoteurs provoked
a crucial development in administration.

Looking on their

posts as sinecures, these notables generally turned the dayto-day work over to their inspectors, usually junior in age.
The head of an academy became increasingly a figurehead, a
grateful beneficiary of the patronage system anxious to enjoy
the fruit of his semi-retirement.

At Angers, Perrl de Saint-

Constant showed himself an incompetent administrator «^ ^uviseur as well as recteur. ?. Mazure was to make himself
'
indispensable during the first year of operation, partly be
cause he personally visited and met the principals and mayors
of two departments.
1.

2.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 6808; Report of the inspector-general
Pictet, 26 Hay, 1812. Pictet continued, "II est jaloux
de ses prerogatives; et la superiority de moyens de MM.
Dessoles et Sary (inspector and proviseur) lui donne
1'ombrage..."
Arch. Nat.; F 17 6808; Report of A. Rendu, July, 1813,
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Throughout the West and Prance as a whole, a
similar development was taking place. The men who had been
rewarded with rectorates for past services abdicated their
functions to the more active and more knowledgeable inspec
tors. At. xoitiers, tr*~ ,.Lb-J; de ^fcij-issens passed most of
*-•

his time in a maison de campagne or at a watering resort. T
The inspector, B, de la Llborliere, e'migre' bent on vengeance,
found ample room to vent his prejudices. At Rennes, the abbe*
Germe* rubber-stamped whatever his inspectors suggested. 2 The
head of the Academy of Caen, the crusty lawyer, Alexandre,
was dependent on the more active1 abbe* ^i-d^ci, the former
Benedictine from Pau, 3 The list could be expanded to over
half the academies in France. The aristocratic Laporte de
Lalanne, a Parisian who knew nothing of Rouen, consistently
bowed to the advice of Faucon, an inspector of clerical in
clinations. Indeed, one ecclesiastic later recalled that
the affairs of the Academy were settled in the apartment of
Faucon where he and a vicar-general paced the drawing room
arm in arm for thirty minutes each afternoon. h, At Toulouse,
the situation was similar. An inspector-general found that
1.
2.

Arch, Nat,j F 17 1625; Correspondence of de Bellissens,
1810-18H*.
i
Arch. Dept. Morbihan; 183-T-552; Dossier on the College
of Joselin. Arch. Dept. Finistere; T Series; College of
Qulmper, 1809-1810.

3.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8^9; Recteur of Caen to the GrandMaster, August, 1810.

4.

Arch. Dept.; Rouen; T Series; Correspondence of the col
leges of the Academy. Bibliotheque Muniolpale; Rouen;
ij H; Four volumes; Les Notices de R-L Labbe\ manuscripts
that concern the clergy of this town during the Empire
and Restoration,
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the real director of education was General Dessoles, inspec
tor who later became prefect, then head of the National Guard
in ISl^f. 1
Isolated in their bureaus, the recteurs had to see
the colleges of their academies largely through the eyes of
their inspectors.

It was the latter who roamed across the

departments forming the Academy for two months of each year,
busily taking notes on the teachers, talking with local of
ficials and attempting to arbitrate the myriad number of
problems.

It was the inspectors who returned to the seat of

the academy to deliver verbally their impressions, their
judgments and then to file scanty reports for the form,

tfhen

the Grand-.Master asked the recteur of Caen for his opinion on
a principal, the latter had to admit that his Immobility in
the chef-lieu did not permit him an Independent judgment:
"Mon opinion dans ce cas ne peut etre que celle de MM. les
p
inspecteurs."
Yet the tours made by the inspectors had serious
defects.

"Qu'est-ce qu'une surveillance de deux Jours

uniquement exerce*e dans les classes? 1* asked one teacher.^

The

hour of arrival was known? all was placed in rigorous order.
1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 6808; Heport of the inspector-general,
26 May, 1812. As for Dessolles, the report concluded,
"Tout attache* auz formes, il leur donne quelquefois une
importance exagere'e."

2.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8449; Hecteur of Csem to the GrandMaster; August, 1810.

3.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8109; A professor in the Academy of Aix
to the Grand-Master of the University, 11 September, 1826.
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The Inspector crammed his satchel full of notes on the teach
ers, but not on the principal himself, then left,

When he

visited the mayor, it was generally in the company of the
principal, a fact that led the head of the commune to con
fine his statements to generalities.

The reoteur, on the

other hand, was reluctant to take action against a college
until a local official had spoken.
i

Then too, the very nature

of the tours undertaken by the inspector made him dependent
on local notables.

In 1810 and 1811, names and/ faces were

still unfamiliar to the tiny rectorates, and one Inspector
could excuse his support for the naming of an inept princi
pal on the grounds that he did not know the individual but
had met a flattering welcome by the mayor and prefect.

An

other reported dining with a prefect who was feuding with the
mayor over the local school.

He took the side of the prefeet after a second evening in his entertaining company. 2 An
inspector of Angers picked up his information on the College

of Saumur while attending the meetings of the local literary
circle, 3aucher« of which he was a long-time member, 3
The far-reaching role of the inspector inevitably
accentuated the uneasy relations within the academy between
1.

Arch, Dept,; Nord; T-683; College of Sstaires; report of
the inspectors, 1810,

2»

Ibid,; T-85^; College of Tourcoing, report of the inspec
tor, 1810.

3.

Arch, Dept,; Maine-et-Loire; ^16-T-lg; Report of the in
spector to the Reoteur of Angers, 3 March,
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men who came from so many different backgrounds and brought
such conflicting ambitions.

Indeed, the rectorates of the

Empire were the scenes of violent disputes between the bene
ficiaries of a patronage system that had been politically and
socially color blind.

Former assermente'es and refractories,

ex-soldiers of the Republic and emigre's, representatives of
the Scoles Centrales and of the schools of the Anclen Regime,
all found themselves thrown into the same administration, work
ing at close quarters, having to jostle and elbow each other
for a breathing space.

Little wonder that the rectorate of

Nimes was torn by a rivalry between the ex-abbe* and professor
of an i-oole Gentrale who directed the Academy and the former
Doctrinaire and e*migre* priest who carried out the inspections.
"M. Tedenat, exact et judicieux administrateur, ne volt dans
I 1 Universit^ que des Etudes et des finances," wrote an in
spector-general, W M. Felix s 1 applique davantage a cette partie
morale de I 1 education qui n'est point e*crite dans les
reglenients."^
At Rouen, Laporte de Lalanne refused to apply rigor
ously the legislation of the University against the maltresde-pension and ecclesiastics of that port town, preferring to
hobnob with the nobility and the Catholic bourgeoisie.

His

proviseur, the strongly Galilean abbe Le Priol, denounced him
1.

Arch. Nat.; F 1? 6308; Report of Gueneau de Musy; 1810.
Of the causes of the quarrel, Gueneau astutely observed,
"C*est la suite inevitable d'une grande diver site* de
caractere entre deux hommes qui ont chacun leur prix et
dont les qualite's contraires se compensent a un certain
point...*1
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to the prefect and from then until the Restoration, the two
exchanged polite but nonetheless sharp punches.

At Bourges,

the former terrorist of the Cher, Raynal, ^3 years, spent
much of his energy keeping the dean of the Faculty of Letters
and the e'conome of the lyce*e in tight harness.

While the

latter affair was both personal and political, the former
was a question of privilege and duties, typical of the petty
Jealousies of these provincial administrators who attached so
much importance to titles, costumes and rank in the various
processions.

"Gomme ils sont saore*s Vos Doyens!" wrote Haynal

to an inspector-general, "Us se regardent comme des recteurs.
Leur double gallon a la toque, les verteurs (sic) n'en ont
qu'un, leur costume e*olatant..." 2 The same problem afflicted
the Academy of Toulouse.

The recteur was deeply hurt by the

fact that his inspector, General Dessoles, enjoyed a greater
reputation and as a result became hyper-sensitive on the
question of his prerogatives.

As for the dean of the Faculty

of Science, "son esprit trasoassier, son caractere impe'rieux
et susceptible lui font voir des enemis partout ou 11 n'a pas
d'infe'rieurs."-'

So it was that the provincial educators

1.

Arch. Dept.; Seine-Atlantique; T Series; Lyce*e of Rouen;
Proviseur of Rouen to the prefect of the department; 16
November, 1811.

2.

Arch. Dept.; Cher; 2-F-5; Raynal to the inspector-general
Joubert, 16 May, 1810. As for the e'conome of the lyce'e,
Raynal growled, "Je n'ai jamais connu d'homme moins
estimable que celui-la. II m*a rendu malheureux pendant
mes deux an de provisorat..."

3.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 6808; Report of the inspectors-general,
26 May, 1812.
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jealously defended their rights and looked on their col
leagues with suspicion and resentment.
This same attitude carried over to the relation
ship of the recteurs wiwn ^ur-is*
of the. projiotiuisulting them.

**ow ?«*&» eyeful they were

ns that Paris made without con

How Jealous they were of the interference of

the impervious inspectors-general.

And how angry they were

when their own efforts were thwarted and turned aside.
recteur was to play only the role of intermediary.
\

\

s

The

This

conception provoked, oiucer reaerrciieai; J*aong the more aggres
sive heads such as Haynal, who found his plans disconcerted
and mutilated.

"On n'a pas assez d'e*gards a Paris pour les

recommendations des recteurs," he told Joubert.

The head

of an academy dreaded the annual tour made by the inspectorsgeneral who brou&ja& back to the capitaj. a iiiGuiituin of
criticise.
.. . Je me suis apper^u qu 1 il e*tait
passe* une doctrine dans la tete de
quelques Inspeoteurs-ge'n&reaux...
de croire que tout ce qui ne fait
pas ou se fait mal dans une
acade*inie vlent de la negligence
de oeux qui le gouvement,"
wrote Desezes from Bordeaux: 2 "Cette doctrine est commode
quand on ne fait que des tourne*es et ce qu'on ne s'arrSte
qu'aux r^sultats et qu'on juge d'apres des tableaux... 11
1.

Arch. Dept.; Gher; 2-F-^; iiaynal to the inspector-general
Joubert; 21 June^ 1810: "Souvent mes vues se trouvent
contraries, arret^s, par des managements nuisibles."

2.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 1098; Report of the reoteur of Bordeaux
to Hoyer-Collard, Confidential; 1 May, 181?.
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The long hand of the capital meant in effect that an academy
could never become the fief of its director, his personal
creation.

Local and departmental authorities could only

doubt the capacity or cae new **uminj.tftrti.tors to effect
i
change and hence by pad a tneia, colluded, ^aynal of Sourges,
and in this a« was right*
Relations between reoteurs and prefects, the most
important figures within the departments, remained cool,
distant and often strained.
little direct contact.

For one, the two officials had

When the Minister of Police con

sulted the prefect of the Isere in 1813 concerning the recteur of Grenoble, Fourier had to reply that he had rarely
had occasion to meet him.

The register of correspondence

for the Academy of Angers records no more than the perfunc
tory sending of circulars.

Nonetheless, the infrequent con

tact between the two figures was generally of an abrasive
nature for the prefects were both jealous of their lost
authority in education ^ac*. e^-jc*- *;o JLnsore that the colleges
within their '^part;?/

.._„ ^^^^ _,o mcy saw fit.

of the Sarthe accuse':, t

That

.,.,... of systematically

excluding him from secondary education. 2

The prefect of the

Nlevre blamed the recteur for having disorganized and demora.l«
ized the College of Nevers.-'

In the Haute-Mame, the prefect

1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 9088; Keport of the Prefect of the
Isere to the Minister of the Interior, December, 1812.

2.

Arch, Nat,; F 17 8111i Report of the prefect of the
Sarthe to the Minister of the Interior, 18 October, 1810,

3.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8*1-36; Letter of the Prefect of the
Nievre to the Grand-Master of the University, 1811.
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reprimanded the reoteur of Dijon for introducing a merry-goround of promotions, demotions, and transfers in the College
of Chaumont,
The isblatlon of the more backward, primitive
departments of France made access difficult to the immobile
head of an academy.

Thus in one mountainous Lozere, the

prefect governed the college of Mende arbitrarily, naming
and dismissing professors at will despite the protests of
2
The new prefect of the Haute-Loire in
Tede*nat at Nlmes.
1810 used contacts in Paris as well as his own direct inter
vention at Le Puy to rid the college of its principal, a
staunch constitutional priest.

One afternoon in April, the

abbe* was summoned to the prefecture to find the Gomte Cahouet,
with a pale, severe face, sitting emotionless in a sofa by
the fire.

Without offering the principal a chair, Cahouet

told him to resign.

When the latter refused, he had an uncle

see Fontanes and a senator pressure the recteur of ClermontFerrand.

The former legislator and beneficiary of imperial

patronage, Describes, took a surprisingly courageous stand
in favor of the principal:
Tout serait perdu dans 1'Universite*, et
cette magnifique institution serait
menace* e d'une ruine proohaine si Votre
Excellence permettait a des autorite*s
e*trangeres au Corps de 1'Universlte* d'y
fa ire ainsi la loi au gre* de leur ~
inexperience et de leur caprice... ^
1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8325; Prefect of the Haute-Marne to
the Grand-Master of the University, 19 February, 1810.

2.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8^6>; Heport of the recteur of Nlmes
to the Grand-Master, 11 November, 1810, and successive
correspondence.

3.

Arch. Nat.; F 17
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When Paris reluctantly removed the abbe*, the recteur promptly
gave his resignation and retired from active life, the only
example before 182^ of an universitaire voluntarily resigning
to protest a flagrant abuse of power.
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III.

Looking at the other iiaperlal administration a, It
is hard to argue that centralization had proceeded to such an
extent ttet Paris effectively ruled the country* Many pre
fects treated their jurisdictions as their own private fiefs,
such as the ratner la&y Colonel Auvray who refused to obey
the orders of the various minister a in the governing of the
Sarthe, or the head of the Department of the Doubs, the Comte
Debray, who composed municipal councils after his own whim*
^he Church was very much representative of this problem, with
Galilean against non~Gallican f priests of the Ancien Regime
against fehose of the &apire, Parisian ecclesiastics against
those of the provinces, bishops against the lower clergy,
the Ministry of Cults against the bishops, a honeycomb of
interest groups each working to frustrate the will of the
other*

The Consulate had endowed France with a highly central,
ized structure, but the operation of this hierarchy, whether

in the Judicial field, the church, or on the departmental or
communal level, proved to be erratic, given the extreme
1.

Berenger, a. de; "la police ge^e'rale dans la Sarthe sous
le oonsulat et sous 1*empire*! Key* Hla» Arch., mines
T. ?0 f 71 (193^,1935), pp* 28-38? 136-182 216^25*
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diversity that characterized r'rmno-e at the .beginning of the
nineteenth century.
A handful of recteurs did overcome the numerous
obstacles of provincial n-ancts to impose their own deforms,
their own prejudices, their own style of administration.
These were the strong-willed few, the more opinionated nota
bles who had an axe to grind.

Colorful products of the patron-

159 system, these administrators were to stamp their own per
sonalities ontthe new Jurisdictions, less out of loyalty to
Paris than out of pursuit of eccentric visions which often
worked at contretemps with the plans of the capital.

They

were demonstrating that the head of the academy could posesa
real power, that he could dismiss principals and replace them
with his own men.
s
The Galilean spirit Infused more than one rectorate
with a combative tone.

In the Aoaderay of Besan$on, the former

professor of the Scole Centrale, J.-J. Qrdinaire, brought a
Gallicanism that bordered on the anti-clerical into the daily
life of his administration, leading an inspector-general to
declare that he would have been the perfect recteur H si le
z&le dont 11 est anim£...ne 1'emportait quelque fois hors de
bornes d f une prudente moderation.

Hot only did the prefect

have special praise for Qrdinaire 1 s devotion to the institu
tions of the &apire, 2 but his close association with one in1.

Arch. Kat.; I 17 l6l6s Report of the inspector-general
&oa*n on the Academy of Besan^on* 30 June, 1816.

2.

Pingaud, L.j Jean Debry. 176Q-l835a le conares d,e Ras.tatt.

:j (Paris, 1909), p. 285.
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•pector, whose brother was the leader of the asganaente's in
the Jura, helped to identify the rectorate with the constitu
tional clergy.* To the College of Sallns, populated by three
former Qratorians, the reoteur gave his full protection and
indeed o*de it the pivot of his authority outside the chef-

lieu of the acadeay*

?

£'or the nearby college of i>6le, directed

by an aging ex-Jesuit, teaching the horary scholasticism of
the seventeenth century, he worked assiduously to have the
philosophy course suppressed and its students sent to the
Faculty of Letters.3 behind the Gallloanism of J.W. Ordlnaire
was an intense pride in hi a own "frenchness* and his equally
Intense scorn for regional spirit, a fact that repeatedly
cropped up in his reports*
The ambitions of each of the stronger*willed reeteurs
took a confusing number of directions.

In the Academy of

Qouai, Nthe old professor of medicine in the elghteen^a-century
v
university 9 opponent of ;the Bevolutlon but partisan of the
iaupi,rei d^eaaeu of tiuiu*^ out Ttne aging, decrepited principals
of the municipal colleges in favor of his own protege's.
personal fief seemed in the making*

A

The principal of Arras,

1.

Arch. !«at«s *' .1.7 fl6l6t B sport of the inspector-general
Daburon on the Academy of Be sane, on, 13 June, 1823.

2.

Aroh. Nat. 5 1" 17 .85.9^1 J.-J. Ordinaire to the Grandwiaster,
13 September, 1811 j H J*a^oute que las principes lib^raux
de l f Universit^ animent tous les inembres de ce college,
qui pro'sente annuellement au iiaccaulaureat Acad^iaique douse
A quinze

3.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8361 t Report of the recteur of Bordeaux
on the College of i/ole, 1 September, 1815.

^.

Arch. Nat. $ F 1.7 82291 Report of the recteur of Douai*
1810.
*
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an ecclesiastic who looked on the collect as a sinecure, was
retired} a principal who refused the oath to the University
was removed j 1 a third one quit rather than pay the school
taxes.

Taranget installed in their places, and in the succes

sive vacancies, a married priest whom he told Paris "is com
pletely under my thumb, 1*2 two former
equally devoted to him, and a priest who looked to him for
protection from the mayor of the town.

The high-handed tactics,

the arrogance, and the decisiveness of laranget earned for hira
the hatred of majors and the overly lavish rraise of the prin
cipals.

ML famiti£ que 1'on a pour M, le Kecteur, diasals-je

4 aon Spouse a mon retour de Douai, 11 wrote the head of Valen
ciennes to him, "ressemble & un cultei on parle de lul comme
un bienfaiteur des hoBHaes.*1 ^
The most deliberate attempt to convert an academy
irtb a pr

^te reserve took place at the other end of France,
T^e colorful campagnon-in-arms of the Due d^ngoullaie,

^

^Iicagarcat , had .become recteur through the patronage

of thrs ,;arc:

al

f and without a qualm, set about to trans

form the rectorate into something approaching an eighteenth
1.

Arch* Dept.i kord; 686s College of Hazebrouck, 1810.

2.

Arch. Dept.i Kordj 2&2? Recteur of Doual to Amboise iiendu,
April, 1811. "Inessential est d'avoir dans 1'instruotion
un bon su^et de plus.,**, laranget wrote the inspector.

3.

Arch. Dept.f Kordj 865; Principal of Valenciennes to the
recteur of Doriai, I^iroh, 1811*
Arch. i.at*t F 17 2^84a Reports of the inspectors^preneral.
1811-1812.
f
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century be*ne*fice.

Eligargarcay combined the posts of pro*

viseur, recteur, dean of the faculty of Letters, and pro~
f

fessor of philosophy In the Faculty » to finance a hotel
that reminded one Inspector-general of the splendor of that
of an archbishop of the Ancien Be'glme*
Academy were plunged Into debt.

The lyo<le and

The opinionated recteur

ruledtthe schools of the Pyr£na*es with an Iron hand. An
asserment4 priest was expelled $ another was denounced as
a "philosophe11 ! one principal was declared to be In open
rebellion after falling to answer two letters! a xaal treon at Pau, former revolutionary, found Elicagarcay

doggedly attempting to secure his closure* 2 and the recteur
went on to enter the lists against prefects, bishops,
Judges, anyone and everyone, liberals and clericals alike.
"II me serait difficile," the prefect of the Basse s~Pyr£ne*es
wrote the Minister In 1815,
de vous randre dans quel de*sordre le Recteur a-ymlt
plong^ 1 'administration., .entierement occupe*
d f Intrigues Strangers 4 ses attributions, mele*
dans toutes les affaires, je retrouve a clmque
pas dans mes Bureaux les traces de ses inter*
ventlons.3
The conservative recteurs were not the only ones
to rework their academies according to their whims. The
1.

Arch, liat.j £ 17 2^84i Reports of the inspectors-general,
1811-1812.

2.

Arch* iat.i I 17 88i7i The EXlgargnrcay Affair, 1812*
1815.

3.

Arch. b«t*i F 17 79181 Prefect of the Basses~Pyre*ne*es
to the Minister of Interior, 9 May, 1815.
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' T greatest
^^^"""\ ' revolutionary among the twenty-five recteurs,
'$aynal of Bourgea, pursued a dual policy of placing his old
• -acpj^je.a_ln-4«ppr'taat spot? and of simultaneously terrorI.'

''.','

"X, .

"

izing the lesser revolutionaries,,.1* education, particularly
_

\

the married priests, a^ a a^g* of his political reliability*
To Joubert, he ooxuiy wrot^e lit **pril» 1810,
"Mas protege's prosperentf

Gra"ce a vous, Monsieur, car que

suis-je, que puis~je tout seul, mol, a 1*University ou
Je ne connals personne et oti personne ne me connait,'

^

Indeed a former colleague in the Doctrinaire College of
Bourges, now a married priest, Alaux, became his inspector 1
and his right-hand.

A colleague in the -acole wentrale was

transformed by Eaynal from the College of Chateauroux
to the Lyoe*e.

Th& reoteur had to explain to Joubert that

the man had never been in the major orders, fchat his only
/

political crime had been a momentary "loss of perspective"
in the year 111 and that he had had his children baptized
in 1802.

The most determined effort of Raymal was to re*

place the principal of the College of Severs, repugnant
to both parties in that smch^dlvlded town, with a close
friend, the last vice-chancellor of the Sorbonne, then
living in retirement in the Klevre*

But th© abb£ Motrel

no longer exercised the functions of the priesthood and
1*

Arch. Dept,i Cheri 2~F«»5i Baoteur of Bourges to Joubert,
12 April, 1810.
__

1810,

recteur of Bourses to Joubert, 18 April,
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directed a textile factory.

Paris vetoed the plan, 1

The strong anti-clerical leanings of the recteur
received ample roomffor display wi*en raris ordered that all
ecclesiastical students attend the cxaee 9* w*« public
schools.

aynal vigorously pressed the Archbishop and was

unrelenting in his insistence that the students of every
class in the seminary be sent, not simply those in the
2
upper ones.

He was one of the few recteurs to attempt

an application of this arrlte* that lacked the force of latv.
Simultaneously, Raynal proved harsh and arbit
rary towards the obscure married priests who had wandered
into education, some of those recalling no doubt his own
mission to dechristianize the Cher in i?93*

When the

prefect of the Indre deirmnded the exclusion of a married
priest from education in that department he readily agreed.
In the Cher, he harassed the married priests at Vlesron,
Cosne, and Chateauneuf,

^Pendant xoon diner, j*ai re$u

le prltre Marie* de M. Alaux," he related to Joubert and
admitted his failure to persuade the aan to reconcile his
aarriage,

"11 m*a clt€ le concordat, l f empereur, 11 a

mis en avant SOB honreur, sa conscience, 11 se croiralt
perdu de reputation s'll se pr^sentait devant tm pretre,,. a
He added with a certain admiration, w C4est un vrai fanatlque
i«

Arch, I4at,$ F 17 8496.i The recteur of Bourges to the
inspector-general de Goiffler, 30 ^rch, 1811,

2,

Aroh* iiat.i F 17 8827t Report of the recteur of Bourses,
2? December, 1810,
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dans son genre et o f est un fanatique qui n*est pas bete,"
Becteurs such as Eaynal and Jili§argarcay t
Ordinalre and Taranget, stamped their personalities on the
new academies in a way that the young Uiortais at Angers
could not*

These were men full of spit and fire, notables
who had known the Ancien Regime, who had actively partic
ipated in the Revolution, petty rulers who governed their
courts with all the arrogance of provincial lettre*s. The
six gave their academies a distinctive style, a reputation*
even a following. But the fundamental reforms that they
wrought were few indeed*
1*

Arch, Dept«t Cherj 3~g«r$i The recteur of Bourges to
Joubert, 9 January, 1810«
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IV.

If the Grand-Master of the imperial Itoiversity
had been asked his opinion of the recteurs and their ad~
ministrations, he probably would have shaken his head and
i

shrugged his shoulders in a gesture that connoted not only
helplessness but resignation.

The patronage system of 1809,

that network of friendships and ties, so grandly impartial
from a political viewpoint and so satisfying from a social
one, had rudely let him down.

Instead of a well-oiled,

coolly efficient laachine in provincial France, public
education had spawned a aeries of clubs across the land,
clubs that absorbed large amounts of funds, generated a
fair share of quarrels and fwtsaed along uninformative
reports of progress.
With few exceptions, the recteurs remined local
notables at the end of their careers, a ra^.,., ^j.lection
of ssini-fallures more interested in a generous sinecure
than in advancing the cause of BstrT&v

These were not

modern figures, part of the^budgeoninf bureaucracy of the
---"''
V
who renineteenth century; they werfr-old^fashioned men
-S

...

i

tained the casual habits and outlook of a past age* Some
were in their seventies, too old and senile to caret others
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no experience in administration and disdainfully de
clined to serve an onerous apprenticeship in learning the
whys *«<* wherefores of French education.

More to their

tastes were lengthy trips to the waters, dinners in the
company of local dignataries or the satisfaction of dis
puting rank and position with their own subordinates.
Even those recteurs who showed a vigorous, aggressive
spirit in organizing their academies revealed less the
attitudes of the bureaucracy in Paris than the viewpoint
°f grands seigneurs determined to establish their inde
pendent isailiwicks, come what may.
What then can be said of administration at this
level?

How does it illustrate the operation of imperial

institutions and to what extent does it tell us something
of the social fabric in the France of the early 1800s?
One obvious point is that the rural character of the de
partments, the rough terrain, the uneven communications,
\
prevented the recteurs from effectively monitoring their
academies.

Then too, local officials remained suspicious

of these alien bodies dropped in their midst and never
reconciled themselves to the loss of authority over a do
main that they considered local in a nature.

As for the

argument that the recteurs were the inflexible agents of
Baris f the opposite seems nearer the truth.

Not only did

these men act as the clearing houses of local requests,
but they could and did carry out their own vendettas, their
own prejudices, thereby committing the capital to what
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often proved untenable positions.

Finally we see that the

ultiiaate failure of men like Ha sure or Ordinaire to effect
fundamental reform stemmed less from the question of per
sonalities than from the essential nature of provincial
education, the paaj.tre~de~t>ension turned principal, the
refusal of municipalities to subsidize their schools, the
strength of proud municipal traditions.
The conclusion must be that despite the rigid
regulations of the Imperial University, a colorful mosaic
of men and practices characterised provincial education,
a mosaic which took its shape and form from the diversity
of early nineteenth-century France,

CHAPTER S!A

THE EUB1SAUCBACY X^ PARIS
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2.

In the life of the imperial academies, one feature
stands out above all others: the strength of regionalism in
the France of the early 1800s. The recteur of Angers faced
an Intensely religious and inward-looking area f badly scarred
by the Civil War, ever aore proud of its spiritual heritage.
That of Eennes had to grapple with the strongly Insular Breton
culture, while the head of Poitiers awfcwardly straddled the
obscurantist Vendean bocage on the one hand and the traditional
strongholds of Protestantism on the other. Throughout the
oountry, the principals themselves were frequently the symbols
of a proud municipal tradition, the Moissenets arid the Horeaus,
veterans of the Ancien Regime, men who accepted the idea of
the Imperial University with difficulty*
£ven the recteurs seemed more the representatives
of regional Interests than the agents of Paris* The fact that
most were chosen from among local notables raade them acutely
conscious of the a.^Iicate eoiuple^ion of their jurisdictions
as well as reluctant to apply unpopular legislation taken by
the capital* And when the recteur did attempt reform, he
generally found himself frustrated by the panoply of local and
departmental officials. In the Academy of Angers, where the
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head happened to be an excellent administrator, the abbe* Horeau
still ran his college as an independent fief; the mayor of
Saumur could choose his own principal without consulting the
rectoratej and the prefect of the Sarthe persistently refused
his vital cooperation.
What then was the nature of the centralization
imposed during the Empire?

Why did Felicite* de Lammenais ory

so loudly in 1814 that the University was a highly autocratic
institution, an octopus whose tenacles extended into every
school and every home?

To answer this question, one must

study the men in Paris and their administration.

The historians

of French education, from Alphonse Aulard to Felix Ponteil,
have somewhat neglected this cnucial question precisely be
cause the organization of the Imperial University seemed so
formalized and static.
Who formulated the policies that the recteurs were
Instructed to execute?

who actually decided the promotions

and demotions inside the schools?

What were the elements of

control that Paris exercised over its constituents?
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II.

In turning through the pages of the Aliaanach of the
Imperial University for the years 1810-1814, one gains the
impression of a sophisticated bureaucratic machine.

Here

was an imposing superstructure that provided at least in prin
ciple, a detailed control over the recteurs of provincial
France.

At the top of the hierarchy stood the ermine-draped

Grand-piaster, the elegant if pompoas Pontanea, president of
the Senate, lettre* whoa* i#ui.i .^tuivlxju

,

of the counter-revolutionaries.

iaitouidy dubbed
2

Then came the

Chancelor, the a*ixi& Bishop of Caaals, followed by the Treasurer t
the scientist Despaulx.
administ,

Immediately beneath were the several

- A v« units* tne bureaus for personnel and finances;

and paralleling this structure was the Council of the Univer
sity, a prestigious but inactive bod,, *,<*-*» ww^aividea into *ive
sections. ? The twenty inspectors-general ^° ? *• ^to conmissions
>

1.

Aloanach de I'Univerait^ Imperials : 1810-1814; The Library
of the -Sor bonne has the only complete set. The series runs
from 1810-1814, then from 1822 until late in the July Mon
archy. During the first part of the Restoration, the
Almanaoh was a victim of an economy-minded government.

2.

^delin, L.j La Crise de l^pires (Paris, 1955) » P«

3.

Lcflon f J.} lionaieur Emery g (Paris, 19^6), p. 3^5*
describes the activities of Esiery on the Council.

Leflon
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i«plicating those of their colleagues on the Council, and the
distinguished scientist and inspector George* Cuvier directed
a special Commission of Colleges to facilitate s&ttera regarding
the municipal schools*
Ironically though, the work of the Imperial University
was never carried on within this stately facade* this foriaal
hierarchy of units. Appalled at the disorganization during
the first months, several of the inspectors^general persuaded
the Grand-faster to create a small, inner council oi nis
"veritable iriends, and by ©arly IblO this group had become
the governliig organ of public education*
'-» known first as the
Extraordinary commission, then the Central Commission, an
r

organ that quickly aroused resentment among those inspectors
not included. 'alle se reVluisait au fonds, wrcte Cuvier,
bitter at his oan exclusion,
a un ou deux individus qui faisaient tout et
qui avaient fini par absorber I'autoritd du
Grand Kaftre, cell® du Conseil et par se mettre
an-dessus des renselgnemeiits et des avis donnas
par les inspecteurs-slneraux et par les recteurs.^
iiere was an apt expression of how arbitrary and detacted the
Commission seemed to so many. It was also an apt expression
of the kind of "centralization** involved.
In his &ai>qle*fifl I et ^e....Mcyqptpo4_e,. Un^ver^^ta^re*
Alphonse Aulard was unansiare that the Commission even existed
Arch. i*at,j $_ s The Cocuaiseion of Colleges filled four
registers with the names of all secondary school teachers
In France and a short comment on their talents.
2.

Bibliotheoae de I'lnstituti Fonds Cuvier? jffgt Le^tre sur
le rigime a. dtabllr dans iVURivergi^. (1815K
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and wrongly assumed that the policies of the University were
rontane's own, a point of view tuat enabled Aulard to place
public education in the center of political intrigues during
the Empire, a position that it distinctly did not occupy.
Writing in the 1920s, J. Poirier briefly mentions the Commis^
•ion in one of his excellent studies on the University during
the Restoration but did not know of its membership nor of the
nature and extent of its role.

Pontell's recent Hlstoire de

i > rtiB§9lgnfaant * 1789-1965 falls even to make a passing bow to
this body, while ±iaul Gerbod, in a brief and perhaps super-*
ficial study of the inspectors-general, asserted that these
enjoyed no particular position of preeminence*

The Central

Commission was in fact a throwbaok to the days 01 loOo,
administrations were to be created, policies to be initiated,
reforms to be haaaered through.

Here we see the last flickering

of the creative spirit that had characterized the ministries
of the Consulate, the same free-wheeling ways, the same snj&ll
cliques, the same concern to remake the personnel of an
administration.
The Central Commission was no harbinger of the
bureaucratic complexities that have come to haunt the twentieth
century r it remained a thoroughly backward-looking institution
upon which time-aonored means 01 administration — ^ tronage^
friendships, personal petitions and appeals — could exercise
1*

Aulard| A.; i.apole'on 1 et j.e. .ionopolQ Univeraitairft. (Paris,
1911)s Foirier, J.j "L*University Proviso!re iSlS-lSai";
Rev. His, i'iod.s (X. l f 1926), pp. 24l~2?9*! Pontell. F.$
iiistoire de I'^sel^eg^. 1789-196^; (Pearls, 1966); Gerbod,
Jr.; "i,es xnspecteurs-Genfiraux' et l f inspection seVie*r*le de
Instruction publlque de 1802 a lQSZ*i Eev. His. Mods
T. 236 (1966), pp t 79*106.
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their greatest influence.

It was a highly informal "body whose

members aat around a table in an obscure roo^ ot fcae iuiais
Bourbon, discussing every conceivable affair, listening to
professors who brought complaints, examining other inspectors
on retorn from their tours, handling all the sensitive correj

spondence to the point that Foatanes rarely toevr what was being
decided.

Its methods were strikingly informal.

Commission had a passion for anonymity*

Indeed, the

An inspector-general

could write the principal of Chatellerault, "La Commission n©
re$oit point d© l@ttr@ en noa collectif, n 7©t conclude, "Vous
pouvesz faire usage de catte lattre*ci aupres de t-U Bendu et
/"""^ x i
tout autre (mfHlMM? $ n a suggestion illustrating the accessi'V

,/

bility of thls~tiody and its highly personal mode of operation.
Who then were the members of this mysterious elite,
this informal but highly autocratic body that guided French
education through its foriaative stages?
/

extent did
T~ what
'

they appreciate the peculiar proble^ **nd dilejaiass of the
rectorates?
A former superior of th. ... ogressive Congregation.
.^uioally
of the I/octrine was active on the Cornel$**w*4.
\
vulnerable in view of his past as constitutional blsh&p of
the MayexHie and a« ,% ^rle-:'- ;;-io 'no loTio*-- --_ ~—*»^ iior wore
the ambits, th« a,bb^ P, Vlxlur nevertheless offered an unpara
lleled range of ^pi^ienissMsnat «panned the France of the
Ancien H4gime and oi tne Revolution *•* superior of the Colleges
1»

Arch. Nat.t F 1.7 8322t Castel to the principal of Chatellerault, 28 September, ~"^~
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of Bourges and La ileche, member of O&llyrand's Coiomission
of Public *xiucatic*i f uc >,er of the Institute, and an inspector
of studies since 1802.

From a strictly pedagogical point of
view, Vlllar was a profoundly conservative individual who firmly
believed in the necessity of an iron discipline over education.
The political winds of the Revolution, In whose breeze he so
willingly stood, scarcely rippled hia Impeccably classical view
of Latin and French.
Beside him sat two former Oratorians, priests who
had opposed the Revolution but Wuo nererwwxess shared with
Vlllar a peculiar nationalism.

Both th abbe's nomar an^'-Ballmnd.

hfcd refused the oath to the Civil Constitution a.
.l^ratod
in 1792, but both looked to the Anoien Regime of the monarchy
rather than that of the provinces." Roman, 68 years, had taught
in the Colleges of Klort, Jullly and Arras and had been superior
of those of Marseille and Lyon.

Balland had equally shuttled

between the colleges of tho congregation? and, in I8l6, Ambolse
Rendu was to recall how Balland urged on the Central Commission
in its task of reestablishing a steady flow of teachers be
tween the schools of France, teachers loyal to Paris rather

tft*n to a region or to a town. 3
1.

.iichaud; Bio^raBhle unlvjsrsQlIe.i (2aris f 183^-1862 h
Vlllar article.; Auvity, u.; £lst_Qlre du Grand**Sfeliiftlre
cle Bourses; (Bourges, 1933 )» P* 52. Bouiller, 1.; Un
pr^tre. de, Laya.lt (Laval, I84l) f p. 55. Xessenemu;
Joubertt pp. 10-20.
Charletey, A.j I> > er'-seiP:i:emQn^ secojid&ire dans le impart e~
du Rhone i (Paris, 1911), pp. 9-16.

3.

Rendu, A.; Le Sygteiae Universita.^re de Frances (Paris, 1816).
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Yet the real aniiaateurs of the Central Commission
were two young men whom Fontanes had attached to himself during
his days as an editor of the iiercure. men whose intense reli
giosity offset his own highly polished brand of Christianity,
whose rigorous thinking and closelv*4cnlt argumentation balanced
own elegant but hollow style,

lueneau
- de *, assy an,

both thirty-two in 1808, wer'i prototype- of *ae
generation of administrators propelled to the fore during the
a^Dire and there sustained by their own fertile energy t sur
viving the successive changes In regime through devotion to
the authority in power.

They were part of that generation

which brought forward the Guizots, the Mol4s, the Tournons,
politicians and administrators of the Restoration and the July
Monarchy, men who began their brilliant careers as talented
servants of the Snplre.
Both Gueneau de Hussy and Aiaboise Rendu were strong
believers in the reforming pwwers of Paris, a central tenant
of this generation, yet both were profoundly conservative.
Gueneau was an ascetic, devout Catholfcc, ,sosethlne of a melan,\ <-••.. r
colic dreamer who naa oaosr* raised in an old and distinguished
family of parliamentarians at Dijon, a family steeped in the
Jansenist tradition. At 18, he attempted to Join the armies
of the Conde1 , and in 179? left the Ecole rolytechnique for
refusing the oath of hatred to the monarchy.

In the spring

of 1800, Guenoau made the acquaintance of Louis Fontanes,
was introduced into the salon of Pauline de Beaximont, and
from there became an outrider of the movement of romantic
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Christianity, helping to edit Chateaubriand f s r*ero.ure.
The aroint Influential person on the Central Commission
.
.-

however WP-R ^m&ois«s -e» ..
t

.••'•'

v-

,.

n-n energetic, ambitious man who

forced his w., ^iwo ajuau^x- every decision of Importance during
the Empire.

Like his colleagues, he had been reared in a

strict religious atmosphere,

iie had been witn Gueneau at the

Boole PolYtecnnlrQue. quit for the same reason, then entered
the salon of Pauline de Beaumont through Fontane f s protection.
Like Gueneau, he attended the first readings of Chateaubriand's
ger4ei unlike his friend, he was on the point of entering law
when Fontanes called him to the University. 2
These two Parisians, more responsible than anyone
for the activities of the Imperial University f represented the
generation of young nen nourished in Christian romanticise,
exposed to the currents of German thought, bred in a royalist
environment.

Coming of age during the autocratic period of the

iaapire, this generation evolved the very policies that de
Lammenais was to call despotic in
In nenau we find the extreme personljfcation of power
within the Imperial University, the embodlmsRfc of its auto*
era tie ways.

In his encyclopedic mind he carried th© names

and faces of hundreds of nen.

His notes formed the basis of

all the important circular sj his comments on the personnel
decided all promotions and demotions.

Indeed, he was the

1.

Soiaie, de P*i "Ifa aiai de Chateaubriand, Philibert Gueneau
de Hussyw $ Eev. ais« Lltt, Fmncqs (T* 3^ (1932)*
pp. 33WK)0.

2.

Rendu f £•{ Amboise Hen_du et I'Unlversit^ de France;
(J^rls, 1861T*
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Central Commission.

All its minutes were in his hand, and

often only hie signature and that of another member appeared. 1
He carried on an active private correspondence with most
The head of i)ouai wrfete, "Tout ce que vous recommen
ds* su* laon domains acade*mique 9 c f est plus $ue favorablement
raoowaende",,*"2 Joubert, while on inspection, addressed his

recteurs.

correspondence and reports directly to Rendu and on his return
3 Another
with no one but him.
to Paris would insist on speaking

inspector-general bewailed feis inability to have the proposed
appointments to the College of Hontauban approved by that
same evening because Hendu was at his father's deathbed.

h,

Of all the inspectors-general, the incisive young lawyer had
the reputation for accomplishing swift, concrete results.
*Tu ne pouvais mieus rencontrer," a proviseur wrote the
principal of Vannes,
Tu peux t f ouvrir en toute confiance a M.
Hendu, qui ne deamnderait pas mieux que de
redresser tous les torts re*els dont tu peux
avoir & te plaindre, soit du cote* de 1'ad
ministration, soit du c6t^ des P
1.

The notes of the Central Commission are scattered through
the hundreds of liasses of documents in the F 17 series
in the Arch. Kat.

2.

Arch. Dept.i i\ord$ T-76gs llecteur of Douai to Hendu,
11 August, 1810.

3»

Tearsenneauj vpubert i p. 308.

£•
"

Arch. !^at,; F 17 8473; .iarlgnie to the director of the
First Bureau, 22 October, 1810.

5-

Arch. Dept.i Morbihanj G Ser^ess Personal pa^prs of the
Principal of Vannest ProvisQur of the Lyce*e of Houerx to
the principal, 22 April, 1612.
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His doninating position, his inteferenoe in all
the affairs of education, high and low, awoke a number of
Jealousies and created a backlog of resentment. Guizot and
Sayer-Collard disliked his active role In the shaping of the
Sorbonne and of the Ecole i;or*ale.
George® Cuvier spoke of
him as a "favorite** of Fontanes and was o*^ ^oo glad to see
the Central Cojamission abolished in 1815.^ An a*ior.yiaous member
of the Academy of ^Toulouse omraeterised much of the feeling
against him in lampooning ***& as w ...c© petit faiseur...ce
petit arand~!1a£tre.'| 3
Affiboise Handu appeared at a moment when a TOKR of
his baek^ound and thinking was required* The Stepire was moving
from a federal system to a more autocratic one? the prefectoral
corps was acquiring greater powers as it enforced taxation and
j,

conscription i the whole of the imperial sjaehirtery ms becoming
Bore unified and nore efficient, with Paris as the pivot of
i
•
national life. 4
Within this movement, Hendu was the great apostle
of centralization, the enthusiastic believer in the cultural
Mission of A-arid«

The cornerstone of his anbitious program
V

was the ,,^ole Korjuiale, an. Institution tiiat he wished to smlce
his own persona"' creation, his obedient tool for undermining
regional insularity.

/

The attempts by Eojer^Collard to convert

1.

Poirier, J.j '•L 1 University provisoire, l8lW821 n j T. 1
(1926), pp.

2,

Bibliotheque de l*lnstitutj

3« Arch. l*at.; g 17 ..10j..6i Anonymous letter, September, 1809,
*U Lefebvre, G,i ^apoleong (Paris, 1955), PP*
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the Ecole lionaale Into a center of research, of philosophical
fermentation, grated against his intense desire to impose a
rigid Latin curriculum in the style of Rollin, while the noisy
visits of Parisian dames to the gilded lectures drew from
him a stinging rebuke.
ReAdu's vision was of an institution that would
train a uniform elite, loyal only to Paris, soldiers in the
crusade to carry the authority of the capital into the schools
of France, w ll n*y aura plus lieu & auoune presentation ni
proposition (for teachers) de la part des princlpaux, proviseurs
0u merne recteurs,** he fumed after a blunder by one recteur.
A uniform oorps would replace refractories and
ejcnqa i tr e_s*de*i>.efl si on and former soldiers, failed
and retired doctors* Rendu considered the £oole as a national
Institution, and when the proxriseur of the Lyc£e Charlemagne

claimed possession of Victor Cousin, the most distinguished
student of the first promotion In 1812, he drafted the famous
circular declaring that Konaalians had no home, that they were
a national elite which had to begin Its apprenticeship In the
,

provinces,

i

in i*c^-"->'er f 1813, he followed this circular with

a second one proclaiming that within a year the Bcola Kormale
would be the only route to teaching posts* 2

Irv many respects, It was a noble and reasonable
program* but ambolse Rendu, suchaa passionate nationalist,
1.

Arch. i;at*; F 17 8318t Keport of Rendu while Inspecting
the Academy of Angers, March 12, 1812.

2*

Arch, flat, i AJ* 1.^8 (Fonds Special)j papers of th© Academy
of Jt^riei draft circulars in Eendu f s handwriting.
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oould never appreciate the obstacles and difficulties posed
by regional considerations. **lthin his thoroughly rational
vision, with its roots deep in a dogmatic Christian faith,
Kendu rejected the infinite subtlti** u- ± complexities which
divided the various regions of i ranee.
Kowhere was his peculiar blindness more evident than
in the academy of &eiines# i^ducatfed in the best Galilean tra
ditions, this lawyer hsad an intense scorn for the appalling
ignorance of the Breton clergy and for its ui^raaoiiu**^e
t

"U

leanJU^s.

On on© iuur/ii@« he found an ecclesiastic teaching
rhetoric to sixteen farm boys who had never heard of Cicero
but seemed well versed on ultramontane doctrines. With ruth
less logic, the scandalized inspector forced the abbe* to retires
•N,

"Un Jour peut-etre," he told Villar and Balland, w on n*y brulera
plus les oeuvres de .ocssuet et 1'on osera mime y lire liioole. 11 *
The Intellectual arrogance of a Parisian pervaded his every
action. In visiting the tiny College of Josselin in 1812,
where the students were chiefly sons of peasants, the inspector
decreed t*»t th* study of Greek was now obligatory. The one
i ' <'
'
professor c* .^tin, an aged relic, w^^ <»u ir-u^ic-aned at this
dictxua that he pleaded for demotion. Rendu promptly obliged. ?
Arch, kat.j I' 17 8^03 1 Inepect6»ns of the College of Guingamp; Eendu, 24 June, 1812. The priest removed, the abb£
Richard, had already been denounced by the prefect of the
C6tes-du*Nord for subversive activities. See Hene* Durand,
D^partoaant des C^tegmlu^Qrd soua le Consulat et 1
t* Administratio
raion,
n, dee
ee C5testes- d-liord sou le Consulat et
(PariB. 192^). p,
2.

Arehu ipt»i Horbihans 163-1^552; Professor to Eectaur
of Hennes, 11 June, 1812,
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Only ten miles away at P18ermel» Rendu was furious to learn
that a young professor had deserted the college to re-enter
the seminary to escape conscription and denounced thfefc
"cowardice" to Paris. 1 Unintentionally, he was making public
education seem the agrent of the imperial armies in a department
where antl-bonapartist sentiment was strong*
The most galling aspect of Rendu f s blindness was
his dogmatic insistence that the onerous school tax, onetwentieth of tuition, be paid by each and every student. At
the College of Vannes, wnere the five hundred students were
impoverished farm boys, subsisting on a diet of coarse bread
and cheese, the burden was immense. Rendu proclaimed his sym
pathy when the principal outlined the problea, "flais pourtant
le de"cret est 1&," he concluded, *La lol n'est pas libre S.
flechir," p Here was the heart of his dogmatism, of his pecul
iarly Parisian way of seeing things,
In the Central Commission and Ambolse Rendu, we
touch on something larger fchan tfc'e quest ion of the imperial
bureaucracies s we touch on one of the toltal nerve-cords of
French liberalism during the nineteenth century, one of the
major roots of the system of the i830s and the 1840s, Xbo
often historians have looked at liberalism through the
1*

Ib?.d«i 183~T~573; Principal of Ploermel to Eecteur of
Hennes, 21 Fay, 1812. He wrote, "Cea m. (the inspector*)
etaient fortement d favls d 1 exerciser a son Igard toute la
rigueure des d^crets et d f £par&n©r ^ l f €tat Icclesiastigue...
I'&nfamie d'avoir dans son sein un sujet dont la lachetl
egale la corruption des iaoeurs. H

2*

IPi£»s 183>T»485 Hendu to Hecteur of Hennes, 12 October,
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optlque of Gul2ot*s qpri fthl sise g~Yo.ua and seen only the grasping
for power of the financial and nsanufacturlng bourgeoisie.
Yet the movement bad other, more conservative origin**
Prime among these was the generation of administrators bred
within the Imperial bureaucracies of the J&apire or during
*
the hectic days that followed in 181^, 1815, Here were men
who believed in the strong hand of Paris, men who struggled
against regional Idiosyncrasies, both political and social —
the Baron Louis, the Corvettes, the Pasqulers, the Mole's, the
Beugnots, the Tournons, or even Balsac's Baron Hulot, These
were the men who played proolnent roles during the first pericof the Restoration in holding the imperial system together.
The shared attitude was an authoritarian view of how France
should be governed —»the system of notables, a tightly con~v

t

"~

trolled prefectorial corpt^ -.*^ ~~~~... -finance oi" a strong gen*

darmerie &x^. ^/oaii^e, a.,i'^A«tfivj.«i«»i» &#&»*»** 01" 'U^satlon for the
national govta.-.-«M*ii» The common problem was how to subdue
a France where regionalism blended with political diversity,
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III*

How did the Central Commission nmke its authority
visible to the academies of France?

what were its means for

ruling the new aM Ioosely»organi2ed realm of public education?
The most dij^ect link between the Commission and
the recteurs was ti«* iii spec tor-general, that; ubiquitous in
quisitor who annually jui»^& a two-month trip across the rough
'

-

_ ,1

*

—

j

terrain of provincial l#»u^ f taking notes on professors, coun
seling principals, conciliating prefects, bishops and mayors.
Eaoing over the countryside, the aging inspector doggedly pur
sued his ungrateful task from May to August* Mental and physical
exhaustion was his hallmark: "ftotre mission ezige tant d'activit€ que souvent nous ne prenons la plume qu laccable's de fat
igues, 1* voiced one wa*ry xaember on being asked to expedite his
letters to Paris.
£et Hendu- pressed them relentlessly on.
in one draft of a letter on benalf of rontAnes, ne oosnaandod
that they examine the smallest of details, from the hours of
meals to the spacing of beds in the dormitories and the sur
veillance exercised dfering; the night. 2 The hazards of travel
1.

Arch. ftat f ; F 17 2^S4t Report of Budan and Petitot,
6 May, 1809.
i

i -Draft letter of Rendu, 26 April, 1809.
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Added to the complexities of swift reports, At Poitiers, one
team excused its delay on the grounds that the roads south*
ward had disappeared irith the summer rains. 1 Another turned
fcaek after the leading member fell sick under the strain of
constant travel, of one-might stays in unknown towns, of eating
iUnprepared food. 2
>
The twenty,
" s*ia«n
. i that composed this much-battered
,corps represented tne same rich variety of political and peda
gogical traditions that • so atarked the co±v~ ot./reuteurs. xheir
number** included priests, e2>8oldlers, scientists, lettr^s,
former deputies, ex-members of the teaching corps, even a former
constitutional bishop* What a world of contrast between the
abb€ Daburon, 6mlrr£ who instinctively sliranlc before carried
-i.
priests, and tac *bb£ &8el»,, ecclesiastic a la mode, gay, witty,
orator of 1792, ,,fc ^._ , j£ *0uu. What a .$ulf between the sci
entist Lefevre-Gulneau, an eseelleat scholar, liberal by con
viction, wealthy on speculations made during the Revolution,
and the former !iaigr€ ftarignie, companion of l;;4allet du Pan,
contributor to the «Jovsrjsgt 1 g^ii^rEl. d@ 1 y ^urppe. What kind
of contact could there be tetween Gastel, pcofessor at the
revolutionary I-rytancSe, and the baron de Coiffier, a fajpy
noble who had fought as an officer in the armies of the Cond&,
It was an odd collection of individuals, lacking In cohesion
1. Arch* Kat.i F 17 |^l§i Beport of th@ inspectors-general
of th© sixth commission on the Academy of Angers Poitiers,
1810.
2.

Ibi4«i F 17 6808 t Report of the inspectors-general,
June, 1809.
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and splintered t>y political, social and religious backgrounds* 1
A common thread nevertheless ran through the variety
of attitudes and belief s, a thread that linked them with the
Majority of the reoteurs* If any one conviction distinguished
this eclectic set of men, it my be said to l»v<* been a common
loyalty to the cherished ideal or ^^.A*^^^* *i-th tu3
exception of ^enciu and Gueneau de ftussy, all nad been bred
inside the colleges of the eighteenth century; not a few had
taught within theai and most had experienced the snug corpor
atism of the eighteenth century* *he Vlll*rs c the Jouberts,
the MoSls, looked back to the days waen teaching corps, along
with th* dioeeseSf the Parliaments, and the guilds, had their
own courts, their own regulations, their own corporate exis
tence.

Xhey sought to resurrect this same ideal§ they wished
institution in which religion played a vital^role, but only
under their own aegis.
Their great fear ms that the new, young *&& half'
educated clergy, so ^-.itu&siy ultramontane* would, bury the
classical huaa*u.ssi ox the oia ^oroofiiie. "-CiiOclesiastics)
ixrennent a la charue un grand euafant qui^craint la conscrip
tion," warned the inspectors of the Third Cousmissicn,
ils lui enseignent en huit ou dix mois & lire,
ll Icrire, & coapter, 3t articuler quelques mots
de mauvaise latin, et de la 11s 1'envoyerit au
grand ssmiaaire, otl Us est re$u et bientSt or*
donn^ pr&tre avec la meme precipitation*
voulant relever et recruter trop vite le
1.

Michaud, Bioyaphie ur. 1 vexse 13,ei Articles on i;Jarisnie f d@
Coiffier, i*oilj Vauthiar, G.I "Fontanes et les nominations
universitaires*! Ann. fi-evo_*s i, 4 (191i), pp. 638-653*
Aulardj -:ar)Qldoni pp. 227-238*
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they concluded "on achevera de I'avillr et que sous dix ans
lea prStrea frmn$ais seront pour 1* ignorance au niveau des
molnes espagnols et napolitains,*1
Like their colleagues in the academies, the inspec
tors were building in a vacuum, f for the £mplre imposed a set
of conditions that made manifestations of a genuine Sallicanisffi, free of obsequious subservience to Bonaparte, rare indeed*
in I80? t the abbe* 2aery, superior of 3aint-3ulpice, did publish
a new collection of the works of Fleurys 2

At Aix, the arch

bishop Champion de Cice*, one of the last of his breed, battled
3 .but the aiore
both Pope and prefect until his death in 1810.
broadcommon manifestations of C& llic^r? ism were the *continuing
">

sides 01 tne former constitutional clergy, from the Archbishop
Le Coz to parish .priests*
The most outspokenly ciallic&n among the inspectors
and simultaneously the most colorful, the most erratic and
perhaps. the most influential except for Amboise Hendu, was
-v

the abbe* de Champeaux, 57, years, vicar-geaeral before the
fievolut»io& 9 deputy to i-iie Constitutant, and e*migre* in Germany, 4
His career serves to illustrate something of the style and
1.

Arch, i:\at*; r 17 2484; Considerations Se'ce'rale sur les
C611ep:es Coramunaux. Irpia^eme Coamissioff, 1809*

2.

la tr el lie, A.; "Le ^allicanieme iicclesiastique sous le
Premier Empire"; Itev« liis*. T, 89

3«

Levy-ochn elder, L, ; I^applfrcation.^du Concordat par un
pr^lat ci'Ancien Hfei;ae.« li^r. Champion de Cice* ar
veoue d'Ala. et d'Arles. 1802-1810. (laris. 1921),

4,

Thenard, J-F, "Le Cur^ de Cbampeauz depute* aux EtatsG^n^raux," R^vo, Fran.s T. 25 (l893)t pp. 463-470.
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actions of the first set of inspectors-general, as well as
something of the problems that the Central Commission faced
in obtaining information from its agents*
On entering Poitou and the Vendee in 1809, he could
Mud back a confidential report ascribing the success of the
illegal clerical schools at MontKorillon and at Chavagnes to
fche "superstition 11 and "fanaticism" of the inhabitants.*
Simultaneously he crossed swords with the all-powerful vicarsgwieral at Poitiers, led by the aristocratic de ISaussion, and
exchanged sharp words with the Bishop of La Bochelle. This
report echoed a dominant opinion among the inspectors~general,
On the Commission for the freryectio^nement 4<BS- e'tudes* &oe*l,
Jastel and Oespaulx recommended that the decree requiring
ecclesiastical students to pass the diploiaa of bachelor~of~
letters before entering a Grand-Seminary be rigorously enforced
in order to insure that"they acquired a solid grounding in /
the Four Articles of 168?. 2 \

\

De Champeaux'sGmll lean ism took him a step further
than mere Hostility towards ecclesiastical establishments*
Determined to break the grip of the "ultramontane" clergy over
certain public schools t he became the champion of the persecuted
assermente* priests, nimbly using them as battering rams against
those wno iiad deserted the traditions of the French church*
1«

2.

Arch. Kat.j F 1? l4,l6r Confidential report of the Inspectorsgeneral on the Academy of Poitiers, 1809*
i

Arch. Nat*; F 17 13817t Report of the Commission,
August, 1810.

/
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For example, In the tourne'e of 1810, covering the
Academies of Qahors, '.Toulouse, and Hontpellier, the inspector
discovered that the principal of the College of Pigeac was a
militant ecclesiastic, bitterly opposed to the Empire and the
University.

De Champeaux recommended that the abb€ be put to

pasture as aumori^ey In the nearby Lyc£e of Rodex and that an
assermente* priest, ttomergues, professor In the Lyce*e, be farmed
to the college as principal. 1

The Central Commission agreed.

aihat chaos, what feelings this move stirred: Garrere symbol
ized the pure clergy, Domergues the Revolution,

The mayor

had the Comte de Lostange, chamberlain to the Emperor, pay
Pontanes a call.
tive resignation.

The bureau of the college offered a collec
Domergues arrived in to*m to find the school

building locked and shuttered.

The abbe* Garrere would not

budge front hfcs modest apartment to take the post at Rodez. 2
The inspector had to blow the bugle of retreat, something he
rarely did.
The same cycle repeated Itself when de Champeauz
embarked an asserment£ priest to the College of Auch,
directed by refractories and emigre's irreconclliably hostile
to the University.

After a week, the new professor of

rbjld.; £ 17 8385s Report of the Inspector and accompanying
pieces, May, iSll,
ffiid * i Kecteur of Cahors to the Grand-lister,
July, 1811.
'
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philosophy and assermentd priest was ignobly chased from the
school.
Aaong the members of the Central Commission, the
prevailing doctrine was indeed one of Gallleanism against
ultramontanism,

On returning to Paris, de Champeaux could

successfully plead that the influence of the irrascible Bishop
of Sees be blocked by naming as principal of the College of
Alen^on a teacher in a private school with whom he had talked
during the inspection*

The aan whom he recommended was a

former revolutionary at Toulouse, a. proninent and distinguished
administrator who had entered education as something of a
refugee. 2

The inspector saw in him only a isan of considerable

talent, educated, active, vigilant, and pointedly reminded
the Central Commission,
(Benaben) manifeste un extreme deVouement pour
l f University, un grand de'sir d'adopter et de
faire aimer ses principes et la ferme re*so»
lution de renoncer a 1*exaggeration de ceux
Arch, fcat.i F ^7 8232s Letter of de Champeaux, June, 1811.
The abbe* Pages save a wonderful description of his initial
receptions *J*arrivml H Auch le 24 febrler par un teraps
de pluie, de diege, de vent e'pouvantabless c f €tait le dioanche de carnaval; je me rendls chez le principal du
College; j© fis connaitre mon nom, sja qualit€, je pr^sentai
mon titre, il refusa de le voir; Je denmndai une clmsibre;
il rlpondit sScheiaent qu'il n*en avait pas et que ^ favals
eu tort de ne venir* II etait assis aupres d*un bon feu;
il vft sans doute que j f €tais mouill€, saisi du froid et
il ne daigna pas n*offrir de me chaufferj Je sortie de chez
cet homae dur et gro^ssier, un poids oiiorme sur moa ccuer* 1*
See Chapter One: T. Benaben was apparently the brother of
cousin of the Benaben who taught in the Lyc€e of Angers*
Both were from Toulouse$ both had been revolutionairesj both
remained staunch anti-clericals* .Che former ended his career
In the Lyc£e of Pontivy, a duming ground for radical uiu«yersitaires while the latter was purged in
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qu f ll a professes pair effervesence ou entrainees pendant la Evolution
Devotion to the University, this was the quality that the Com
mission was looking for*

wsnsben was named*

From de Chsuapeaux's adventures, we also learn some
thing of how the Inspector-general of the *-aplre operated, we
see the amount of leverage accorded him and we can sympathize
with the Central Commission at Paris in its difficulties in
collecting information and in enforcing Its will*

The inspector

lived in a world that had as yet no set morality, no defined
rules, few bureaucratic controls and no dossiers for the
teachers.

Moving from town to town, he had to improvise; Jne

had to Juggle tames and faces in his memory; he had to weigh
*

a aan's talent In the course of a brief conversation.

The

persotallty of the inspector counted as much if not more than
that of the teacher. He left a personal, distinct Imprint
on whatever department he chanced to cross,

De Champeaux

could send a *uges into the hostile stronghold of Auch, a
Domergues into that of Pigeac. Gueneau de Hussy could comsalt
the University to the Bishop of Quliaper* Improvisation was
the tradeiaark of these men* They were prlisa donnas following
the dictates of their conscience, that highly changeable
equation, rather than a set of Instructions from Paris*
How effective then were these men, relics of a
past age, in dealing with the schools of early nineteenth
1.

Arch. Lat,; r 17 8211t Report of the Inspectors on the
College of AlenQon, 25 March, 1811.
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oentury France?

This had been a point that has raised little

MOMftfit, for no one has studied a particular inspector on his
annual ^JHttne'e* Paul Gerbod, the most knowledgeable of his
torians on French education, asserts that the inspectors were
little more than figureheads, redundant administrators whose
stay of one or two days in a town produced a scattering of
notes but rarely a coherent or accurate picture* 1 Indeed by
the late 1830s, Gerbod points out, the more progressive uniTfrsltaires were detaanding the suppression of these presti
gious but essentially fonaal posts.

Certainly the speed with

which the inspectors passed over the countryside Halted what
they saw and understood, and more than one principal of the
Sapire would have agreed with Gerbod*s observation* After
a team had spent an afternoon superficially examining his
college, one annoyed director wrote, "Jaoais, Je n'^ai v$
/•

d 1 homines aussi presses do partir*. ,**-

in reality, the inspector-general played a crucial,
irreplacablt* JTO.LC uuring the ^pire, aiding or uiaoipiining
recteurs, protecting education frontthe restless hands of
V

prefects, deciding who was to be promoted or transferred, acti*
as the eyes and arms of the Central Commission.

The reoteur

of Bordeaux complained of the rigorous handling the inspectors
gave his administration each year*3 that of Pau profusely
1.

Gerbod, P.; .la Condition Uflly.ers),taire . . e-^ Fyance au
si eel e. 1965. p. ^2; "Les Inspecteurs-Generaux; au
sieole. 11 ? pp.. cit.

2.

Arch Jept.j ^ord; T-86^; principal of the College of Valen
ciennes to recteur of Doual, 23 June, 1811,

3.

Arch, kat.; g... I? IQffQ* Heport of the recteur of Bordeaux
to Hoyer-Collard ; 16 i%y, 1817.
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thanked another team for intervening between him and an Irate
prefect*

The town council of Saumur squirmed under the re

lentless afcgmaent of one inspector that the school budget be
raised 7 f OOO francs. 2 The local authorities of Tours turned
to the inspectors of 1809 to resolve an untidy quarrel between
the college and a private school i a quarrel that involved the
political factions of the town.3

The Grand-Haster himself t

so lax and tolerant in daily intercourse, was moved to anger
by the liberties that his willful inspectors took.

"Us dls~

posent des places avant d'en avoir r£fe"r£ & I fautorit4 sup5rieure*«. y n Fontanes scribbled in the laargin of one peport that
had named a new principal somewhere in the Jiast.^
The self~effacing role that even the Commission
could play before its inspectors may be illustrated by taking
another incident out of the remarkable career of the abb£ de
In 1811, the abbe1 was able to engineer the removal
\
of an assermente priest from the College of/Compolgne,jreplace
^
; ,_
him with a close friendi&n the emigration and, When town,
Champeaux.

prefect and recteur protested, could safely retreat behind the
united front of the Commission*^

1,

Arch* Lat.t F 17 88881 The Gaud Affair,

2*

Arch, Dept.s Maine-et-»i^oires jfrl6*/IV2 3 \ Principal of
to Eecteur of Angers, 24 July, 1809.

3.

Arch* Hat,s F ^.7 8636; dossier of the Dossier on the College
of Tours, 1810*
Ibid, s F 1? B721; Kote of Fontanes, January, 1811.

5*

Arch* r:at.; F 17 p>38: Report of De Champeavu;, 1 December,
1812* Report of the Hecteur of Amiens, 3 September, 1813.
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In this incident, the abb£ de Champeaux was distrib~
utlng patronage with all the largess oad Irresponsibility of
an archbishop of the And en Regime.

He was also repudiating

his Galilean principles to the extent that he removed an abbl
who subscribed to these same ideals. The affair was an
astonishing instance of how an inspector could impose his
will and of how this will could be so arbitrary.
Under these conditions, the Central Commission could
never be more than a club which abided by what a particular
inspector might suggest.

The initiative that he could assuae

and the willingness of the Commission to back his word irreopurdless of the circumstances hinted at an essential weakness
of this body in face of the multitude of pressures which came
to bear upon it.
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Far from the blind despotism and uninhibited mlIn
1 tar Ism which de Leunmemls saw, the Imperial University was a
highly informal, loosely organized body where ex-Oratorlans
and Doctrinaires recreated the practices of the old teaching
orders, where the two young associates of Fontar.es found ample
room to display their political and religious conservatism.
Buried In the recesses of the University, the
Central Commission itself epitomized the old-fashioned, habits
that dominated in Paris, the preference for a club-like spirit,
the distaste for bureaucratic paperwork*

Hera was no modern
/

institution, but a remarkably Informal group which putfa premium
j
on good fellowship and personal cantact. Improvisation had
brought about its existence and improvisation became its chief
mode for ruling the twenty-five recteurs and their academies.
Sitting around a table In the Palais Bourbon, the five members
discussed the needs of the colleges and lyce'es, talked with
teachers and principals visiting Paris, and rigorously examined
the other inspectors-general.

The limits of the Commission^

power were manifold: the haphazard, almost careless way in which
work was conducted, the slow, faulty communications with the
recteurs, the free-wheeling ways of an inspector-general such
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as de Chazapeaux, the need to distribute patronage, the Inability
to find a loyal clientele among the teachers of France, the
consequent necessity to convert itself into a clearing house
for the failures in education*
Administrative centralisation was nevertheless the
hallisark of the Central Commission and no one better repre
sented its autocratic and highhanded ways than the young lawyer
and intimate of £ on tanas, Amboise Bendu* More than any other,
Hendu imposed his special vlslonoon French education, his
peculiarly Parisian i*ay of viewing life on the physiognomy
of the disorgartized school system* Her® was a representative
of the new generation of administrators brad under the &apir©
that «as to exercise considerable power during the Restoration
and July Monarchy. The irony lay in the fact that Hendu,
politically conservative and profoundly religious, provoked
a deep current of opposition within the departments. His
dogmatism, his grasping for control, his use of incompetent
teachers grated against the regionalism of early nineteenth
century France, angered the principals of municipal colleges
and bewildered, the professors transferred*

m SEVJSK

PARIS AKJD TUB ACA.DEHX OF A,HGpS

1810*1814
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It was one thing to be an enthusiastic reformer,
to be a missionary on behalf of rarlst but it was quite ano
ther to find a teaching personnel who fitted the high standards
that Amboisa Rendu and his colleagues so readily proposed*
The Ecole Noxmle was producing a precocious set of intel
lectuals known for their aggressive attitudes, but between
1812 and 181^ this group represented no more than fifty stu
dents per year. The Central Commission in effect faced th
same dilessaa as the recteura; that of recruiting a loyal
clientele from among provincial educators distinguished by
their loyalty to a region, their varied political pasts and
their relatively impoverished living conditions.
The teachers of rranee formed no solid phalanx
from which the Commission could choose devoted footsoldiers.
Eather they mirrored the same diversity that characterised
the principals of provincial France* *oung students fresh
from the lyce'es contemptuously taught alongside ageing eccles
iastics of the Ancien B%i®e« Ex-Qratorians looked on in
disgust and horror as former soldiers, bankrupt merchants and
retired administrators Joined their ranks in th© classes for
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Latin,

And the more disinterested among the professors watched

in disapproval as former private teachers entered public ed
ucation in the belief that money could b« aade.
How then nas the Central Commission to effect a
revolution in French education with material of such poor,
uneven quality?

What sense did the formula **advancemat by

merit alone" sake in the light of a teaching personnel torm
by quarrels and rivalries, demoralized by the grinding conditions
of existence and harassed by an often suspicious municipality?
This was the dlleuffim facing Anboise Eendu and his colleagues
during the iiapire.
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11.

The most direct form of contact between the Cen
tral Commission and the schools of France was the agonizing
process of promoting and demoting teachers, a process that
began *--o •

-,tju> and ended shortly before Kbvember.

This

became the hectic period in the life of the Imperial Univer
sity, the SKXi^nu oi! intrigues f ot appeals, ot trips to i-aris
by hopeful candidates*

The Commission seemingly caiae into

its own as a ruling body*

It discussed, and approved the

tableau d *orgaanisatj.on for each of the thirty-six municipal
schools; it saw the notes that the inspectors-general gave
each professor, the comments of the recteurs and the recom
mendations of local notables! on the strength of these it
decided which teacher would be sent where*
The Commission entered into a much more sweeping
program than the mere appointment or promotion of local can
didates*

The reform of education meant transfering the better

professors from the smaller colleges into the larger ones,
and from the larger ons into the lyc€es«

The prefect of the

Haute-J-lame bitterly accused the University of wrecking the
College of Chaumont through this policy
1,

when the four best

Arch. Kat.j F 17 823^s Prefect of the Baute-Marne to the
Grand-i-ia oter, 1815*
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professors, all veterans ofi the Ancien iie*gime or the Ecoles
Centrales, received chairs in the Lyce*es of Besan§on, i)ouai
and Nancy.

The best principal in the Academy of Angers be1
toast* professor of rhetoric in the Lycee at thechef-lieu.
Throughout France the best teachers were snatched away from
th* colleges to
aaayor to thunder,

~ne ill-attended lyeees, causing one
rce qu'on jaaaqus de su^ets pour les

e*tabliss«aents natlonaux, on veut renverser les Ecoles privies
ou communaux, les colleges formes & grands frais par les
2
villes."
The process was very much a two-way street. In
the house-cleaning of the lyce*es, the old and the impotent
wore pawned into the municipal schools.
The lyce*es furnished a second contingent as well.
Young graduates, fresh from the lisal course xn philosophy,
began to filter into theoaunicipal colleges as teachers of the
classes of grammar.

Products of the imperial lyce*es where

uniforms and drums provided a aartial backdrop, these young
Bonapartists, teachers upon whom the Commission heavily relied,
offended their more conservative, knowledgeable superiors*
At Saint-Dizier, a graduate of the Lyce*e of Limoges quarreled
repeatedly with the principal, a crusty priest, until the for
mer was removed.
1.

Arch, itept.j minQ-et-Loirei ^l6-T*15t $ayor of Saumur to
the recteur of Angers, ^ecember, 1809.

2.

Arch. Oapt.j Morbihani l83-T-552t Itoyor to Recteur, 23
3ep tember, 1810.

3.

Arch. Nat.j F 17 8566> Report of the inspector-general
d'A/idrezel, 18 February, 1811.
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Nevertheless, the Commission bowed, more often
than not, to the strongest pressures that came to bear upon
it; and here we see how the patronage system that developed
as a result offended provincial France*
A small but Important portion of the dossiers which
crossed the desks of the Commission came from recommendations
aade by officials in Jrarie or the departments.

The prefects

of the i^ipire put i onward a vt»jn.*wy of candidates, men who
had been their tutors during the Ancien Beglme or men with
whoa they had worked during P> the Devolution or the Consulate
That of the Eure lobbied for hie former mentor* now seventythree years of age, for principal of the College of Bvreux.
The prefect of the Nord, the well connected Comte de Brigode,
had his ageing and incompetent ex-tutor named principal of the
!
2
That of the Lotet-Oaronne secured the
College of Cambrai.
nomination of a distinguished priest and close friend to the
College of Agen, but only after a lengthy conversation with
Foatanes*"'3 The prefect of the Var persuaded Paris to appoint
/

a protege* as professor, although the man was described by the
^
principal as a walking skeleton.
1.

Arch. Kat.j F 17 8380s Report of the Recteur to Grandfaster, 1811.

2.

Arch. Dept.j Kordj T-572; Report of the Hecteur to GrandMaster, December, 1812. The administrative bureau fiercely
opposed the appointment andtthe principal-to-be pessi
mistically wrote the recteur, "Au milieu de mes travauz.*,
Je pense souvent au lit de ronces et d*e*pines que me
pr^parent ces MM. de Cambrai. 1*, 15 October, 1812.

3.

Arch. Nat.? F 17 8203t Letter of the Prefect of the Lot•t-Garonne to Fontanes, 10 wovember, 1810.

k.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 86^3; The Recteur to Grand-Master.
*
2? June, 1812.
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Senators and deputies accounted for a number of
recommendations such as a 8aint-Jean~d tAnge'ly or a dement
de Ris. One senator, the Comte d'Kedonvllle, exercised his
mighty influence to place his highly social but utterly in
competent nephew as principal of the College of Laon.
The
Comte de Barthel&ay, equally an influential senator, had the
tutor of his nephew named to a class in the College of 3aint-

Quentif). 2

Political etiquette meant less than the name and
the importance of the individual extending his protection?
thus the Coiate Dupont could have an ageing married priest sent
to the school in the Academy of Dijon,-* despite protests from
the mayor*
More important than the patronage of imperial
functionaries was that of the inspectors-general themselves,
men who dispensed positions to their old caaarades in the
colleges of the Ancien Be*glme with all the largess that
memories can bring. This one fact offers a full measure of
the old-fashioned attitudes that dominated In Paris. The
scientist i)espaulx anxiously shepherded through the nomination
of one friend although he freely confessed, "Je ne l fai pas
h,
vu depuls trente ans. 1*
He embarked another acquaintance,
a parish priest in his sixties, to the College of Baintes,
1.

Arch. Mat.; F 17 6419s
December, 1812,

2.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8617; Eeport of de Champeaur, 1812.
Arch. Nat.? F 17 8566; Tableau d* organisation.! 1812.
Arch. l*at.i F 17 1628: Despaulx in a note to the Central
Commission.

3.
**.

Report of de Champeaux, 10
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much to the distress of the principal*

De Champeaux could

send an intimate from the emigration to the College of Abbeville, a fact that aroused considerable local opposition;
Joubert attended to the nomination of his own chosen few; 2
and Petitot placed an old friend as principal of the import
ant college of Ang6*uleme.
The most important lobby among the inspectors was
that of the former Doctrinaires and Oratorians, a network of
ties that survl^tpu na* upueawx w± the Revolution*

The con

sideration that the ex-members among the Inspectors enjoyed
May be gaged from the oft repeated notation, ^He is guaranteed
by M. Balland" or "by M. Villar*1 .^

Salland recalled one ez-

confrere as a superb teacher, discovered that he was a desservant in a small town, and had hiia named principal of a
college without consulting the man.

He took another friend,

seventy-two years old, from a municipal school and mad© him
censeur of the Lyce'e of Besan$on*
lag

The abbe* Eoman did not

in scattering his ailing friends across the schools of

1.

Arch. 'sit,i F J.7 8.38$» Note of the Central Commission,
letters of the abbe Oazes, who encouraged:.; a hestile
principal: *Bn butte & mille traits, expose* & allies attaques sourdement dlrig^es contre moi, que deviendrai-je?"
Way-June, 1812.

2.

Tessenneau, pp. 319-320.

3*

Arch. Nat.; F t Registers of the Personnel; Commission of
Colleges, 1810.

**.

Arch. Kat.; F 17 9119s Report of the Inspectors-general
Petitot add Hoger; 1812. "I^ous l*avons trouv^ en guerre
ourerte avec les autorlt^s...Son caractere est turbulent
et son ton grossier."

5.

Arch. Nat.i F 17 7722; Hecteur of Besangon to Grand-Haster,
8 September,
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France.

One ax-Oratorian complained to the abbe* that he was

vegetating in a small municipal college and thereupon reoelved a chair in the Lyc^e of i^oulins. 1 The brother of a

former Doctrinaire secured a class in the college of Le Puy. 2
In deciding the annual promotions, the Central
Commission had to sort through an immense number of reccwmandations.

The patronage ef inspectors or of officials and dig-

nataries, represented only a small if important portion.

By

far, the weight of the material came from letters of principals,
mayors, sub-preisets ana notables; ana it is here that this
body seemingly had the opportunity to assuage local feelings.
Promotion within a municipal college was a perfunc
tory process as long as local authorities concurred.

The

Commission saw only the notation, "recommended by principal
and mayor*, with the date of birth and a vague assessment of
the teacher's talent, a singularly uninformative document.
Considering themselves spokesmen for local interests, the recteurs passed along the recommendations with no elucidating
comment,and on occasion the Irritated Commission sent back
a sharp letter demanding further details*
Only when town officials disagreed was there a
surfacing of material that gave the isolated Commission at

1.

Arch, l<at.j F 17 3*4-96 1 Dossier on Guillebault, 1811;
Guillebault had a nervous breakdown at Houlin and was
farmed to the College of Nevers.

2.

Arch, i<at.j F 17 85121 Report on de Iteurln by the
Principal of Le Puy, 1813.
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least a partial view*

Thus at Autun, the vacancy of the prin-

clpalate split the town Into rival factions, each supporting
a different candidate; and a mountain of letters piled up in
the offices of the Commission*

A wholly different category
of promotions and demotions existed however that brought the
Commission into conflict with local feeling* The colleges
of France were in constant turmoil — teachers quarreling with
their principals, professors fighting among themselves, po
litical disputes, questions of morality, occasional bank
ruptcies among principals, a host of problems that the Commis
sion was called upon to solve each year* Ikifchsferring universltalres from one college to another became the standard pro
cedure for cutting the Gordian knot* And although this approach
became a crutch which allowed the Commission to restore dis
cipline and order, it also produced a fresh wave of resentment
on the part of these towns which received the men transferred,
A professor in a college of the North who spited his principal
by taking a room in a disreputable inn soon found himself in
a szaall, backward school of the Vendee, p At Angoule'me, the
request of the town council that a social-minded young teacher
be removed was followed by his nomination elsewhere.^3

At Tou

lon, the bitter quarrel between two former Oratoriajis ended

with the transfer of one.

4

An ex-soldier at LuMfville who

1.

Arch. Nat.j F 17 8236; Durand Affair, 1812.

2.

Arch. Nat.i F 17 8388t Dossier on Monnet-Patrols, 1812.

3.

Arch, fcat.; F 17 8217 i Principal to the reoteur* November,
1811.

4.

Arch. Nat.i 1 17 8632t Hecteur of Aix to the Grand-Master,
April * 1810; and subsequent correspondence*

called the principal a foul name before the students suddenly
discovered himself in an obscure college of the Academy, with
a noticeable drop in salary. 1
In oases of morality, the Commission discreetly
put the accused In another school rather than go through the
tedious and embarrassing process of a public inquiry to es
tablish guilt.

One social-iainded young man in the Midi became

involved in an affair with another man's wife and soon found
himself In a college in the north of France. 2 When a teacher
in the Academy of Bourges fathered a child, he received a convenient nomination to another academy. 3 A professor at
continually inebriated but the Commission only decided to
place him wider a "chef qui lui inspire la crainte.*1^
The Commission was particularly attentive to those
accused of political misdoings.

Often a municipality denounced

a married or assermentl priest as irreligious, revolutionary,
and just as often Amboise fiendu or another inspector had the
man sent into a town where his past was not known*

Ihus a

married priest purged from the College of i<iort in 1810 was
offered a post in the liberally-oriented College of
1.

Arch. Dept.i Heurthe-et-Moselle; College of JbuneVillei
Dossier on Ottin. 1812.

2.

Arch. Nat.5 F 1? 8201 i Report of de Champeaux, 30 November,
1812.

3*

Arch. Dept.i Cheri ^oiiege of Saint-Aiaandi Hecteur to
Grand-imster, 1811.

^.

Arch, Kat.j F 17 8603i Heport of the recteur, October,
1811.
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Brieuci* a married priest at Saint-Girons was *exiled" to the
College of Chaumont. 2 Indeed the University found its moat
loyal clientele in this dispossessed class of men, so utterly
dependent on the favor of the Grand-^aster.
At pains to recapture the Qratorian ideal of a

.

generous paternalism, the Central womwission cuuiu ^AGW & vast
tolerance ±wr w±w uaaisoipiined and the incompetent among the
professorial corps*

The Commission pictured itself as an Im

mensely wise father distributing praise where it was due,
rebuking those who strayed from the grave

sober path t but

rarely using the rod to punish the noisy, theunruly, the indo
lent,

In facing the multiple problems of education, Hendu

and the inspectors therefore found it necessary to use as the
money of exchange between the schools of France the rootless,
the penniless, the troublesome, men with

labilities, those

willing to sacrifice ties of family and locality*

The Galli~

can and conservative Commission became a vast clearing-house
for all those with particular needs —> adventurers, semi-failures,
the insubordinate, bankrupts, political
outcasts, aged ex1 -s
Oratorians in search of sinecures*
Paris was showing itself benevolent, yet the towns
of Prance flinched at the men transferred into their colleges.
1.

Arch* ixat*; fr 17 8^97i The married priest refused to leave
foiort and opened a private school in the hopes of vailing
the college.

2.

Arch* Nat.i F J.7 8^758 Notes of the Central Commission,
June, 1810.
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III.

tfore ao than most academies in the Bapire, that
of Angers stretched across a strongly insular region, a back
water in the stream of economic progress, the epitome of pro
vincial France where the pulse of life was slow and where the
spirit of clericalism isolated the three departments from the
more advanced ideas and turmoil of the capital.

This was

an area where tradition and regional loyalties retained their
primitive force, where the towns regarded with suspicion the
stranger from beyond, unfamiliar with their way of life and
often carrying an Intellectual bag^ge that was suspect.
The groundswell of resentment towards new teachers
from outside the region was only a manifestation of a greater
grievance, the dislike of the tightening control of Paris over
provincial rranee.

The towns of the West, however,liberal

or "revolutionary*1 , fiercely resented the near-stranglehold
of the central government over municipal financesi they groaned
1.

MoManners, J«j French ^colesjlftafr^oal Society under
he'icime. 1965. The first chapter contains an ex
cellent description of Anjou at the close of the eighteenth
century. The articles of Uzereau in 1 'AnJou H^atorlaue
build up the same powerful impression of insularity at the
beginning of the nineteenth century*
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under the increasing demands of conscription and begrudged
the prefects for their new severity.

The Central Commission and

Its policies became one more wound inflicted on regional pride f
a wound that out across the political spectrum.
Although the Maine-et-Loire, the Cayenne, and the
Sarthe produced an insufficient number of teachers to fill their
own schools, the principals of the municipal colleges shrank
i
back in horror at the idea of Paris sending strangers into
their schools.

Nowhere was this reflex stronger than at the

C^iitfge or Le **ui£, a shelter for ex-revolutionaries who had
t

:6—ir'

ajfAii -*i-J%;,~

. .„ j wie iievolution.

"Si vous

lalssez la place vide," warned the inspector when the third
form fell facant, •"on en enverra de Paris qul pourrait bien
de'plaire a tout le mondes ce qu'il faut eViter avec le plus
grand soin."
In the Cayenne, the directors of Chateau-Sontier
and laval outbid each other ir the effort to resist the person
nel sent by i-aris.

The abfce loreau, director of what
amounted
i
to a pet^t sdninaire• was inc:
^^w the University would

dare usurp his right to choose his own professors, a right
that he had exercised since 17?6.

Indeed the Central Commis

sion made only one unsuccessful attempt.

In 1812 f the Commission

named an Alsactian to the tfcird form, a timid creature whom F,
1.

Arch. Dept.j Sartho; iwrT^fr i Report of the
d >aoadeiai & • June, 1812.

2.

Arch. Nat.i F 17 81.111 Report of F. Cuvier, 31 Jani»ry,
1812. Arch. Dept.i SSayennej l~T*2/;l5s Principal to the
reoteur, June, I8l2»
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Cuvier recommended for a "petit ville de province.*1

within

three months of Outhier's arrival, the principal had driven
him to resignation.

^_,

The reaction of the abbe* de Biagult to a stranger
placed at Laval was even more explosive*

The nomination of a

Breton to the sixth form in October 1810 upset his plans to
promote a teacher in the class below*

To the former Oratorian

on the Central Commission, Balland, the principal poured out
his grief si "On dirait que K* Gueneau se crolt oblig£ en conscience & les (professors) traiter de jaanlere & de*gouter, w
he acidly wrote, "II peut se falre qu'il ncr les at time ni les
mimei njais assurement c'est qu'il ne les connalt pas*" 1

Am-

boise Eendu handed the blistering letter to Gueneau de Hussy
for comment.

The latter observed that the head of a school

always deserved to be heard no matter his tone*
The principals of the Academy of Angers, while
instinctively biased against strangers, were right to be on
their «n*» r# ,

The teaching personnel stint by rarl s was of ragged

quality, the flotsam of public and private education, men who
had failed as teachers, men who had quarreled, with their su
periors, men who lacked roots in one town or region*

The

currency of exchange between the colleges of the West was
generally of inferior quality, dinted and warped by broken
lives and frustrated ambitions*
< excited.

De Bigault had reason to become

The new professor of first form in 1810 was a stu

dent of the £cole Centrale of Seint-Brleuc, a product of the
1.

Arch* Eat* i F 17 84211 Principal of laval to Balland,
October, 1810*
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generation of the Revolution who retained the more
pedagogy as well as the politics. His presence only contrib
uted to stiffen clerical opposition to the school.
In 1812 f
a professor at the I acuity of Letters in Baris, the Ideologue
Laromigulere, asked Villar to place an acquaintance in a college,
The ex-Doctrinaire embarked a former lawyer to laval, where
he was to teach philosophy.

In 181^, when the class of phil

osophy was re-instituted, the University named an ex-principal
i
of Blois who had lost 32,000 francs in that establishment and
whose removal had been demanded by the iaayor.3 That same year,
a new professor of satheiaatics was appointed, a forner teacher
in the Midi accused of adinltery. De Bigault found all three
to Q-C -detriments to the reputation of the hard-pressed College
All but four of the seventeen other colleges re
mained free of men from beyond the three departments. Two of
the exceptions were the Colleges of itamers and. Chateauduloir.
In the latter, the appointment of a new professor in 1811 il
lustrated how the old-fashioned system of patronage fostered
resentment of the centralisation of the University, The sixtynine year old Clot had been areffier at the Ch£teAttt of Paris
1.

ibid.j Principal of Laval to heuweur of angers, October 9
1815.

2.

Arch. Hat.; F 17 8211t Report on Kicole in the documents
for the College of laval, 1812.

3*

Ibid, i F 17 8229; Heport of F.endu on the Prinoipal of
Blois t July, 1311.
Ibid.i F 17 8421; r.ote on the ex-principal of Blois,
October, 1815*
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before the Revolution, then c. .......

^r for the

a in t,, . . .

inventorying of goods confiscated from "'
re's. inuring the
Consulate, he had tutored the sons 01 a future proviseur oi the
Lyce"e Imperial, and the latter repaid the debt by seeing him
named first to i^iort, then to Chateauduloir.

Clot was seared?

able to walk, could not keep discipline In & class of ~~.
boys, aad t In the words of the principal, was M bian. inutile
au college,"
The one other college ir the Academy. v**&tr receive!
a substantial number of strangers was that ~, .,,j:« • ^^cated
in the fertile eastern and of the %i/i0*©t—^*^e-r •-* ' "ftown that
had a prosperous middles-class, the college promised to b&coiae
ejie of the leading establishments in the Vest* ftaris insured
its ruin by placing in it a collection of dispossessed
s« iien .of frustrated ambition, failures who enter*
tained exalted visions of their own worth, in 1811 1 the new
professor of the fifth form was a bankrupt m£ Iff @*>d e*p ea^sj. on
from i-aris who cultivated with emgserated pride his literary
pretentions,

"II se regards come le premier €crivain, 10
premier €rudit de BOB jours," complained, an inspector, M ll
n'accordede taleait & personn©**1

o

Regarding the post of third

at 3aumur as a bitter exile, h© balked the authority of the
**

Ifeld * g r. j. 7 8497; Report on Clot for nomination to the
College of Kiort, 18 October, 1810. Arch, Dept» f i
et*Loir@i TTf Principal of the College of
to Hecteur of Angers, 18 November, loll*

2.

&rcru Dept«i i1aine~©t*Loir©j jfjLfer^?4» Report of the in*
specteur d*acadamie, 16 April, 13i"57
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principal and discoursed endlessly before the students of his
trips, his works and of his grandiose plans for the future.
While Chiron was something of a comic figure, his colleagues
in the second forra had a more legitimate grievance.

The fifty-

four-year-old Thomas directed a leading private school at Renaes
until the competition of the lyoe'e and the ecclesiastical
school forced him into closing,

fcontanes promised thebank

rupt teacher the direction of a college or at least a chair
of rhetoric, btt offered th« second form of Seurnir while waiting
for a place to open.
disappeared,

After two years at Saumur, Xhoiaas suddenly

n K*ai«»je pas fait assez de sacrifices?1*, he

bitterly explained to Mazure, w Le noviciat ou l*essai que j'al
jrien roulu faire pour iu fattaoher 4 l f University impeViale me
P
coute trop cher pour le prolonger encore. 11 " On a salary of
800 francs, he had had to transport all his goods from Hennas,
In disgust and burdened by new debts, he resigned.
The greatest blunder of the Central Commission
was to accept the recommendation of the reoteur of Eennes
and make a bankrupt aa-fctr.e-de-pens| on at distant Brest the
principal or ^aumur.

Once the abb£ Delande retired in 1812 f

the reoteur wad a& a loss for someone to direct the school
and turned briefly to thefformer Vendean soldier who w*s fin
ishing his days in the College of Cholet.

The Central Commission

named the fifty-one-year-old lAurent, a layman who had been in
1.

Arch, Nat.i F j.7 86031 Hecteur of /mgers to the Grandftaster, IB September, 1613.

2.

Ibid, i Professor to the Eecteur of fingers, 21 September,
1813-
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the minor orders before 1?89, instructor on a republican vessel
during the Revolution, and for the past ten years mattr.e-d.e*
pension in the port town of Brest.

I&urent had an almost

Rousaeau-like conception of discipline that grated against
the stern traditions of a town proud of its former Oratorian
college.

The municipal council accused him of wasting money

on banquets for the students, of feeding them too rich a diet,
2
The Inspector
and of Siding with them against the professors.
too confirmed that Laurent outrageously spoiled the students?
"II les flattei 11 les cralntj 11 leur donne toujours raison, 0 ^
Through its policies of promotion and demotion,
the Central Commission was managing to alienate even a liberal
town such as Saumur, a pillar of public education in a religious
and royalist region.

The backlog of ill-will accumulating

*0ain3t Paris was much more than a ao^^^^c loading for munic
ipal rightsi it was a fcivuit recognition that a college rarely
benefited from the men sent into it.

The griefs against the

capital were as much social i.A;u regional as they were political
and religious, although the latter helped draiaatlze the former*
The result was a ground swell of opinion in the Academy of Angers
and throughout rrance a^inst the Imperial University, a groundswell that threatened to carry it off in
1.

Arch* I<at.i F 17 1^36: Tableau:: du Personnel, 1813.

2*

Arch, Dept.t Maine-et-Loirej frljS-T-lSs Mayor of Sataaur to
Becteur of Angers, 16 fo o vember , 1 8l4 •

3«

Ibid. i Report of the Inspecteur d facad©mie} 3 March,
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IV.

During the Saplre, the Genwul Commission initi
ated a considerable movement of professors from one department
to another.

ew blood began to circulate in the veins of a

system stiffering from acute sclerosis.

Aie compartiaentaliaa-

tion of eduob-wu^ TU.~*±''» «o ^A^wi'^ulahad the Consulate and
Umpire began to break down in the face of teachers from dis
tant parts of France entering once self-con tallied schools where
the principals had ruled supreme.

The directors of the colleges

discovered that the power to promote or demote professors at
will evaporated in the face of the Gonna!salon's insistence
on reviewing each and every case.

They found themselves having

to deal with strangers in their establishments, men whom they
did not know and whom they often felt to be rivals or misfits.
And teachers began to find that the era of comfortable existence
in one town had ended.

Orders now arrived commanding that they

uproot themselves and their 'families to move to distant places
where names and faces were unfamiliar.
let this ssajor development, which historians have '
frequently remarked, did not mean that the Imperial university
'
'.*"'''

was recruiting a clientele loyal tc Itself. -, or the contrary,
.t
the Jentral Commission naa convert-, itself into a clearing*
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house for the failures of public education. The kind of man
who asked to be transferred was the misfit who had not pleased*
And the paternal Ooiamlsslon found itself shepherding across
France decrepit and senile professors, bankrupt private teachers,
querulous laymen, former revolutionaries In political diffi
culty, or adventurers looking for greener pastures.
This then was the reality behind the pained out
cries of principals and towns as they saw strangers placed in
their schools.

The municipal college would have gladly wel
comed well-trained, competent teachers had they been sent,
for the teaching corps as a whole was a pathetic, ill-educated
lot. But the towns and principals vastly resented this dropping
of the less desirable elements of the corps into their school *
The protest was not against a centralized machinery for trar ferring teachers, but against the kind of teachers that were
sent*
>
Ultiiaately the Central Commission had no plans for
reforming the teaching corps of France* If there ww»r d©•otlons and transfers t onange had no single direction. The
Commission could be a courtier at times, ingratiating itself
with municipal or departmental authorities. At other times,
it was an instrument of patronage, riding roughshod over the
needs of a college. It could be a snappish defender of the
Galilean tradition or it could cave in before the demands of
the raore intransigeant of the clergy. It could reach down
and protect those whose revolutionary past ssade them open tar
gets or it could send the bolt of lightening which ended their
checkered careers.
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Yet a new pattern was emerging*

The inspectors-

general arid the Commission w@re pushing themselves to the center
of each affair, however staall.

They were asking themselves

the arbitors of eaoh feud, of each problem; their deliberationswere the ultimate court of appeal in the raagistracy of eduoatton.

The influence of Paris over the provincial college

was growing and expanding, although in no organized fashion.
And the inevitable consequence was friction with local auth
orities froia laayor to principal.

CHAPTSii SIGHT

UNIVERSITY. MINISTERS AND COUNCIL OP 3TATE
THE DgJiiiiii OF 15 NOVSM3£ri, 1811
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I.

Between 1812 and 1814, a small-scale revolution
oooured within French education that made the first years
of existence seem but a prelude to the real operation of
the Imperial University.

A massive upheaval took place dur

ing these two years that saw all French children, whether in
public or private schools, placed in uniform, that saw ec
clesiastical schools subjected to the authority of the GrandMaster, and that saw all students in the private sector of
education forced to attend the nearest public school for the
upper classes.

From its erratic activities of the early days,

the Central Commission became a much more disciplined, a much
more powerful and a much more feared body.
The origins of this amazing revolution lay in the
Decree of 15 November, 1811, which redefined the powers of the
Imperial University in explicit fashion.

The system of edu

cation began to take on a coloration that reflected the in
creasingly authoritarian temper of the Empire; and historians
have generally attributed this remarkable piece of legislation
to a Napoleon Bonaparte, who had become impatient with the
slow progress made by the Grand-Master and who was anxious
to check the growing power of the clergy.

This Interpretation,
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subscribed to by Gatholio and liberal historians alike,
has not only done a great injustice to the role of the
Central Commission but mistakes the chief purpose of the
measure.

The November Decree was nothing less than an

attempt by the technicians Inside public education to cor
rect the ills of the Imperial University, with the Emperor
responding to their appeals only as these fitted his polit
ical designs.
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II.

After the dazzling victories over Austria and
Russia in 1806-180?, the increasingly conservative Bona
parte determined to win the adhesion to the Empire of the
nobility of the Ancien Regime and shift the weight of
government onto the well-entrenched notables of France.
The purge of the magistracy in 1808, the creation of the
imperial nobility that same year, the increasing recruit
ment of prefects from among members of the old nobility,
all portended the disappearance of the personnel of the
Consulate and the emergence of a conservative-minded if
not counter-revolutionary elite.
In its first year of operation, the Imperial
University demonstrated that it was not out of step with
the general movement of institutions.

The sinister out

lines of a pur^e, co-ordinated in Paris and executed
through certain of the reoteurs, seemed to be emerging;
and, although the number removed or demoted during 1810
was small, each of the oases represented a cause c.elebre
1,

Lefebvre, C.; Napoleon: (Paris, 1955)• PP« 365-^00.
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for a particular region.

The Academy 'of Toulouse shook

under the heated exchange between the reoteur and the prin
cipal of Saint-Girons, a married priest who had been the
former's political enemy during the Directory. 1

In Brittany,

the last outspoken champion of the Constitutional Church,
principal of the College of Quimper, was excluded on the de
mand of the Bishop of Quimper. 2

The Academy of Clermont-

Ferrand was turned upside down when Paris acceded to the
demands of the prefect and bishop that the assermente* priest
In charge of the college be removed*-^
saw two married priests purged,

The Academy of Poiters

and that of Angers went

through the throes of disgorging the last constitutional
bishop of the Cayenne, d'Orlodot, ardent republican who in
sisted on wearing a tricolor ribbon in his flowing halr.^
The purge of 1810, if it may be called that, had
three distinct sources:

local authorities who saw in the
/
machinery of the new University a change to rid their schools
1.

Arch. Nat. ; F 12 85758 Reports of the reoteur of Toulouse
and of the inspector, 1310-1813. The administrative
bureau valiantly fought to keep the man and, after he
had been dismissed, refused to receive the new principal
appointed by Paris.

2.

Aroh. Nat.; F 17 8534; Report of Guaneau de Mussy; June
1809, and subsequent correspondence,

3.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8532; Principal of Le Pay to the recteur
of Clermont-Ferrand, 2k February, 1810. Heport of the
reoteur, 4 August, 1310.

4.

Arch. Nat. ; F 17 8330; Principal of Civray to the reoteur
of Poitiers, June, 1810.
F 17 8889; Briquet Affair; report of the inspector, 1813.

5.

See Chapter Four.
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of former revolutionaries? a small number of recteurs who
came to their new posts determined to carry out a white ter
*"ror, particularly those of Poitiers and Toulouse; finally, a
certain number of inspectors-general, like the young lettre*,
Gueneau de Mussy, who gave vent during 1809-1810 to their
deep-seated prejudices.
The incipient purge did not meet with the Emperor's
approval.

Bonaparte's conservatism had sharp limits, and in

1810 the sharpest limit of all was his battle with tbe lower
olergy.

The annexation of the papal states, the transfer of

Plus IX to Avarone, then his own divorce and remarriage were
fast pushing the lower clergy Into the royallsin and the
counter-revolution from which the Concordat had detached It.
In the conservative West, Bonaparte had become more than ever
the Anti-Christj the Petite Eglise* the most subversive of all
movements, made new headway among the pious peasantry. 1

In

the southwest, Bonaparte had become the son of the devolution,
and a new royalist conspiracy, the aristocratic Chevaliers de
la Fol. sprang up around Bordeaux and Toulouse* 2
The purges apparently conducted by Louis Fontanes,
corr/phe'e of the "counter-revolutionaries" in Paris, oould only
strengthen a disloyal clergy.

In the oliiaax to the Quimper

Affair, Napoleon showed his profound irritation by Instructing
1.

Blllaudt A.j La Petite Sglise dans la Vendee et les DeuxSevrest (Paris, 1964), pp. 230-370.

2.

Bertier de 3auvl-qny; Le Comte Ferdinand de Bertier at
I'Enlgine de la Congregation, IQfrS; first
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the Minister of the Interior In August, 1810, "Tell the
Grandmaster that he must correspond with prefects, not
bishops, that he must cease making education a matter of
coteries and religion."^On 15 November, 1811, fourteen months later, a
new decree dramatically appeared to limit severely the activ
ity of the petits se'minaires of France as well as to reorgan
ize the Imperial University,

v/ho was responsible? A chorus

2
of historians has traditionally replied, Napoleon Bonaparte.
On the surface, the weight of the evidence seems to confirm
the unequivocal assertion.
In the wake of the Qulmper Affair, Bonaparte
Initiated three secret Inquiries into the life of the Uni
versity, inquiries which testified to the deceased suspicions
within the central government as well as to the clumsy, of\
fensive methods used tp probe them. On 1? July, then again
on 2k September, 1810, the new Minister of Police, the crude
and pretentious oavary,-^ demanded that the prefects report on
the professors within their departments and on whether the
"Glorious History of the Fourth Dynasty" was being taught.
Arriving between October and November, the replies confirmed
the strong competition of the ecclesiastical establishments;
the prefect of Clermont-Ferrand gloomily confessed the petit
1*

Ponteil, P.: Hlstolre de I'Enseignement Seoondaire.
1789-1966 i (Paris, 196?), p.

2»

Lefebvre; Napole'on i p. 420. Ponteil j Histoire de
1* Enselgnement ; p. 150. ochmidt. C«; La r£f orme de
1* University imperlale en 1811: (Paris, 1905 ) f PP. 40-4?.

3.

Melchoir-Bonnet, 8. ; Savary, Duo de Hovlge; 1962;
pp.
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s&alnaire of his department to have 435 students while the
lyoe*e, a meager 124*

Yet of the 56 responses whloh survive,

38 reported an excellent political opinion in both public
and private schools; 14 expressed a mixed one, while four
qualified it as bad.

Of the four, at least one was only

expressing the resentment of the prefect at the loss of
power occasioned by the creation of the Academy, and not
surprisingly this disgruntled individual was the prefect
of the Sarthe,

Auvray vigorously denounced the reoteur of

Angers for acquiring too much power and for sending question
naires to the mayors of the Sarthe without his knowledge or
authorization i

"Ainsi voila les maires de*tournes de leur

centre naturel pour oorrespondre sans Interme'diares aveo
une authorite* qul a sa marohe et ses agents independents
de I'autorlte* administrative, 11 he sputtered.

n

The other two surveys Initiated by Napoleon re
vealed no systematic disloyalty on the part of functionaries
of the University, although Pelet de la Laz&re, director of
police charge with investigating the academic councils, em
phasized the high proportion of former emigre's as well as
illiterate army officers on them,

dial, director of police

for the first arrondlssement, reported in early 1811 that the
petits se'mlnalres were threatening to annihilate certain

1.

Grimaud, L. j Histolre de la Liberte* de I'Enseignement
en France. Vol. 3, pp. 328-361.

2.

Arch. Nat. i F^_17 _3111 ; Prefect of the Sarthe to the
Minister of the Interior, 13 October, 1810.

3.

Grimaud,

I
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Suspicion of Fontanes and his policies was less
the o'ause than the excuse for the Emperor to reform the dis
organized University, for he had come to see education as
part of a larger problem, that concerning the French clergy.
The exile of those Cardinals who refused to attend the imperial
wedding in April 1810, had signalled the malaise within Paris.
Bonaparte's naming of bishops without the Pope's canonization
witnessed a certain agitation of the part of chapters through
out France.

The hostility of the lower clergy to the Empire,

the spread of ultramontane doctrines in ecclesiastical schools,
and the flocking of boys into seminaries to escape conscription
increasingly worried an irritable Napoleon.

In the diocese of

Paris, the ultramontane vicar-general, d'Astros, openly op
posed the newly appointed Cardinal Maury by circulating two
pontifical letters disapproving of Maury's nomination.

At the

New Dear's Day ceremony, 1 January, 1811, Napoleon made a
noisy scene in front of the Chapter of Paris and had d'Astros
imprisoned at Vlncennes,
Desiring to deliver a decisive check to the clergy,
Napoleon abruptly summoned the Council of the University before
him on 23 February, 1811,

He read a brief note, then departed.

The note, entered into the minutes of the Council, instructed
that this body draw up a decree incorporating three basic
goals i that of limiting the petits se*minaires in France to
only one per diocese, or fifty instead of the present one hun
dred forty; that of Insuring that each lyce*e have at least
1.

Leflon, J*i La Grise rte*volutionaire« (Paris, 1951)» p.262,
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three hundred boarding boys (most had around one hundred);
and that of creating fifty new lyoe'es throughout the Empire.
So antagonistic to the Emperor and his "despotism,"
the historian Alphonse Aulard and his disciples see the final
product, the Decree of 15 November 1811, as the supreme expression of Napoleon! will. 2

Catholic historians, anxious

defenders of freedom of education, have adopted this point of
view as well.

At long last, public education received the

teeth that it so desperately needed, and in the process, a
highly centralized, bureaucratic machine was created, a verit
able "monster" liberal and Catholic historians have often
cried.

The section dealing with the petit se'minaires not

only limited these establishments to one per department but
required that their seminarists attend all classes of the
nearest public school and that those schools in the country
side move to a town with a lyce*e or college.

The dispositions

regulating private schools were no less rigorous:

all students

had to attend the classes of public schools; the larger ones,
the institutions, lost all classes above the fourth form?
the smaller ones, the pensions, all above the fifth form;
boarding students above the age of nine had to leave the
schools until the empty beds In the colleges were filled.
In addition to these revolutionary steps, the bulk of the
decree spelled out the right of the University to take any
member, from private teacher to principal, into the courts
1.

Schinidt, C.: La re*forme de I'Universite* impe*riale en
18118 p.

2.

Aulard, A.: Napoleon ler et le monopole universitaire ;
(Paris, 1911)tPP«
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of law.

This then was the authoritarian structure that so

staunchly and successfully Resisted the numerous attempts to
dismantle it until the Second Empire.
Who was responsible for the extreme centralization
of powersf In reality, the Emperor and the Council of State
laid down only the groundwork for the section on the petits
se*minaires « and this was a small, very small portion of the
decree.

The greater part of the measure was in fact the

brainchild of Amboise Rendu, Georges Cuvier, Gueneau de
Mussy, and the Oratorians and Doctrinaires on the Central
Commission.

The decree was the highest expression of the

ideals held by both the professors of the Anoien Re*gime and
the 3roung Parisian administrators among the inspectorsgeneral.
The November Decree was no more than the end point
of a series of proposals successively made by a frustrated
University since 1809.

In the spring of that year, Bona

parte had received an anxious deputation of councilors who
presented a plan for strengthening the Jurisdiction of the
Grand-Haster over private teachers, particularly for the non
payment of the school tax.

But the suspicious Council of

State sidetracked the issue by raising a number of problems
on the manner of prosecution.
sity returned to the charge.

On 29 May, 1810, the Univer
A report to the Emperor des

cribed the daily rebuffs to its authority:

the maltres-de-

pension who taught without authority, refused the tax and
1.

Arch. Nat,; P 17 12818; Minutes of the Council of the
University; Project de Me*moire a sa Majeste, 29 May, 1810.

i
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laughed at orders to close their doors, as well as the prin
cipals of colleges who refused to send the myriad charts and
tables on financial matters.

The report suggested that public

education be endowed with its own tribunals, its own apparatus
for dispensing Justice, an idea reminiscent of the eighteenth
century corporations.

Already an arrete* on 10 October, 1810

had required that all students in private and ecclesiastical
schools attend the lyoe'es and colleges, thereby revealing the
determination of the Central Commission to educate French
youth on the official curriculum of the University and thus
re-establish the relationship that had existed under the
Ancien Regime between private schools and universities.^
The persistent demands of the Grand-Master for a
decree strengthening the jurisdiction of the University were
gratified in December, 1810, when the Emperor instructed
that a draft measure be prepared for his study.

In January,

Pontanes presented a bulky project crammed full of dispositions
concerning the rights of public education to prosecute wayward
members of the University for everything from refusal to pay
the school tax to refusal to obey the October arrete*.3

it was

this document that provided the bulk of the decree, but Napole
on was less than satisfied.

The project did not meet his

1.

Ibid.

2.

Quicherat, J. ; Histoire de Sainte-Barbe; (Paris, 1864), p.95.

3.

Arch. Nat.; F 19 3968; Rapports. Projects de De*oret et
fl&noires; Section de 1'Interieur; aapporteurar. de
H^gnaud; Premiere Redaction. 29 March. 1811.
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desires to deliver a decisive chec& to the clergy, although
ecclesiastical students would have been required to attend the
lyoe'es and colleges.

In the famous meeting of February, he

demanded the limitation of petits se*minaires to one per dio
cese, as well as the creation of several new lyoees.
Napoleon also suggested that the remedy to the ills
of the lyce'e was simply to lower the tuition both for day and
boarding students,
since 1802.

a recommendation that he had been making

This brought an explosion of protests and counter

arguments from the councilors who saw it no solution to finan
cial and administrative problems.

Instead Amboise Hendu made

a short speech on what he thought would "people''1 the lyce*es
and in the process revealed the somewhat authoritarian oast
of his mind; apply rigorously the school tax on private teach
ers, who attracted students by eluding it; limit the level of
teaching in all private schools and require two years of study
in a lyce'e before a student could be admitted for the examina
tion of bachelor-of letters.

A truly rigorous program that

far exceeded what Napoleon had demanded.

In a report to the

Emperor some days later, Fontanes incorporated all four ideas. 2
In the tug-of-war between the University and the
Council of State, from February to November, the successive
drafts of the decree, five in all, showed how far the debate
was one between rival administrations and not over the basic
requirements:

the Council insisted on a clause calling for

special surveillance by the prefects.

The University objected

1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 12819; Reports to the council of the
University, 28 February, 1811.

2.

Ibid.
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and carried the day.

The University wished to name the

boursiers for the new lyoe'es j the Council insisted that the
Minister of the Interior had the right; it won.

The Uni

versity proposed two new lyce*es for Paris; the Council, four. 1
The councilors of the University, such as the abbe* Emery, de
Bonad, and the Bishop of Alais, were concerned by the limiting
of petits seminaires to one for each department,

let the

inspectors-general seemed to have favored the measure.

The

fiercely Gallioan abbe* de Champeaux even submitted a draft
that would have limited teaching in these schools to theolo
gy.

But the disposition that all students throughout France

wear a uniform and march to the sound of a drum was accepted
only with resignation and no uncertain bitterness.

Indeed,

Amboise Hendu allowed himself to reflect during the summer of
1611 that the system of endless wars was directly opposed to
the interests of education.^

The clause requiring that all

private schools be emptied of their boarding students over
nine years seems to have been the doing of the Council of
State.

It was an unnecessarily severe measure that was to

have unexpected consequences when applied.
The Impatience of Napoleon, whose thinking had
raced ahead to greater projects and broader plans, was made
1.

Arch. Nat.; F 19 3968; Rapports, Projects de Deoret et
Memoires; .Successive drafts, Mar oh-November, 1311.

2.

Arch. Nat.j AJ 13 1; Project of the abbe* de Champeaux
for the ecclesiastical schools.

3.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 6808; Report to Pontanes, 1811.
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painfully olear on 15 November, 1811, the day that he signed
the decree.

Whereas the final draft read that ecclesiastical

schools in excess of one per department would be closed after
a lapse of one year, the Emperor set the final date at 1
January, 1812, only ^5 days away.

He also scratched in the

clause requiring that all ecclesiastical schools which had
not moved from countryside to town by 1 July be closed and
that their furniture and other goods be confiscated.

The pre

fects were to be given special instructions to watch that the
University did not flinch from confiscation.
Public education had won the powers of jurisdiction
that it had been calling for.
the petits s&ainaires.

Napoleon had his measure against

The period from 1812 to 181*1- saw a re

markable centralization within the University and a formidable
extension of its authority.
1.

Arch. Nat.; AF IV 599-^738; Draft written out for the
Emperor, 15 November, 1811. See ochmidt, La r^forme
de luniversite impeViale en 1811. pp. 37-39.
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III.

During 1810 and 1811, the Imperial University
found itself under extreme pressure from Bonaparte and his
ministers.

On the one hand, the Emperor's suspicions were

crudely political in nature, for had not Fontanes accorded
the Church a special role in education?

The circulars and

letters of 1809 seemed to confirm this impression and the
purges of 1810 offered additional proof.

But the ministers

of the government had quite different motives in seeking to
undermine the jurldlcial status of the University, for they
were determined to recover their de facto authority over an
area which they had influenced before 1808,

The Minister of

the Interior was especially offended by the presence of an
ermine-draped Grand-Master, free and independent of his will,
while the prefects complained of the impervious ways of the
recteurs of public education.

Then too the Council of State

felt it only right and just that the University be brought
into line with the established hierarchy and so it was that
administrative rivalries and quarrels made the drafting of
the November Decree a hectic, bitter round of negotiations.
What can be said of the political attitudes and
actions of the University during this period?

It was true
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that the Inspectors-general as well as the councilors were
I

disposed In favor of a Catholic education, but It was equally
true that the purges of 1809-1810 represented an aberration.
«
The Initial months were ones of confusion in which the Cen
tral Commission was as yet groping for the reins of power;
but, with consolidation of its authority, the Commission
adopted a politically neutral attitude, for the presence of
a socially-diverse personnel and the financial and adminis
trative crisis required no less.

Ambolse Hendu and his col

leagues were pre-occupied with the quest for survival in the
face of hostile parents, recalcitrant principals and eccentric
reoteurs.

The only means of remaining solvent was a careful

disengagement from the burning issues of the day.
The Decree of 15 November, 1811, represented the
work of technicians concerned with reinforcing the vague
powers of a loosely-organized body.

loung, ambitious and so

eminently Parisian, Hendu and Gueneau de Mussy had a vision
of imposing a national system of education on the confused
topography of French schools.

The students of the private

schools would at last receive a standard education in the
public establishments.

The rebellious ways of provincial

principals would be at an end.

The financial underpinning

of the University would be insured by a rigorous enforcement
of the school tax.

And the threat of Catholic establishments

would be deftly parried, while the young seminarists would be
forced to learn the treasured maxims of the Galilean faith.
The November Decree was nothing less than the work of those
passionate nationalists within education who foresaw an end
to regional differences.

The Central Commission was putting
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into legislation a vision that was to govern French education
throughout the nineteenth century, a vision that had central
ization and regulation as its components.

The irony was that

a Jealous Council of State delayed the decree until Napoleon's
struggle with the clergy no longer made possible such a stance.

CHAPTER NINE

PAHIS AGAIN3T THE HEGTEUHS
THE APPLICATION 0? THE NOVEMBER DECREE

1812-181**
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I.

Was the Decree of 15 November, 1811 tin faot ap
plied?
Whenever the question of Church and State has been
raised in French history, personal feelings begin to stir,
polemics replace analysis, the politics of the present creeps
into the history of the past.
Decree is a classic example.

The literature surrounding the
In 1905* Charles Sohiaidt, a

University professor, published an uncompromising these
comple*mentaire that set the stage for later debate.

After

detailing the origins of the decree, he went on to argue that
the Grand-Master never enforced the legislation; that it re
mained a dead letter.

In 1911» Alphonse Aulard applied his

literary skills to this argument and produced the provocative
thesis that Fontanes was a "traitor to the Emperor," a pro
tector of the clergy, a secret royalist conscientiously working to undermine the rotting timbers of the Empire, 2

Catholic

historians reply the contrary, and in their view the University
1.

Schmidt, C.j La He*forme de I'Universlte* Impe*riale en 1811,
1905, PP-

2,

Aulard, A. ; Napoleon premier et le monopole unlversltalre ;
(Paris, 1911), PP- 310-314.
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becomes the ogre that stamped out freedom of education? the
tyrant that squeezed the life from ecclesiastical education.
While pointing out that the number of students in public
schools Increased from 33,000 in 1810 to 44,000 in 1813,
George Lefebvre argues that the application of the decree
remained "incomplete" and that the ambiguious behavior of
Pontanes and his advisors was the prime reason. 2

Pelix Ponteil

takes this point of view as well.
Yet these interpretations seem to miss the point.
The more meaningful question is to ask what effect did the
November Decree have on the decision-making process inside
education.

In what ways was the structure of the University

altered by this major reform? These questions lead in turn to
a more definite conclusion on the extent to which the decree
was enforced during the last two years of the Smplre.
1,

Mathier, L.; Monselgneur Louis Belmas. anoien eVeque
oonstltutionnel de 1'Aude. eVeq'ue de Cambras. 1757-1341;
(Paris, 1934), 2 vol.

2«

Lefebvre, G.; Napoleon; p. 420.

3.

Ponteil, P.; Eistoire de I'gnseignement. 1789-1965;
pp. 150-159.
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II.

The application of the November Deoree provoked a
crisis In the relationship between the reoteurs and Paris.
For the first time, the heads of the academies were asked to
carry out a policy which would bring them Into conflict with
local authorities, both civil and ecclesiastic.

For the first

time, men such as Desezes, eminent doctor at Bordeaux, de
Belissens, the leisurely ecclesiastic, Laporte Lalanne, of
the haute bourgelosle, were being asked to stand up in favor
of unpopular measures.

The beneficiaries of the patronage

system in 1809 suddenly found themselves saddled with respon
sibilities.

These men of wealth and leisure suddenly learned

that they were expected to be tough-minded administrators,
willing to negotiate where possible, able to coerce and bully
when needed.

The curious melange among the universitalres of

1812, the ex-Doctrinaires, former parliamentarians, those
seeking a prestigious sinecure, ex-e'migre's, the anti-clerical,
flinched at the monstrous system conjured up by the Central
Commission and the Council of state, precisely because they
had no taste for battle with the clergy nor with the network
of private schools within their Jurisdictions.
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Since the disastrous Olitrault affair, the abbe*
Germe at Hennes had timidly followed a clerical policy and
was too old and perhaps a bit senile to use the force necessary
for the application of the decree. 1

The aristocratic abbe* de

Bellssens was too busy leading a full life among Poitevln
society, soirees with the prefect, the bishop and members of
the nobility, to dirty his hands by applying an unpopular de2
cree.
Likewise the abbe* de Champeaux at Orleans and
Alexandre of Caen were either too weak or too much a part
of the local notables to undertake so disagreeable a task.

o

Outside the West, at Clermond-Ferrand, Alx and
Amiens for example, the reoteurs sent back nebulous reports,
complained of the opposition of the clergy or local officials
and sometimes entered into collusion with notables to by-pass
the rigorous measure.
The most dramatic defiance of Paris occurred only
sixty miles from the capital, at Houen, the old port town of
1.

Arch. Nat.j F 17 8890; Heoteur of Rennes to the GrandMaster; June, 1811. Germe* opposed the idea, then being
voiced in Paris of closing the private schools of Nantes,
"Dans la orainte fonde* d'oooasionner la ruine des maitres
..." His reports were generally filled with warnings
that the measures and decrees of Paris ignored the spe
cial character of Brittany. See the register of corres
pondence of the reoteur in the T series of the Depart
mental Arohieves of the Ille-et-Vilaine.

2.

Arch. Nat.j P 17 8822; In a letter dated 23 January, 1814,
a private teacher thanked the reoteur for his protection
against "oes mesures affreuses dont vous avez tant de
fols g&ni ensemble d'etre oblige* de lul faire la tyrannique
application..."
See Arch. Nat.; F 17 8897; Report of the recteur of
Orleans, 27 November, 1812. The reoteur of Orleans
attempted to shield several maitres-de-pension in that
town from Paris but without success.
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On 31 July, 1812, a circular went out from the

the Seine.

capital laying down the line of action to be taken:

the Lyce'e

had only 12? boarding students and yet contained space for as
many as 300*

The private schools would have to disgorge some

of their boarding boys as well as to send all of their day
students to the classes of the lyoe*e.
the circular?

Yet who was to apply

Certainly not the reoteur, Laporte Lalanne,

brother of the last intendent of the civil list, from the
haute bourgeoisie of the Ancien Regime, and a frequenter of
rallie* society at Rouen.

Nor would it be the inspector, Louis

Faucon, protector of the refractory clergy during the Directory,
a "deVot" during the Restoration, and himself the most success
ful private teacher at Rouen until his appointment as inspector.
On the contrary, these two men procrastinated, took
obscure half-measures, and threw their weight on the side of
the beleaguered private teachers.

An adept administrator who

knew the forms of the imperial bureaucracy, Laporte proceeded
to deluge Paris with a series of rhetorical letters that trumpeted reform. 2

Instead of forcing students out of these pri

vate schools, he decided that the dormitory of the lyce*e could
accommodate only a few more and by November a meager 29 extra
boarding students had appeared.

Instead of an immediate pres-

surlng of the eighteen schools, Laporte made a great show of
1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8891? Reports of the reoteur of Rouen
to the Grand.-Master, September-December, 1812.

2.

Ibid.; Laporte assembled the private teachers and, accord
ing to him, threatened to close certain
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closing one, that of a married priest who had been the archrival of Fauoon and his school during the Directory.

Here

was an old grudge being worked out through the machinery of
the decree.

Instead of sending his inspectors on a search

of the pensionnaires. Laporte accepted the figures given him
by the directors on the student population.

Thus the report

of September t 1812, showed a preoipltious drop in students
from the 952 in June, 1811, to 26?.
such a dramatic movement?

Had there in fact been

Some students had been withdrawn

by worried parents, as was happening throughout France; others
had fled to the pensions in smaller towns, out of reach of the
University, and in some ways it may be argued that the small
towns ringing those with lyce'es were the real beneficiaries of
the November Decree.

Yet most of the missing 600 had been hid

den in private homes in Houen itself or had never disappeared
from anything but the registers of the school.
By way of contrast, the reoteur of Lyon, the abbe*
Nompe're de Champagny, promeneur of the ladies, was a man
anxious not to jeopardize his already tenuous position in that
intensely religious town.

He alone of the recteurs of the

Empire openly advocated a relaxing of the decree's dispositions.
After receiving the circular of 31 July, Nompe're complained that
it explained nothing, that he still did not know if the boarding
students in the 36 private schools of Lyon itself could remain
and if the Grand-Master genuinely wanted to reduce the number
of maitres-de-pensions.
1.

Moreover, claimed the brother of the

Blblio, tfuni.j Rouen; MM 131; Vol. IV; Notices de R-Labbe\
Labbe* vividly describes the rivalry between the "revolution
ary" school of Bouteiller and the clerical one of Faucon
between 1796 and 1?99.
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former Minister of the Interior, nine schools had already
closed on the announcement of the Decree while the rest were
situated on the heights overlooking the town itself, over a
kilometer away.
Most recteurs proved indifferent to the application
of the Decree on the numerous private schools; a few willingly
defended the interests of these establishments; but only one,
according to the surviving documents, actively worked to de
fraud the Imperial University.
Brother of the leading vicar-general of Bordeaux,
Victor Dese'zes was much more an intimate part of the conservative
notables of his department than a Laporte or a Nompe*re,

Although

the lyce'e had less than two hundred students, he initially op~
posed the closing of the private schools on the grounds that the
students would leave Bordeaux itself for the tiny schools in the
nearby villages and communes, a point not altogether unfounded*
The Grand-Master insisted the November Decree receive its full
\
"\
application. Desezes then applied himself to a juggling of fig*
ures: the number "of additional pens^onnaires was set at one
hundred eighty; from this he subtracted one hundred fifty on
the specious argument that these beds had to be kept in reserve
for possible boursiers, and presented the shrunken total of
thirty.

After a second wave of his magio wand over these fig*
\
ures, the thirty became eleven. Then Desezes and several of
the leading private teachers raised a sum of money to pay for
the education of the eleven students, the largest contribution
coming from none other than a brother of the inspector of the
1,

Arch. Nat,j F 17 887^; Heport of the reoteur of Lyon to
the Grandmaster, l4 October, 1812.
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Academy, 2 f OOO francs*

tflth this aura, the unofficial com

mittee began recruiting boys not from their own school but
from the lowest classes in Bordeaux; w C f est ve*ri table men t le
rep&s d I'E'/angile," an inspector-general sarcastically remark«d"V *Hs ont pris tout oe qui s'est present^ tout oe qui
en a voulu, en frappant 5 toutes les portes et descendant dans
lea classes les plus vulgalres d f artisans, ouvriers et autres. 1* 1
1.

Arch. Nat.; P 17 6880; Report of the inspectors-general,
1814.
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III.

The Central Commission was fully aware of the op»
opsltion that it faced in the twenty~six academies*

Indications

of its low opinion on many recteurs were already in evidence;
the constant proddings, the gently-phrased reprimands, the
ill-concealed impatience of the inspectors-general, especially
Amboise Rendu, always driven on by a bold vision of a symmetri
cal, rational system of education.

The November Decree provided

the extra weight which brought relations between Paris and some
reoteurs to the breaking-point*

In late 1812, Paris decided to

intervene.
For Lyon, the Jentral Commission took accurate sound
ings: the nuiaber of clandestine pensions was estimated to be
at least one hundred, the highest of any city in Prance.

Over

Norape're's protest, five of the larger maltres-de-pension were
closed for refusing to pay the school tax, while six others
received the order to confine their teaching to the primary
level.*

For Bordeaux, the inspectors-general closed 25 of the

135 private instructors.
1*

Arch* Nat,; F 17 8874; Note scribbled by Gueneau de Mussy
on the report of reoteur, October, 1812.
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At ftouen, the man who dispelled the smokescreen
was the one person with a direct interest in the success of
the November Decree, the proviseur of the Lyce'e.

A stern,

tough-minded ecclesiastic, the abbe* Le Priol took the unpre
cedented step of writing directly to the prefect of the SeineInfe*rleure f in effect denouncing his superior to the first
authority of the department.

Paris quickly dispatched Guneau

&• Mussyi and after the inspector's lengthy report, the Com
mission upheld the proviseur, decreeing that the eighteen
schools were to be closed* 2
Moving across France on the annual tourne'es. in the
summer of 1812, the inspectors-general showed themselves ag
gressive, relentless, unchangeable in their determination to
effect a revolution In education.

Of the twelve, none was

more committed to this end than the young; Amboise Hendu, archi
tect of the decree, ardent apostle of centralization, a firm
believer in the cultural mission of Paris.
It was he who assaulted the insular province of
Brittany, ruthlessly subjecting it to the Imperial University.
In the Cotes-du-Nord, the inspector closed schools at Plougumant,
Gouareo, Ploubalay, and the ecclesiastical one at 3alnt*Brleuc;
in the FinlstSre, one In the tiny commune of Meylaud.3

At

1.

Arch. Dept.j Selne-Inferieure; T 3erles; Correspondenoe
of the prefect. Proviseur of the Lyce'e of Rouen to the
prefect, 11 November, 1812.

2.

Biblio. Hunl.j Rouenj MM Series; Notice de R- L Labbe*.

3.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8832? Report of A. Rendu to the GrandMaster, 10 June, 1812,
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Vannes, the jqa|tres-de-pension existed only as dormitories to
the college, but Hendu dogmatically insisted that all boarding
boys over nine be excluded, thereby weakening a beneficial
relationship rooted in the eighteenth century.

At Dinan, the

inspector overrode the objections of Germe*, and the bishop to
establish the one petit se*minaire of the department in that \
town and force the ecclesiastical students to attend the col
lege under J. 3ergent, the anti-clerical ex-artillery officer*
The town of iMantes offered the one area where the
November Decree could do what it was intended, suppress sur
plus pens ions i and it was here that Rendu chose to mak* an
example.

By the time of Rendu 1 s arrival in May, 1811, only

;

two of the fifteen mattres-de-pension still refused to send
their students to the lyoe*e, objecting that one kilometer was
too much to ask the students to traverse four times a day, es
pecially through muddy or ice-covered streets.

To the Grand-

Master, Rendu explained,
Nous avons en consequence invite* MM. Garcani
et Deleproniere & se trouver au lyoe*e oe
matin, Nous les avons vu 1'un et 1'autre et
nous leurs avons slgnifle* qu'ils ne pnuvalent,
sous aucun pretexte, se refuser plus long temps
a obe*ir aux d^crets de 3a
Irritated by this presumptuous inspector, Garcani refused*
Rendu riposted with a letter to the procureur-ffe'ne'ral instruct
ing that he be closed and in a. detailed letter to Pontanes
begged him to give full support.

To Install the reign of

Paris, the inspector then assembled the thirty other maitresde-pension as well as their students in the courtyard of the
1.

Ibid.

2.

Ibid* Letter of A. Rendu to the Grand-Master, 15 June,
1812. Letter to the procureur-general of the Ille-etVilaine. No Date.
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and spoke a few words on the "benevolent aims" of the
lyoe*e
IX'
toiiersity.

The results were dramatic.

By September, two

private teachers were limited to primary Instruction; two
voluntarily closed the doors of their schools, and five others
petitioned for chairs In a college or lyoe'e.
Even the principals of the municipal colleges shook
with anger at the long shadow which A. Rendu cast over their
establishments.

The inspector firmly believed in the necessity

of rerouting the student population to the lyce*es and as a con
sequence, the college of Foureres lost the classes of rhetoric
and of third form; those of Guingamp and Lambelle the same. 1
The College of Josselin was reduced to the third form.

Fif

teen of the sixty students deserted to continue their studies
at nearby Vannes, causing the abbe* Caradec to unburden his
anger to the reoteur:

"Gette perte m'afflige, m'afflige

grandement et J'aurais beauooup de peine & la supporter."^
The effects of the November Decree were concrete.

The number

of students in the College of Dlnan jumped from ?0 to 135» at
Salnt-Brieuo from 130 to 260. ^

The lyoe'es, particularly that

of Hennes, increased their number by several dozen.
Throughout France, the November Decree was having a
third effect in addition to limiting the number of ecclesiasti
cal schools and emptying the pensions of their students.

It

1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8^12 1 8*»03; 8391; Tableaux for the Col
leges of Gulmamp, Lamballe and Fourge*res*

2.

Arch. Dept.i Morblhan; 183-T-55; Principal of Josselin
to the recteur of Hennes, l4 October, 1813*

3.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8560; 8359; Charts on the student popu
lation for the Colleges of Dlnan and oaint-Brleuc,
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was bringing into the municipal colleges a new set of teachers,
men who had long directed their own establishments, who were
bitter at losing them yet who looked to the University for
compensation.

Ambolse Hendu used this argument more than once

in the debates on the Central Commission.

A maitre-de*pension

of Nantes who entered the University was one of the two men
whom Hendu had so severely chastized in June, 1812.

In the

Academy of Poitiers, private teachers became the directors of
the important colleges of Fontenay-le-Comte, Chateauroux, and
Civray. 2
In the larger towns of the North and of the South
west, of France, we find important examples of maltres-de~
pension entering colleges, men who became the new clientele of
the University.

At Rouen, four private teachers received

appointment to public schools, one becoming principal of the
College of Aumale, another, oenseur of the Lyoe'e of Rouen, ^
The Academy of Amiens presented no less striking cases.

At

Amiens, the Lyoe'e had faced for years the competition of a
pension.

The reoteur forced the owner to close and gave him

a chair in the College of Abbeville.

He later became Its

principal, but bitterly remarked some years later, "Cette place,
loin de oompenser la perte immense que j*ai faite par le
suppression de mon e*tablisement, a consent ma rulne et celle
1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8509; Report of the reoteur of Rennes,
21 May, 1820.

2.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8129; F 17 8330; F 17 8^97; Correspondence
of the private teachers and the reoteur, 1811-1812.

3.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8201; Report of the reoteur of Rouen, 2
September, 1813•
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de ma familie."

At Soissons, the abbe de Champeaux ended

the resistance of two mattres-de-pension by forcing them
2
In the Academies of
to accept posts in the college.
Toulouse, Pau and Cahors, the November Decree chased a number
of disconsolate ma1tre s-de *pens ion into the municipal colleges.
On bringing a private teacher from the small bourg of Gaussade
to the College of Montauban, the reoteur of Toulouse remarked,
"On fait disparaitre par oe moyen un pension/nombreux qu'll
attlrait sans doute presqu'entierement a Montauban.*» M ^

In

this rather harsh way, the University was recruiting the best
and the most successful of the laymen in French education.
1.

Arch, Nat.; F 17 82018 Principal of Abbeville to the
recteur of Amiens, b November, 1815*

2.

Arch, Nat.s F 17 86178 Report of the abbe* de Champeaux,
18 November, 1812.

3.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8*»73; Report of the recteur of Toulouse,
12 July, 1812.
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IV.

Only when monographs have been worked out on the
application of the November Decree within the academies of
France will we know to what extent a revolution took place
in public and private education.
Nompere de Champagny?

How typical were Deseze and

A more common attitude seems to have

been represented by a Germe* or a de Belissens, who did nothing
to apply the decree but equally placed no obstacle to its en
forcement.

On the other hand, there did exist an ambitious

set of reoteurs and inspectors d*academic. an uncompromising
dogmatic group, who welcomed the extra power which the decree
conferred.
This latter group of men may be broken down into
two different sets.

On the one hand there were the youthful

administrators who were making their careers within the Uni
versity, and on the other there were the old unlversitaires
of the eighteenth century to whom regulation and centrali
zation seemed the natural order of things*
group, three recteurs can be counted:

Of the former

F. Mazure of Angers,

that of Besan$on, J.-J. Ordlnalre, professor In the £00le
^entrales, strongly nationalistic and anti-clerical,
!•

Aroh. Nat.; F 17 8895; Heports of the recteur of
Besan<jon, 1812-1814.

and
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that of Dijon, Jaootot, youthful assistant to the Commission
.*. ..» ^ .
of Public Education during the Directory. In Dijon itself,
Jacotot shut three of the six mat tres -de-pens ion and at Beaune,
two of the three.

The rest of this group must be sought among

the inspectors of academies and the proviseurs — de Lisle at
Orleans, Boinvilliers at Douai, and even Victor de Bonald, at
Montpelliers, son of the genial philosopher of the ultraroyalists after
In undertaking what was to be a small revolution,
Fre*derique Mazure was to show himself representative of this
new generation of administrators emerging inside the Univer
sity, the technicians, the professional educators devoted
exclusively to the interests of public education, willing to
apply the force necessary to accomplish its good.

Like Amboise

Rendu, the recteur accepted the dictum that the student popu
lation should be rerouted into the lyoe'es, that the municipal
schools were inferior establishments which must serve the
interests of the Lyoe*e and that the ecclesiastical schools
should be intimately linked with public education.

The efforts

of persuasion from 1810 to 1812 changed into those of coercion.
The first establishments to feel the heavy hand of
the rectorate were the several private schools, four at
Angers, five at Le i'lans, and a. few others scattered across
the three departments.

In December, 1811, the mattres-de-

pension of Angers found themselves stripped of all Latin
studies, ordered to send all students to the classes of the
Lyce*e, and forced to adopt the rules and disciplines of the
1«

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8870; Reports of the reoteur of Dijon
to the Grand-Master, 21 November, 1312.
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University, as well as to introduce uniform and drums.
Angered and humiliated by these measures, two of the maitres.
including the most successful at Angers during the Directory,
closed their doors and left the former provincial capital.
At LeMans, the one real private school, that of
Bedeau, refused to send its students to the classes of the
college, although adopting the books and rules of the Univer
sity; and on 12 April, Mazure admitted to Paris that the married
priest '*ne paralt pas tres dispos<£ & obe'ir/1 ^

His resistance

led to a tug-of-war that ended with the closing of his estab
lishment in 1813.

At Chateau-Gontier, the rectorate threatened

to shut the school of the ex-revolutionary Huohede when an
inspector discovered that he was secretly teaching Latin after
having declared himself a primary instructor.
Mazure was less successful.

At Saumur,

In 1813, the principal of the

college thundered that the unauthorized teachers were a veri
table plague:
uns les autres.

"Us nous paralysent; ils se paralysent les
La loi qui les defend ou les re*duit est sans

vigueur."^
1.

Arch, Dept.; Maine-et-Lolrei 391-T-13; Recteur of Angers
to the maitres-de-pension. 27 December, 1811, and the
replies. A recently arrived private teacher was found
to be teaching the third form; Fouroas promptly ordered
him to cease as well as to rid the school of the board
ing students.

2«

Ibid.t 416-T-33; Register of Correspondence, 1811-1812.

3»

Arch. Dept. 3arthej l~TT-49; Hecteur of Angers to the
Grand-Master, 20 April, 1812.

4*

Arch. Dept. j Mayenne; 3**-T-l; Report of the Inspector,
13 August, 1813.

5.

Aroh Dept,; Maine-et-Loire; 416-T-23; Principal of oaumur
to the recteur of Angers, 18 December, 1812,
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The private schools for which F. Mazure showed such
an Olympian disdain were too small, weak and scattered to be
more than a minor problem.

A more Important result of the

November Decree was the new tension between the reoteur and
the principals of the colleges, a tension that became a major
grievance in the reckoning that took place in 181^.
On returning from Brittany in July, 1812, Ambolse
Rendu had inspected the faltering Lyoe'e of Angers, which la
bored under such an appalling reputation that it had less stu
dents than three of the municipal colleges.

To Fontanes the

councilor pleaded,
Un des points les plus lmportants...est,
nous ne saurions trop le re*pe*ter, de
ooordonner 1'Instruction dans les dlverses
e*ooles de maniere & bien marquer et & blen
assurer la preeminence des lyae*es."
*
3o it was that the municipal schools of the Academy were
sacrificed in studies as well as in personnel to the lyoe'e, a
program to which the reoteur of Angers wholeheartedly sub
scribed.

And 1'iazure had the means to do so; suppression of

the classes of philosophy, rhetoric and even the second form
in most of the municipal colleges, forcing students who fin
ished their humanities to continue the last two years in the
sparoely-populated Lyce'e of Angers,

In 1812, Laval lost its

class of philosophy as did Chateau-Gontlerj Mayenne, its class
of rhetoric and of the second form; Chateauduloir, Cholet,
Bauge", Evron and Chalonnes, the second form.
The side-effects of this rather arbitrary operation
made the advantage of Increasing the students in the lyc^e by
!•

Arch. Nat.s F 17 7667s Report of Amboise Rendu to the
Grand-Master, 11 July, 1812.
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a handful look pale, very pale t in comparison. The College
of Cholet, under the ex-tfendean, collapsed. With the top

r

classes gone* the students moved en laasse into the eoolesiastioal school of Beaupre*au, twelve miles away. 1 At Mayenne, the
sub-prefect warned the reoteur that if the professor of rhetoric,
the well-born Gallery de la Treinbaye, was removed along with
2 At
his class, the first families of the town would protest.
Chateau-Gontier, the principal flatly refused to consider dis
missing the students of philosophy? the reoteur threatened to
close the entire school; the sub-prefect hurriedly intervened
to smooth the rumpled feathers and secure observance of the new
•*
order.-7 The bureau at Mamers, including cure* and mayor, pro
tested that the town council in the last three years had
bought and restored spacious buildings while increasing the
annual grant from 3*000 to ^,000 francs. In the middle of this
growth had come the arrSte* robbing the school of its two most
prestigious classes: "Nous ne cherchons par a dissimuler que
cet ordre nous a vraiment affeote*s et presque de*courage*s.
Here was the heart of the problem. Paris had def

vised a strict hierarchy of studies that accorded with the
relative worth of each institution but ignored the more material
1*
2.

Labarre, R.j M Le College Municipal de Cholet, 18Q5-l835i"
Soo. Lettres Cholet i T s>, j (1937) PP»
Arch Dept.i Mayenne; 2-T-1-511-G; Sub-prefect to the
reoteur of Angers, 4 October, 1812.

3»

Ibid.; 1-T-ll; Heoteur of Angers to the principal of
Chateau-Gontier, 20 September, 1813* H Je regrefcte
sinc&reraant H. Le Principal, d'etre contraint a une inesure
ausse severe...Mais je ne puis trahir mes devoirs nl le
serment que J'al prete* entre les mains de S, Ex."

^.

Arch. Nat.; i? 17 8*j49t The administrative bureau of
Mamers to the recteur of Angers, 7 October, 1812.
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factors.

The students of Mamers did not in fact depart to

the Lyce'e of Angers to finish their studies.

Coming from

artlsanal and petit bourgeois families, they could hardly
afford the long trek to the capital of Anjou and the costs
of living once there.

Writing for the absent reoteur Fouroas

advised the University to ignore the petition on the grounds
that it was a manufacturing town that needed little more than
primary education, concluding that the families with sons
training for the bar or medicine had enough sense to send them
to the cities.

It was precisely this form of favoritism that

made the municipal colleges feel the ugly sister of public
education.
The real fear, the veritable nightmare of the rectorate, was neither the private schools nor the municipal
colleges but the militant clergy of Anjou and the Maine, now
returned to the royalism and the counter-revolution from which
the Concordat had detached it.

If the prefect of the Sarthe

could report in 1812 that his cure's were quiet if disaffected^
those of the iiayenne and the Maine-et-Lolre warned that the
cure's of their departments were increasingly reluctant to
read the bulletins of the Grand Army in the pulpit and seemed
to be fueling the agitation against conscription, 1

The Petite

Eglise was growing In numbers, particularly in Southern Anjou,
around Mamers, and in the north of the Cayenne,
For the Mayenne and the Sarthe, there was only one
petit se*ininaire> that of La Saturne, eight miles from Le Mans,
1.

8«ren^er, K. dej w La Police ge'ne'rale dans la Sarthe sous
le oonsulat et sous I 1 Empirej" Hev, His, --.aine; T, 80-86
(193^-19^3)t PP. 28-38, 157-132, 13-2?, 216-225,
79-92, 85-98, 90-101, 16-31.
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containing 36 students, since the real citadel of clerical
Influence was very much inside the University, the College
of Chateau-Gontiar with 330 boys. 1

In the Maine-et-Loire,

the pqtlt se'minalj^ at Angers had 160, while the aohool of
Beaupre'au contained another 175, and the oure" of Sauamr
taught about ^0 boys.
On 5 December, 1811, the reoteur wrote the prefects
of the 3arthe and the ""laine-at-Loire to Inform them of the
D«or«« and of the dispositions relating to the ecclesiastical
schools.

The vioara-gsneral of Le Mans immediately began a

campaign to obtain exemption from the obligation to transfer
the petiv ae'ainaire from La oaturne to Le Mans, through let
ters to the Grand-Master, the reoteur, the prefect, and even
to the ministries.

On 31 January, 1812, Kazure gave the aged

bishop until 1 July to disiaantle the small establishment, and
pointedly wrote the prooureur-ge'ne'ral of the oarthe to enlist
hie aid, an act that caused i-Igr. de Pidoll to protest that
there was no building at Le liana capable of being converted
into a pe^it s&alnftire. 2

Pushed on by an intransigeant vicar-

general, the bishop of Angers threatened to close the petit
slminaire of his diooese rather than send the 162 students
to the classes of the lyce'e where the former terrorist Benaben
dispensed a heavy-handed anti-olerioalism as well as the rudi
ments of mathematics.

At Saumur, tbre cure" of oaint-Pierre,

Instructor of ^0 boys, gave every sign that he would not send
these to th« college of the town.

Q

Only the abbtf Loir-Mongazon

1.

Calen.dlnig L. i "Les se"minaires dans le diocese du Mans au
dfbut du 19 iem« sieole; 11 flav. His. Eool. T. ^5 (1925), pp.

2.

Slfflet, J.j L?a Ey^qu»s Concordatlaresdu Hans; (Le Mans,
191^), P. 10^.
Arch. Dept.t Malne-et-Lolre; 39I-T-13; Reoteur of Angers
A long letter __________
to the Grand-Master, 1^ January, 1814. ———_____________________
^n4-» < 1 4 ^ -^ 4-Vio rtii-i^A * o -i^g.<j < cr+-e>yii-»0
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of Beaupre*au showed a spirit of compromise, although he too
feared that the new decree would force him to accept Jewish
and Protestant students.
On 1 July, the petis-se*minaires showed no signs of
obeying and in answer to an inquiry from Paris on the state
of things, Mazure gave a discouraging reply •

The ecclesiasti

cal students did not seem disposed to attend the public schools;
parents and cure's were talking of open resistance if force was
applied*

"L 1 opposition doit etre plutot dirige*e que heurte'e, 11

he advised, **Des mesures prohibltives inspireraient la defiance." 2
This gentle diplomacy paid a handsome dividend.

In

October the bishop of Angers allowed the ecclesiastical stu
dents to attend the lyoe*e along with the students of rhetoric
from Breaupre*au,

After considerable procrastination, the

bishop of Le Mans reluctantly closed 3alnte-Saturne, and on
1 December, Mazure arrived at the chef -lieu to examine the
graduating class for the diploma of bac he lor-of -letters,
necessary to enter the grand-seminary.

The urbane Niortais

was stunned to find that many of these could not so much as
explain the first verses of the first epilogue of Virgil i
J'y al vu des homines de 35 ans qui a etudie*
la philosophie et la th^logie et...qul n'avaient
Jamais entendu pronounce* le nom de Gioeron.
Les Grands-Vloaires etaient aussi humllie's que ~

J'e'tais embarrasse* moi-meme de leur ignorance,"-'

1«

Ibidt **4-T-l i Hecteur of Angers to the principal of
Beaupreau, 1 February, 1812*

2,

Aroh, Nat.i F 17 8864i Heoteur of Angers to the Grandfaster, 22 July, 1812.
Aroh, Dept.l Maine-et-Loirej 391-T~13* iiecteur of Angers
to the Grand-Master, 20 November, 1813,
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One eoolesiastlo f however, waged a successful
battle against the Decree, the abbe* forest, cure* of Saumur.
This former e'migre' In Spain, a doctor-of-theology at the old
University of Angers, promised to send his students to the
college In January, 1812, then reneged.
the cure* twice that next fall.

The prooureur visited

Again promisesj but no results.

Forest had the support of much of Saumur because of his austere
habits and his supposed erudition, yet when he proposed in
pulpit to abolish classical studies for ecclesiastics, the
stunned Mazure denounced him to Paris:

"II a un systeme

partiouller qul rameneralt le clerge* & la barbarie, si
I'enselgnement e*ccleslastlque pouvalt Stre independent du
Gouvemement." P For Hazure as for most recteurs, herein lay
the heart of the November Decreei the defense of the intel
lectual heritage of Bossuet.
Despite the half-hearted cooperation of the bishops
of Le Mans and Angers, relations between reotorate and clergy
remained precarious for the duration of the Empire.

In Novem

ber, 1812, Mazure reprimanded several of the principals who
were requiring of the students a monthly billet de confession*-*
In February, 1813, he at long last required the oath of loyalty
to the Grand-i'iaster and the Emperor, an oath that threatened to
arouse the resistance of a clergy well known for its prioklish
1.

Maupolnt, A. R. i Vie de J-F Forest, cure*, de Saint-Plerre
da 3aumur« (Angers, 1864).

2.

Arch. Dept. ; tfaine-et-Loire j 3?l-T-13t Heoteur of Angers
to the Grand -Master, 1^ January, 1

3«

Arch. Dept. i Maine-et-Loirej 391-T-13 1 iteoteur of Angers
to the Grand-Master, 1? November, 1812.
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conscience over the succession of oaths demanded since 1?91«
By an odd quirk, the only member of the Academy to refuse
was a layman, nephew of the mayor of Mamers and professor in
the college of that town.

After allowing one month for re

flection, the Central Commission removed him. 3" Throughout
1813, Hazure remained the dedicated champion of the ideal of
a Gallioaniam dispensed through the Imperial University.

The

country cure's who sought authorizations to teach Latin usually
met with refusals; "Lf experience facheuse que j'ai acquise de
la nullete* absolue des Etudes faites chez les cure's de
oampagnes," he told the Grand-Master, *me fait tenir en
garde oontre toutes les dessandes de ce genre,,." 2
By the same token, the young reoteur struggled to
infuse a pious demeanor in the indifferent laymen who taught
at the Lyoe*e.

In December, 1813, the director of the peTtit

slminaire denounced to the recteur the professor of the fourth
form as an anti-clerical and possibly an atheist*
awaited explosion seemed near,

The long-

Hourdin, the professor in

question, was no Angevin but one of the first graduates of the
^. .

Ecole Normale,

Not only could he not keep discipline in the

classroom but rambled on about the gospels, and, according to
the director, called confession a silly practice.

One morning

shortly afterward, Hourdin had the disagreeable surprise of
striding up to his podium only to see the recteur himself
rigidly sitting on the back row of the classroom,

tfhen the pro-

fessor failed to open the class with prayer, tfazure delivered
1.

Aroh. Nat,; F 17 3*^9: Recteur of Angers to the GrandMaster and note of the Central Commission, 13 February, 1313,

2.

Aroh. Dept.i Maine-et-Loire j 391-T-l?; ilecteur of Angers to
the Grand-Master, 20 November, 1813,
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a severe reprimand.
•r ^fr9f

Despite the recteur's hopes and plans, the November

Decree sealed the identification of public education with the
Empire and its militaristic spirit.
»•:

In a region where oou-

scription provoked violent opposition, where the Imperial

armies were loathed and the never-ending wars cursed, the stu
dents of the Academy had to wear a dark blue uniform and march
to the sound of a drum.

At Le Mans, ^aumur, Chateau-Gontier,

Laval, the ecclesiastics who directed the establishment col
leges had to swallow their feelings and accept the new disci
pline.

This one step, more than any other, paved the way for

the popular reaction against the University in the .vest after
March, 181^,
The other half of those recteurs who welcomed the
November Decree were perhaps the most colorful, the most con
troversial of those Imperial functionaries.

They were men

who had been bred inside the regulatory atmosphere of eighteenth
century universities and carried into their new posts a desire
to resurrect the old discipline, the old style of administra
tion.

Authoritarian by nature, disdainful and proud, these

^
man were to plunge the University into a number of controver
sies and contributed not a little to give it its reputation for
"despotism11 during the Empire,

The high-handed i'aran^:et at

Douai, professor in the old university, and the opinionated
abbe* >ili$argarcay at Pau, equally professor In the former uni
versity, brooked no authority contrary to their own.
Typically, Taranget was as interested in imposing a
stringent morality on the directors of private schools as he
1,

Arch, Nat,j F 17 1687; Hecteur of Angers to the Grandi4aster. 15 January. 1814,
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.

was In sending their students to the colleges of the Academy.
In one pension, an inspector ordered the wives of the teachers
and their six children to leave. 1

At another, he found a

governess of twenty-three years looking after the studentsj
it was rumored that the director had been seen putting his
arms around her.

Taranget promptly wrote, M Je vous declare

qu'll faut que ce scandale oesse sur le champ.*^
a married priest was closed for being a drunkard.^

At Cambral,
Here in

its purest essence was the smug, heavy-handed noralism that so
characterized the Imperial University, the overwhelming im
pulse to x-egulate the last detail of all schools, whether
public or private.
**'

In at least one case, the terms of the problem be

tween Paris and the academies were reversed.

The recteur

becene the one who stretched the Decree to its fullest meaning
and Paris the one who anxiously and confusedly attempted to
moderate and arbitrate between the contending parties*

The

recteurs of the Kraplre iaay have been spokesmen.-Qtf local inter
est before Paris; they may have tolerated a motely teaching
personnel; yet they could act with all the s^ver-ity and arbi
trariness of a prefect or a commander.

And no recteur was

more autocratic and dictatorial than the head of the Academy
of Pau, friend of the Due d'AngoulSme and royalist by convic
tion, leading the life of an archbishop of the Anclen Regime,

It Arch* Dept.i Nord; T«4Q?; Inspector of Douai, 31 January,
1313.
2,

Arch. Nat.; F 17 3838; F. Gaud to the Grand-Master, 11
July, 1812.

3«

IblA. { ftecteur of Pau to an inspector-general, 3 April,

r
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treating the three departments of his jurisdiotlon as a
private reserve, a veritable fief.
The abbe* saw in the Decree of 15 November, 1811,
purely and simply the machinery to crush his greatest
enemy, an assermente* priest who had denounced him in 1792
and who now held a medluia-slzed school in competition with
the lyoe'e.

An old rivalry was to be worked out within a

new set of institutions.

As the ex-Benedictine and private

teacher described it, he was being persecuted for the "tort
de ne pas avoir emigre*. wl

As Eli^argarcay described it, to

his protector, an inspector-general in Paris, "C'est
Jerusalem et Saiaarie et les Samaritans ne veut pas sacrificer
dans le temple de la Sainte-Cite*, 1*

/5

An expiation, a sacri

fice, the bended knee, a bowed head, this was what the reoteur was demanding so that with outstretched hands he could
bestow forgiveness with all the arrogance of an Old Testament
Prophet.
v^

The denunciations and oounter-denounclations that

flooded into the bureau of Paris left the Central Commission
confused, misinformed and Illustrated how susceptible to
personal influence, how unsure of Itself and how indecisive
it could be.

First the Commission ordered the ex-Benedictine

closed, then it reprieved the man? shortly it countermanded
the second missive; and in this vein the affair dragged on
until January, 181^, when the Commission finally applied the

-a

November Decree against the school to close it definitively,^
1.

Aroh. Nat.j F 17 3388; F. Gaud to the Grand-Master, 11
July, 1812.

2.

Ibid.t Recteur of Pau to an inspector-general, 3 April,
1813.
Ibid; Notes of the Central Commission

3.
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The application of the November Decree greatly ac
celerated the process by which the Central Commission con
centrated power within its own hands to the detriment of the
twenty-five recteurs.

Autocratic and unbending, the cliquish

Commission imposed a massive closing of maitres-de-pension*
rerouted their students into public schools, forced the
t>etit se^inajres to move from the religious countryside to
the larger towns, and ruthlessly lopped off the upper classes
of municipal colleges.
The inspectors-general proved tough and unrelenting,
men of the Anoien fie'gime determined to re-establish the
system of the old universities, and men of the Empire deter
mined to inoose a rational system of edixcation.

In Brittany,

Amboise Hendu bullied private teachers, forced the pet^ts
ae'minaires into the costly trek from the smaller towns to
the chef-lieu, and brought students from the colleges into
the nearly deserted lyoe*es»

In Poitiers, the Commission

shut the major private schools; in Lyon, it closed nine of
their numberj in Bordeaux, twenty-five of the one-hundred
thirty-five} in Rouen, all eighteen.

A major revolution
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was being effected in French education, a revolution that
left a deep if ragged mark on the nineteenth century.

The

definitive split between Church and State schools was con
summated? the University monopoly received a water-tight
legal basisj Paris became the supreme arbiter over the edu
cational system and the official philosophy became one of an
ubiquitous paternalism.
In revolutionizing French education, the November
Decree antagonized the majority of Frenchmen, from parents
and private teachers to priests and prefects, and nowhere
was this more true than in the Academy of Angers, a bastion
of royalism and counter-revolution, an enclave of insularity
and tradition.

For Anjou and the Maine, the decree ripped

away the veil of parochialism that had so long sheltered its
schools; the students abandoned their colorful clothes for
the drab blue uniform of the Empire ; they now marched at
recreation to the sound of the drum, even at the clerical
school of Beaupre*au; ecclesiastical students now filled the
classrooms of the College of Le Mans and of the Lyce*e of
Angers; the private teachers of Angers discovered that they
could no longer offer certain classes; and the principals
/

could barelj' contain their Indignation at losing their most
prestigous classes.

The schools of the Academy, private,

clerical and municipal, were being sacrificed in the name
of the lyce*e and of Paris, and it was this burning reali
zation that set the stage for the reaction of the First
Restoration.

H&PT& 1

PARIS AMD ANGERS DUB IKG TH£ FIB3T BESTOBATIQH
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I.

The November Decree was bringing to a head the issue
of how the University was to be governed and by whom,
In 1808, Napoleon had intended to impose a system
of education that would produce citizens and administrators
for his expanding Empire,

The Initial organization by the

Grand-Master, with his reliance on the patronage system,
threatened, however, to negate the designs of the Emperor,
and leave education in the hands of impecunious or profitminded principals.

The Central Commission did assert the

long arm of Paris, but not in the direction that Napoleon
iv

had intended.

Composed of ex-Oratorians and Doctrinaires,

as well as the self-righteous but remarkably able Amboise
Hendu, the Commission made a fetish of being a powerful but
secretive body an°ny^ously deciding the fate of many a teach
er, peremptorily shaping the rules of public education, cas
ually disposing of places and positions,
In increasing the Commission's powers, the November
Decree brought into the open the latent contradiction between
weak rect eur §s on one hand and overly-powerful inspectorsgeneral on the other.

The measure succeeded in provoking a
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crisis in the relationship between the Commission and the
recteurs, most of whom privately eschewed the harsh con
ditions to be imposed on the school system.

Then, too, it

provoked the principals into the first rumblings of revolt
and accentuated the resentment of parents and students
alike.

The Decree meant administrative centralization, but

centralization of a very special kind.

Power was to be con

centrated in the hands of a small elite, four or five in
number, a group that operated independently of the GrandMaster and the other administrators, and one that forced its
proud will onto a resentful set of reoteurs and a mutinous
block of principals.
These tensions and contradictions within the Im
perial University came boiling to the surface in the cauldron
of politics that the First Restoration brought in its train.
Parents, priests, and local officials indignantly demanded
a return of their stolen rights, while in Paris, de Lammenais
and Chateaubriand stirred popular sentiment with their highly
emotional condemnations of the University as the mother and
mistress of corruption.

In the process, the thin bonds that

had bound principal to recteur and recteur to Paris began to
come unglued.
Throughout 1814, pressure was building up on the
Central Commission.

How long this body could maintain its

stoic countenance, its stubborn pride, became a question
that overshadowed other developments.

The set of attitudes

that had served this body so well during the Empire — its
tolerance of a politically-mixed personnel, its concentra
tion on the purely technical questions of administration,
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Its search for financial stability — all of these became
major liabilities.

Then, too, the reoteurs had to find ways

to pacify the members of their academies and In the case
of Pre*derique Mazure had to master a series of rebellions
on the part of students, principals, mayors and ecclesias
tics, a concoction that threatened to sweep away his remainIng powers.
The major problem throughout 1814 was whether the
University commanded enough loyalty from its own members to
fend off the numerous assaults from various quarters.

Its

past history, mirror of the colorful mosaic of provincial
France, indicated that it did not.
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II.

In the confusion of the First Restoration, the
unstable Tallyrand-Montesquiou government gave the impression
of a disorganized but nonetheless certain return to the in
stitutions of the Ancien Regime.

Throughout April, the

multiple celebrations of mass for Louis XVI and Marie
Antoinette threw an intensely religious mantle over public
life, while the extreme statements made by the truculent
nobility portended sweeping reaction.

As early as May, the

imperial army was dismantled, and a wave of returning e*migre*s
was promoted to the commanding positions*
After the first hectic weeks of the Restoration,
the twenty inspectors-general of education fearfully watched
the every move of the new Minister of the Interior, the abbe*
Montesquiou, a genial but old-fashioned ecclesiastic with a
penchant for the Ancien Regime and its Institutions.

While

Montesquiou had given the University a reprieve In the form
of the Ordinance of 22 June, upholding its organization on a
provisional basis, he let drop his intention of giving the
1.

Bertier de Sauvigny, G. de; La Restauration; (Paris,

1955), PP. 75-87.

Thiry, J.; La premiere iiestauratlon; (Paris, 19^1)*
Durand, C.; La fin du Conseil d'Stat Napolient(Zix. 19^9).
Simon, P.; L*Elaboration de la Charte oonstitutionnelle
de 181*M (Paris, 1906).
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former Imperial University a more "liberal" direction, In
conformity with the new spirit of government. 1

That same

month, he formed a commission composed of two professors of
the Sorbonne, Royer-Collard and the young Gulzot, to draft
a new stato te for education that would end the "despotism"
of the Empire and break the monopoly hold of the Central
Commission. 2
The fear of Fontanes and his Inspectors mounted
during the summer as Montesquiou repeatedly refused to come
to the aid of public education in the face of the offensive
launched by the French clergy.

In April and May, the bishops

throughout Prance ceased sending their seminarists to the
lyce*es and colleges as required by law.

When the petit

s&alnaire of Poitiers moved back into the countryside, from
where it had been so rudely uprooted in 1812, the Minister
turned a deaf ear to the demands of the arand-Master that
he prosecute.

In September and November, the bishop of La

Rochelle moved his petits s&ninaires into the municipal col
leges of Lu$on and Saint-Jean-d'Angeley with the complicity
of local officials and again the Minister refused to come to
the aid of the Academy.-'

The Galilean reotorate warned

1.

Grimaud, L. j Hjstolre de la Liberte* de 1'anselinementt
Vol. 51 La Hestauratlo"n: (Paris, 1955)» PP. 13-16.

2.

Poirler, J.; "L'Unlversite* provisblre, 181^-1821,"
Rev. His. Mod.; T. 1 (1926), pp. 2^1-2?9.
Also by Poirler, "L'Opinion public et 1'Universite*
pendant la premiere Restauratlon," flevo. Fran.; T. 56
(1909), PP. 85-115.

3.

Ibid.
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Fontanes, "II ne faut pas le dissimuler, Mgr., on fait en oe
moment une guerre a mort au corps enseignemt,"

a commentary

that applied to several academies throughout France.

In

part t Montesquieu dared not take a stand at a moment when a
series of ministerial intrigues were being laid by the trucu
lent Grand-Aumonier of France, Tally rand-Pe*r i^ord. uncle to
the diplomat and one of the fifteen prelates of the Ancien
Regime who refused to resign in 1802.
With the Ordinance of 5 October, the abbe* Montesquieu
answered
the insistent demands of the French clergy by relax/
ing, though not abolishing, the rules concerning the petits
^
se'minaires.
Henceforth, they were to be independent of pub
lic education, free of the obligation to send their seminar
ists to the lyoe'es and of the obligation to pay the school
tax, although the limit of one petit se*minaire per department
was maintained, while only boarding students were to be admit
ted to these establishments.

The King retained ultimate con

trol; yet henceforth two monopolies existed, one public, one
Catholic.
The expeated reform of the University came with the
Ordinance of 1? February, £815, and with it the government at
1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8822; Inspector of Poitiers to the GrandMaster ^ September, 181**. The Academy of Poitiers
threatened to disintegrate under the uncertainty that
the Restoration produced: H I1 serait a de*sirer que le
Hoi se prononcat d'une maniere positive pour le maintien
de l f Universit^. L'e'tat de I 1 incertitude et de langueur
ou nous sommes plonge*s donne lieu de craindre de voir
naitre a la rentre*e des classes beauooup de soandales,**

2.

Pouthas, G.j Guizot pendant la Restauration; (Paris,
1923). PP.
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last acceded to the demands for greater local control of edu
cation.

Both Charles Pouthas and Douglas Johnson have pointed

out that the Ordinance, drafted by Hoyer-Collard and Gulzot,
was designed to prevent the abuses of the overly-centralized
system of the Empire by restoring education into local hands,
all while preserving its secular character.

In place of the

complex apparatus in Paris were to be seventeen regional uni
versities,

let the greatest beneficiary of the new system was

not the towns, the departments, and the private teachers as
they have argued, but the recteur, that much abused adminis*
trator of the Empire who had lacked the ability to determine
the decisions of Paris and to coerce municipalities.

As heads

of the seventeen regional universities, the recteurs would
now possess the extensive power once held by the inspectorsgeneral:

they would enjoy the right to authorize as many or

as few private schools as they saw fit, a regulation that
appalled both Catholic and liberal opinion.

They were to en

force the legislation requiring that the students of private
schools attend the classes of the nearest lyce*e or college,^
The architects of the Ordinance were answering the plea that
the reoteurs of the Empire had so often made, in the words
of Haynal of Bourges, "qu'il serait tr&s utile de ne oontrarler
les recteurs autant qu'ils se trompent et de leur mettre un
peu la bride sur le cou.*^

1.

Pouthas, Ibid.; Johnson, D. j Guizots 1963? PP* 107-109.

2.

Baauchamp, A. dei iieoueil des lois et re^leinents. QUT
1«enselinement aupgrlaurs (Paris, 1330). T. 1. pp. 37*f-382«

3.

Arch. Dept.j Cherj 2-F-5; Hecteur of Bourges to Joubert,
21 June, 1810.
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Throughout the First Restoration, The Central Com*
mission was not only helpless before the rising tide of
opposition, but remained temperamentally incapable of under
standing Its predicament.

Living inside a self-contained

world, smug in its sense of mission, the Commission had few
concessions to offer an aroused France.

The controversial

school tax, perhaps the sorest point with an angry public,
was resolutely maintained in all Its severity. •*•

The Grand-

Master hastened to apply all the prickly regulations that were
to come into effect 1 January, 1815, especially the necessity
that all private teachers pay sixty francs for the diploma of
bachelor-of"letters. 2

A more delicate problem occured with

the chaotic return of the professors and administrators from
the former departments of Balglum, Germany and Italy, men who
had left France to bring Its civilization to the people along
the periphery, and who now filed back Into France with their
pathetic wagonloads of furniture.

Always driven by a strong

cense of responsibility, Ambolse Eendu established the princi
ple that these men would have precedence over all others In
the annual promotion; 3 and the result was a fresh wave of
resentment against Paris on the part of principals and mayors
who looked on these strangers with suspicion and dislike.

The

principal of Rochefort accused his new professor of being a
"spy" for the despised University.

k

1.

Arch, Nat »i F 17 1^5.6 > Circular to the reoteurs, Aprll~
December ,

2*

Ibid,

3.

Arch* Nat, F 17 13821; Mote of Ambolse Henduj February,

.

Arch. Mat* F 17 85^3; Professor of Rochefort to the Grand
Ma s ter $ November, 1
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Instead of conciliating the Minister, the inspec
tors-general pressed on him angry demands that he strictly
enforce University legislation.

When tM Minister set up

a commission under Guizot to draft a new system of education,
Pontanes replied in kind by organizing his own private comraittee of which ilendu was predictably the driving force. 2
When the abbe* refused to act against clerical encroachments ,
the Grand-Master returned to the charge with sermonizing let
ters demanding the letter of the law.

A week before the

Ordinance of 5 October was promulgated, the Galilean abbe*
de Champeaux wrote a confidential letter on behalf of his
colleagues blithely asking that Montesqulou tighten the legis
lation concerning the pe 1 1 1 s s e*mina1 re s . 3

He argued in favor

of suppressing all classes within the seminaries, except
philosophy classes, so that the University could educate the
seminarists in her lyce*es and thereby prevent from entering
the priesthood, "des horames de la olasse la plus grossiere
et souvent la plus infirme," rustics and peasants, men with
out "honor."

The answer of the abb£ Montesquieu to this

pressuring from the Grand-Master and the Inspectors was, of
course, the Ordinance of 1? February, 1815.
1.

Arch. Nat. F 17 8822; Correspondence of the Central Com
mission to the Minister of the Interior. /. Rendu
drafted the pleading letters to the prefects, prooureurs
and bishops; Gueneau de Muasy, those to the Minister of
the Interior.

2.

Poirier, op. cit.

3.

Arch. Nat. j F 1? 9087; The abbe* de Champeaux to the
Minister, Confidential letter, 28 September,
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The inspectors~general were showing a remarkably
unrealistic and dogmatic point of view in the topsy-turvy
world of Restoration politics.

These men of the Anoien

Regime and these ambitious administrators of the Empire had
no sense of public opinion» no conception of the new role
of the press, no awareness of the strength of the demands
for decentralization.
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III.

f*

During the First Restoration, the incompetent
Montesquiou and the inexperienced Guizot never really set in
notion the administrative machinery:

the rudderless prefects

were left to themselvesj the Council of State rarely metj dis«
unity and confusion paralyzed the collection of taxes and the
remaking of the army.
of dissensions;

The government floundered in a welter

Montesquiou against Blacaa, Beugnot against

Montesqulou, Tallyrand against all, all against Vitrolles.
The centralized machinery that had pulled Prance together
during the Empire was crumbling both from popular hostility
and from conflicting ambitions of its own personnel,1
In the departments, the same process of decay that
occurred at Paris was everywhere apparent» a process through
which regionalism crept back into a new respectability, fur
ther undermining the tottering institutions left by the Em
pire.

The threat was as much financial and administrative

as political, and the combination of these factors accounted
for the moribund character of the Academy of Angers through
out the Restoration.
1.

Pouthas; Guizot; pp.
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Desperately wishing to break the Academy's identi
fication with the Empire, Pre*derique Hazure assiduously
attended the various masses for Louis XVI during April and
affixed his handsome signature to the multiple protestations
of loyalty sent by the prefect. 1

But the students of the

Lyce*e at Angers reacted differently*

At a moment when royal

ist Anjou was wildly celebrating the return of the Bourbon
family, when the Vendeans were putting away their arms, and
when a new prefect, de Toquevllle, was carrjrlng out a mild
purge cf the departmental administration, the military-minded
lyceans, bent on becoming young officers and espousing an ex*
treine nationalism, covered the walls of the school with
seditious slogans, "Down with Louis XVIII,*1 "Long live the
Emperor. 1*

When 'lazure paid a surprise visit at a Thursday

mass, the students refused to sing the ppjnine Salvum f ae
a fact that scandalized Angevin opinion, and on 22
May they broke ranks during recreation to escape into the
p
woods.
Parents began withdrawing their sons; the bishop
ceased sending his seminarists to the classes? royalists
opinion was shocked by the openly Bonapartist and anti-cleri
cal attitudes of the students and severely judged the fact
It

Uzereau,, F. ; "La Restauratlon en Maine-et-Lolre, Avrll,
." An.1. His.; T. 13 (1913). PP. 6?-?l.

2«

Arch. Nat. ; ? 17 7687; Heoteur of Angers co the GrandMaster, ty i!ay f 6 June, 1814. The breakdown in discipline
at the Lyoe*e had actually occurred a few days before the
Restoration. On 2? Iforch, after the reoteur took away
the Easter vacation of several boys, the entire student
body went on a rampage, overturning chairs and breaking
windows. One class barricaded Itself in a dormitory and
was dislodged only when the servants chopped avay the
door*
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that a former terrorist and an ex-priest could continue
to teach in that suspect institution.

M Le lyce*e est en

horreur," the reoteur wearily wrote, "et, qui pis est,
me*prise* des amis et des enemis," 1

a fact that strengthened

clergy, towns and principals in their revolt against the
University.
A second factor weakening the reoteur was the finan
cial collapse of several municipal colleges.

The impoverished

condition of secondary education had long been a festering
wound; but the food crisis of 1811-1812, the general inflation
which accompanied the last years of the Empire, and the econom
ic dislocation of the Restoration provided the extra weight
which caused revenue to drop below the minimum point.

The

College of Laval stood over six thousand francs in debt, due
partly to the abbe* de Bigault's lax administration and partly
to the high price of wheat. 2 At tiny Evron, the school was
deep in debt and the teachers uapaid,3 while those of Le Mans,
Mamers and Beaufort complained of the lack of revenue.

But

the major crisis came in the long tormented College of Saumur.
The amiable but incompetent principal had multiplied expendi
tures for wood and food, bought on credit, and by 1814 owed
over nine thousand francs.

The sudden inflation in grain

1.

Uzereau; "Le Lyce*e et 1'Ecole Eccleslastique d'Angers,
; An.1. His.; T. 36 (1926), p. 122.

2.

Sinolr, C. ; "Hlstoire du Lyoe'e de Laval" ; Com. His. May. ,*
T. 51 (1931), pp. 199-253. The recteur shared local
opinion: M Je dois rep^ter que 1* administration morale
en est de* testable."

3.

Arch. Nat,; F 17 8?81; Hecteur of Angers to the GrandMaster, 2? June, 1§14; Arch. Dept. ; Maine-et-Loire ;
2-T-l; Principal of Evrons to the reoteur of Angers, 8
July,
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prices in the West aggravated the problem:*

In January, the

reoteur and bureau had attempted to salvage the confused
morass by taking a careful inventory and then outlining a
set of rules which included the naming of a professor as
guardian of the strongbox, but the measures were never imple
mented and the debt continued to mount.^
to murmur over unpaid salaries:

The teachers began

"Us n'ont pas de quo! payer

le blanchissage de leur linge," wrote one sympathetic notable.
Meanwhile, the towns of the Academy, from the larg
est to the smallest, interpreted the Restoration as a return
i
to local self-government after the tight centralization of
the Empire; and if they failed to roll back the financial
squeeze of the government, they found education to be one
domain in which their newly-found muscle could be felt,

The

mayor of Beaufort instructed the principal to cease all cor
respondence with the Academy, renamed the school the "Royal
College, 1* and accusingly wrote the reoteur, "L 1 institution
fiscale, connue sous le nom de I*^Universlte", n'a produit
aucun avantage pour cette branche de 1*administration."

The

sub-prefect of Chateau-rentier petitioned the commissioner of
1.

Arch. Nat. j F 17 8603 i Laurent to the recteur of Angers,
January, 1815»

2.

Arch. Dept.j Malne-et-Lolre; 4l6-T-15s Report of F. Mazure
before the Academic Council, 1? June, 181&; Reoteur of
Angers to the ^rand-Master, 18 May, 181^. Laurent lost a
total of six thousand francs; at Brest, he had lost the
enormous figure of seventy thousand francs.

3.

Arch. Nat,; F 17 8603 i A cure* to the recteur of Angers;
8 May,
Uzereau, P.; "Le College Municipal de Bauge;" An.1. His, i
T. 13 (1913), P. 55.
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the king to give the college of his locality its full and
entire independence

while the townfathers of Beaupre*au asked

the same in a letter addressed to the king.
That the recteur had lost control was brought home
in early May when the town council of Saumur, as liberal a
body as any in the Malne-et-Loire, dispossessed the principal
and substituted a man of its own choosing.

Sent by Paris in

1812, Laurent had never pleased, and in April, several fam
ilies circulated a petition asking for his removal and the
appointment of a local cure*, former married priest who had reentered the ministry.

The reoteur hurrldly recalled Laurent

for consultations on 1 May, but a week later the bureau picked
a quarrel with the father of twelve, then voted his dismissal.Piece by piece, the edifice that F. Mazure had so
painstakingly built during the Smpire was being hacked away
and no one group undertook this task with more enthusiasm and
energy than the clergy of the Malne-et-Lolre and the Mayenne.
s

The clerical offensive against the Academy did not in fact be
gin before July, a testimony to the flux and confusion of the
1.

Arch. Dept.; Mayenne; 1-T-ll; Sub-prefect to the special
commissioner of the king, the Gomte Osmond, 12 June, 1814.

2.

Uzereau, P. i H Le College de Beaupre*au sous la Restauration;"
T. 25 (1925), P. 62.

3.

Arch. Dept.; Maine-et-Loire; 4l6-T-I5s Principal of Saumur
to the reoteur of Angers, 6 May, 1814. The influential
Aubert family, a member of whom taught in the college,
seemed to be the driving force behind the campaign.
Laurent voiced, "II suffit de cie'plaire & un seul pour
Stre en butte i tous: une seule famille regit tout dans
oette vllle."
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first moments of the Restoration, a testimony to the lack of
plans, the lack of any political activity in the wake of
Bonapart's defeat.

During July, the appearance of the Duo

d'Angoule*rae, nephew of the king and son of the intractable
d'Artois, in the Maine~et-Loire, galvanized the inert priests
of the department and signalled the beginning of a general
assault on public education.

As he entered Beaupr^au, the

Vendeans turned out in enthusiastic masses, and the abbe*
Mongazon received assurances from the duke's entourage that
his school was henceforth free and independent of the Academy.
At Angers, the entourage repeated the same soothing assurances
to the director of the petit se*minaire« and, although the
prince refrained from political comment, his very presence
sparked an underground literature which painted the University
as the mother and mistress of corruption, a cesspool of irreligion and immorality.

Mazure was particularly disgusted

to read one such pamphlet that presented the teachers of the
Academy as married priests and former revolutionaires who
never approached the sacraments.

Paris urged on the recteur

in an effort to enforce the November Decree, but the latter
wisely replied that the moment was hardly favorable for negotiations. 2
The beneficiaries of the general breakdown in admin*
istration were the principals, those independent-minded men
1.

Uzereau, F.; "Le Duo d'An^ouleme en Haine-et-Lolre,
(1814)"i T. 28 (1938), p. 182.

Guichen, E. de; Le Due d'Angoul&ne; (Paris, 1909). PP.
127-159.
2*

Ibid. ; Mazure arranged with the director of the petit
siminaire that the seminarists would be dispensed with
attending the lyoe*e for 18lif but would resume doing so
the following year. The bishop wished to approve but
the intransigent vicars-general vetoed the compromise.

i
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who had chaffed under the financial and administrative ob
ligations imposed by the University.

The once liberal abbe*

de Bigault ceased corresponding with the recteur until the
latter dispatched a first-hand report. 1

The principal of

3rne*e petitioned the Grand-Haster that he be allowed to re
cruit his teachers from the oeninary of Le ftans as he had
done before 1789 and, when this ploy failed, simply dismissed
the two laymen who taught In the college. 2 In the Malne-etLoire, the new head of Sauinur scarcely concealed his contempt
for the "foreign" reotorate; that of Beaufort followed the
stringent Injunctions of his mayorj and the abbe* Mongazon at
Beaupre*au set up his private school as- a petit se'minaire.
The most determined bid for independence came from
the principal who had most suffered under the tutelage of
Angers, the crusty head 6f the College of Chateau-Gontier,
Horeau.

Having seen a copy of the pro-University COUP d'Qeil

srn*—1*Universit^ written by the director of studies at the
Soole Normale, Horeau felt moved to send a list of indict
ments against public education, and his grievances were far
from lacking in substance.3

AS for the aid promised by the

Imperial University, the recteur had only deluged him with
1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 3421; Hecteur of Angers to the GrandMaster, 17 May, 1814. One private teacher told the
recteur that de Bigault informed him the University tax
was no longer valid. De Bigault indulged his penchant
for poetry with the publication of Odes saore'es : . . . sur
le re tablis semen t des Bourbons? (Le imns,

2.

Arch. Nat. i F* 17 8383; Hecteur of Angers to the GrandMaster, 14 June, l5l4. fl ll regrette sur tout I'heureux
privilege d'avoir des regents a 40 ecus..."

3»

Aroh. Dept.; Mayenne; _2~T-1 ; Principal of ChateauGontier to the reoteur of Angers, 20 August, 1814.
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circulars, the Grand-Master, with obligations.

In reply to

his demand for repairs to the crumbling wing of the college,
a pair of inspectors-general had appeared and took notes, but
nothing was done, and he himself had to finance the cost*

As

for the Grandmaster's pronouncements that he would chase the
riff-raff from education, Roreau reminded that he had denounced
an instructor in the countryside as corrupt, but a reply never
came.

As for Basset's argument that the school tax did not

weigh on the poor, this was the unpardonable error of a man
who had never been outside Paris.

And how could Basset dare

call the professors of the University religious when he,
Horeau, had one in his college at that very moment who never
approached the sacraments?

For the patriarch of Manceau

education, the conclusion seemed inescapable:

the University

was building on quicksand and would soon collapse.
The abbe* Horeau acted accordingly.

From September

to November he successfully worked to expell the two teachers
in the college sent from Angers:

In October, Horeau took

concrete steps to convert the school into a petit seminars.
and as a result a lengthy oorrespondenoe grew up between him
and Duperrler-Dumourier, vicar-sreneral of Le Mans, determined
opponent of the Academy.

The town council approved the negoti

ations, but the sub-prefect began to have his doubts.

A force

ful letter came from the persuasive Duperrler on 13 November.
Did not the best ecclesiastics of the diocese come from this
1.

Arch. Dept.j Mayenne; 2-T-llt Principal of Chateau-Gontier
to the recteur of Angers, 30 July, 2 September, 19 Septem
ber, 23 October, 1 November, 1814. When Paris attempted
to send a Normalian in one of their places, Horeau rose
up like a wounded lion.
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college?

The king had proclaimed a moral education as the
new aim, and it was well known that the public schools were
centers of vice and irreligion,

"Je sais avec certitude," he

concluded, w que dans la seule ville de Tours plusieurs Jeunes
gens sont mueta d'exces de debauches capable de faire pe*rlr
les hommes les plus vlgoureux."

Destournelles chose, how

ever, to make a trip to Angers for a confrontation with the
rectear. The plan to "kidnap91 a University school ended with
that conversation, r-iazure reported to Paris,
The dilemma of F» iiazure before the new government
of France was the dilemma of most functionaires in provincial
administration.

This young recteur of a backwater academy
deserted the Empire with alacrity and hastened to raise the

flag of royali^m and religion over the Lyoe*e and the colleges*
Not only was the spirit of survival strong, but ftazure saw in
the returning Bourbon family the guarantee of peace in Europe,
and the end of the long wars that had snatched so many young
professors from their schools, and the end as well to the
odious drum and uniform in the classroom, these symbols of
conscription in a region where counter-revolution and religion
were so entrenched. "Le regime milltaire e*talt ce qul offensalt
le plus les families," he later reported. 2 At the literary
exercises in September, F. Mazure set forth before the students
and the assembled authorities of the department his essential
grief against the Empire:

not the centralization, not th©

!•

Arch. Dept.j Cayenne j 1-T-ll ; 71 oar-general of Le Hans to
sub-prefect of Ghateau-Gontier, 13 November,

2.

Arch. Nat,; ? 17 7687 i Hecteur of Angers to Paris, 1 April,
1815. The principal,:,' of the colleges iiad not waited for
official authorization to abandon drums and uniform.
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arbitrariness, not the charge of irreligion, but war, the
death that it brought to so many homes, the distortion of
studies that followed.

With no uncertain passion, he held

up the world of antiquity as the one beaoon of light against
degradation, both Individual and national.
Administrator in a royalist and counter-revolution
ary region, Mazure showed a much greater appreciation of local
feeling and sentiment than did the impervious and unbending
Central Commission, isolated in Paris,

Constantly the reoteur

reminded his superiors that Anjou and the Maine, center of the
Civil War, still bore the wounds and the memories of these
troubled years.

In April, he saw that the last vestiges of

militarism within the schools were eradicated and through the
summer introduced a number of religious practices.

During

the summer and fall, he used his friendship with the proprietor
of the Journal du ^alne-et-Lolre to insert ananymous articles *
favorable to the Academy, a tactic that the uncompromising
Commission failed to appreciate. 2
The greatest reform that Mazure hoped to make, the
centerpiece of his efforts, was the overhauling of the semideserted lycee, center of studies which nore than any other
institution identified the academy with the irreligion and
1.

Arch. Dept,; Malne-et-Lolre; 391-T~l4; Reoteur of Angers,
Entry of 2 September, 181*K

2.

Arch, Hat,; F 17 836^; Hecteur of Angers to the GrandMaster, ^ October, 181^, F, Mazure was one of the few
reoteurs to have a sense of the Importance of public
opinioni H I1 faudrait avoir dlscr&oement des amis parmi
les journalistea. Les jisuites faisaient ainsl, Des
pensions adroitement distributes produiraient un Qffet
insensible inais sur, J'ai a disposition nos deux journaux,
Tous les reoteurs devraient se inenager ce moyen,"
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politioal disloyalty that Horeau professed to see.

The first

to disappear was the most controversial figure, T, Benaben,
professor of mathematics who had been president of the Club
de I'Ouest. the more radical of the Popular Societies, Com
missioner to the army of the West, witness to the noyades at
Nantes.

In July, the recteur demanded the retirement of the

censeur. the ex-priest Moulln, who until April wore a bright
blue waistcoat with gold buttons and a fashionable pair of
pointed shoes, much to the scandal of the clergy.

Above all,

he wished the transfer of Armand de Jossey, the ex-army officer
whose lax direction of the lyce*e had so contributed to its bad
reputation. 2 The Central Commission received a confidential
letter suggesting that the aumonier, respected by all shades
of clerical opinion, become provlseur and that the director
of the petit se'minaire become the oenseurj

The Academy was

decidedly to change with the times.

In the first week of September, the Commission
selected an ecclesiastic, but one that was foreign to the
West and its peculiar traditions? all the long hours of nego
tiating, of cajoling, of arguing with the abbe* Courden had
gone for naught.

The bridge between diocese and academy was

1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 7687; Tableau de Personnel,

2»

Uzereau, P.; "Le Lyce*e et 1'Ecole Ecolesiastique d'Angers,
1814" An.1. His. ; T. 26 (1926), p. 122. Arch. Nat.;
F 17 7687; Recteur of Angers to the Grand-Master, 4 May,
18l4. The reoteur was carrying on a personal feud with
the proviseur and was only too happy to see the ex-army
officer compromised in the riots of the lyoeans; "II se
oroit aime* des Sieves; et ill se moquent de lui."

3.

Ibid.
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not to be built.

The five inspectors-general who composed

the Commission had once again succumbed to their incurable
weakness of seeing education in terms of Paris and of Parisian
personalities.

Rendu and Gueneau de Mussy fell over them

selves to aocomodate the influential abb£ de Bausset, eminent
spokesman of the French clergy and future Cardinal, when he
requested that an abb£ Gualrard be given the Lyce*e of Angers.
Mazure was more than startled to see a dust-covered
priest trembling with rage brusquely enter his bureau on the
afternoon of 3 October.

Guariard had alighted from the coach

and made his way to the lyoe*e to find that the ex-colonel de
Jossey still occupied the apartment of the provlseur, refusing
to budge until he saw the arre'te' dismissing him.

The recteur

shamefacedly admitted that the arre*t£ had not yet reached
Angers, whereupon Guairard placed his bags on the next coach
to Paris.

Only the intervention of Portalis, son

of Napoleon's

Minister of Cults, prevented the abba's departure. 2
1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 7687; Dossier of the abb£ Guairard, 1814.
Guairard was a highly talented individual: superior of
a Doctrinaire College before the Revolution; e*mlgr£ priest,
chef de bureau in the Ministry of Cults until exiled from
Paris in 1811 for his role in the d'Astros affair; princi
pal of the tiny College of Tarasoon,

2.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 7687; Hecteur of Angers to the GrandMaster, 4 October, 1814.
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IV.

For Fre*derique Mazure and for Paris, the year
seemed much more than a strange Interlude in the transition
from Empire to monarchy.
for the Royal University.

The year portended troubled times
The flow of events does not suggest

the thesis of Bertier de Sauvigny — that Prance was settling
into the new order with relative ease, that the events of the
summer were part of a momentary outburst, that the return of
the Emperior reversed this course to split the country into
antagonistic blocks, thereby setting the course for the re
mainder of the nineteenth century.
Instead Prance was experiencing a gradual breakdown
of administration that provided local interest groups with an
ideal opportunity for coming to the fore.

The clergy in

Anjou and the Maine began to stir after the appearances of
the Duo d'AngeulSme.

Plans for new petit se*minalres were

made; students ceased attending the public schools; those
principals who were priests demanded their independence from
the University; and a vicious underground literature sprang
up defaming public education.
1.

Mayors demanded greater control

Bertier de Sauvigny, La Restauratlon; pp. 86, 115-116.
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over their schools; lay principals sought greater freedom;
parents refused to pay the school tax.

These strongly-

articulated sentiments were an ultimatum for greater partici
pation in government and, as such, constituted an expression
of regional spirit.

But, at the same time, a dangerous vacuum

had been created, a vacuum that allowed the political extremes
ample room for manoeuver.
Hostilities only lurked a shade below the surface.
Anjou and the Maine were silently boiling in anger, and over
the whole of the University hung an air of uncertainty and
doubt*

The remarkable aspect was that the Central Commission,

composed of such pragmatic men, failed to sense the changing
temper of the population,

the new conditions for existence.

Certainly, Rendu and Fontanes made a few concessions:

the

military facade was stripped from the lyce*e, and new regu
lations governing religious exercises were introduced.

But

aside from these token steps, the Commission clung to a curi
ously uncompromising tact that revealed in it a proud, stub
born spirit isolated from the realities of 1814,

The inspectors-

general were above all else technicians anxious to extend the
state's power, administrators who viewed the task of domesti
cating the departments to the rule of Paris as eminently nonpolitical.

Thus Hendu continued to insist on the school tax,

to demand that provincial colleges accept returning professors
from the dismantled empire and peremptorily called for the main
tenance of the regulations of the November Decree.

The Commis

sion showed no appreciation for the outburst of regional senti
ment that was effectively paralyzing its administration.
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The reoteurs, so muoh closer to the realities of
provincial France, were doing everything in their power to
stay this tide.

Like sailors on a storm-tossed sea, they

were prepared to jettison much of the cargo to save the
floundering ship.

Fre*derique Mazure was careful to give

the suspected lyce*e a thorough overhauling, from removal of
at least one ex-revolutionary to severe discipline for the
nationalistic students.

He entered into lengthy negotiations

with the ecclesiastics of the two dioceses and he promised
local authorities a greater role.
back:

Even so, Mazure fought

many of the regulations of the November Decree were

maintained, while the recteur had articles favorable to his
cause published in the Journal at Angers.
At the beginning of 1815t the University was in
a state of suspense.

The Decree of 1? February dictated

sweeping change and few pretended to know the outcome.

CHAPTiiE E

DISINTEGRATION OF THB OLD QEDER
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The Hundred Days was pre-eminently a political
phenomenon.

Although Napoleon initially appealed to popular

resentment of the nobility and olergy by proclaiming social
revolution as his goal, he in fact spent the months of April
and May skirmishing with the National Assembly in an attempt
to consolidate his own personal power.

The byzantine intrigues

within Paris pre-occupied the new government, in particular the
manoeuvers of Fouohe% who was corresponding with Hetternioh and
Tallyrand at Vienna, and the duel with the liberal deputies
over the sweeping Additional Act to the new Constitution.

Out

side the capital, the Bonapartist prefects contended with
rumors of insurrection, and in the West of Prance, over fifty
thousand insurgents held the countryside, although more to
protest conscription than out of loyalty to the monarchy.
Yet it would be a mistake to view the turmoil inside
the Imperial University as a purely political phenomenon, for
the Hundred Days struck at the very foundation of this scarcely
established institution.

The return of Napoleon called into

question the delicate social equilibrium that characterized
the University at each and every level, and in the process
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threatened to bring about an Internal explosion whose conse
quences went far beyond the question of Bonapartlsm and royalIsm,
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II.

The Hundred Days caught the University in the first
stages of elaborating the Ordinance of 1? February, 1815, in
what was a moment of transition and uncertainty, a moment of
doubt and disillusionment.

The newly-named president of the

Royal Council of Public Instruction was conscientiously con
sulting the officials of his new domain but still had no firm
grasp over the reins of power when, on 22 March, Napoleon
Bonaparte entered a Paris which mirrored the anguish and
dilemma of the bourgeoisie over the prospect of class war,
The Decree of 30 March re-established the Imperial
University in its old form but change was nonetheless over
taking its governing organ and with it the high degree of
pentralized power,

tfith both Pontanes and de Bausset ellmi9

,nated, the indefatigable Carnot" chose as director of education
a close friend, the republican lettre* Arnault, an appointment
that illustrated the initial tendency of the new government to
•*
give places to the old revolutionary personnel.-' Then in April,
1.

Grlmaud, L.; Histolre de la Liberte* de I'Snseigneinentt Vol.
5; La Restauratlon; (Paris, 1955) i PP. *J4-^7.Gamier, A.;
Frayssinous: son role dans I'Universite' sous la Restaurationi
(Grenoble, 1925). PP. 221-223. Le Gallo. P.; Les Gents-Jours?
(Paris, 1925).

2.

Reinhard, M,; Le Grand Carnot l*orp;anisateur de la vie to ire.
1792-18238 (Paris, 1952), Us PP. 310-326.

3.
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Bonaparte showed his anti-liberal leanings by naming as the
new Grand-Master, first Laoep&de, then Lebrun, former Consul
and non-entity who represented conservative opinion.

That

Lebrun allowed himself to be led around by the old hands of
the Imperial University seems to be reflected in the statement
of George Cuvier to another inspector-general during the fall
of 1815:
Je dirai toujours hautement que pendant le
peu de temps qu'il a ate* chef de 1'Instruction
publique, 11 a deploy 6* .,des lumi&res et une
moderation admirable. "L
More significantly there was a fierce reshuffling
at the top which saw the Central Commission, so long the
arbiter of education, knocked from its position of pre-eminence,
then dismantled.

The personnel of this body had already been

badly hit during the first two months of 1815.

Villar and

Roman were retiring in February, the former because of his
o

past as a constitutional bishop;*" Daburon and Petitot resigned
on 30 March in protest against the new governmentj^3 only Amboise
Rendu and Gueneau de Hussy remained.

A movement began to unseat

this pair who had so aroused resentment among the other inspec
tors-general.

In a note to the Grand-Master, Cuvier denounced

the monopoly of the Commission and demanded a new series of
smaller bodies, each concerned with a specialized subject,
bodies whose members would be w a la fois plus noble et plus
1.

Bibliotheque de 1'Institutj Fonds Cuvier; No. 2389? Cuvier
to the inspector-general d'Andrezel, 15 November, 1815.

2.

Almanach de France, 1815.

3.

Bibliotheque de Salnte-Genevl&ve; 100^ i Papers of Petitot;
Notes of Public Education, May, 1815*
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sur," a measure of his Implacable hatred for Rendu.

In the

nominations for the new Counoll of the Imperial University, the
Cuvler faction saw to the exclusion of the former dictator of
public education, Rendu retaining only his post of inspectorgeneral.

2

That this resentment of Pontanes 1 old protb^e* was

a commonly shared one seems to be indicated by an anonymous
note on a candidate for the pro vis orate of the Lyoe*e of Ver
sailles? "C'est une creature de la faction Rendu, et 1'on se
rappelle oombien de plalntes se sont e*l€ve*3, meme sous les
Bourbons, oontre oe faiseur."^3 So it was that the one body
which had given unity and direction to the confused structure
of the old University disappeared in a cloud of recriminations.
The inspectors-general were also discovering that the
Hundred Days, far from restoring the old lines of authority,
were accelerating the anarchy which had paralyzed the Universlty during the First Restoration.

lL

The drama of oath-taking

to the new Empire, the return to the military regime in the
1.

Bibliothe'que de 1'Instltut; Ponds Culver; Ho, 270 1 .Uapport
sur le regime & e'tablir dans I'Universitl. 1815. This
unusual document outlined a new hierarchy as well as a new
policy for the University. Like Guizot and Hoyer-CoHard,
Cuvier had been ap;oalled at the Inefficiencies and dis
crimination which had resulted from the over-centralization
of authority during the Empire, but unlike them felt that
the solution lay in a better distribution of power within
Paris Itself.

2.

Aroh. Nat.; AJ 16} Papers of the University? appointments
to posts in the University, F 17 2623; Minister of the
Interior to Napoleon, 30 March, 1815.

3.

Arch. Nat.j F 17 7613; Anonymous letter to the Grand-Master,
17 i-iay, 1815.
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lyoe*es, the action of the Bonapartist prefects and the pres
sures of the fe'de're's caused the reotorates to slip even further
from the control of Paris.
Only one of the twenty-five recteurs was actually
dismissed for political reasons and the universltaires in
Paris did everything in their power to resist, a testimony to
the tenacity with which the restored University sought to de
fend its political neutrality in the face of multiple attempts
to purge the corps in favor of Bonapartists,

At the town of

Nancy, the special commissioner for the twelth military com
mission, the Jomte Hampon, showed an unusual activity in purg
ing the administrations in the ^ieurthe-et-rtoselle and one of
his chief victims was the recteur of that academy, d'He'gel,
former e'mlgre' priest.

Although Carnot forced the University

to sanction his removal, Cuvier and Lebrun refused to touch
the man elevated into the post by the commissioner, a penni
less printer who set about organizing the fe'de're's>

The

Academy dissolved into chaos when the University sent the
destitute Italian politician, Carlo Botta, who arrived at
the moment that the Bourbons were returning. 2
At the heart of the disorganization which beset the
University were, however, the reoteurs themselves, some of
whom discreetly retired to their homes, and still others who
1,

Arch. Nat.; F 17 1622; Reports of the inspector of the
Academy, Apr11-May, 1815.

2«

Ibid. Correspondence of Carlo Botta; June, 1815. Botta
restored the Academy to the old reoteur in early July,
after having participated in the official welcome of the
Allied army to Nancy. Also, Botta, 3.? Vie Privee* de
Carlo Botta; (Turin, 18?8), pp. 15-20.
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raised the flag of the Bonapartist revolution over their
academies.

The social and political diversity that the patron

age of 1809 had built into the framework of the University was
at last bearing its poisonous fruit.
Pour reoteurs resigned within the first two weeks
of April, and not surprisingly three of these oarae' from the
southwest portion of Franco where the larger towns from Tou
louse to Bordeaux were active centers of opposition to the
Empire.

The head of Pau t the ultra-royalist abbe* Ellcagaray,

flei to :3paln to rejoin the Duo d'Angoule'me at Paraplona **ou 11
use de toute son influence,'1 reported Boissy d'Anglas, special
commissioner, **pour exciter les aspanols contre nous et pour
donner la guerre a son anoienne patrie." 1

The recteur of

Bordeaux, whose brother had defended Louis XVI, Ignored the
successive arrote's sent by Arnault; the use of the drum in
the lyoee, the collection of the school tax, the oath of al
legiance.

Denounced by the new prefect of the Gironde as an

ardent royalist, he and the proviseur fled Bordeaux.

o

Only

the presence of an inspector-general prevented the collapse
of the lyoee, if not the Academy.

His neighbor at Toulouse,

Jammes, former parliamentarian and Girondin, resigned in April
and was replaced by an assermente* priest, thereby sealing the
•^
party.-'
identification of the Academy with the revolutionary
1*

Arch. Nat.; F 17 1625 t Boissy d'Ansrlas; to the Due de
Plaisanoe, 20 May, 1815. Boissy placed as interim rec
teur a professor in the Lyce'e of Pau, a former married
priest.

2.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 248^; Prefect of the Gironde to the Grandi-laster; 2^ Hay, 1815.

3.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 80^7; Reoteur of Toulouse to Villaret,
31 July, 1815. The principals of the colleges Ignored
the new recteur's demand for the oath of allegiance.
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The principals of the municipal schools in the Academy Ignored
the new reoteur's demand for the oath of allegiance.

At the

other end of France, in the Academy of Strasbourg, the recteur,
scion of a noble family, attempted to raise a volunteer force
for the defense of the king, then on learning of Louis's
flight turned over the reins of administration to his loyal
Inspector.
An undetermined number of reoteurs simply disappeared
from their offices at the first convenient moment.

At Besangon,

J.-J. Ordinaire, republican during the Directory, withdrew to
his farm in the Doubs while the e'oonome of the lyoe'e, a leading
fe'de're'. preached the gospel according to Carnot. 2 At Poitiers,
the former e*migre* de Belissens announced that his chest ailment
necessitated a trip to the waters and gave the rectorate to an
inspector.-'

At Caen, the crusty lawyer who had been expelled

from the old Faculty of Law in 1792 for refusing the oath to
the Civil Constitution stubbornly withheld the new oath as did
sixteen other members of the Academy.

Carnot demanded that the

new Grand-Master remove the entire seventeen.

"Cette lists est

e*ffayrante, w Lebrun confessed to the Minister, but declared that
4there were no candidates with which to replace them.
1.

Arch. Nat. ; AJ 18 1^5; Re^istre de Correspondence; 23 March,
1815. In the AJ series, one finds the entire set of regis
ters for the Academy of Strasbourg, transferred to the
National Archives in 1870.

2.

Arch. Nat. F 17 7722; Heport of the recteur on the state
of the Lyce*e of Besan§on, 1 September, 1815•

3.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 1625; Correspondenoe of the inspector of
the Academy of Poitiersj March-June, 1815.

b.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 1^33t Duo de Plaisanoe to Carnot, 19 June,
1815; in reply to a letter citing the unfavorable reports
of the prefects.
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Most recteurs seem to have perfunctorily given the
oath but did little more than sit complacently in their
offices as the academies fell into an administrative anarchy. ' /
In the Academy of Nlmes, the ex-abbe* Tende*nat collected the
signatures of those professors of the lyce*e who gave the oath
but lost all contact with the principals of the colleges:
"Mon bureau est entierement disorganise*," Tede*nat pleaded,
*Je suis sans inspecteur sans secretaire, sans oommis e*crivain." 1
Those few recteurs who had taken part in the Revo
lution not unnaturally welcomed the return of the Emperor as
an end to the pressures that had made their lives so uncom
fortable during the First Restoration, but the only recteur
to have pronounced with gusto for the new Empire was that of
Dijon, Jacotot, the young Normalian of *95 and an outrider of
the scientific community in Paris during the Directory. If
in 1809 he had momentarily allied himself with the deVots in
the C3te»d'0r, by 1815 he was a leading representative of the
liberal bourgeoisie, ^hile his brother was elected to the new
Chamber of Deputies in May, Jacotot enthusiastically aided the
special commissioner, Thibaudeau, in the purging of the Academy. 2
Of the sixteen members of the lyoe'e, they removed seven who re
fused the oath of loyalty. The oenseur. a future administrator
in the Academy of Angers, fled on foot into the countryside
while the proviseur boarded a coach for his home in Angers, J3
1.

Arch. Nat.? F 17 1623; Heoteur of Nimes to the GrandMaster, ^ May, 1815*

2.

Savowsdy, A.j "La Crise et le Helevement des Colleges
en Cote-d'Or sous la Restauration," Ann. Bourgogne;
T. 32 (I960), pp. 35-59.

3.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 1619; Extraits des rapports du Comte
Thibaudeau, Hay, 1815.
____
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The variety of responses during the Hundred Days
among the twenty-five recteurs markedly revealed the diversity,
the conflicting points-of-view, the widely varying social
origins that characterized this piebald corps.

Par from a

neutral group of men, far from the ideal of administrators
above political allegiance, the reoteurs were in reality lo
cal notables who represented particular factions, particular
interests.
In the summer of 1815, the University faced the
gravest crisis of its short existence.

The threat was not

so much that of a legal dismantling of public education as
it was of a loss of effective authority to local officials.
The pressures for self-government within education found ample
room for asserting themselves in the vacuum of July and August.
The highly Independent reoteur of Besan^on, J.-J. Ordinaire,
ceased corresponding with Paris and called his administration
The reoteur of Alx followed
the University of Besan$on.
suit. 2 At the end of the month, the acting director of the
University, the abbe* Villaret, figurehead in the old imperial
administration, wrote to the Minister pleading for a decision
that would draw the school system from anarchy.

"Plusieurs

academies se sont de'elare'es inde'pendentes," he stated, "les
ressouroes affecte*es & 1'entretlen du corps enseignant ont
1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 7722; Situation du Lyoe*e de BesanQon,
1 .September, 1815.

2.

Nloollet, P.N. j L'Acade'mie d*Aix pendant les Cents-Jours.
(Aix, 1913).
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oesse* tout-a-coup; tous les liens de la subordination sont
de*trults ou relaohe*s. w
Already the Minister of the Interior, Pasquier,
prefect of Police during the Empire, had set about to maintain
the control of the government in the face of the reaction and
anarchy in the Midi and elsewhere.

On 15 August, he presented

a report to the king arguing that circumstances commanded the
preservation of the old University with its convenient central
ization, but minus its heavy superstructures at Paris,

The

former student of the Oratorians proposed a new Commission of
five members drawn neither from the old imperial council nor
the royalist one created in February but entirely new,
"uniquement compose* d'hommes laborieux, de*signe* par les
places qu'ils oooupent dans I 1 Instruction Publique."^

Those

associated with the moderate brand of royalism, friends of
the Minister, were placed in the Commission.
Who were these men associated with the constitutional
brand of royalism and why was each chosen?

Essentially Pas-

quier was looking for a group of administrators loyal to the
hard-pressed ministry, yet diverse enough in origin to satisfy
1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 2628; Villaret to the Minister of the
Interior, 1 August. 1815. The letter concluded, "Les
prinoipaux de college et les maltres-de-pension ne
reconnaissent plus les ordres des Reoteurs. A Toulouse,
a Ntmes, & Montpellier les e*ooles sont dans le trouble
et la confusion." Villaret's picture was not an exag
gerated one. The Academy of Mimes dissolved Into chaos
as Protestants and Catholics attempted purges and counterpurges in the schools of the Gard and the Vauclauxe. At
least two principals were arrested as fe'de're's.

2.

Pouthas, C.i Guizot pendant la Restauration. 1923, pp.
71-104-.

3.

Arch. Nat.t F 17 2628; Report to the King by the Minister
of the Interior, 15 August, 1815.
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as many interests as possible.

Four of the five came from

the margin of education, men who were attached to the Univer
sity but were not an active part of the clique that had ruled
it during the Empire.

Hoyer-Collard, professor of the Sor-

bonne, director of the Libralrle during the Restoration, a
moderate royalist whose home had served as the meeting place
for Pasquier and Gulzot during the Hundred Days, soon to be
deputy of the Marna, became the president of the Commission.
Georges Cuvier, councilor of state, one of Napoleon's special
commissioners in 1814, renowned scientist as well as inspectorgeneral of the University, secured his revenge for the eclipse
that he had suffered during the Empire at the hands of Amboise
Rendu* 2 Indeed Cuvier became the lobbyist of the Commission
with the Rlchelleu-Decazes Ministry.

The third and fourth mem

bers were the distinguished Orientalist, blivestre de Sacy,, who
knew little of public education and of its problems, and the
abbe* r^rayssinous, spokesman of the Galilean wing of the French
Church, one time inspector of the Academy of Paris and future
Grand-Master of the University during the 1820's.
In the last two weeks of August, Pasquler faced a
particularly delicate question, one that concerned the relation
ship of the new Commission of Public Education to both local
and national government.

Prom all corners of Prance came

insistent demands for purge.

Prefects, mayors, bishops, royal

ist committees, all deluged the Commission with angry demands
1.

Langeron, H.; Hoyer-Collard. un oonselller secret de
Louis XVIII» (Paris, 1956), pp. 108-130.

2.

Vlenet, J.J Georges Cuvier. 1769-1832i (Paris, 1932),
pp. 180-230.
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that the fe'de're's and revolutionaries, the married priests
and the assermente*s. be rooted out of education.

In the face

of looal authorities who wished to carry out their own witch
hunts, Pasquier acted to save the autonomy of the University
by refusing their demands.

When the mayor of Douai denounced

the proviseur of the Royal college, the Minister wrote to
Royer-Collard i
Cette maniere de proce*der est vioieuse...
Je m'en rapporte a vous et & la Commission
a qui I 1 affaire sera soumise pour ne faire
de destitution que dans le cas d'une
neoessit^ reconnue.^
To forestall the demands of prefects and mayors for
a relentless purge, Royer-Collard decided to strike at the
most visible portion of the iceberg:
_,_-•-

•'

the recteurs.

, „,„„,,——«i*r*.»-i"-——•

"

In Sep-

— ~m**m-,,

tember, over one-third of the academies were decapitated.

Nine

out of twenty-five reoteurs lost their place.
On 30 August, the Commission sent a confidential
letter to several prefects asking for comments of the behavior
of certain recteurs:

H La Commission repousse toute idee de

reaction," the letter concluded, "mais elle doit & la morale
publique...de ne oonserver dJormais que des homines justement *
A
oonside're's. •."
At least two of the accused men Journeyed to
Paris to see the terrible Hoyer-Collard.

The Reoteur of Rouen

spoke with him on 21 August and wrote the following day in fear
that the facts had not come fully to light, "dans une aussi
oourte explication entre deux hommes qui se volent pour la
1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 7800; Minister of the Interior to RoyerCollard, 5 September, 1815.

2.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 1617; Royer-Collard to the Prefect of the
Cher, 30 August, 1815.

••

,
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premiere fois." 1

Peroelat believed himself to have been

Judged and condemned before the interview, which suggests
that the material before the Commission between 15 and 21
August was decisive.

When Raynal, reoteur of Bourses and

former terrorist of the Cher, came to Paris in late August,
he had a private conversation not oily with Hoyer-Gollard but
with Amboise Rendu as well. 2

Others, such as the reoteur of

Ntmes, passed on notes Justifying their behavior.

The in

spectors-general seemed to have contributed their impressions
on those involved, and one can imagine that Rendu, with his
encyclopedic knowledge of men and places, played the leading
role despite his semi-disgrace*
Who were the nine men removed and what criteria did
the Commission choose in establishing their guilt?

Royer-

Collard, very much the pragmatist despite his future role as
theoretician of the Doctrinaires, sacrificed the men of the
Revolution less for what they did during the Hundred Days than
for what they had been before 1800.

At the moment when public

education was under heavy attack, he sought to offer a gage of
loyalty to the new government and to the exacerbated opinion
that had Just elected the Chambre Introuvable.
In the seven academies of the Midi, two reoteurs
were purged, Paulin at Cahors and Dumas at Montpellier.

The

1.

Arch. Nat. i F 17; Dossier de Peroelat; Percelet to RoyerCollard, 22 August, 1815.

2.

Arch, Nat,t F 17 1617i £x-Reoteur of Bourges to RoyerCollard, 7 September, 1315.

3.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 1623; Note transmitted to the Commission
by Tede*nat; 12 September, 1815.
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former's past as a leading olubiste at Toulouse was overtaking
him, for during the Hundred Days he and his inspector refused
to remove those principals who refused the oath of loyalty.
As for the latter, his antiolerioalism during the Revolution
and his continuing difficulties as a medical doctor who sub
scribed to the empiricism of Cabanis sufficed as an excuse
for dismissal.
The center and the center-east of France were hardest
hit by the purge.

In the Academy of Grenoble, where the lyoe'e

and the Faculty of Law had demonstrated enthusiastically for
the Emperor during his passage, the recteur was compromised
by his role as dean of the Faculty of Law.

At Clermont-

?e*rrand, the recteur lost his place because he had acceded to
the post only through his connections in the Corps Legislatif.
At Orleans, the abbe* de Champeaux had never pleased, despite
his background as an aumSnier in the army of the Conde*.

On

re-entering France he ceased saying mass and was too closely
identified with imperial society in the town of Orleans.

The

reoteur of Dijon, Jacotot, was purged for his collaboration
with Thibaudeau, although he vehemently denied that he had
been a fe'de're'.
The case of the recteur of Bourges was more dramatic.
Haynal was one of the few competent administrators in education,
a relatively young man at **8.

He had taught in an illustrious

congregation, that of the Doctrine; had been professor in the
lyoe'e j then proviseur? and he had powerful backing among the
more influential inspectors-general.

Yet someone of influ

ence at Bourges, whom Haynal suspected of being his old rival
Paumes, B, Le College Royal et les origines du Lyce'es de
Gahors; (Paris, 190?)t PP. 250-257.
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in the lyoe*e t reminded the Commission that he had given a
ball on the night of the execution of Louis XVI and that he
had served as one of Laplanche's agents in the deohrlstianizing movement in the Cher,

The fact that iiaynal made a trip

to Paris for the ceremonies of the Champ de Hal provided the
excuse for his removal on 2 September,

"Me voila condamne'

de nouveau & une vie d'amertune et d'humiliatlon,,,*1 * he wrote
Royer-Collard five days later, "oe qui m'affllge et me de'sespe're
...c'est la crainte de passer pour oppose* & un government auquel
Je m'e'tals franchement voue*.,," 1
In removing the nine reoteurs, the Commission was
striking a blow not only at the men of the Revolution, iti was
firing the opening round against the beneficiaries of the
Imperial patronage system.

All of these men, with the excep

tion of Haynal and Peroelat, were weak, ineffectual administra
tors who had looked upon their posts as sinecures for past
services,

A measure of the Commission's realism and flexibil

ity was the reappearance of Percelat as inspector of the Academy
of Strasbourg in 1818, and that of Haynal as an inspectorgeneral in 1819»
1,

Arch, Nat, F 17 I6l7i Dossier of Raynal, letters of Septem
ber, 1815,
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III.

One of the few men to emerge with an enhanced
reputation from the Hundred Days and the purges that followed
was the 36-year-old reoteur of the Academy of Angers.
The role of P. Mazure was emblematic of the gen
eration of young administrators who had forged ahead under
the Empire and who now detached themselves from Napoleon
Bonaparte while remaining loyal to his institutions.

Mazure

had been too young to have taken part in the Revolution:
Indeed, he was educated in one of the finest of its schools t
the Ecole Gentrale of Niort, and remained genuinely dedicated
to the ideal of legal equality and political liberty, the twin
credo of the nineteenth-century liberal.

The return of Bona

parte deeply shook this young reoteur who foresaw a return to
conscription and militarism, a return to a despotic mode of
government, and, above all, a return to the days of '93i a
vision that haunted the middle classes of 1315*

More simply,

he saw in the Bonapartist Revolution a threat to his attempt
—— -~r *j —

to make the University's monopoly acceptable within Anjou and
the Maine, so strongly counter-revolutionary and royalist.
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An active, decisive man, the recteur of Angers
spent the last days of March rushing from Paris to Angers
in the futile attempt to organize resistance.

News of Bona

parte's landing and of the taking of Grenoble found him at the
capital discussing plans for the coming year with the new head
of the University, the abbe* de Bausset, future cardinal of
France.

On 11 March, the recteur wrote the harried prefect

de Toqueville, to offer his services in any volunteer formation*
After a final interview on the eighteenth, he sped back to the
academy and learned, while preparing for bod on the night of
the nineteenth, the disagreeable news of the king's flight.
The next morning at six thirty, Mazure rushed to see the Coiate
de Toqueville, then Portalls, first president of the royal
court, the young councilor whom Napoleon had exiled from
Paris in 1811.

"Le premier nous a couaeille* de ne pas agir, 1*

the recteur wrote with a certain disillusionment. 2
Indeed, matters could not have been more confused
at Angers.

Since 1^ March, the Duo de Bourbon, last of the

grand Condes, had been In town attempting to raise and command
the royalist forces of Brittany and the Vendee, but his weak
character and lack of decision only compounded the chaos.

On

23 March, the Comte d'Autlohamp, realizing the futility of
resistance, persuaded the aged duke to quit Angers for the
Hoyalist town of 3eaupre*aui and at three in the morning the
1.

Arch. Dept.; Maine-et-Loire; ^ftl-T-l^; Aotes du Heoteurs
Entry for 21 March, 1815. The reoteur discussed with de
Bausset the composition of the new Academic Council, a
purged body consisting of only members of the Academy.

2.

Ibid., Entry for 22 March.
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duke mounted his horse and rode into the heart of the Vendee
3'

That cane day, the recteur sternly threatened

his professors that anyone betraying the oath to the king
would b© suspended* 2
During this troubled time, Angers Itself remained
reaarkably calm; the soldiers had changed the white cooarde
for the tricolor; H Des patroullles & pied & oheval font un
service de surveillance tres actif."3

Yet Mazure hopefully

clung to the ruiaors that sped across the town: d f Autiohamp
was sparking a new Vendee; the Duchess of Angouleme, at the
head of 25 t 000 men, held Bordeaux.
shouldered its way in.

However, reality brutally

On 26 March, the bishop said faster

mass chanting the Domine Jalvua fao Imparatus for the first
time.

Three days later cane a letter from the new director

of public education, Arnault, announcing that the Decrees of
1808 and 1811 were once again in fores and that the Ordinance
of 5 October, 181^, giving the pa tits s^alr^alrea their freedom,
no longer was valid*

flazure immediately communicated the let~
ter to Hontault des Isles. b

1.

Le Gallo; Les Cents-Jours t pp.

2.

Arch, Dept.j Kaine-ot-Loirej 391-T~l^i 2ntry for 22 Marchj
Mazure scribbled that severeignty cannot be conferred by
an army, "que nos sernients ne peuvent Itre an^aiitis que
par le 2oi qui las a rejus..."

3«

Ibid* i Entry for 2^ Jiarch.

^.

Jouberti "Les Cents*Jo-ars an Maine-et-Loire. 11
; T. 24 (1891), PP. 61*69.

Hev> 3ret.
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The Impact of the Harch devolution on the recteur
cr*n be measured by the intensity of the enotions which break
through his notes after the twenty-second*

The Ra^stre des

Actes du Hecteur had until then been a perfunctory jotting
down of minor bureaucratic decisions*
day period, the pages cone to life.
disbelief leap out from the writings.

Suddenly, for a sevenAstonishment, shock,,
Certainly ?re*derique

Mazure wished to keep a record of his activities In case of a
later explanation.

The notes began on 22 Harch with the pious

observation that sovereignty could never be conferred by an
armyj they end with the statement that he was accepting the
Empire because "nulle socle'te' r.e peut subslster sans un ordre
public*"

Yet in between, what anguish, what Indecision'

The

prefect counseling not to act; d'Autlchamp preparing for insur
rection; regiments in movement outside the walls of the town;
rumors of insurrection from the Vende*e; the National Guard
patrolling the streets; the proviaeurs asking whether to strike
the white flacr over the lyoe*e.

"Une des revolutions les plus

odfflorables de 1'hlstolre moderne s'est consomme* en un petit
nombre de Jours, w Mazure cried in disbelief. 1
The unequivocal support that he gave the royalist
T>arty brought him an unfavorable comment from one inspectorgeneral, but Iiazure, pleading the need to support his wife,
1.

Arch* Dept.i Mairie-et-Loire; ?91-T~1^; Entry for 31 March;
"Conside*rant qua nulle sooie'te ne peut subsister sans un
ordre public; que la souiaission & la puissance eat un
devoir; qu'il reste toujours aux francals la cause de la
Patrie & deYendre ou & s>ervir, nous de*clarons qu'ayant
e*te* re*ligieusement fidele au Hoi jusqu'au dernier moment
de sa presence en franco, nous croyono pouvoir continuer
nos fonotions dans I 1 ordre presorit par I'autorite. 1*
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family, an aged aunt and two nieces, asked to continue*
Although the recteur promised verbal allegiance to
the new Empire, he fought to prevent the Sonapartlst revolution
from sweeping Into the colleges of the Academy and wrecking the
new discipline imposed during the First Restoration,

On 2^

March, the abbe* Guairard prudently struck the white flag over
the Lyce*e of Angers, where the students, mostly sons of army
officers, were threatening rebellion, and began saying prayers
for the Emperor, the first establishment in Angers to do so. 2
When the lyoeans threatened to mutiny over the interdiction
of all newspapers, their one link to the outside world, the
recteur gave way to the extent of allowing one boy to come to
his office each afternoon to read the journals, then communi^
cate the news to the others,^
From 1 April to 20 April, Mazure repeatedly warned
Paris that the re-establishment of the military regime would
complete the ruin of the progressively deserted lyoe*e,

"Nous

serions une ville e*trang&re au milieu d f une autre ville; nous
le sommes presque deja.,. 1*, he told Arnaultj^ yet Garnet's
circular of 20 April prescribed the system of the old Empire
and neither the recteur nor the proviseur challenged it.

The

students received the drum and the uniform.
1.

nk
Arch, Nat,j F 17 68681 Inspector-general to the GrandMaster, 1815, The Inspector said of Mazure, "Se seralt
voue^ & la difense du Gouvemment du Hoi, si le roi fut
reste* sur le territoire franoais,

2.

Arch, Mat,; F 17 1616: Proviseur of the Lyce*e of Angers
to the Recteur of Angers, 31 March, 1815*

3«

Ibid,j The reoteur of Angers to the director-general of
education, 1 April, 1315,

*+.

Ibid,
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Mazure's second encounter with the Bonapartist
revolution revealed in the man a profound distaste for the
political antics that accompanied the new Empire and a not
uncertain hostility to the "people,"

At the College of

Saumur, one of the younger professors became active in the
noisy demonstrations that greeted the return of Bonaparte,
The principal denounced him to the recto rate after Re*my led
a street procession into the college at 1 a.m. where it shouted
anti-royalist slogans.

This piece of news decided i«lazure, who

asked Paris to remove the teaoher as rapidly as possible.
The appearance of the fe'de're's, those pseudorevolutionaries of the New Empire, presented an even more
delicate problem.

On ^ May f a call was addressed to the

Angevlns for the formation of a federation on the same model
as that in Brittany to insure social reform as well as the de
fense of the new order.

The students of the lyoe*e clamored

to enlist and the new prefect, Galeazzini, pressured the recteur to give his blessing to their enrollment, as well as to
insist that he personally become a member,

Mazure refused,

"L'e'tat du pays, les opinions et 1*Influence que je veux
oonserver sur les e*tablissements qui n'obe'issent que passivement aux status de I'Universite*, 11 he explained to Paris,
"exigent que Je paraisse avoir une inde*pendanoe absolue de
toute impulsion e*trangere,"^
1.

Arch, Nat.j F 17 8603s Principal of Saumur to the reoteur
of Angers, 3 April, 1815; Hemy to the reoteur, 3 April,
18151 iiecteur to the director, 5 April, 1815,

2.

Le Gallo; OP. clt,; pp. 298-300.

3.

Arch, Nat.; F 17 7687i Reoteur of Angers to the DirectorGeneral of education, 11 May, 1815.
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Events nevertheless were disorganizing the Academy,
The petit se*minaire of 3eaupre*au shut its doors as the
Vendeans began searching for their arms, hidden since the
previous year.

On 15 ilay, the principal of Cholet, former

royalist soldier, begged Mazure not to abandon him.

Then,

nine days later, d'Autichamp seized Cholet and seemed on the
point of doing battle with General Lamarque and his troops
stationed along the Loire,

The College of Chateau-Gontier

closed as well over fifty students slipped away to fight for
d'Autiohampj Horeau shut the school in fear of reprisals from
the new departmental administrators, 1 At Evron, the new
principal was preaching a militant Bonapartism to his stu
dents while at Le Mans two Of the mattres d* e*tudeg left to
fight for the royalists, 2
Then came June and the end of the refurbished Em
pire and its much decried Constitution,

On 26 June, the

Treaty of Cholet brought peace to the Haine-et-Loire while
d'Andigne* marched into Laval two weeks later.
burned for revenge.

The royalists

Already in the Midi, a White Terror had

broken loose as old rivalries and tensions came bubbling to
•3

the surface in the turmoil generated by the Hundred Days,-'
Within the .^est, no such terror developed as the population,
weary of civil strife, sank back into its essential apathy,
Yet if there was little in the way of popular reaction, a
!•

Arch, Dept,i Cayenne? 2-T-28 i Principal of ChateauGontier to the reoteur of Angers, December, 1815,

2«

Ibid,t 2-T-l; Sub-prefect to the prefect of the Mayennej
7 December, 1815.

3,

Bertier de Sauvigny, G. de; La Restaurations pp,
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legal "terror," a thorough purging of the administrations,
was soon under way.

The prefects and mayors introduced by

the Hundred Days were dismissed.

Those mayors who had shown

a certain enthusiasm for the Empire, such as that of SaintCalais, were retired.

A large turnover occurred among the

police commissioners.
If Mazure was concerned to preserve the colleges of
the Academy from the taint of Bonapartism during the Hundred
Days, he was equally concerned to save them from the excesses
of the "White Terror" during the summer of 1315, an attitude
that best revealed itself when the recteur returned to Hiort
in August for the election of deputies to the new chamber.
Mazure was elected secretary of the electoral college while
his benefactor, the former Grand-Master Fontanes, was named
When his former mentor Fontanes spoke to the col

president.

lege in terms of reconciliation and peace, Mazure gave his
wholehearted approval *nd applauded as Fontanes skillfully
drew the assembly from uproar when General Chabot prefaced his
vote with, "I swear fidelity to the Emperor..."
Of the 71 members of the Academy, only two were ex
cluded, a married and a defrocked priest, seven were trans
ferred and two left education voluntarily, a remarkably len
ient record.

At. Saumur, the professor of mathematics had dis

pleased the royalist party and discreetly retired from the
college on the pretext of a broken arm.

He was merely sent

to the College of Le Mans, where a higher salary and a larger
1.

Berrenger, H* dej "Les Cents-Jours dans la Sarthe et la
chouannerie de 1015 dans le Maine"; 3oc f Arts Sarthe;
T. 56 (1937-1938), PP. ^9-96j 204-225.
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class awaited him.

For the Lyce*e of Angers, an elementary

teacher whose enthusiasm for the "Usurpateur" made his further
stay impossible went to the College of Saumur to succeed
2
The one individual purged in the Haine-et-Loire
Chiron.
was the oenseur of the lyoe'e, the ex-priest iioulin.

During

the Restoration, he had forsaken his blue waistcoat with gold
buttons for the soutane.

w ivialheuresment f ** the rooteur noted,

*au retour de I'Ex-Empereur il se conduisit oomme un enfant

3
et oessa les fonctions sacerdotales. w -^

The married priest

teaching in the College of Beaufort continued undisturbed des
pite the national policy of excluding this category of men.
The towns of the Sarthe had remained inert and pas
sive throughout the Hundred Days.

Only the eastern communes,

traditionally republican and anti-clerical, greeted 20 March
with something approaching enthusiasm.

The one inspector of

the Acadeiay, Fourcas, reached Le 2?ins on 21 July, the very
moment that the first detachment of Prussian cavalry, 550
strong t entered town.

"On n'a pas a se plaindre d'eux," he

told the reoteur in relief.
severe.

"II parait y avoir une discipline

On nourrit be*tes et gens, loais sans vexation."

Pouroas noted as well, "11 n'y a ici d'autres troupes que des
Royalistes, oonnus sous le nom de chouans.
,.-*•""'

Au reste le

drapeau blano est abore* partout et,j un est parfaitement tran\ ,S
Le Mans to take it from
on
quille*" The chouans had marched
1,

Arch. Mat* F 17 3603; Heoteur of Angers to the Grand*
Master, 25 June, 1815.

2»

Ibid.. Tableau de Mutation. 1816.

3*

Aroh. Nat.i P 17 7688s Recteur of Angers to Royer-Collard,
6 October, IB15•
Aroh. Dept.; Sarthej 1-TT«4: Inspector to Heoteur of
Angers, 21 July, 1815.

J*t
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the soldiers of Davost, but were greeted instead by the
notables of the town who announced that the last units of
the army had departed.
Despite the peaceful transition, the College of Le
Mans passed through a troubled period.

The two mattres

d* Etudes had. deserted the school to Join the royalist troops j
then the reoteur further disrupted things by inexplicably
purging the professor of mathematics, PSte*, the ex-Doctrinal re
who had taught at La Fl&che during the 1780*s f and a married
priest who had remained politically neutral during the Hundred
Days,

The other incident that marred the tranquil!ty of the

college came from the bizarre attempts of the ex-Oratorian
who taught the olass of Fourth form, Poussard, to publish two
anti-bonapartist tracts in July,

He rhetorically proclaimed

before the inquisitive prefect that the greatest honor was
martyrdom for the king, but Pasquier, brother of the minister,
gently pointed out that the time for martyrs had passed and
that the task of all Frenchmen was to seek reconciliation.

o

Elsewhere In the department, the mayor of Mamers
demanded the exclusion of a talented young teacher, Duhaiael,
but the recteur saw that the man became professor several
months later in the larger, more important College of Laval, 3
The married priest who directed the College of Saint-Calais
escaped purge because of the support he enjoyed in that formk
erly republican commune.

1+

H, de Berrenger, QP* cit>

ft*

Arch, Dept; Sarthet Series T, *»7/21 prefect to Poussard,
20 July, 1815• Poussard to Prefect, 26 July.
Arch, Nat.; F 17 8W»t Tableau de Mutation, 1816,

Arch, Nat,i F 17 8561i Heoteur of Angers to Koyer-Collard,
3 September, 1818,
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If the schools of the ;Iaine-et-Loire and the Sarthe
remained on a more or less even footing in 1815» those of the
Mayenne escaped froa the control of the rectorate.
The Department itself had remained relatively quiet
during the Hundred Days, and by the end of June, d'Andlgne*
could unite only 6,000 ohouans in contrast to his 20,000 of
1799 •

The lack of religious persecution, the conciliatory

attitudes of the prefect, a friend of louche* and former di
rector of police in Holland, and the confinement of the
fe'de're's to the maintenance of public order did little to stir
the peasants out of their lethargy.

With the fall of the

Empire, d'Andigne* made the gesture of reconciliation: he
entered Laval, 16 July, with only a few officers.
Two professors of the College of Laval had indulged
in the politics of the raoment.

Strangers to the department,

they had taken out their resentment of the hostility with
which the principal and mayor had greeted their arrival.

Both

the principals and the mayor roundly denounced rt oes Brutus de
faux-bour^ Saint-riarceau," 2 and in October, Mazure had the two
transferred to academies outside the ,/est«
The autumn of 1815 brought the downfall of the abbe*
de Bigault as well, the one semi-loyal universitaire in this
Intensely clerical department,

On 30 September, a group of

anonymous "parents" accused the principal of corrupting the
morals of the students, although the mayor admitted that the
letter was a gross distortion.

On 1 October, the abbe* played

berrenaer, H, de; op, oit,; Grand, D,j La Chouannerie en
(Yannes, 19^3)t PP. 20-100,
Arch, Nat. i F 17 8^21; Heoteur to Royer-CoHard, 15 Octo«
ber, 1815; i'iayor to Heoteur, 7 October, 1815; Principal
to Reoteur, 9 September, 1815,
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into the hands of his enemies by defaulting payment to his
many creditors,

"Snfin denui** quinze jours, j'apprends de

touts parts que les Sieves de*sertent le College," Mazure
warned Koyer-Collard on 2 October, w que les foumisseurs du
Pensionnat sont Inquiets et me'naoants, que les maftresd*Etudes et lep regents ne sont point paye*s et que le Princi
pal est obeVe* des dettes."

The abbe* also faced the new school

year with no professor in three of the classes. 1
In the last week of October, de Blgault disappeared.
The resulting disorganization left Mazure with little choice
but to bow to the demands of the mayor that an abbe* Tre*quais,
ex-Doctrinaire, be named principal.

The academy had lost con

trol of Its only foothold among the hostile colleges of the
Mayenne.
The confusion of the political events, the commercial
crisis, the appearance of Prussian troops in all three depart
ments, and the opposition of the clergy combined to paralyze
the rectorate during the summer and fall of 1815»

By the be

ginning of the school year, the student population had fallen
by one half, from approximately 1,500 to 750.

The one source

of revenue, the school tax, plummeted from 50,000 francs to
2
25,000.
The colleges of the Mayenne were in open revolt
against the reoteur.
was disorganized.

In the Sarthe, the College of Le Mans

In the Maine-et-Lolre, that of Saumur was

in debt for 13t000 francs and the salaries of the professors
were four months behind.

The Academy of Angers faced the year

1816 exhausted and demoralized.
1.

Slnoirj w Le Lyce"e de Laval" ? op. cit.

2.

Arch. Nat. i F 17 1616; Report of Hecteur on state of
Academy, June 1816»
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IV.

As Georges Cuvier remarked in a letter to a friend,
the Hundred Days ironically saved public education from major
reform.

In the face of the general breakdown of authority

throughout the land, the government of the Second Restoration
dared not rescind the measure reestablishing the University
along the lines of the 1808 Decree.

Royalist committees had

sprung up to mete out a crude justice; a "White Terror 11 was
gripping the towns of the Midi; and local officials ceased
taking orders from Paris to implement their own plans and
prejudices.

In this context, strengthening the control of

the capital took precedent over the plans of 1814.

Pasquier,

pleading that the state's finances did not permit the creation
of seventeen regional universities, convinced the king to
accept the discredited'system of Napoleon Bonaparte.
This interpretation, accepted by most historians,
bypasses however the most important facet of the period*
i

The Hundred Days and its chaotic aftermath exposed with brutal
frankness the multiple contradictions that underlaid the
structure of the.University and in so doing brought about
an internal explosion which threatened to carry off that
body.

For one, the'recteurs of the twenty-five academies

were shown in their true colors as a piebald collection of

local notables and lettre*s, of ex-revolutionaries and former
e'migre's, men who shared no common loyalties or goals.

'

The

head of ths Academy of Pau could flee to Spain and join the
armies of the king, while the head of Dijon enthusiastically
participated in the night-time procession of the fe*de*re*J in
the town.

In this fashion, the haphazard patronage system of

1809 was being revealed for what it was: a machine for ele
vating friends and protege's into position of influence rather
than for creating a disciplined body of administrators.

The

political reactions of the recteurs in 1815 were no more
than the climax of the diverse, contradictory policies that
had been pursued during the Empire.

.

*

Then too, the Hundred Days brought to a head the
politics surrounding the controversial Central Commission.
Amboise Eendu had made too many enemies among the inspectorsgeneral as well as other administrators to remain unchallenged
as the "dictator" of public education. • His chief rival, the
scientist Georges Cuvier, used the pliable Lebrun to execute
a behind-the-scenes coup against the Commission, and the summer
of that troubled year found the University without a firm,
sure hand guiding its destinies.
Nowhere were the contradictions that plagued edu
cation more starkly revealed than on the local level, where
personal feuds and rivalries cloaked themselves in the poli
tics of the moment.

The young teachers who so resented the

arbitrary hand of inflexible principals used the occasion to
vent their hostilities.

At Saumur, the young Bonapartist
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professor found the highest expression of his sentiments in
the banging on a drum under the window of his director at one
in the morning.

Likewise, two teachers at laval who were

strangers to the region and who resented the cold treatment
that they had received proved equally obnoxious in their
conduct to principal and to mayor.

Old feuds could not help

but break out in the bitter mood of that terrible spring.
In one college, the rivalry between tfco middle-aged men who
both sought to control the school became particularly cut
throat.

In another, the principal took advantage of the mo

ment to denounce a teacher whom he intensely disliked.

At

the lyce*e of Angers, the ex-priest who served as censeur took
revenge of sorts on his superiors by proudly returning to his
old costume of a bright blue waistcoat and gold-buttoned shoes.
The grievances of men who came from so many different back
grounds found ample room-for display.
What was happening to the great administration that
Napoleon had created in 1808?

The rules and regulations

remained more or less the same; the school tax stood on the
books; the massive superstructure that had provoked such hos
tility continued to exist; only the name had changed from
the Imperial to the Royal University while the lyce*es became
royal colleges.

Or so most historians have remarked.

In

reality, the once-powerful system was sorely hurt, a bleeding
hulk incapable of movement, demoralized to the extreme.

CHAPTER TWELVE

A NEW GENERATION OF RBGTEUH3
1816 - 181?
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In the winter of 1815-1816, the question for
Boyer-Collard was whether the University could win the
support of the new Hiohelieu-Decazes government in the
face of vigorous attacks from a Parliament dominated by
ultra-royalists.
Historians have studied at great length the
relation between the Commission of Public Education and
the government during these years, and from this work has
emerged the realization that the Royal University was in
deed In danger of being dismantled*
'

Jacques Poitier in
i
•f

particular has carefully examined the sequence of events
— the reaction to the threatening speech of the deputy
i

Saint-Romain, the gloomy atmosphere among the top rank
of inspectors, the parliamentary commission set up to
investigate education, the drafts for a new law by Laine*
during the late summer and fall of 1816*

In addition,

Charles Pouthas and Douglas Johnson have assessed the
role of ^uizot in defending the University and in the
process explain how this young professor at the Eoole
Normale backed away from his ideas of 181^,
But once again, the focus has been too exclus
ively on the political manoeuverlng in Paris and on the
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intellectual development of certain educators.

Not enough

attention has been paid to what was taking place in the
departments and in the hierarchy of public education it
self; for here was where the major battles were taking
place and here was where the Commission made its most tell
ing defense.
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II.

The August, 1815 elections, whioh Fouche* and
Pasquier believed they controlled through the presidents
of the electoral colleges, ironically produced the un
governable Chambre Introuvable. populated by militant
ultra-royalists thirsting for revenge.

The first deputies

arriving in Paris affirmed that they would never tolerate
the regicide Pouche* on the bench for the ministers; and
the difficult negotiations of the second Treaty of Paris
sealed the exit of Tallyrand.

Then on 23 September, the

king charged the formation of a new government to a man
whose character and ability had earned the friendship of
the Tsar, the high-minded but inexperienced Due de
Richelieu.

The gage to the new Chamber was to be the

Minister of the Interior, Louis Vaublanc, an energetic,
indefatigable man, but vain beyond measure, former pre
fect of the Empire who sought to bury his past with an ex
cess of ultra-royalist zeal.
On 7 October, the parliamentary session began
and the new Chamber promptly showed its temperament in an
1.

Bertier de Sauvigny, P.; La Restauratlon; (Paris, 1955),
pp. 115-12*4-. Pouthas, C.; Guizot pendant la Hestaurationt
(Paris, 1923). PP. 102-120.
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address to the king asking that all who were guilty of
having conspired for the return of Bonaparte be punished
and that the land be purged of its revolutionary elements.
The Chamber went on to vote the laws of repression in De
cember, attempted to proscribe additional politicians and
soldiers, and blocked the budget of the government on the
question of whether confiscated land should be returned to
the former e*migre*s.
i

On 23 January, 1816, the ultra-royalist deputy
of the Ain, Comte Murand de Saint-Romain, raised the quesV

v

tion of the continued existence of the University.

The

long expected offensive against public education had begun.
Saint-Homain, whose speech had been drafted by the abbe*
Llautard, head of the leading Catholic school in France,
damned Royer-Collard and his Commission for harboring mar
ried and defrocked priests in the colleges, for sanctioning ,
an education that bred irreligion and revolution, for oper
ating a system that was shamefully expensive and that
squeezed the life out of the lesser establishments.

He en

visioned a reformed education in which bishops had the power
to dismiss teachers, as well as the right to open as many
ecclesiastical schools as they saw fit, and in which the
Minister of the Interior had authority over all public es
tablishments.
1.

Johnson, D.j Guizot; (London, 1963)» PP. 110-111. De
Saint-Homain was not a well-known deputy and perhaps
had been chosen to make the speech because he came from
a department that had no faculty or lyce*es.
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The counter-attack of the Commission was immedi
ate, and it is here we first see the new awareness within
the University of the need to influence and shape public
opinion in the battle for survival.

The speech of Saint-

Homain was printed on J February, and by the fifth an anony
mous reply by Rendu had been distributed to members of the
legislature.

On the tenth, Royer-Collard and Rendu privately

debated the pros and cons of employing funds of public edu
cation for printing a formal reply.

In late February, Rendu

came out with a weighty 250 page brochure, Systeme de
I 1 Universit^ de France of which the Commission bought a
number, distributing them to members of the Council of State*
Taillefer, denounced as a "creature de Hendu" in I8l5i now
proviseur of Louis-le-Grand, produced a traot, as did
Desezes, recteur of Bordeaux, brother of the lawyer who de
fended Louis XVI, and whose wife was a close friend of de
Bonald.

The most important of these replies, however, was

that of Guizot, 2ssai sur I'histoire et l*e*tat aotuel de
1*Instruction Publique, a pamphlet that marked his retreat
from the ideas of 181**- and the Ordinance of 1? February,
1815. X
1.

Poirier, J.j "L'Universite* Provisoire, 181*4-1821.*
Rev. His, i'lod.; T. 2 (1927), PP. 3-25, 261-306.
Poirier conjectures that Royer-Collard was less than
satisfied with Hendu's lengthy exposition, too clut
tered with religious matters, too concerned to justify
the old Grand-Master, and too literal a refutation.
Interestingly, much of Guizot's pamphlet seems to have
been an almost textual reproduction of the essay that
Georges Cuvier submitted to him in the preparation of
the work.
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While the war of pamphlets was being waged in
Paris during February and March, 1816, the twenty-six
academies in France all but ceased functioning.

This was

>
the reality that the Commission had to face; paralysis of
the administrative hierarchy, Parents and laaitres-de-

pension refused to pay the school tax? instructors opened
illicit pensionnats with the encouragement of local author
ities; municipalities governed their own colleges. The
school tax in the Academy of Besan§on went from 35,000 to
8,000 francs; at ?au, it dropped from 26,000 to 11,000 francs

/

and the reoteur of Aix predicted that given the rate at which
the revenue was diminishing, no one would be paying the tax
by the end of the year.
The discouragement of the teachers
increased apace and the reoteur of the Academy of Bordeaux

/
declared, "Touts les maltres qui trouvent dans quel qu'autre

carrie*re des moyens de vivre plus assures abandonment celle
de l f Education..." 2
1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 6809t Reports by the recteurs of
Besan$on, Pau and Aix to Royer-Collard, June, 181?.
In the spring of 181?, the Commission had the recteurs
of France prepare a systematic report on the state of
their academies. The surviving documents offer a
precious insight into public education at a critical
moment. The recteur of Besan§on related the almost
total paralysis of his Academy because local and de
partmental officials regarded "oomme tombe"es en
d^su^tude les lois qui re*gissent le corps enseignant..."

2.

Arch. Nat.j F 17 6809t Report of the recteur of Bordeaux,
1 May, 181?.
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In July, 1816, Pre'derique Mazure reported that
the fiery speech of Saint-Romain had brought a profound
discouragement Into the schools of the Academy of Angers,
from Le Mans to Saumur, from Laval to Mayenne,
Enfln les divisions Intestines, I 1 occupation
Prussienne, l f opposition interesse*e du clerge*
au systeme actuel, les pre*tendues e*ooles
eoclesiastlques et les petltes e*coles irregulle*res
qui se forment dans tous les presbyteres, telles
sont les causes de la langeueur des etudes
he pessimistically concluded.

The disastrous effects of

the Prussian occupation cannot be underestimated,

A number

of towns either reduced or defaulted on the payment of
salaries to the professors such as that of Saumur,

The

Department of the Sarthe, in addition to feeding and clothing
12,000 soldiers, had to pay a four million franc indemnity. 2
In the Maine-et-Loire, the opposition of the prefect to the
Prussian raids on the departmental calsse ended with his be
ing expelled from the department.

The arrondissement of

Bauge*, whose harvests of grapes and wheat were confiscated,
bore the heaviest burden. 3
As a result, the town of Saumur refused to under
write the four thousand franc debt left by the old principalj
and in February, 1816, the new director, Maillet, formerly
lt

Arch. Nat,; F 17 1616; Report of the Recteur of Angers
on the state of the Academy, 1 July, 1816, Mission
aries recently arrived in the tfaine-et-Loire repeated
before large crowds of the faithful the speech of
Saint-Homaln,

2.

Berrenger, H, de; "Les Oents-Jours dans la Sarthe et
la ohouannerie de 1815 dans le Mainej" Spo, Arts Sarthe;
T. 56 (1937-1938), PP. ^9-96, 204-225.

3.

Nzereau, P.; "Les Prussiens en Malne-et-Loire en 1815,"
T. 15 (1915)t PP. 36-^0.
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head of Chateauduloir, arrived to find the professors unpaid,
the debt placed at his own account, the bureau ill-disposed to
second his efforts and the cure* of Saint-Pierre stealing away
students from the dormitory.

W 3i j'avals pr£vu tous ce que

Je vois, Je serais encore & Chateauduloir, 11 he moaned a month
later.

The principal of Baug£ resigned in August, 1815t on

the grounds that the "Baugeols ne veulent falre aucun sacrifice
o
pour 1*instruction de leurs enfants," and his successor, a
professor in the College of Saumur, had to grapple with the
financial mess resulting from the town's paltry grant of nine
hundred francs, barely enough to pay the director much less his
two teachers.^

At Beaufort, the mayor publicly announced his
intention of reducing the school's budget. 4 In the fall of
1815, the great question at Laval was whether the chair of
philosophy should be suppressed. 5
1.

Arch. Dept.; Maine-et-Loirej 416-T-l; Principal of Saumur
to the reoteur of Angers, 15 April, 1816. Layman and a
student of the Doctrinaires, Maillet went on to become a
pillar of the Academy, He wrote, "Si 1'on est envoye* ici
un principal sans argent, ce College serait fondu, et les
regents disperses..."

2»

Ibid, i 28-T-lt Principal of Bauge* to the reoteur of Angers,
29 August, 1315.

3.

Ibid, i Principal of Bauge* to the recteur of Angers, Novem
ber, 1815.

^»

Ibid.i 29-1-8; Principal of Beaufort to the recteur of
Angers, 26 April, 1816.

5.

Sinoir? "L'Histolre de Lyoe*e de Laval," Com. His. May,;
T. 51 (1931)* PP» 199-253. Moreover, the Jesuits estab
lished a house near Laval and began attracting students
of the college.
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The recteurs of France waited impatiently for some
law, some action by the Commission that would reaffirm the
legality of the University and draw their academies from a
profound demoralization.

"II y a dans mon acade*mie, (f warned

the recteur of Douai, "une esp&oe de langeur et de d^couragement
qu'il importe de rechauffer par quelques dispositions positives."
The new recteur of Rouen found his Academy "dans un e*tat de
langueur et d'affaissement." 1 At Bordeaux, Desezes despairingly
warned, "Si dans le cours de 181?, le gouvernement ne met la
main & cet edifice, 11 tombe ineVitablement, L*Aoade*mle est sans
force."«2
Although the academies of Prance were dissolving in
to a state of anarchy, the Commission of Public Education did
little to restore order.

The pleas of Taranget and Desezes

went unanswered, for Royer-Collard and his associates found it
necessary to devote their full energies to the intrigues that
were unfolding inside the government itself.
The historian Polrler, whose excellent work on the
politics of the University between 1814 and 1820 has served as
the basis for most studies, sets the date of the first draft
law concerning education in June, 1816, a project designed by
1.

Aroh. Nat. F 17 6309; Report of the reoteur of Douai,
May, 1816. Report of the recteur of Houen, June, 1816.
The recteur also noted that the Protestants of the SeineInferieure were fleeing the department, that the Academy
had effectively ceased existing in face of Catholic attacks.

2.

Aroh. Nat.t F 17 1098; Report of the reoteur of Bordeaux,
May 1, 1817. The religious fanaticism of the missionaries
and of certain ultras led Dese*zes to reflect,.. ."je crains
qu'on ne substitue a une religion raisonnable mais ge*ne*rale
une religion exalte*e jusqu'a la mystic!te, mais partioulieres,
main oonoentre*e dans des associations secretes..."
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Laine", the moderately inclined successor to Vaublanc.

Yet

further research shows that Vaublanc had already put his hand
to shaping a new system as early as March.
By the beginning of 1816, Vaublanc had become the
gadfly of the government.

o

On the question of the budget, de

bated in the latter part of March and throughout April, the
colorless but effective Minister of Finance proposed to pay the
debts of the state by selling ^00,000 heotaires of national
lands once belonging to the Church.

The Minister of the Interior

joined in the outcry of the ultra-royalists that this would be
immoral and so blocked the budget until-the government agreed
to renounce the sale.
On 8 April, the quixotic Vaublano, firmly wedded to
the parliamentary majority, began circulating a draft for the
reorganization of public education that combined elements of
Saint-Homain's speech with the Ordinance of 1? February, 1815*

o

The Minister of the Interior was to become the dictator of edu
cation from the priiaary to the highest level.

Simultaneously,

the idea of regional universities reappeared.,

If the February

W^

***r-

Ordinance established seventeen, it created nine.

Moreover,

the financial tyranny of the University, a principal target of
all parties, was lightened although not destroyed:

the school

tax dropped from one-twentieth of the tuition to one-thirtieth.
1.

Poirier, "L'Universite* provisoire;" OP. Pit.; pp. 293-3*K3.

2.

Bertier de Sauvigny, op. oit.

3.

Arch. Nat. F 17 2503; Project d'Ordannance du iloi. 8 April,
1816. This~li»sse contains a number of documents concern
ing the work of the Ministry of the Interior in 1816-1817.
The soundings that Laine", Vaublanc f s successor, took among
various officials on the future of education are to be
found here.
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The desire that the state disassociate itself from education
was most strongly seen in the ending of subsidies for the
lyce*es, renamed royal colleges, and their being placed on a
footing equal to that of municipal schools.

The proviseur

himself or the town, not the state, now had to underwrite the
expenses*
The draft of Vaublanc, an amalgam of several strands
of thought, died a quick death in the councils of the govern
ment.
Eliminated from the government in Early June,
Vaublanc fired a parting shot at Boyer-Collard and the Com
mission by aiding in the nomination of an ultra-royalist as a
member of the Commission, but here again the threat was more
apparent than real.
In May, or perhaps in late April, the Duo d f Angoule'me,
nephew of the king, and son of the Comte d'Artbis, approached
one of the five members of the Commission, the abbe* Prayssinous,
to ask him to resign in favor of his own candidate.

The spokes

man of the Galilean wing of the clergy and renowned orator of
Saint-3ulpice during the Empire, a gracious and tolerant individ
ual, respectful of the king and his family, agreed on the con
dition that he keep the title of honorary member of the Commis>
sion as well as have a pension equal to one-half his present
salary.
1.

The Prince passed on the resignation to Vaublanc and

Arch. Nat. i F 17 2628; Report to Laine*j Affair Prayssinous.
No date, Garnier in his Frayssinous. Grand-Maitre de
I 1 Universit^, gives as the reason for his resignation the
desire to return to preaching.
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and instructed that none of the other members of the Commission
were to know of his withdrawal nor of his suooessor until the
affair was oonoluded,
r

The Duo d'Angoule*me, a man of moderate intentions

devoted to the king, was at the same time a naive individual
who served as a tool of the ultra-royalists, particularly of
his father, the truoulent d'Artois.

In February, 1814, he

had followed Wellington's army into Bordeaux and lent his
prestige to the machinations of the mayor and the Chevaliers
de la Foi,

In August, 18l5t he set up a "Royaume de Langeudoeuo"
?

at Toulouse, which refused to allow the prefect, Charles He*musat,
to take his post and which initiated, unknown to him, a particularly odious terror.

p

Now, in November, 1816, his personal

friendships and the interests of his father combined to lead
i
the Prince to work for the nomination of the recteur of Pau,
the abbe* Eligagaray, as a member of the Commission.
Eligagaray, former professor of the University of
Pau, had spent the emigration in Spain with the Due d'Angouleme
and returned to France in ISO? to become reoteur two years
later.

Having fled to Toulouse before the advancing English

armies, in April, 1814, he renewed his contact with the Prince,
and, when Amboise Rendu ordered him back to Pau, Eligagaray re
fused*

"Je de*sirais prendre ses ordres (those of d'AngoulSme)
o

avant de reprendre mes fonctions," he explained."'

During the

1.

Guiohen, E. de $ Le Due d'Anaoule'met (Paris, 1909) t pp.159-38?.

2.

Brochard, A. F. i "Le Gouvernement du Duo d f Angoul^ne a
Toulouse, 1815;" Hevo. Franc,: T. 36 (1913).

3*

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8812; Hecteur of Pau to the mayor of Pau,
5 May, 1814.
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Hundred Days, the abbe* joined the nephew of the king at
Pamplona.
Now In May, 1816, tfli^agaray had left his post of
reoteur to oome to Paris to shepherd his oandidaoy, with the
aid of the Bishop of la Hoohelle and a deputy from Bordeaux,
de Maroellus, as well as of the Prince.

The affair was still

hanging in midair when Laine*, president of the old Chamber,
became Minister of the Interior.

One of his first aots was

to aooept the resignation of Prayssinous and name the reoteur
to his place.
A hat kind of man was this abbe* who had so suddenly
come to sit beside the eminently Parisian Hoyer~Collard, the
Jansenist Jueneau de Mussy, the Orientalist Silvestre de Saoy,
and the imposing Georges Cuvier, scientist and administrator
of awesome talent?

According to the prefect of the Basses-

?yre*ne*es during the Hundred Days, the Be'arnais was, tt sans
ordre, crible* de dettes t ayant la trlste reputation d'un abbe*
de ruelle et d*intrigue, tel est le portrait fidele de H«
I 1 abbs' ^lisagaray," p According to the abbess protector among
the inspectors-general, he was a vigilant and indefatigable
worker who had valiantly fought against "d'e'tranges et
nionstreuT rapproachements" between liberals and ultras In
the backward Academy of Pau« 3
It

Arch* Nat,; F 17 2628 i OP. Pit.

2«

Arch. Nat.; F 17 7938: Prefect of the Bassess-Pyre'ne'es
to the Grand-Master, 9 Hay, 1815.

3«

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8817; Inspector-general, Harignie, to
the Grand-Master, 1 June, 181^.
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filic.agaray was in fact an old-fashioned ecclesiastic
bred in the regulatory atmosphere of eighteenth-century insti
tutions who believed in ruling education, both public and pri
vate, with a despotic hand*

If most ecclesiastics favored

decentralization, he believed in firm control in order to im
pose a strict moral order*

At the same time, he was a passion

ate man who carried a hatred of the Revolution and its men deep
in his breast.

In 1810, EliQagaray succeeded in removing the

principal of the tiny college of Argle's, an assermente* priest,
in spite of opposition from the mayor, cur£ and prefect*

To

Paris, he daraned the man as a drunkard and a "Philosophe
moderne."

When the University attempted to send a second

assermente*, he thundered in indignation, *Je fre*mis de I'ide'e
de lui livrer I 1 inte*ressante jeunesse.,."
As a member of the Commission of Public Education,
31i£agaray was to become a center around which revolved petty
intrigue and endless disputes.
The first hopeful sign for the embattled Commission
in 1816 was the elimination of Vaublano from the government on
30 May and his replacement by a moderate royalist, Laine*, pres
ident of the Chamber, former Bordelais lawyer and member of
the Corps le*gislatif who had answered Napoleon's demand for
more troops in December, 1813, with a plea for peace. 2
1.

Aroh. Nat»j F 17 820ft i Dossier on the College of Argles,
1811.

2*

Perceval, E, de$ Un adversaire de Napoleon, le vicomte
'• (Paris, 1926), pp. 200-250.
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Reacting to his seven months at the head of the
tumultuous Chamber, Lain£ reco.crnized in the Royal University
a buttress of the monarchy and on 7 July issued a circular to
the prefects demanding that the rebel private schools be subi
dued as well as the tiny ^coles latlnes. which Mazure had so
bitterly accused of sapping the colleges In the Academy of
Angers.

A note In the Honiteur tardily appeared on 31 July,

informing the public that the dispositions of the Decree of
15 November, 1811, were to be reapplied.
Ths effect was immediate*

In the Academy of

Besan<jon, J.-J. Ordinaire triumphantly wrote to the Commission
that on receiving a copy of the circular, he had turned out
the "Jesuit" in the College of Dole, a long-time rebel to his
o
At Toulouse, Amboise Hendu and J, Ampere confer
authority.
red with the prefect, who then issued an arrete* decreeing that
all penslonnats were to submit to the University and thereby
ended the competition to the royal college.
Yet the movement of the government towards public
*

education was an ambitious one, for in July, the Minister set
up a special Commission that Included, alongside Royer-Collard
and Fontanes, the now militant Chateaubriand, whose pamphlet
of 1814 had done so much to discredit the University, as well
as two bishops. 3

In part, the Commission was a decoy for

1.

Polrler, OP. oit.; Lalne* also moved to save the financial
health of the University. The budget of 181? restored
much of what had been cut by Vaublanc.

2.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 6809? Report of the reoteur of Besan§on
on the state of the Academy, 1 May, 1817.

3.

Polrieri op. oit.
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opinion In the summer of 1816; but Lalne* seems to have acoorded It a genuine interest Initially.

Predictably enough,

the deliberations of this eclectic and ill-matched set of
men broke down on the question of who should rule the schools
of France.

Chateaubriand and de Bausset, Bishop of Alais,

insisted that the new Grand-Master should be a moral force
who would rise above the pettiness of politics, and then
ingenuously pointed to the Due d'AngoulSme, whose views were
sufficiently clear after the appointment of Ellsagaray, and
to the Grand-Aumonler of France, the irascible TallyrandPe*rigord, who had bought the Jesuits into the Academy of
Poitiers in 181^. l
The sessions of the Lalne* Commission were inter
rupted by a spectacular event that broke on France with a
thunderclap and gave the Royal University a new lease on Its
administration.

On 5 September, 1816, the king gave way to

the entreaties of Decazes and the pressure of the Allies to
i
issue an ordinance dissolving the ultra-royalist Chamber and
ordering new elections.
"

The Constitutionals and the Liberals
X

'

were delighted; rioyer-Collard, appointed president of the
electoral college of the Marne, declared that a statue should
be erected to Deoazes.

It was a victory for the power of the

central government against Parliament and against the forces
seeking to disorganize education.

Hendu wrote Joyously to

the recteur of Douai, "L'Ordannanoe du 5/7 » disslpe* beaucoup
1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 2628; Recommendations of the Laine* ComIHl 6*..
Ancnist. 1815.
_4» n 4,>Hv>
August,
mission,
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de nuages et preVenu blen des tempe'tes.

Vive le Hoi, mille

foist I" 1
The Ordinance allowed Laine to abandon the work of
his Commission and in late September, he began a new round of
consultations with prefects, ecclesiastics and funotionnaires.
In October, the Minister convoked a second Commission; and the'
project that emerged from its deliberations, which Laine* for
warded to Aoyer-Collard on 18 November, maintained the essen
tials of the University while giving the clergy a larger role*
Confidence began to return to the members of the
Commission and on 28 November, Rendu enthusiastically pre
dicted to the reoteur of Douai:
La grande question s'agitera de*cldement dans
cette session et suivant toute appearance,
11 n'y aura plus de Saint-Romain. L'Universite*
Royale de Prance deiaeura et Louis XVIII aura ce
2
titre de plus a la reconnaissance de la posterite*.
1.

Biblio, Muni, de Douai: *fl9;Amboise Hendu to the recteur
of Douai, il September, 1816. Throughout this period,
the recteur kept in close touch with Rendu, fearing that
his post was in jeopardy through intrigues being laid in
Paris.

2.

Ibd.; Rendu to the recteur of Douai, 28 November, 1816.
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HI.

At the moment that the University was on the de
fensive, the Commission of Public Education was performing
a silent revolution among the personnel of the academies, a
revolution that was to enable the University to deliver its
own counter-attack.

During 1815 and 1816, Royer-Collard

and Amboise Hendu, both authoritarian by nature and passion
ately devoted to a national system of education, installed a
new generation of universitaires. a generation of technicians
and professional administrators.

No longer were former

parliamentarians, ex-legislators and medical doctors to take
the reins of an academy.

A professional elite, bred within

the University, rose to power in the turnover of personnel
occasioned by the purge of 1315 and the subsequent transfers.
Unlike their predecessors, the new recteurs came
from Inside public education, either as inspectors of the
academies or proviseura, men devoted to the University, admin
istrators who had proven themselves before 181**.

The combative

proviseur of the Lyo^e of iiouen became recteur of Rennes, re
placing the senile abbe* Germe*.

The new recteur of Poitiers

wms the inspector who had held the Academy together under the
,

Arch. Nat.; g 1.7;

Personal dossier of the abbe* le* Priol.
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careless tutelage of a semi-retired ecclesiastic who preferred
the "waters" to his office.

A second inspector at Poitiers

became recteur of much-troubled Limoges* 2

A former professor

of mathematics, then proviseur of the Lyce*es of Nantes and
Di jon, received the wealthy Academy of Amiens, until then

mismanaged by a layman who had had no prior knowledge of eduo
And the proviseur of the Lyoe*e of Angers became
cation.
reoteur at Clermont-Ferrand where an aggressive and uncompro
mising clergy had paralyzed the administration of his predecesk
,
sor, a former deputy of the Corps Legislatif,
Unlike 1308, when no administration existed, when
names and faces were unknown, Royer-Gollard's Commission had
the experience and knowledge of six years to draw upon.

Thus,

a talented inspector of Caen became head of the Academy of
Grenoble;^

an inspector of Toulouse, who had held the Academy

together during the indifferent, careless administration of
Jammes, former parliamentarian, rightly acceded to the first
post."

The era of outright patronage was passing; and the

1.

Arch, Nat.; P 17; Personal dossier of Bellin de la
Libororliere.

2.

Arch. Nat.; ? 17; Personal dossier of La Laurencie.

3*

Arch, Mat.; F 17; Personal dossier of Lespln, Lespin had
'been professor of mathematics in the Lyce*e of Poitiers.
As proviseur of Nantes, he had clashed with the reoteur
over respective rights; at Dijon, he had clashed with the
Bonapartist recteur and fled the department.

*K

Arch, Nat. ; F 17; Personal dossier of the abbe* Guairard.

5»

Arch. Nat,; F 17; Personal dossier of Sordes,

6.

Arch. Nat,; F 17; Personal dossier of Perrand-Perugier,
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old collection of local notables, men of widely varying back
grounds and loyalties, was disappearing; the arrival of the
nineteenth-century administrator, bred within a closed insti
tutional framework, had begun.
This new generation of administrators showed markedly
different qualties than its predecessor, and not the least was
in an unquestioned loyalty to public education.

While a Des&ze

or a Laporte or a Nompere had busily attempted to undermine the
application of the controversial November Decree, these men
were associated with its rigorous enforcement.

The proviseur

at Rouen had been the one to expose the subterfuge of Laporte,
denouncing him to the prefect.

The inspector at Orleans

earned a sour reputation among the notables of the Indre-etLoire for his bullying the ma?tres-de~pension at Tours.

n

Another marked difference between the two generations
lay in attitudes toward regional spirit, toward.local insularity,
While the notables of the Empire had been long established in an
area, with extensive family ties, and a recognized social
position, the new generation was generally mobile from a geo
graphic point-of-viefo and. of lower social rank.

They were men

who willingly gave themselves to public education, unhindered
by other ooyalties.

The abbe* le Priol, the replacement for

the senile Germ! at Hermes, had spent a good deal of his per
sonal money in traveling about from post to post, first to the
Lyoe*e of Strasbourg, next to that of Napole*onville deep in
1.

See Chapter Nine.

2.

Arch, Nat.; F 17 8879; Report of de Lisle, 8 March, 1813.
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Brittany, and then to the town of Rouen, capital of HauteNormandie.

Upon receiving several months of back salary in

181**, he sent most to his old colleague in the College of
"Tu es le premier et le plus fort de mes

Vannes, Glanno:

oreanoiers et cettes un des plus complaisants."

The rest

went to a canon of the Jathedral of Vannes and to a printer
at Rouen.

Delisle had spent his entire career in public edu

cation, first as professor in the Lyce'e of Orleans, then as
inspector of the Academy.

He lacked a fortune and perhaps

this helps explain his firm devotion to the University even
during the 1320*s.

Ihe new head of Clermont-Ferrand had had

to sell his personal library while principal at Tarascon in
2
order to pay for the salaries of his two teachers.
^

The most notable characteristic of this group was

precisely its mobility, its willingness to be shunted back
and forth across the contrasting regions of Francs.

The new

reoteur of Grenoble had oonie all the way from the Academy of
Caen; and to reach Caen he had left the town of ?au in the
Basses-Pyre'nne'es.

Guairard had left the tiny College of

Tarascon in Alx to be proviseur at Angers, and then packed
his meager belongings to go directly to the Academy of Cler
mont-Ferrand.

Gone were the days when Fontanes had cocked

his ear to the deluge of petitions and recommendations on be
half of well-placed notables, the days when a Champion de
Cice* could recommend his old friends, when a Desezes could
recommend a brother and a Pouche* his old comrades-in-arms.
1.

Arch. Dept. z G-12; Ge"anno Papers; The recteur of Rennes
to the principal of Vannes, 22 February, 1814.

2*

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8621; Heport on the College of Tarascon,
April,
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Politically, the new administrators were a much
j

v"/

more homogenous group then their predecessors, who had
ranged from former terrorists to ultra-royalists.

The pro

motion of 1815 and the two years thereafter brought forward
ministerials, partisans of the Rlchelieu-Deoazes Government.
'

Men of the golden means who sought to pass between the extremes f they looked to the "constitutionals 11 within the
government, that vague grouping of center-right deputies
such as Laine* with the deputies of the center-left such as
Guizot and Hoyer-Collard.

Preservation of the system of ad

ministration evolved under the Empire seemed to be the common
denominator*
The reoteur of Hennes typified this new breed of
politically aware administrators.

Emigre' during the Devolu

tion, servant of the Empire, the abbe* Le Priol was an ascetic,
intensely religious man, yet a passionate nationalist who
supported the Napoleonic wars until 1811.

By 1816, he was

2
a firm partisan of constitutional government and of Decazes,
The fact that placed Le Priol beyond the pale of the Breton
clergy was his theological as well as political viewpoint, a
viewpoint that his contemporaries damned as "Jansenist."

A

strong believer in the Galilean Church, the new recteur read
only the immortals of French Gallioanism, Fleury and Bossuet,
1.

Hlo, A. P.; L*Epilogue a I 1 Art Chre*tien; (Paris, 18?0),
pp, 203-206. An art historian of note during the July
monarchy, Hio had studied at the College of Vannes and
gives an excellent description of this "Jansenist"
reoteur.

2.

Arch. Dept. i Morbihanj G-12i Ge*anno Papers, Reoteur of
Hennes to the Principal of Vannes, 12 May, 1817.
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with a concession made only to the ministerial paper Journal
des De*bats. a habit that limited his friends to the prefect,
several magistrates and a few of the functionaries. 1

Severe

and uncompromising, the abb£ had an overbearing sense of su
periority, an inflexible sense of righteousness and a mission
ary zeal that frequently turned against the ultramontane
elements within Brittany.

He was an administrator who placed

his loyalty to Paris and Hoyer-Collard before his friendships.
Of the ten men who became reoteurs during the period
1815-1517» at least six had undergone the same evolution as
the abb£ Le Prioli

from victim of the Revolution to consci

entious administrators during the Empire, to ministerials of
the Second Restoration,

They were conservative men who

strongly believed in the necessity of strong central govern
ment.

The new reoteur of Clermont-Ferrand, the abb6 Guairard,

had been an e'migre', administrator in the Ministry of Cults,
protector of Portalis and exiled from Paris in 1812 for his
2 His Galilean tendencies aroused
role in the d'Astros Affair.
so serious an opposition that the Commission elevated the abb£
to the inspectorate-general in 1819 to give his talents a
freer field.^

A kindred spirit was to be found in La

Laurencie, officer in the royal navy from 1786 until the
Revolution, e'migre', then, on assuming a fictitious name, professor in the republican Eoole Centrale of the Lot-et-Garonne.
1.
2.
3.
**.

^

La MartinieTe, J. des "Le Plus Anclen Manoir de Vannes,
Ch&teau-Galllard}" Bull. OOP, iiorbihani T, 52 (1912),
PP. 137-1^8.
Aroh. Nat.s F 17 7687 i Dossier of the abbS Guairard,
September, 1814.
Aroh. Nat*i F 17 6809s Report of the inspector-general.
Paumes, H. 5 Le Lvo^e de Cahors; (Paris, 1907), PP. 21^-257.
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Prom there, he had directed the municipal college of Agen and
graduated to the Inspectorate of Cahors In 1809.

The Univer

sity sentiments that he displayed as recteur of Limoges
earned his retirement In 182^ with the arrival of the new
bishop of Limoges, a 3rand-Seigneur of the Anclen Regime re
turning with the wave of reaction during the 1820*3.
Simultaneously, the Commission did not hesitate to
promote to the highest position In provincial education men
who had been active during the Revolution, priests who had
left the Church.

This fact, more than any other, bit deeply

into the ultra-royalist deputies who felt the very purpose of
the Restoration to be Jeopardized. The Commission elevated a
defrocked Benedictine to the direction of the Academy of
Grenoble, long a center of liberalism and increasingly a
stronghold of republicanism.

Sordes had been a member of

the revolutionary committee at Pauj in 1809 he left the BassessPyre'nne'es for Caen and a post as inspector.

Paris also made

an excellent choice for the Academy of Bourges in early 181?
by elevating the provlseur of the Lyoe*e of Pau into the rectorate.

The abbe* Begat, former Oratorian, had retracted his mar

riage of 1799 to re-enter the ministry.

Indeed, he was the

same man whom the special commissioner of May, 1815, had
chosen to be reoteur in Eli$agaray f s place. o
1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17; Personal dossier of La Laurencle, letter
to the Grand-Master, l*f March, 182^.

2.

Arch. Nat. ; F 17 6808; Special Commissioner to the ^randMaster, 18 June, 1815.
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While the process of installing this veneration of
reoteurs was underway, certain of the old guard, of the bene
ficiaries of 1809, showed signs of stirring out of their pro
tracted lethargy to defend the rights of public education in
the face of clerical and popular attacks.

This group began

to react to the encroachments of the petits seminaries as well
as to the rebellion of private teachers in the realization
that their own positions were threatened, that the very con
cept of public education was under attack.

At Doual, Taranget

found new room for displaying his dogmatic views, his auto
cratic bent, his "morgue" and love of flattery, a fact that
alienated many of the local and departmental officials as well
as the independent-minded clergy.

At Besangon, J.~J. Ordinaire

had accomplished little during the Empire, but with the warmer
days of the Hlchelieu-Deoazes Ministry, he now reacted with all
the aggressiveness and determination that his strongly Galilean
views commanded.

He actively campaigned for ministerial candi

dates in the electoral college of the Doubs, a fact that was to
be remembered when Frayssinous became Grand-Master, 1

In 181?,

Ordinaire entered the lists against the prefect of the Doubs
because of his crass favoritism for the petit seminalre of
Ornans and dared to send a petition directly to the Ministry
of the Interior, complaining of the prefect's clericalism. 2
The reports of Ordinaire to Paris were habitually marked by
dark references to "Jesuits" and "agents of secret societies."
1.

2.

Arch. Nat.j F 17 I6l6t Report of the inspector-general
Daburon on the Academy of Besangon, 13 June, 1823, Arch,
Nat.; F 17 7723; Observations sur la motion de M. Maurain
de Salnt-Roinaln, 6 February, 1816.
Arch. Nat.; F 17 Qjft7; Reoteur of Besangon to the Com
mission, 1 July, 1818.
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Another example of this change in personality may
be found in Aix where d'Eymar passed from the socially-minded
parliamentarian of the Empire to a determined defender of the
University's prerogatives during the Second Restoration*

He

battled with the long-independent majtres-de-pension at Marsailles and opposed the plan for a petit seminaire that the
Archbishop of Aix wished to establish at Alx Itself in com
petition with the college.

D'He'gal, who passed from the

Academy of Nancy to the prestigious one of Lyon f governed it
with a firmness that the Inspectors-general praised, while
lamenting his tendency to rule alone*

The recteur rarely

consulted his inspectors, and never convened the Academic
Council:

WA joutons que la grande taille, le verbe haut,

les yeux hors de la tete, les coups de poings sur la table
du Conseil, M observed the inspectors, "intimldent, glacent
paralysent, et...que tous tremble, inspecteurs, proviseurs,
4

etc." 1

A generation of combative administrators had at
last appeared: a new style marked the life of the rectorates
after 1816.

The heads of private schools began receiving cir

culars demanding payment of the school tax and observance of
the obligation for their students to attend the classes of
the nearest public schools,

The mayors found themselves face

to face with these grimly determined men who began making
their own personal tourne'es*

Principals were heartened to

see the heads of the academies devote a genuine attention to
their schools, so long neglected in favor of the lyce*es.
1*

Arch* ttat.; F 17 6809; Report of the inspector-general,
May, 1317*
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The recteurs began to show a desire to rule and
/
govern, even at the prloe of ruffling looal officials. The
common complaint against Le Prlol was that he showed himself
severe and arrogant, or, as one friend phrased it, he dis
played an overwhelming sense of his unworthiness before God
and of his dignity before man.

The nomination of Gualrard to

Clermont-Ferrand had done much to appease public opinion, so
hostile to the University during the Empire, but the former
Doctrinaire soon strained his credit in feuds with civil and
ecclesiastical authorities, in quarrels with his two inspectors,
with his staff conduct towards the cantonal committees for pri
mary education*

The new reoteur of Dijon, Barthot, former

professor in the Lyoe*e, ruled his Academy with an iron hand
that offended both ultras and liberals alike.

When the town

of Autun proposed a number of changes in personnel, he objected
that this system would reduce the reoteurs to ignoble clerks of
the municipalities. 2

The inspectors-general admired his tough

ness, but as in the case of Guairard, regretted that he seemed
' • • '
-'
'' •
3
"fort dispose* a gouvener tout seul. H ^
At Angers, Fr€derique Mazure in nany ways typified
the new generation of recteurs: a young man, energetic, enthu
siastic, devoted to the philosophy behind the November Decree,
someone who had come to the rectorate by way of the post of
!•

Arch. Nat.; ? 17 7687; Report of the abbe* Guairard,
181^-1319.

2.

Arch. Nat.; P 17 6809: Heport of the Recteur of Dijon to
Hoyer-Collard, May, 1817.

3.

Arch* Nat.; F 17 6807; Report of the inspector-general
June, 1817.
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In May, 1817, the forceful and articulate ruler

inspector*

of Anjou and the Maine was named inspector-general of the Royal
University, an invaluable addicion to the much depleted ranks
of this body.
The Academy of Angers received as successor a lead
ing member of the new generation, Jroulet de Lisla, inspector
of Orleans during the Empire, reoteur of Bourges after 1315.
Like his predecessor, Poulet combined the qualities that went
to make up the idsal universitaire of the nineteenth century:
an innate political conservatism, a knack for administration,
an undivided loyalty to Paris, a somewhat colorless and dry
personality*

In 1806, this 28-year-old layman had been named

to a chair of mathematics in the Lyoe'e of Orleans, where a
bizarre collection of former revolutionaries, emigre's, pro
fessors of the eighteenth century and of the Eooles Centrales
came together to give the school a colorful flavor.

In 1809,

he became an inspector of the Academy under the ex-priest de
Champeaux and distinguished himself for his vigorous applica
tion of the iiovember Decree, particularly at Tours, where the
four or five private schools had given such competition to
the faltering college. 2 The fact that de Champeaux was such
a weak and flabby administrator meant that much of the daily
work fell to de Lisle.

On 7 September, 1815, de Lisle re

ceived a letter from Paris naming him reoteur of the Academy
1*

Tranchau, L-H; Le College et le Lyoe'e d f Orleans, (Orleans,
1893), PP. 206-207.

2*

Arch* Nat.I F 17 88?9i Miton Affair, 1813* Miton had a
Senator visit the 3rand-Master, but the University refused
to budge and had him shut his school. As compensation,
Mi ton T*as named principal of the tiny College of Loches
where he died a year later.
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of Bourges for the purged Haynal and his first act on arriv
ing in the capital of the 3erri was to ask that the ex-terror
ist of the Cher be granted the title of recteur emeritus as a
means of easing his disgrace.
How did de Lisle face the challenge of the clergy
in the months following the Hundred Days?

Here was the cutting

edge that revealed the character and attitudes of many a
reoteur.

The problem for his focused on the College of

/VW

Nevers, which the petit-se*minaire had all but destroyed
through intensive recruitment of students and a vicious oampaign of slander. 2 In December, 1815§ de Lisle made a special
trip to Nevers where he upheld the principal by publicly de
nouncing the various rumors set loose by ecclesiastics; he
attacked the petit seminaire by threatening to apply the
Ordinance of October, 1814, and he rallied the prefect to
the side of the college in a series of conversations. 3 The
result was the salvation of the school.
Throughout 1816, the energies of the recteur were
directed not only towards defeating the ambitions of the
1.

Arch. Nat. ; F 17 1616; Hecteur of Bourges to HoyerGollard, December, 1815 •

2.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 3866; Dossier on the College of Nevers,
1815. In part, the abbe* Henriot was the victim of
diooesean politics. Certain ecclesiastics never for
gave him for leaving the direction of the petit seminaire
for that of the college and hence used the events of 1815
as a means of working off their resentment.

3.

Ibid. ; Reoteur of Bourges to Royer-Collard, 14 December,
1815.
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ecclesiastics of Nevers, but towards limiting the pretentions
of the prefect to control the college.

In December, 1815,

Desvaines wished to "save" the school by purging its mem
bers.

The recteur turned aside the plan.

Throughout 1816,

the prefect corresponded directly with the Commission in
Paris and studiously avoided consulting de Lisle.

During

the fall, he printed and distributed a circular announcing
that he had reorganized the college and placed it under his
surveillance.

In a letter to the prefect, the recteur curt

ly reminded that the school was foreign to his powers and in
a letter to 3oyer-Collard, he denounced this official "qui
tend eVidemment a s'emparer des attributions reotorales dans
son de'partement."

When Desvaines removed a young Normallan,

apparently a Fe'de're' during the Hundred Days, de Lisle was
beside himself with anger and upheld the Normalian's right
to keep his chair until Paris took a formal decision.

Per

haps the greatest regret of the recteur was to realize how
little support Hoyer-Collard and the Commission were giving
him in his battle in the Nievre, a fact suggested by the
tendency of the Commission to correspond directly with the
prefect.
From June, 181?, until October, 182^, when he was
called to be inspector-general, de Lisle was to show the
same determination to resist the encroachments of ecclesi
astics and prefects, yet simultaneously a willingness to
work with them as long as they accepted the basic rights of
1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8^36; Hecteur of Bourges to RoyerCollard, Letters of 4 and 19 November, 1816.
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the University.

His first reaction to education in the

three departments, still recovering from the Prussian occu
pation, from a lack of students, from the upheaval and dis
ruption of the Hundred Days and from the ambitions of
ecclesiastical schools, was one of shock and surprise:

"Je

trouve presque tout a faire dans l f Acade*mie d 1 Angers," he
told Royer-Collard, and with that comment, rolled up his
sleeves and plunged into the politics of the Hoyal Jollege,
the sixteen municipal colleges, the two ecclesiastical
schools, and the twenty-five pensionnats.
1.

Arch. Nat.j F 17 8111;
Collard, 5 May, 181?.

Heoteur of Angers to Royer-
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IV.

After September, 1816, political events moved
decisively in favor of the Commission of Public Education
and of recteurs such as de Lisle.
The most visible sign of the changed setting was
the new alliance in the Chamber of Deputies between the ministerlals and the center-left.

While the moderate Pasquier

became president of the new Chamber in October, Royer-Collard
became vice-president, and together the two guided through
three months of intense and often elevated debate on elec
toral law that consolidated the hold of the government.

The

law of 8 February, 1817, kept power out of the hands of the
provincial nobility and ecclesiastics by creating a single
electoral college in the chef-lieu of the department, a col
lege whose president would be named by the king.

The law

itself was the work of a small group of distinguished men
who met regularly at Pasquier's; and from their sessions
emerged in final edition that rarlfled set of intellectuals
known as the Doctrinaires:

Camille Jordan, Gulzot, the

Comte de Serre, the Due de Broglie, Charles de Re'musat, and
their theoretician, Royer-Collard.
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In January, 181?, Royer-Collard and the Commission,
jubilant at the victories of the government in the Chamber
and sure of the support of Laine*, deoided to make a major
test of their authority in that most clerical of regions,
Brittany, land of ohouannerie during the Revolution and scene
of two bloody engagements during the Hundred Days.

Through

out France| ecclesiastical schools had sprung into being
since 1815, sometimes more than one per department in viola
tion of the Ordinance of October, 1814-, and openly if illegally
accepting day students, boys who had no intention of entering
the priesthood.
The ubiquitous Amboise Hendu, restored to the graces
of Hoyer-Collard through his political beliefs as well as his
intimate knowledge of French education, was dispatched to
Eennes for the purpose of offering a variety of concessions
to the bishop that would preserve the nominal rights of the
University while giving the seminary a de facto freedom.

On

23 January, 1817, Hendu made a last appeal in a four-page
letter to the bishop. 2 The missive made clear what was at
stake in the affair, the august will of the king:
oirconstance, elle est olaire, oette volonte*:

"Dans la

elle est

hautement et constament manifested," he dogmatically affirmed.
Yet the young inspector-general passed quickly to a more con
ciliatory tone and declared that religion must come before

Poirler, J. ; "L'Universite* provisaire, (181^-1821)" j
His. Hod.; T. 2 (192?), pp. 3~35t 261-306,
2.

Arch. Nat. ; F 17 6809; Amboise Hendu to the Bishop of
Hennes, 21 January, 181?,
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all and that the clergy must renew Itself.

Out of these two

considerations, he saw a simple solution that would spare
both diocese and University an embarrassing moment:

either

the petit se*minaire would remain an ecclesiastical school
and observe the October Ordinance or it could become officially
a "private school," keep all its rights, its own professors,
its own curriculum and be free of all but nominal control of
the University,

Enoch refused either way out.

In a white

heat of anger, the excitable and self-righteous Rendu wrote
the prefect on the twenty-third, *Qul ne se oonforme pas a
I'autorite* du roi doit s'y briser," a statement that shocked
1
the more amenable D'Allonville*
The affair soom blossomed into a local cause oel^bre
that rallied the ultra-royalists of the department and
^

threatened the very credibility of the national government.
When the University brought the director of the seminary be
fore a local court of law, the latter freely admitted violat
ing the restrictive legislation on the grounds that the
Charter guaranteed the rights of all Frenchmen to freedom of
education and that the Hiohelieu ministry was in effect usurp
ing these same rights.

This line of attack, calling into

question the continuing legality of the Napoleonic system,
found a ready echo among the royalist Judges who refused to
convict the priest.

The recteur of the Academy, Le Priol, was

quick to see the full implications of this judgment which
called into question the legal foundations of the University.
1.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 8323; Prefect of the Ille^b-Vilaine to
the Minister of the Interior, 25 January, 181?.
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The prefeot and the Minister of the Interior took
the same point of view, and on April 24, d'Allonville had a
long conference with the bishop in which he made it imminently
clear that the government would not tolerate the insubordina
tion of the director of the petit sfainaire nor the spirit of
opposition that possessed the diocean clergy* 1
The Richelieu-Deoazes i-ilnlstry decided on extreme
measures to end this situation which threatened the authority
of the government.

Laine* wrote the Bishop of Rennes on 1 May,

that the king had declared he would order the closing of the
petit se*minaire if the bishop had not sent away the day stu
dents within a week's time,

The deadline was set for 8 Hay.

The director of the school announced his intention of not
obeying.

The terrified Enoch > spent seven days being bullied

by departmental officials and by his own vicars^general.

The

doors of the petit seiainaire opened on 6 May at 7* 30 a*m# The
day students entered.

Then at 6*00 p.nu, two hours before the

final deadline, the abbe" Desrieux and the vicars-general capit
ulated.

The day students were sent home with instructions not
to return* 2

1.

Arch* Nat.; BB 18 971; Report to the Garde des Soeaux,
Bourdeau, procueur general of the Ille-et-Vilaine, 30
April, 1817. Arch. Nat.; F_^7 1626; Conclusions du
Prooueur-General dans 1*affaire du Petit Seminaire de
Hermeg. 19 April, ld!7. Arch. Nat.; iL_lG; Ille-etVilaine j Report of the Prefect of the ille-et-Vilaine,
27 April, 1817.

2.

Arch. Nat.; P lc III~Ille-et-Vilaine; Minister of the
Interior to the Bishop of Tennes, 1 May, 1817; Prefect
to the Minister of the Interior, 1 iviay f 1817j Vicargeneral to the Bishop, 28 April, 1817*
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The partial victory at Rennes went a long way to*
wards rejuvenating: the flagging spirits of Royer-Collard's
Commission, particularly at a moment when fresh evidence was
appearing that public opinion was softening in its attitude
towards the University.

The main factor contributing to this

welcomed thaw in hostility was the changed political climate
during the spring of 181?:

the new Chamber dominated by the

constitutionals, the electoral law of February, the law regu
lating the press, the purge of the prefeotorial corps in June,
the ministerial press that Deoazes so assiduously fed.

In

late Maroh, the Chamber voted a budget that maintained the
school tax.

The recteurs too noted a changing disposition

on the part of the public.

At Douai, Taranget spoke of the

rapprochement of opinion with the Academy.

At Besan$on, where

the year before the recteur had predicted the collapse of pub
lic education, Ordinaire could not affirm that opinion was
turning in favor of the University. 2 "L'UnlverslteV re*u8Sltelle enfln?**

asked Amboise Rendu after an inspection of the

academies of the East during July, 181?*
Telle a 4t& partout la premiere question
que nous sommes propos^ d*examiner, en

interrogeant tout ce qul pouvait nous
re*pondre, hommes et ohoses, espe*rances
et souvenirs — et partout, 11 nous est
demontre* que les preventions tombentj que
les ohoses et les hommes s'ame'llorent ou

^

se perfectloriment et que I 1 on le r^connait. ..-^

,

^I

1.

Polrier, OP. oit.

2.

Arch, Nat.j F 17 6809t Reports of the reoteurs of Doual
and Besangon, June, 181?.

3«

Ibid,; Report of Amboise Rendu, 1? July, 191?. The re
port concluded with an urgent plea that the Commission
seek a law consolidating the University,
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Yet throughout 181?, all was not in fact progressing
well inside the administration of publio education*

The reo-

teurs, the inspectors, the members of the Commission remained
divided by the Hundred Days and the bitter politics of 1316,
If they presented a solid front to the government and to the
public in the defense of the University, there were nonethe
less ominous signs of discontent, of mutual jealousies and of
professional rivalries.
For many administrators, a vague uncertainty hung
over their careers.

In December, 1816, the recteur of Douai,

Taranget, the universitaire of the eighteenth century who had
debated with Carnot and Robespierre at Arras, was thunder
struck to receive a letter from a complete stranger writing
to say that he had been given the Academy.

The man was briefly

reoteur at Grenoble and apparently enjoyed patronage from some
one on the Commission,
y

Losing his usual aplomb and firmness,

Taragent had a disheartening interview with this individual,
and cried to Paris for aid.

Private letters from Amboise

Rendu and Gueneau de Hussy, friends from the Empire, assured
the veteran of the Anoien Regime that there ^ras no foundation
to the rumors of his replacement.

"II faudrait que I'Universite*

fit e'gare'e par un de*sespolr suicide," Gueneau declared and went
on to point out that the same kind of rumor was undermining
other recteurs,

*Que ne puissions-nous de'couvrir la boutique

oti s'est forge's cette sottise et quelques autres de meiae
nature qul nous reviennent de plusieurs academies," he fumed.
1,

Bibllo, Muni, de Douai ; HH9 j letters of Hendu and Gueneau
de Mussy to the recteur, 1816-181?. The napers of Taranget
are deposited in the municipal library and offer an excelbasis for a study of an administrator whose career
spanned the Anoien Begime, the Empire, and the Restoration
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Even within the Commission, there were members who
opposed the very nature of the University.

The abbe*

Eli$agaray remained an ultra-royalist, although one held in
isolation by the other four members, and only came into the
exercise of real power during 1821 and 1822,

A more serious

threat was the fact that the secretary-general of the Com
mission, Petitot, a playwright of the Directory, and inspectorgeneral of the Empire, had evolved into an ultra himself who
campaigned in the electoral college of Paris against public
education:

Petitot, author of a celebrated collection of

documents on French history, had resigned as inspector during
the Hundred Days and returned as secretary-general in August.
In May, 1317, he prepared a vitriolic attack on the University,
written on the stationery of the Commission, accusing it of
spreading anti-Catholic doctrines and of seeking its own con
servation rather than of seeking to educate French youth.
There was a strong element of truth in the latter statement
and Petitot was speaking with the wisdom of the insider when
he declared:
La Commission cache au ministre les abus
dont il n'est avert! que par les pre*fets:
les reoteurs et les doyens de faculte*s
e*touffent tout oe qui peut nulre aux
Itablissements qu'lls dirigent; et n'en
rendent pas oompte & la Commission: les
Proviseurs des Colleges Royaux agissent
de meme a l f e*gard des recteurs,.,
His most damning indictment was quite the opposite of the
position taken by most ultra-royalists.

The University, far

from being the highly centralized monster described by
1.

Michaud; Biographle Unlverselle. (Paris, 1842), article
"Petitot.11
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Lamennals, was an anarchic assembly of schools over which the
central administration had no control:

it was composed

"d'e'tablisseinents Isolds oonstamment en defiance de leurs

}

supe'rieurs, ne pensant qu'a se maintenir, nullement a

'•

s'ame'liorer...^
The rivalries within the Commission itself
threatened the budding career of the ndw inspector-general,
one of the first of the young technicians in the University,
Fre*derique Mazure, promoted from recteur of Angers in Hay,
1817.

During his first tourne*e. Mazure was given the un

pleasant task of investigating the finances of the Academy
of Pau under the Empire with the design of exposing the abbe*
Ell$agaray as corrupt and Incompetent.

This intrigue seems

to have been the end point of a long series of quarrels and
feuds between the abbe* and other administrators, particularly
Amboise Rendu, the fierce Galilean who suspected every
/ ec«
'- N f:
clesiastlc who did not swear by the Four Articles of 168^, •
Before he left for his cherished Pyre*ne*es in April, Exlga'garay
denounced Rendu to the Minister of the Interior himself.

The

new inspector was to find the abbe* glumly waiting for him at
Pau and was terrified at the prospect of Investigating his
friend of the Duo d'Angoule*me. p
In late May, he reached Pau.

With his habitual

tact and diplomacy, Mazure handled the situation to the
1.

Biblio. de Saint-Genevieve; 1009; Papiers de Petitot.
Notes on Public Education, Hay, 1817. Although this
document offers an exceptional Interest, most of the
papers concern his literary productions,

2»

Arch. Nat.? F 17 9088; F, Mazure to Minister of the
Interior, 7 July, 1317.
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satisfaction of both Eligagaray and Hoyer-Collard, if not of
The finances of the Academy during the Empire

Amboise Rendu.

were found to be in hopeless disorder but the former recteur
of Angers diplomatically ascribed this to the inflation of
prices in 1812, the invasion of the English armies in 1814,
and to the fact that officials had never enforced the collection of the school tax.

Eligagaray, having got wind of

the intrigue of Hendu beforehand, wrote a number of recteurs
asking what sort of a man this new inspector was.

All re

plied that he was an excellent person, loyal and full of
After the investigation, the abbe* joined the

Integrity,

chorus and praised Mazure's sense of Justice, his moderation
and his Impartiality.

He even gave the inspector a letter

for the Minister of the Interior denouncing Rendu in odious
terms, but the Inspector handed back the missive and forthrightly requested that he soften the accusations and not men
tion Hendu by name.

The abbl complied.

Yet on returning to

Paris, Mazure felt sure that he had been denounced and on 7
July sent a self-effacing letter to Laine", "«..Je pris la
resolution de me retirer et de me reYugler dans ma tranquile
pauvrete*.. , H

Mazure was to remain Inspector-general until

his death in 1828, 2
A more disturbing om*n during that year was the role
of the Minister of Police, Deoazes, in the selection of a new
reoteur for the Academy of Rouen*
1.
2.

Fresh from the purge of

Arch* Nat.; F 17 6609; F. Mazure to Hoyer-Collard, 15

June* 131?.

Arch. Nat.; F 17 6309; OP. Qit.
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the prefeotorial corps in June

1817, the former Chamberlain

to the king of Holland placed a destitute Italian politician,
of liberal origins, in that academy.

The nomination of Carlo

Botta as recteur on 7 November was the unique example of inter
ference from the omnipresent Minister, but in the troubled
fall of 1817, seemed to portend further appointments of a
political nature.
Once again Paris was indulging in a patronage that
ignored realities within a provincial town,

A former revolu

tionary, a partisan of Bonaparte, and a functionary of the
Hundred Days was deposited in a city where the archbishop,
the clergy and the local nobility were pushing aside the
more liberal elements of the bourgeoisie.

As a medical doc

tor at Turin in his early twenties, Botta was imprisoned for
his adherence to the French Revolution and exiled from Pied
mont and, after an episodic career in the armies of Bonaparte,
he was briefly part of the triumvirate which ruled Piedmont
until its annexation in 1803.
J Botta imported the social world that he
At Hou^Ln,
'had known in Paris and gave his sons subscriptions to the
Grand Theatre of the town, held musical concerts and read
long, windy papers on Italian history before the local
Socle* t£ Savante. 2

Yet the flexible administrator, so will-

Ing to adopt the prevailing regime in the era of rapid
1.

Miohaud, Biographie Universelle. article Botta.

2.

Arch. Nat.; P 17 7895; Dossier of Botta; June-July, 1815
Botta, Soipion, Vie Prive*e de Carlo Botta; Turin, 1878.

0-
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change, kept his political sentiments discreetly neutral
and became a figurehead for his inspector, a native
Houennais, the clerical Pauoon.
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VI,

By 1817, the Royal University had at last assumed
a combative stance in the face of the multiple attacks from
both the right and left wings of Parliament and from the
clergy in the departments.

A wave of pamphlets in defense

of public education suddenly appeared, authored by the
luminaries of education from Gulzot to Hendu, Guvier and
Tallifer.

The universitaires discreetly petitioned and

pressured the more Influential members of government and of
Parliament.

Richelieu received Royer-Gollard on a number

of special occasions; Guvier energetically lobbied among
the councilors of state; while Amboise Rendu predictably
set to work to stiffen the backbone of the recteurs in the
face of bishops and prefects.
one.

The battle was not an easy

The truculent Vaublano at one point managed to sup

press a special emergency fund instituted by Pasquler the
previous summer, but the Commission succeeded in having the
money restored.
the most significant victory of the Commission,
however, was the magnifleant holding operation that prevented
the government from Issuing a new statute for education.
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After the September, 1816 elections, Georges Guvier insinuated
himself into the good graces of Laine* and from then until 1818
exerted s. dominant influence over the shape of the successive
projects mooted by vthe Minister and his subordinates.

This

defensive work, carried on in the back halls of the Palals
Bourbon, enabled Hoyer-Collard and his most trusted assistant,
Amboise Rendu, to open an offensive of sorts against the
French clergy and simultaneously to counter the influence of
such administrators as the erratic Elioargaray or the ultraroyalist recteur of Poitiers, Bellln de la Liborliere,
But the real significance of the work accomplished
by these two administrators lay in the fact that a, new gen
eration of recteurs, loyal to the University and determined
to uphold its writ, was installed in several key academies,
No longer the ineffective and weak administrators of the
Empire^ no longer the petty feuds and squabbles of provincial
/ /
lettres; no longer the ignorance and indifference of men bred
outside a new Institution,

In their place stood a set of

combative reoteurs, veterans of education, comniited to Paris,
atuned to the needs of efficient administration.

The Academy

of Hennes passed from a senile priest to a strong-armed sup
porter of the Decazes-Blchelieu government, Ihe Academy of
Amiens went from the hands of a scion of a noble to a humble
but well-trained provlseur.
The administrator of the nineteenth-century was at
last appearing inside public education and from this point
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of view it may be argued that the Liberal Restoration rather
than the Empire did more to further the process of centrali
zation, of bringing the patchwork of regions making up Prance
under one authority, one jurisdiction.
the University,
personnel*

The Empire created

The Second Restoration provided It with Its

ACADEMY OF. AKGSHS
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Creating a new administrative personnel was enough
to save the Eoyal University?
French education?

But was it enough to redeem

The events of 1814*1815 had had a cata

strophic effect on the school systems And any reversal of this
state of affairs would require as well a massive effort to
break the abuses that had flourished in the days before 1814,
The obstacles were formidable for the France of the Second
Restoration was still an agricultural society, uninterested
in the classical tradition, too splintered into regions to
accept with ease a truly national system of education*
For all their aggressiveness, for all their energy
and devotion, the new generation of recteurs faced sharply
constraining limits to their power*

Their social position,

their geographic mobility, and their rol© as agents of Paris —
all these marked them in the eyes of the suspicious notables,
They were bureaucrats in provincial France, men loyal to Paris,
willing to challenge the vested interest of municipalities and
the clergy.

i? or another, public education within their juris

dictions reraained relatively politicized, although nore discreetly
so than in 181^-18X5,

And behind the political and social prob

lems l*y the miserably low level of the municipal colleges, the
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pathetic conditions that had only grown worse since the
Qapiret the lack of funds, the agony of the sisaller schools
under incompetent teachers f the expanded system of using sem
inarists as professors, the general indifference of town
councils.
How far did the new generation of recteurs touch
the sores that lay "beneath the surface?

To what extent did

these technicians deal with the conditions that had so frus
trated their predecessors, men such as Fre*derique iiazure?
The work of

ralet de Lisle in Angers offers a full measure

of the dil jnfr that confronted the recteurs in provincial
France.
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II.

On arriving in l^y, 181? f F, de Lisle had been
deeply shocked by the state of the

Angers*

oaao

"fin

me pre*sentant dans une de vos lettres cette aoad£mle cozame
difficile & r£gir," he warned Royer~€ollard, "vous €tiez loin
de m*en dormer une id€e exageVe*.**^

The new recteur wished

not be be critical of F. Mazure's administration, but the
biting edge of his analysis left no doubt.

An ecclesiastical

school at Angers still operated although a petit s&oinaire
was officially established at Beaupreau*

The College of ^iau~

mur had to compete with the cure* of the town.

In all the

schools directed by ecclesiastics, the professors came from
the seminaries of angers and Le rians and regarded themselves
as delegates of the bishops rather than members of the Uni
versity*

municipal! colleges lavished too zauoh money and effort

on priaary education.

Professors of these schools abused the

privilege of teaching boys outside the college, some converting
their homes into veritable dormitories.

%uoi qu'il en soit,

Je trouve presque tout & faire dans l facademic d*Angers,**
he concluded*
1*

Arch* Nat«t { ^7 I6^6t Keeteur of Angers to Boyer*Collard,
18 May, 181?.
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In the recteur's first letter to the principal of
Done*, 4 June, de Lisle thanked the abbe* The'ard for his nfcte
of congratulations, expressed his pleasure at being in the
Academy, then reminded him that he had not paid the school
tax for the last part of 1816. 1

This was to be the tone for

the next seven yearsi blunt, insistent and bureaucratic.
The municipal colleges under ecclesiastics, at
iaval, Cayenne, Chateau-GSntier, and Doue\ discovered that the
conciliatory attitude of Hazure, still shaken by the Hundred
Days t was replaced by the impervious one of de Lisle.

The

convenient practice of dr&*^. 0 or* the seminaries of Angers
and Le lians for professors became more difficult.

To both

fraris and the principals, de Lisle set forth the case against
their use» of the three years that ecclesiastics taught bei -

fore entering the ministry, the first Mas totally lost as
atvdent and professor cane to know each other, the second
began to be useful, then with the third, the moment that the,
were "broken in1*, these left and novices replaced them, 2
BM sauna 1 turnover in the colleges sealed the mediocrity
not to say nullity of studies.
The rectorate began a campaign of harassment against
•

the practice by reactivating the old rules*

On 30 ^une, de

Lisle reminded the principal of Dou£ that his school was not
a petit s€iainalre and insisted that the young ecclesiastics
1.

Arch. Dept.i >iaine»et~Loirei j^jtwftt Hecteur of Angers
to the principal of Doue*, June, 181?.

2.

Aroh. Kat«; F 17 S2l8; aecteur of Angers to Eoyer~Col$ards
Report on the College of Chateau-Gontlar, 1821,
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ooae to Angers to be examined for the diplooa of bachelor~of
letters. 1

He promised that the Commission In Paris would

automatically brevet them.
prevent the annual turnover.

This, he explained, would at least
From June, i9l?, to August*

1818, when The*ard resigned in anger, successive letters of
the recteur saaintained the harsh, condescending tone.

*Vous

agiasez sans cesse,* de Lisle said in one,
comae si 1 f «* tabl is semen t que vous dlrigez e*tait
independent de I'Universite* et 11 est penlble
pour mo! de vous remettre continuellement sous
les yeux vos obligations envers I'autorite* qui
^
seule vous a
The College of Chateau-G6ntier, described by F, Mazure as tne
capital of anti~University schools, received a like treatment.
On 20 July, the recteur declare4 that henceforth the teachers
could not leave education to enter the ministry, but must
first obtain an e&lat from him.

Nor could any of the professors

take up their posts that fall unless they made the trek to
Anger 8 for the examinations for th© bachelor-of -letters*
In August, he called aoreau f s attention to the deplorable
weakness of ^reek in the college, pointing his finger on the
continual change of teachers as the cause.
1,

/irch* Dept.s aalne-et-Loirei 33«»T*8t Hecteur of Angers
to the principal of Doue*, 30 June, 181?.

2*

Ibj.d.; Recteur of Angers to the principal of Doue*, 16
February, 1818, On quitting in 1818, Theard wrote the
recteur that he waa «ick of his constant recriminations,
that the Academy was demanding too such, that the young
ecclesiastics had no wealth, received little salary, and
could not be expected to learn Greek overnight to please
his whims*

3.

Arch* Dept.i Mayennei l.~'l>ll,i Xhe reoteur of Anger to the
principal of Chateau-Gontier, 20 July, August 14, 1817,
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At Laval and Cayenne, only a few of the teachers
were younger ecclesiastics, and these were committed to public
•ducation rather than the ninistry.

At £rn£e and Evron, Mazure

had in fact placed laymen for professors, so the problem was
not so dark 513 the recteur liised to pretend.

Yet the College

of Qmteau-Gontie •» in the southern part of the Cayenne, re~
nmlnevi .

'„ redoubt of clericalism, an independent fief

within the Academy; and hence de Lisle attached a great im~
portance to .bringing its teachers into the system of public
education.

In July* I8l8 t the recteur Journeyed by coach to

Chateau-G8ntier in the company of the ageing inspector*
general, Daburon, ex-Qratorlan and native of Angers, for this
purpose.

The former used his blunt method of argument$ the

latter, his immense moral credit to convince Horeau of the
inherent evils of ohaasfcns professors every year or so and of
burdening them with the duties of aafre^d*e* tucle* a practice
that even the young ecclesiastics bitterly criticised.

"Le

principal disait que depuis cents ana le college laarche de
eette saaniere et qu*il ne faut rien d&ran&er,*1 de Lisle re*.
ported. 1

When the recteur promised to secure the official
X.

nomination of all the teachers by Paris if they would only
come to Angers for the bachelor-of-letters, Horeau flatly
refused*

Kor would he accept the formality of each professor

asking for an e^eVt before leaving the college.

From I8i8 to

1824, the seventy-year-old patriarch of imnceau education
1,

Arch, i^at.j g 17 81181 Report on the recteur of Angers,
21 September, 1
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never sent a single instructor or a f inanolal account to
Angers*

In 1820, de Lisle confessed to the Commission his

humiliating impotence to pressure hirai
Un cri general se aeralt fait entendre} toutes
les puissances de la terre auraient e*t€
oontre l f Universlte*. Un acte d© juste seVerlt£
se serait transform! en une horrible injustice.
behind. the
Public opinion in the Cayenne, solidly
/
1
clergy, cheoioaated th@ Aoaaemy, u& ^i^ie v«s no moro smocessful
- ,
,
'j '
~± W w* ^^ un~
Jc^.^^
Jaburon
*+„<*
^
in the Sarthe whtii-w
, *
-^
success* wj. i*wtiotiations. ?c The vicar-general DuperrierDussourier, old enemy of the University who had clashed with F*
8azure over the closure of a siarried priest^ school at Le
and who had attempted to convert Chateau-Goxitier into a s.etit
in I8l4 t refused to be more flexible in 1818 f
tlcularly at a moment when the liberal party of the Sarthe
i«a e making astonishing gains. 3

^he recteur argued t^mt the

ecclesiastics sent to Chateau-G6ntier should have the d la con*
ate or at least the sub~diaconate«
horrified.

The vicar-general i*as

The diocese would be drained of badly needed priests.

When de Lisle retorted that the 1$0 ecclesiastical students
and 230 others of Cha tea u-£6n tier were a grand investment for
the future, Duperrler did agree to send two diaconates to
Angers for the Tjafiomulfiuy^t •

These appeared in September,

but none ever followed*
1.

Ibid

3.

Guignon, M,-$ H Le parti liberal dans la Sarthe sous la
Bestauration"! ^aMM ^rthe Eeve.s X. 20 (192?),
pp. >84.
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So resolute and determined In 1817* the recteur
was a beaten raan twelve months later,

Tteit same summer, Hor-

eau subsidized the creation of a tiny ecclesiastical school
In the Sarthe, at Precigne*, sent one of his own professors to
direct It, and three years later secured Its erectiors Into a
petit S6*alnalre.*

In 1820, the professor of rhetoric left the

mother college to open a similar establishment at Lasaay t a
small commune in the northesaaost tip of the imyenne.

The

network of schools over which the dioceses of Angers and Le
Mans exercised greater control than the recteur had expanded
by 1820 to Include over one-half of the student population of
the Academy.

Nearly JOO at Beaupreau, 90 at Chateau-G6ntier f

222 at Lavali Preclgne% Doue* and Lassay counted 150 together
while that of Colotabe, still a r>en.sionna;t officially, in the
northwest of the Malne-et-Loire, had grown to over 100 f

Under

the Empire the figure had stood at one-third.
The priests who directed municipal colleges were
not the only ones to kick against the harness imposed by the
University.

The layman 4»s well resisted the multiple obli

gations placed on them. t ^.u^ x..ww.-^^^,v v.. .^.s.±';.±j financial
sheets, oi
1.
2.

asters, of details on the school tax, and

Galendinl, L»; "Le College de

T. 38 (I936)i pp. 5S~64| 105-111$ 159-163.
Arch. Bept.j Mayennei 2>T-lr ^92. It Huet Affair, 1819
1826$ A copious correspondence in which the recteur re
peatedly and ineffectively attempted to apply the
University's authority.
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th* fact that professors were changed frequently grated on the
habits of these men who taught twenty to fifty boys and had
to shepherd them through every movement of the day.

Ironi

cally, there were more laymen as heads of colleges than before
the &apire.

But these were limited for the most party it' the

mall, obscure outposts of education within the Academy
in the ftaine-et-Loire, at B*ug<f, Beaufort, Chalorines and Cholet f
although /jaillet directed that of oaumurt in the sarthe, at
3abl£, IA 3uze, oillS, &*int-Calais, Chateau-duloir, and flamere;
in the Hayanna f at Evron and soon at £rn£e*

The College of Le

Ifans, the only genuine one in the 3arthe, was to have a succes
sion of ecclesiastics as directors, a policy that the reotorate
considered indispensible to its success*
De Lisle had no more success than Kazure in re
forming these striken schools, vegetating on the borderline of
misery, rebuffed, by public opinion and threatened with financial
collapse,

*jy i820, the former Vendeac soldier who directed

the College of Cholet had no more than 14 students and although
Baimbault blamed his condition on the "misery** of the inhab
itants in this a»nufacturing town, it waa well known that his
own lack of knowledge of Latin as well as his lax ways were
the real cause.

At Cfcalonnea, the small port-town on the

•mbouchure of the Layon into the Loire, the inspector w&s
astfcfcished that the school was called a college, for only
two students were studying Latin*
1.

#hen the municipal council

Arch. hat.i F 17 8451t Eecteur of Angers to Boyer-Collard;
8 January, 1816.
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voted nineteen to eighteen to close the establishment, the
•ayor held a second ballot which he Insured was favorable,
but only because he felt sorry for the impoverished Bar i Hat
family•

In July, the town converted it into a priiaary school.
In the more prosperous eastern end of the department,

natters had reached an equally crucial stage.

The young soc

ialite from Sautnur, Aubert, soured quickly under the strain
of directing a school tftfct many of the town of Bauge* did not
Wit, particularly after the commune forced him to invest
6,000 francs of his own funds in th© furniture.

The appearance

°^ tne &Q-Qle fflutuella threatened to compete for his thirty*
four students, while the pe/tjL.fr g&ai,/iaire of Beaupr^au drained
away the older boys. 2

Then too th© municipal council emitted

periodic rumblings to the effect that the budget would be
slashed, a threat that kept Aubert quaking with fright.-*
His neighbor at Beaufort, Meline, did not suffer from the
same hostility of the cords and other ecclesiastics, since
he had been a soldier in the Vendean army.

When the recteur

queried why his establishment was foundering with only thirteen
boys, ,-dellne retorted that the liberal bourgeois of the comsun©
had ostracized him, and reported that one of their number
confided that his sympathfefcfcofor the nobility and their sons
were well known, a statement which ssade Adeline swell with
1*

Arch. wept«» *iaine»et»Loirei ^%rS--& * Keport of the inspector
on the College of Chalonnes, I January, 181 8*

2.

Arch* Dept.j Maine-et~Loiret 26y'|w?{ Principal of Bauge*
to the reoteur of Angers, l4 June, 21 September, I8l8j
January, 1820,

3.
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1
pride f vain at his acceptance by the "first" families.
De Lisle found the cause however in his careless administration
and his reluctance to discipline the students for fear of
losing them,**
In the Sarthe, the five "colleges* outside of Le
•H

'

Hans, all directed Dy laymen, presented substantially the
same picture as the lesser ones of the Maine~et-Loire* the
lack of students, the competition of primary schools, the low
quality of men, the indifference of hostility of mayors.

At *

Saint-Calais, in the east, the recteur discreetly retired
the married priest, Lhermlte, who had only a handful of stu
dents.

A young isan of 24 replaced him.3

fne principal of

ilmmers, Launay, had once been head of the tiny school of
Chalonnes, and before that, an obscure mal^r, e^e-pep,aion*
The recteur found him "less than mediocre**. 4

At Chateaudulolr,

the town was unable to find a. principal to replace Maillet,
promoted to dauoaur.

A private Instructor contracted to come*

but when F* hazure aaw the agreement with the town, he refused
to approve and the matter ended after the cur£ denounced the
•an as irreligious.

The administrative bureau then proposed

a a»ftre«»de~t>e/is^Qn at Le tian* whom the prefect and Boisse&et
recoawended, but on further inquiries Bazure discovered to
1.

Arch. iJept.; >laine*et* Loire j aS^T^St Principal of Beaufort
to the recteur of Angers, 22 October, 1822.

2.

Arch, fiat, i r 17 82g7i Recteur of Angers to E oy er- Col lard i
Tableau d f organ i sat ion, June, 181?.
Arch. i-At.i 1 1? B^t iableau d^r^nisationt 1816.
Arch, fcat.i y.. 17- 8Wy» Report of the reoteur of Angers,
5 June, 1820.
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hi« horror that the asan was a former tobacco seller and a
dismissed perce-Dteur of taxes. The young ex-principal of
fivron, removed for personal reasons, was named principal in
the spring of I8i?*
At Sable*, a center of the cloths-industry In the
western Sarthe, the fifty-one year old Gue*ranger, soldier
during the Bevolttion, was convinced that the town was plotting
his removal to place a "black robe" and cried out in successive
letters of his impending aartyrdora. 2

The town council

answered the recteur*s Inquiries by protesting that students
were deserting, that the school was foul with trash and mis
managed, and that the few remaining students were making no
progress, an accusation that Edellne countered with the ob
servation that it was no fault of his If the sons of the
bourgeoisie lacked brains.-*
In the Department of the Hayenne, the one layman
who directed a college, that of Evron, only confirmed local
opinion in the belief that ecclesiastics alone could be en
trusted with education,

the twenty-six year old langlois was

oft seen Jumping the wall separating the school from a private
hose to see the wife of a friend, although langlois claimed
he had been involved in several violent disputes in that house,
!•
2.
3*

Arch* i-iat.i I 17 8339; Heport of the recteur of Angers,
3 February, 181?.
Arch, i.at.j I 17 8553i Principal of 3abl<f to the recteur
of Angers, 5 October, 1816.
Ibid*8 Hayor of oable* to the recteur of Angers, 22
October, I8i6.
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only over a question of money.*

i>e Lisle climbed upon his

pulpit to denounce the principal for setting th© youth of
Evron an example of "& troubler le repos de families et &
.—t

rioler avec scandale lea lois divines et husaaines.*1 ^
This sxibstrata of principals, this underbelly of
functionaries, nas only too aware of its own impoverished,
humiliating position.

An almost unanimous cry parted from

%he lips of these men demanding a better post, a position where
their self-respect would not be so bruised and torn.

Gue*ranger,

pleading that the College of iaval and Chateau~Gontler would
always keep his establishment on a hopeless level, asked for
1 In 1818, the principal
a class in the Hoyal college of Angers*
of Bauge*, Aubert, demanded the direction of a large collegej
"J'e'prouve dans ce moment un tres grand ennui a me voir £
men age chef d*un aussl petit college. 11

At Beaufort, Adeline

oade the same complaint; the college offered no hope.

In

January, 1817, he announced the firm intention of quitting.
By liovembor, he was blaming the Academy's limitations of
studies to the fourth form as the reason for its decline, and
In January, of the following year, sent a blistering letter
of complaint to de Lisle.

M Les plaints que vous m'addresses...

n'ont aucun fondeiaent r£©!,** accused the recteur, pointing
1.
2.
3.
,

Arch, Jept.i Cayenne j 2fT~Jj{ Principal of EVron to the
recteur of Angers,
Ibid . t Eecteur of Angers to the principal of £vron, 10
fiarch, 1819.
to the reoteur
Arch, Kat.j F 17 8^51t Principal of ainb
of Aagers, October, 1816.
Arch. Dept.i ^alne~et»Xx>iret 2B^^i Principal of
to the reoteur of Angers, 21 September, l8lo.
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out that If he was overworked It was because he put too much
time and energy *«to the prliaary school, a private
•speculation*. 1

Even the principal of the relatively well

endowed College of Satastur

.millW, was crying for his

The town devoted an adequate sumj the old debt was
4.0181 the professors were of good quail ty$ yet the
school had ©aly ?4 students.

In 1820, h© attempted to resign

OB the grounds that he was morally crushed by four years of
battles with the teachers, with the bureau and the ^aayor, and
with the cure* of Salnt-Plerre,2

Oe Lisle iaade a strenuous

and successful effort to convince this student of the Doc
trinaires to continue,
In the midsfc of this crisis within the seventeen
municipal collect*: ,
attention to « ^

^let de Hsle had to devote increasing

lly but silent war with the T>rovfseur of the

Royal Collrge, the ulr.ra -royalist aot*£ xarby.

juo find the two

leading i^. 0 ~^v-- ^ ^n academy dire erctania* was not an uncommon
evert t.

Their respective positions, their differing points-

of-»vlew Inevitably generated an admin 1 strati we rivalry*

In

deed until this day, the recteur in France is pictured as a
bureaucratic hack meddling In scholastic affairs on behalf
jf the long-armed ministry in Paris.
1»

jj$4.» gg""?"^* Jrrlncipal of Beaufort to the reoteur of
Angers, 5 January, 1818.

2«

Arch. Dept.; ^^6-T-lt irincipal of Saumur to the recteur
of Angers, 28 August, 1820.
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At Angers, the battle was particularly tragic.
Since 181 5 1 the personnel of the Lyc£e had considerably gained
in public opinion as the former revolutionaries disappeared* 1
The fact that the Missionaries of France, led by the aristo
cratic de «3ansen, gave a retreat inside the school during
•January, 1816, seeded to signal the ultimate purification,2
But the political excesses of Tarby, his autocratic outlook,
his suspicions and Jealousies of the professors and his per
sonal dishonesty threatened to wreck the harmony of the college
and keep a cloud over Its reputation.-^
Twelve months after Tarby* s arrival, in aprll,
1818, de Lisle foriaally accused the old e*mlgre* from iingland
and one-time oenseur of the Lyco*e of Bijon of giving his nephew
a gratuitous education, of lighting his apartment with espensive olive oil, of ordering cases of Bourgsfody wine at the
"!
expense of the College and of buying his own furniture with
the money of the University* k On 20 April, the recteur de

|
I

livered a stinging reprimand to 'Imrby for the tone of a recent
note i and in August de Lisle was unsparing in a report to
rarls: **peu de jugeiaent", "son d£slr de domination 1*, "son
p«u d*e*gard pour las fonctionnaires du college** were several

1.

Arch. Kat.j F 17 7688? O&bleau du Personnel . 1817-1818.

2.

Sevrin, E. j Les mission^ r&llgiausefl en, France sous
Hestauration: ("Par I s , 1 94§ ) , T * 1 , 2 { pp »

3»

Ib jld • a Dossier of letters concerning the abbe* larby. He
had been cenffeur of the Lyce'e of Dijon and when the Hundred
Days came fled on foot into the surrounding forests. After
the defeat of l^apoleon at Waterloo, 'Mrby brought a white
terror into the school, dismissing all the ag.£i^re.qi.,,d.>.€.ibyd1 e|3
and denouncing several professors.

**•

IMd.t Hecteur of Angers to Eoyer-Collard, 1 July, 1819.
The letter was a rebuttal to a denunciation which Tarby had
««nt to Juris*
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*

of the criticising.

In

Political events brought to a head the oriels.

December, 1818, Deoazes formed a center-left government that
includ«a tue leading ixjoi-rinaire* from Guiaiou *u *u>yar»ColJ*rd
and the Duo de &ro&iie,

^

^i,reiae ISA w *IM^. .^*ats astonishing

strides in waw elections of November.

In December, I8l8 f ana

January, 1819, the students of the Parisian Boyal Colleges
went on a rampage of riots that had distinctly political over
The

tones and those of ivantea and Hennes soon followed suit.

revolutionary fervor, as Tarby conceived it, had poisoned the
student* of France; and, for him, It was only a question of
/

time before those of Angers broke a.oose.
On 14 February, the aumon^er warned Tarby that the
students were repeating a clmnt "bisca^ Hfrscando" during re
creation as well as other unintelligible sayings that might
have been passwords,

The proviseur called in the oenseura

"tfon ami, o'est fini; c*est aujourd'hui notre tours les Sieves
sont en r^volte.**

QBarby

Collet retorted he had seen nothing*

shouted that he planned to seize the seven ringleaders, tie
their hands and feet together, throw them in the cellars and
call the gendarmerie to escort them to their parents*

The

censeur managed to calm hlia by swearing to take full respon
sibility for whatever happened.
Five days later, the phef .de ^endarffler 1 e» the
chevalier de Rancourt, appeared in the office of the rectorat@
and startled de Lisle with a desjand for information OR a
1.

Ibid.; fableau du Irersonnel. 1819*
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supposed riot at the Boyal College * The reoteur was thunder
struck. lie had heard of no disorder. The two hurried to the
College to find that Tarby had Indeed readied th© school for
a state of siege, looked th© various gates and doors and for
bidden the boarding boys to leave the premises, iiuaors had
spread in Angers that the College was In rebellion* Before
de Banoourtf the reoteur praised the measures of larby but later
In private severely reprimanded him for his unseemly panic
and for contacting the chef de ^endaraeria rather than the
1
of the Acadeay.

V

In June, the provlseur ended all possibility of
lining in the Eoyal College by denouncing the oenseur,
, young prot*g& of da i»isle ted F* nature* who had kept
the sehool together in the face of Xarby*s erratic behavior.
The ex^uo^^lnaire. slippea ^ #4*0x9^ uw^uooiation into the
of the inspectors-general Of 1819* a fact that infuri2
Xhe imputation
at«d tlie rectetir when he learned of tae ruse*
that Collet was a homosexual, for which no evidence oxisted ,
shocked the inspectors as auoh as de Lisle*

From then until

Tarby's reaoval in October, the recteur ceased meeting him,

by letter only*

1. Ibid*
2.

Ibid,i Hecteur of Angers to lioyer-Collard, 24 February f
iSToL
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III.

The most notable change in the Academy of Angers
since the Aspire was not in the composition of the principals
of the municipal colleges but in that of the teaching personnel.
The immense diversity which had cua***^*-.*.*-;^ **** ^.w* «*»*«* s
before l8l^ t from former Oratorians and Doctrinaires to exrevolutionajfcies, emigre's assermentds, refractories, men tossed
young graduates -Iof the
out of other careers, gave way to the
"
municipal colleges*

The *»oaa<—^ IH&®'I *A&^*±J>^

•

~,. face, one

. jd the nineteenth century rather than the eighteenth*

ti.

The average age of the pro : easprs fell under thirty years.
ThexCollege oi Le $ans
2

of this changing of genei-.vioiiS.

>>itomize& the draiaatio nature

The eighty-one year old

Le ^ercier, the Islina -....- almost deaf ex»0ratorian who
taught philosophy, gave way to the abb<5 Guyard, only twenty*

——

v_J"ly
^,r «"*'""

"———**.

y«ars, a f oraer rto.ltlt.eiar of philosophy at the ; 3emianr$ of
Le i'ians.

The es»private instructor of Baris during^fie Revo

lution and disciple of Hoissenet, Henvois^ was E»de sub-prin
cipal and his class given to a thirty~year~old laaxu

The ex-

1.

Computed froratthe birth dates given or* the various

2t

Arch. I^at.; F 17 8^51 1 l^bleau d* organization > 1817-1818.

* organization.
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Ormtorlan in the fourth form was retired in favor of a stu
dent of the College during the Biapir©,

Of th© eight professors

In 18l8 § all were between the ages of twenty-two and twentyeight, with the exception of M. Boyer.

One was a &oria&llan t

and two* students of the Royal College*
The Academy of Angers was not entirely exempt f
however, fron the appearance of middle-aged men, part of the
motley collection that had populated Its schools during the
Aspire*

In I8l6 t the abb£ lioissenet persuaded !?iazure to name

as professor of sixth form in th© college an @x*0ratorlan aad
old friend of his, a man whose business had gone teaakrupt.
Lepellitler nas soon sent to Sauaur, but his quarrels with th©
principal necessitated his transfer to the College of Fontenay-lQ-Comte in the Vend4@ whsre, unfortunately for him, s
regiment of chasseurs of the Sarthe was stationed and quickly
recognized him as the saan ©mprlaoned at La l*1ans for financial
misdoings*

The recteur of Poitiers ga^@ him a yearSL f s lea^e

of absence.*

In 1817§ the College of Saumur received a former
principal of the College of Loohas who had been pressured to
resign after his wife left for another town jurid an attractive
2
/''"
young cousin appeared in her place.
In ptiftrljr^Beaufort» the

new professor ms equally a foriaer m$tre«^3.©-|?eyiS^QQ who had
become principal during the Empire. The bureau of his old
1.
2.

Arch, Kat.i I 17 S3E£s aecteur of Ai^gcrsr to Hoyer**Collardi
7 December, l$lf•
Arch. i:at»i F 17 B436i Eecteur of Orleans to aoyer-Collardj
3 September, 1817.
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college had denounced him as unable to discipline the stu
dents; 1 Amboise Rendu agreed that he was a man of coarse
and vulgar habits, "tous ce qui convient & un mauvais
soldat." 2
The essentlalpproblem among the .teaching personnel
had not changed despfcte the drop in age.

The professor of

the Restoration, like that of the iimpire, reza&x/ieu willful,
insubordinate, ~
^ Vii^ ^i^ux^ii. wnom he served.
i

Hampered by a ^a* s***m-j , AW^ **«»***.- JL& tuc j.argest colleges,
800 francs in the smaller, he was more interested in finan
cial gain through tutoring students privately than In accept
ing the duties of ma£tre-d > €tuA_e. which the principal imposed.
i
He complained, like his predecessor, of the poor food in the
college, of the cramped, dank quarters which he was generally
assigned and of the domineering habits of his superior.
The six colleges of the ,^ine-et-Loix)e threatened
to fall apart from the constant quarrels and mutual accu
sations which rent their interior.

Indeed, that of Gharlonnes

shut down in 1818 not only because there were so few students
but because the primary teacher, who also instructed grammar,
refused to acknowledge the principal's authority over the
boys on the priraary level.

The director angrily reported

that his assistant stole older boys for private lessons by
o

bribing them with promises of milk and sweets! J

At U

1.

Arch. i\at.; I7' 17 8330; Administrative Bureau to the
Grrmnd- Waster, 2 Play, 1815.

2.

Iid. i i ote of Ainboise Rendu, 1815.

3.

Arch. Dept*; Malne-et-Lolre; 3Q-T-2 ; Principal of
Chalonnes to the recteur of Angers, ^ January, 181?,
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Aubert quarreled with one young teacher over the fact that he
was stocking his private library with novels confiscated from
the students,

tie complained of two others that they treated

th* house like an inn, coming and going as they pleased, while
the two retorted that Aubert never served fruit for dessert,
gave them dismal quarters and spied on their least activities.*
These feuds represented the usual bones of conten*
ion*

Within the College of Beaufort however, personal ani-

aosity was wrecking the school; for Meiine had always re
sented the mrrled priest whom the recteur had imposed on him
in 1812.

In 1817 the reoteur had Houdet retired, but Bdeline

began to regret the change as soon as his successor arrived,
the ex-principal of Chateauroux,

The crusty Impray refused

to act as iaa£tre~4*e'tudes» would not attend daily aiass, and
complained of the poor food and of his low salary.

*"I1 ost

facheux pour lui," the laayor said in reply to an• i inquiry by
the recteur, "qu'il n*ait pas de gSuts plus simples, analogues
a sa position", and went on to cite the inordinate amount of
2
time that he spent in the cafe's* ' In ^January, 1818, de Lisl©
secured his removal.
fhe only leading college in the Academy that a
layiaan directed, that oj,1 ^u^ur,. ^u*i<*r«a troxa a'iaalady aim*
ilar to its Si^iiler neighbors ijs the liaine-et-Jboire*

The

six teachers gave private^ lessons to students in order to
jfo]4«* ^S^ii Principal of Baug^ to the recteur of Angers,
27 i

Arch. ^at.i. I*' 17 S287{ A lay or of Beaufort to the recteur
pf Augers,^ September, 1817*
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supplement their meager incomes.

L. Kaillet put his Coot

down in October, 1816, after two began accepting boys in their
rooms in town.

When the sympathetic de Lisle issued an arr,e.t€

forbidding teachers to accept pensionna^res or to tutor more
than two boys at a time,* one of the professors boarded a
coach for Angers in a great fury; another flatly refused to
obey.

Maillet declared to the recteur that he was determined

to quit rather than go to war with the professorsi "L f Education
n f est pins qu f un brigandage et les prinoipaux sont jaalheureuxi puisque leura moyens d•existence ne sont pas garanties
et que leur autorite* est Bie*connue, * he whined.

o

Within the Sarthe, the five colleges outside JUe
$ans contained few prolss.sors.

~u$ -repetitious quarrels and

feuds thut ^ttiVjLu«(i 'c,,. schools of the Maine~et~Loire found
leas of a duplication,

uiifortufiately for the rectorate, how

ever, the woj-.'-o^e of Le fteu»^ ta«s» most important establishment
Within tae /vuademy that T T-

^.^yersitgt^re. 1 gradually declined

as the old guard passed away,

Xhe recreation of the old

Oratorlan tradition evaporated under the corrosive influence
of time.

Of the seven professors in 1818, all were between

the ages of twenty*two and twenty*elght t with the exception
of the last remaining Oratorian, ft, Boyer*
The sixty~five~year«*old Pere Moissenet, gout-rldden
and confined to his bed, could no longer control the college

2,

Arch. I at.; F 17 i6l6t Arr.ft,# of the recteur of Angers,
23 October, 1816*
Arch. Dept.; Haine-et- Loire ; fel*»X~li Principal of Saumur
to the recteur of Angers, 24 November, I8l6»
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and since iSlg had plaintively reiterated his desire to step
down,

After a number of disorders, F. ^zure »de a personal

inspection in the spring of 1817.

Arriving in the evening,

he had scarcely put his foot in the principal's study when a
domestic breathlessly entered to cry that a saaitre-d'ltude
was being murdered.

The recteur rushed to the dormitory to

discover %*» lights extinguished and a great noise and tumult.
A boy close to the door recognized fta.jsure's imposing figure
and passed the word along,

A silence soon fell*

Je fais venir des flambeaux et Je vols touts
les Sieves pileael®, le ml'.tre^^u^.g refugie*
dans une embrasure de f ©n itr e et an tour I des
des debris de sm chaire f de planches, de llbres
et de tout ae qui peut servlr d*anae offensive
a des <§eoll&rs

;ie senile principal br©&© donn and cried, 1
r

The principal who finally replaced Moissenet nas
n ecclesiastic of Kor^andy, the abb£ Koel f forty-eight years,
in educator with a rare talent for administration and a pro
prietor at Caen enjoying a r©sr®nue sufficient t© restore the

college* 2

The reports of de 1*1 sis in 1818 called him more
esteemed than loved, for the young teachers deeply resented
his iron discipline, particularly when this brought the ex
pulsion of the danelng aM music smsters who Instructed them
1,

Arch, Nat. i if 17 86511 F. Mawure to Koyer-Collard,
April, 181?, 'Jableau d*organisation, I8i?«

2,

Ibid,i .Dossier of Lucot, Arch, Oept,$ 3arthe; 2X~l8i
Principal of I*e Mans to the recteur of Angers, 9
**
1819*
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in their rooms, Aumolle, twenty-four years, stooped to a
despicable and incredibly callous means to obtain revenge for
an apparent slight.

Mysteriously finding a letter from a

woman who controlled eertainof Koel's possessions at Oaen,
a letter that betrayed a more than platonic relationship, the
teacher publicized its contents, and gave a copy to the local
ftOBmlssaiBe de police.

The latter

ignored the matter

but Aumolle nevertheless $ave another copy to Fourcasj and
from there the matter quickly passed into the hands of the
ex-terrorist of the Cher, Baynal, named to his new position
In June, 1819. l
As soon as the principal learned what was about,
he caught a coach for Angers to offer his resignation

Eaynal

arrived on his returns "i^ous avons trouv<§ le principal abime*
de douleur, avouant et n'avouant pas, s'excuaant ©t ne
s'excusant pas,"

The inspectors-general were sympathetic with

>oel but decided that the only alternative was to remove him*
Between tol? and 1820, Poulet de Lisle was an active
participant in the life of each college*

On the literary

•zeroises in September of each year, he generally spoke at one
of the collagesi at Chateau-Rentier in his first year, he
blamed all the evila of France on the prevailing spirit of
irreligion*

The other eleven months of the year, de Lisle

dispensed a rough sort of justice,

ue could bully the prin

cipal of Dou©* for failing to send th© school tax, reprimand
1.

Arch. &at»$ r 17 8^-51; Report of the inspector-general
Haynal, 25 August, 1819.
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that of Beaufort for his "ridiculous" behavior, tell that of
Evron he was a scandal to all honest men and unsympathetically
accuse that of Baugg of being the author of his own woes*
The professors, too, often felt his stern hand, particularly
on questions involving a dispute with the principal.

-The

autocratic paternalism of de Lisle, so typical of the pro
vincial reot^u*, ±ed him to inquire into the least details
of the personal lives of these young men.

Thus In 1820, he

oould forbid a teacher in the college of Saumur to marry a
young lady of that town.

De Lisle sent an Inspector to find

out the details of the marriage contract and on learning that
these would reduce the teacher to a state of "slavery", slapped
an interdiction on him.

After a tearful explanation by the

distraught Saulnier, the recteur softened, *J favoue que Je
n*al pu register & ses larmes et & ses solliclations, et que
4« lul ai promis de ne plus insister contre son carriage.**
This was the essence of his philosophy * a paternal if(inter
fering hand in the least details of education.
Xet Poulet de Lisle failed to raake any significant
reform.

Like most recteurs of the Restoration, he was defeated

by a combination of circumstances — political, social and
_i
economic« the strength of the clergy f the low quality of the

principals, the refusal of towns to support education*
1*

Arch* kat.t F 17 8603i Recteur of Angers to the President
of the JSommission, ii August, 1820.
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IV.

What of the quality of studies/ IF the colleges of
i
France during the early ^trt of the ..oecond Restoration? iiow
did the appearance of new reoteurs, men such as de Lisle t affect
the curriculum of the municipal schools?
In Its simplicity.

She answer Is starfc

On the question of curriculum, the relation-

amp between Barls and the departments had little bearing, for
neither the Ii^perial uor the Royal University succeeded JLR
iaposing a 'UTilforsi &±<*&*.'---.*...• w.~ ***& ^oix^e^^ v~ .
• xhe
nineteenth ot.r^iu,/ ~,

~ ^u^Iio education

knew what line of what boofc the students of France were reading
at any giren awaert applied neither to the period of the BSJ^
plre nor to that of the Restoration*
The greatest failure of the University was to impose
a higher standard of studies in both the Hoyal and Municipal
colleges.

In 1809, the Council had drawn up a list of boo&s

from which a professto could choose his texts.

In 1814, a

statute was issued that gave a new list and established a strict
regime for life inside the school.

Five years later, &aboise

Hindu could report ttet the statute was almost unknown In most
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schools of France and in those where It was known was rarely
followed, 1
The reasons for the deficiencies of secondary edu
cation were radically different v^t-ffeen colleges in Paris and
those elsewhere.

In the capital, the vicious but exhilarating

competition known as the ^mxiw Concours, where students from
all schools participated against one another, grossly denatured
studies.

o

The brighter students were carefully prepared by

their teachers all too anxious to have one of their own win
a much coveted lauraat.

The classes were divided into strong

and weak sections, with the latter dragging along "sans
honneur" in the words of one skeptical inspector.

Then, too,

the professors of the Parisians limited their efforts to the
program of the Grand Concours and in the process perepherikl
subjects such as history and geography fell by the wayside.
let even in Paris, seat of the University, studies
ware on a remarkably low level.3 The vast mjority of boys
not caught up in the grueling process of thecconcours per*
functorily recited their devours and just as perfunctorily
received their bacculanreat* Amboiae Eendu, always the stern,
demanding educator, had time And again denounced the vicious
1.

au D^Lfin.. actual ,des
Arch. !.at.{
.{ F 17 7504s Modifications
'
proppa^os, par, las ^spa'(a.^{&u^^.^fe^^u^.. Ajapeje
___li October, 1819. Rendn drew up a detailed list of

changes to be made to the prescribed regime*
p/281.

Arch. !<at.i AJ 176 50* Special report on the level of
studies in the several Parisian schools, I? January,
1821.
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system before Boyer-Collard documenting his charge with per
sonal observations.

On the examination for the prized

baeculaure'at, he boldly wrote:
i

Quelque passage des ConJones mllleffois
explique* ou traduit dans le cours des classes,
quelques vers de Virgile et des plus connus, deux
ou trois points cent fois rebattus de logique,
de metaphysique ou de morale,le plus souvent
point de grecs Voil& ce qu'on appelle un exam
pour le bacculaureat-es-lettres...
viu'il reponde bien ou nul, les boules
blanches brulent de s f e*chapper des mains officiles
qui les tiennent et c*est merveille si une boule
noir vient quelquefois atterev -le triomphe du
Jeune hoiame, e'tonner la complaisance de la laajorite*
des Juges.
i.ous sommes, to us les an s. et presque
tous lleux, t^moAns de oes gross!ere at d^rislves
parodies* Chagun arm^e, nous les ddnoncons; nous
les retrouvor.s chaque anne'e, et nous entendons avec
autant de honte que de douleur r^p^ter d f un bout
de la France ft 1'autre que ces grades ne sont qu'une
jaaniere de battre monnaies cela ^rossit toujours
le tr^sor universitaire. 1*^
\
In provincial France, the <r ?ecarious financial
existence of the public schools cont'
quality of studies.

-wic

the

The towns accorded little to education,

and each year the question of whether the college would open
V

its doors hung in balance.

Under this perpetual and terrifying
menace the principals felt constrained to realize a profit. 2
They continued to assign their subordinates two, sometimes
1.

Arch, Nat,; r 17 2485; Report on the Faculties; A, Eendu
and Ampere; 5 August, 1818,

2.

Arch, Nat,; I^ 17 16211 The inspection of the Academy of
Limoges, 1824. The principals "saarchandent les regents,
les prennent au rabals et les surchargent de classes.,,".
*Ces e*tablissements ne aubsistent done que d f une maniere
pre*caire, uniqueiaent d^pendantedde le confianoe qui inspire
le chef, du nornbre des Sieves qu f il attira et chaque jour
existence est reaiae en question.
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three, classes.

As for exams, both principal and teacher

were only too anxious to please the parents by demonstrating
that their precious sons were malting rapid progress.

In the

process| Latin composition was neg3».ctedi classroom discussions
were nil; the teachers preferred to dictate lessons in a mono
tone voice, then briefly correct the devoirs,

students spoke

only to recite memorized passages and when they stumbled over
a word generally stopped altogether as they struggled to re
member the succeeding phrase,
almost no attention.

±ii story and geography received

Philosophy continued to be a question

of dictating the well-worn logic of Aquinas as expounded in
the eighteenth century Philosophic de kyqn«

Matheiaatics had

little place in the curriculum of the soaaller colleges of
ranee, and were being increasingly eliminated.

Georges

Juvier reacted with unusual anger on learning that four schools
in the Academy of Aix had abandoned the discipline on the
pretext of too few students.

CComstetft veut-on qu'il y ait

des Sieves," he told Corbiere, "quand il n f y a pas de professeurs.

II lae seable que cet €tat de ohoses tient bien

plutot & 1'avarice de prinicpaux,** 1

The impecunious state

of education thus pinned studies to a unifeapmly miserable

level. 2
1.

Arch. i;at.f F 1? 8l09j Hote of Georges Cuvier, 1821*

2.

The two most detailed studies of the curriculum in the
nineteenth century breach school must be faulted for con
centrating too exclusively on the official prog-ran rather
timn on the reality inside the colleges* See Vial t F.t
j V^-»a^^ 4 tf%
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In his weven years at Angers, from 1817 to 1824,
P. de Lisle snowed a pricklish Insistence on the observance
of the University rules, a passion for exact discipline among
the professors, an Olympian scorn for ecclesiastics as profesaors, and a willingness to skirmish with the clergy.

These

Stall tie* obtained for his the position of Inspector-general
in 1824.

iet in that- ^u^^i. y<^*r, ta« -otv,,- ^ of Angers was

far *r-_ hafrtng changed since the storm-tossed days of the
Empire.

If the traces of the Civil war had been effaced to

a large extent, if the number of laymen, as principals had
actually increased and if the teachers were a younger, more
homogenous group than their elders of th© Aspire, the Academy
of Angers remained the sane miserable collection of anall sch
ools, rent by internal dissent ion, Isolated by a hostile public,
governed by a non-professional collection of laymen and priests.
The A:i'iiiOipal3 nttu ^±--^v .ac*r-._ »_^^^age.', ...»lt-or €wia undis
ciplined.

The professors continued to flaunt the authority

of their superiors.

Ecclesiastics continued to mice Inroads,

Whit difference then had eight years of centralized
•dalni strati on made In the life of the average municipal college
In France?

What difference had the pyramid of recteurs, in-
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apectors, inspec tors-gen eral f as well as the plethora of rules,
aade in the existence of the University?
An air of hopelessness, alssost of dispair, con
tinued to hang heavy over these establishments that attracted
as teachers only the very young or older men aade desperate
by their precarious situation.

The principal frantically

wondered where the necessary funds were to be found*

He saw

hia teachers primarily as rivals out to take away his income
by offering students extra tutorials and room and board.
He fiercely resented thu sjayor and other notables who had
their own ideas on how a school should be operated yet who
refused to vote the necessary money.

Above fall, he suffered

keenly frost the knowledge that he was a contemptible figure
from a social point of view*

Likewise the professors found

themselves reduced to competing with each other and with their
director in the unedifying scramble for supplementing their
pathetic salaries*

They disliked the principals sent froB

other towns and suspected the recteur of playing favorites when
it came to promotion.
How then had fc&ucation changed from the iSapire?
»? hlle the vicious cycle of the i^afctre~d@yp€Eflaim*turned~
principal continued to plague the rectorate, the Aoadeiay was
now recrxiiting from its own ranks in those few cases where
vacancies occured.

And if the problem of the ambitious,

dissatisfied teacher rffinftined a doiainfnt factor, the professors
t

were younger than they had been during the tapire for the older
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generation, relics of the Anden Regime, had all but passed
from the scere.

Then too it may be argued that an adminis

trative unity had been imposed on the confusing topography
of education, and a generation of administrators as well as
teachers was rising from wfcthin the University*

Public

education iwas slowl$rgacqulring a more professional allure.

THE UK I TOES m JjUBIHG THE 18203
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The social and financial problems encountered by
the recteurs between 1816 and 1819 were soon obscured by
the rising din of political battle.

The relative calm of

1817-18i._ oegan to crac* under the heat of a liberal offensive;
and most Frenchmen, royalist or othei%..^w f believtu <;^o the
/

University had moved into the rapidly growing camp of the
liberal faction, a faction led by provocative r>araDhleteers
such as Paul-Louis Courrier, by stirring orators such as
Benjamin Constant, and by ageing military leaders of the
Napoleonic era like General Foy.
The defense undertaken by Eoyer-Collard f the stu
dent riots of 1819-1820, the pressure of an Increasingly
rightist government, these facets have been chronicled by
Adrien Garnier in the Frayssinous and by Louis Grimaud in his
fifth volume, la Eestauratiof),

¥et the nature of the purges

undertaken in the academies has not been studied, nor has
the emergence of a new set of recteurs, men often drawn from
obsoure poets in provincial France.
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II.

After forcing the Due de Hich dieu out of the
government during the autumn of 1818, Jecazes unequivocally
allied himself with the center-feft and undertook a series
of liberal measures that electrified the politically conscious
elites of France.

Sixteen prefects and forty sub-prefects of

"ultra" vintage were *
of severax

,

..:,i& was purged

-rs; former emigre's who had succeeded to posit

ions of high cofflirsand in tne army were dismissed, and a new press
law allowed the appearance of thirty-odd journals, Liost o± them
outspokenlv

«Vrfti»^
. r.«e gains of the liberals In the National Assembly

and the reforms oi' the government effectively politicized
the students of the Royal Colleges and the professors and
students of the various faculties although the teachers and
dfrudents of the municipal colleges seemed to have remained
neutral,
1.

in January, I8l9 f the collegians of Louis-le-Grand

bertler de oauvlgny, ••.; La Ijeat&urfttlons 1964j Chapter iV;
•Lecazeg et l y K3Cp4rlejice Llb^rale", PP« 156-165* Pouthas,
C-a; Guizot: PP> 231-241. Collinsr, Irene? The Government
and tle hewasaper Press in 1 ranee. 1814-18811 ( London,
1959)f PP-Flzalne. 3»t La Vie polltlaue dans la
sous Louis AVllii (JDijon, 1931), PP* 152-155.
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touched off a series of riots and disorders in the former
lyce*es of France when they refused to obey the minute re
ligious regulations of their establishment and vowed to die
collectively in defense of their barricaded dormitory, fcotes
were surreptitiously passed from school to school and revolts
soon occured at hantes, Rennes, Caen, Toulouse arv* Bordeaux,
thereby leading the timorous abbe* Tarby at Angers to suspect
+
f
tlmt his establishment would be the next target. 3" i^ore
serious than these essentially schoolboyish pranks was the
i
wave of agitation that swept the Faculties of Medicine and
\

- v

,

/

law, ti-.i.».a.ujK *rouads for the professional bourgeoisie and
civil service. A professor of law at raris dared profess
from nis podium the philosophy of Benjamin Constant, and
when the Oean suspended the course, marched at the head of
his enthusiastic students to the National Assembly. The law
students of Grenoble forwarded a statement of solidarity, but
the Commission of Public education promptly and energetically
intervened to suppress this movement, one which Eoyer*Collard
2 The
tin equivocally denounced as an "odious corruption 11 .
University hierarchy had no$in*fentior> of abandoning the po~
litioal neutrality that it had so assiduously cultivated since
i

the day* of the A
1.

Dupon t-r er r i er , ^ . ; ^u Collie Clermon t au JUvce'e Loui s
le->Gr*ndt (Paris, 1925) v Vol. 2, pp. 492-^95*

2.

C&rnfcery A.; Frayssinous. son rols dans^
o«6. llimusat. c;
8z; PP. 5o«6S.
la Eesfouration 1 8.22*1 8z5;
reapondence de n. de Remusat pendant lea premieres
da la Hestaura tion>..l 88^1886 1 Vnl, 1.
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.theless mounted.

Pressure on Koyer-Colla

r-left in the National.

His role as spokesman of **-

Assembly and as a major figure in the reforms of the admin
istration exposed him to the hostility of an increasingly
united F?**t

is refusal to countenance a more complete

sh „ M of the government's political case towards the left
alienated from him such figures as Constant and Gasimir Purler.
Finally his role in suppressing the political movement within
the faculties created a host of enemies in the University
itself.

When Oecazes became fearful of his allies on the

left and began to backpedal furiously towards the ri&ht during
the fall of I8l9i Royer-Collard found his own position com
promised.

In October, he r«*5'*r»e^ *>« ^~^s1d*«t *+ the
-> onu earned his colleague and long

Commission.

time universitaire .
M*BMA^MHMMM>MMMIMMMM**M*^ .. '•

eor«es Cuv^qr. as provisional head, an
,
I

W

•

of policies.
a continuity
appointment that assured
~\ '
» *
^

>

But the University hierarchy was unable to main
tain that discrete, almost amoral neutrality which had proved
so effective since the time of i.apoleon.

The, ev***s of; 1820

proved too great for the technicians pf education. The election
> i .
' ,
'
, ,
of October, 1819, not only gave the li Derail* a xuiaarkable
numerical victory, thirty-five out of fifty-five seats, but
rt ;xned to the National Assembly the controversial abbe*
;re*goirc s one of the pillars of the Constitutional clergy,
of sincere and noble principles.
1.

France

Ii^musatj op. cit.i jb£. 392-39^; 3arnierj pp. cit.;
langeron, F^ver-Collardt 1955i pp« 166-169.
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dividing once more into a left and right wing; the liberals
seemed on the verge of new triumphs,

in the nidst of the

•afiuing parliamentary realignment came the tragic assaslnation by a mentally deranged individual of the son of Louis
AViil, the Duo de Berry.
Richelieu i.n rlw-

The event brought the return

^ the hated *.wc*****'*nu ~^t the si

fox «* bitter confrontation between left and right.
The new ministry began a vigorous campaign to
pass three bills designed to halt what was thought to be a
(
revolutionary tide. That permitting the government to detain
for three months anyone accused of plotting against the throne
and that limiting freedom of the press succeeded after sharp
V'

debate, but the bill reworkin~ t^ie electoral system in favor
•''''',
'
'
of the right not c^xy aet^ a stiff resistance from liberal
deputies but brought-tire students of Paris into the streets.
At the end of eaoft debate, a crowd of would-be lawyers and
doctors pressed around the Palais Bourbon to applaud the exit
of Constant, General i oy and the ageing remlutlonary fianusjl.
Their demonstrations, pucttured by ories of VI ve la Charts,
brought police intervention; and when one luckless scholar
was killed a fUMpal cortege of several thousand snaked its
way through the streets of Paris in an impressive display
of solidarity.
Pressure on the Commission mounted.

Its riposfce

that any student
On 5 June, ^eorares v Cuvler declared
j'
caught demonstrating woula be disialesed. /it tne ^cole ..ormale,

was prompt.

•'

- .t

he suspended »/*otoi wousln and three others after a hurried
exdpmge of letters revealed that they had no intention of
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altering their suspect teachings.

When the Faculty of Law

at Grenoble held a public meeting in sympathy with the slain
Parisian, the University temporarily closed that body.

These harsh counter-measures failed to stem the
inevitable reaction, for the notables of France, woting under
the new electoral law in October, returned an Assembly that
meager
reduced the left to
•' -U seats, expanuv^ chose of
V. \'.eighty
v a»••'*'
the ultra,-royalists to 160 and gave the government a generout
190.

Before the new and surprising power of the extreme*

right, the Fxichelieu ministry had to make concessions, but
the means were unclear. Negotiations produced a compromise
/
of sorts. Villere and Corbiere, as well as Laln€, became
ministers without portfolios, enjoying the advantages of
power without the responsibilities,

in addition, Gorbl

deputy from the llle-et-Vilaine and Dean of the Faculty of Law
at Bennes, was named president of the Hoyal Council of Public,
Education.
The nomination
in the life of the Unlvw

vorbieifo laarKed a turning point
.

^retpiore the heads of

public education, despite their differences, had worked for
the centralization of power in the hands of Paris.

A despotic

opinionated man, ruthless in action and doggedly ambitious,
1.

Bibliothesiue de 1'lnstitut; Ponds Cuvierg 273; Affairs
Cousin i 1320. Six months later, Cousin accused Georges
Cuvler of haying broken his promise to allow him to keep
his title of suppleent In the Faculty of Letters: "M'en
de*pouiller,c f est detruire avec les fruits du pass£ mes
espe*rances pour l favenir f et fenaer une carriere a laquelle J favais tout sacrifier. Encore une fois, est-ce
1m ce que vous m favie2 promls? n .
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Corbilfcre ironically initiated
His main work,

. .*un»i,«*i **»cree

mas primarily intended to rally t ^ parliamentary right rather
tfean institute far-reaeiiteg reform.

Bishops ware accorded

the right of surveillance over secondary eohoox*, *j.i,i. author
ity to I&L..-.C x^proiuptu .inspections *j-iu to £ive opinions oft the
teaching personnel.

L*tin was proclaimed the language of the

•Sfcssroora and oade majncu4^or^ xu wiat of philosophy.

Moreover

tat aoaiiMuioe of the suepeot aoole i onaale was to be under•ined by the creation of a series of secondary ^teaching? sch
ools throughout France while the oetits aeminaires receive
the rignt to become lull colleges teaching the curriculum of
the public schools; a clause that Georges Cuvier strenuously
2
In reality, the Decree had little direct impact
opposed.
on I rench education other than that of setting an ominous
tone for the rest of the 1820s*

More to the point was th©

fact that Corbiere refused to counter the encroachments of
the olsrgy on public schools, turning a deaf ear to the plei 3
of the aroused inspectors, most notably F* Ha sure, for a new
law clarifying the confused tangle of statutes and decrees
1.

.oar/iien or. cit.i pp.

2.

Bibliotheque de 1'lnstitut; Fofldft. Cuy^fri 38 fo Annotations
on the proposed ordinance. Cuvier vigorously but unsuccess
fully attempted to have restated the rules imposed on the
petits seaipaires by the Ordinance of 5 October, 1814*
that the teaching of these schools be limited, thfc only
boarding students could attend.
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regulating the relationship between Church and University.
Despite the argument that the 1820s saw increased
•efttimliaation over the affairs of education, the University
was in nany ways returning to the state of disorganization
that had prevailed during the Empire.

Far from an organized

house-cleaning directed by Paris, from the traditional picture
of an insidHous alliance between throne and altar, we find
an era where personal rivalries and ambitions tod a new, un
cluttered field for action.
An early example of fehe disorganized purges that
began under Corbiere and continued wi,th his sti.fi <sessor caste
with the 1821 *7jBii^ of the abbe" ^liytorgiiry, former recteur
»r*2pri«o*iment within the

of JBau, now released from hie
once moderate Hoyal Council.

Corbi&re sent the rambvmetuous

abbs', counter-revolutionary par excellence, on a rambling
tour of the Academy of Grenoble and those of the Hidi, acad
emies whose schools had Ions evinced liberal and republlcam
r**

sfMpftttiies,^

The Law School of Grenoble had traditionally

been a center of political Lactivlsm and in the afterrsath of
the Hundred ifoys, two professors and several students were
suspended for having signed a document proclaiming their
1.

Arch. l«at.j I 3,7 6.8Q9t F. Manure and roinsot, Report on
the Academy of Eennes, 25 June, 1821. iiazure began hie
plea with the observation, **11 semble que, par les soins
aeae que nous avons pris depuls six ans de fair© fleurlr
a la fois la religion, les moeurs et les bonnes Etudes,
oette opposition du clerg€ que devalt tomber d'
n'ait fait que prendre une nouvelle force."

2.

Gamier5 pp.« £iLt? PP» 69-71.
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Adherence to "democratic" ideas and social revolution*

In

1819 the raoulty had been closed for its avowed support for the
philosophy of Benjamin Constant.

Then the following year,

a crowd of students assembled in the frande Place on rumors
that the tricolor had been raised over I<yon.

The vigorous

intervention of the ultra-royalist prefect t the £aron d*
iaaussesu punctured the demonstration.

But the subsequent

investigation, conducted with a brutal disregard for the facts,
brought to the surface the long- simmering feud between d f liaussez
and the recteur of the Academy, the abb£ hordes, Benedictine
in the pre-revolutionary College of jrau, none other tha
/
the leader of the Popular Society which had so persecuted
2
The Impulsive d'KausseE, who tended
Eligargaray in 1792*
to see republicans under every bed, bluntly accused the recteur
of not only opposing his efforts of repression but of actively
encouraging a teaching corps which professed according to
him, "la llberalisme le plus outre".*^
Elioargary found the situation tailored to hie
tastes*

Jihe revolutionary who had chased him from 1- ranee

in 1792, the ex-priest who had participated In the deohristianizinj movement of the Basses-Jryrdnne'es, the private teacher
1.

Dumolard, H.; Jea^~l"&ul Dldfrer et, la con^p^rat^on d.^
m
Grenoble. (Grenoble, 1928), pp. 15-401*

2.

Annot, P.I Les $oci,e*t<ls popujlairas -,de.^
/l^kt?

3.

1 Gh.A }

Aj?ch* i at. i r 17 ^277> fceport of the Buron d f riauasejB f
2k i'iarch, 1821. Also see the r^fflojir^s of the £aron
d'^aussez. Iha prefect described hordes as having "un
omractere dur, un espirit contrmriant, des formes hautaines. w
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who had competed with the abba's school during the Jsapire,
in short the personification of all the evils that had beset
the country for the previous thirty years, this was the Man whom
he found at the head of the Academy of Grenoble*

I'he spirit

of vengeance burned deep within this victim of the Revolution
who had maintained so painful a silence during the days of
Beyer-Collard,

Hestraint was now gone.

And the abbess prose

foamed with hatred as he rashly declared to Paris that the
recteur "ne frequente que ce qu'il ya a de plus tare*, de
plus Jacobin f H that he was irreligious and anti-royalist.
Although Georges Guvier dared write a special report, for the
Minister of the Interior pointing out that the Basque priest
had lost all perspective, the goverrswt successfully pressur
the Council t-* remove ^ u ^ ^-""Tortunate wUiv^., ^, administrator
<

*

whome greatest sin .u*j in his past*

,

V

,

The liberal press in France was quick to pick up

-*
and parody the antics of KLigargarfpy as he passed into the
-H€dl.

At Marseilles, one paper obliquely referred to the

approach of an obscurantist "Chinese Mandarin" and later
printed an alleged speech that the abbe* made before the stu
dents of the Koyal College, a speech that contained the phrase,
*le roi n fa pas besoin de savants'*, only for religious and
faithful subjects.

The Parisian press quickly picked up so

1,

.ibid.i fieport of the abb£ alicargaray, 31 ;*iay t 1821.

2*

ibid. i 1821$ Cuvier wrote a long and detailed report to
the Minister in an atteapt to salvage as many of the pro
fessors in the faculty of Law as possible.
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outrageous a statement and added other supposed comments
degrading the Charter.
these words is in doubt,

Whether the abbl in fact uttered
Charles Schmidt thinks he did* 1

yet the proviseur of the Koyal College of Marseille wrote
a confidential report to his reoteur formally denying the
purported speech. 2 In any case the tourne'q of Ell§argaray
was ruined and once again the Impulsive abbe* had provfcked
a Htinor crisis which placed Paris in the embarrassing position of either susi^i/iing or disavowing
1,

ochniidt, C.i "Le roi n va pas besoin de savants*
Rev. Etudes Sap . i (1908).
Arch. i*at.; F 17 l£lfti Proviseur of the Boyal College of
Marseille to the recteur of Alx» 24 June. 1821 1 H 0n a
4t^ jusqu f& falre dire & M. ixllcargaray que les en f ants
des liberaux devalent etre tralt^s plus seV&rement que
. ."
oeu£ des

3.

Arch. Kat.j F 17 l62Qi At Hontpellier, the medical stu
dents hissed the abb£ 9 27 wune f 1821.
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II.

From the summer of 1821 to June, 1822 f the Uni
wore Interested in politics than in

versity^ treaded' water,

education, Corbiere seems not to have actively participated
on the Royt4 Council; Eli^arsaray, 3- *is seventies, sickened
and died early the n«w.v ^ouxj »+**.„

-,/ier and ?.«r.du found

themselves snuntea into an administrative cul-de-sac.

-^pv^y ended in June with the re-creation

period, of dr^ "'

'

• poss
>
-"\^*c

The

j

-^

.

-ji--- -

J - ^nd the nomination of the abbe*

-

:jmyssinous, bishop of Heraienopolls, as the new head of the
itaJLversity.

me clergy and ultra-royalists had seemingly

scored a aajor victory.
But not quite.

For the villsle government had

chosen as Grand-/Iaster someone intimately involved with
public education since the days of the iisapire, someone who
knew and appreciated :aen such as Amboise Benduaand Georges
Cuvier,

ihc abb^ x raysslnous had been an Inspector of -raris

before I8l4 f was named to the Commission in I8l5 f and had
resigned only so that the ^uc d '^nsoulese could place his
favorite on ttet body,

Fraysslnous had been made Grand-

•aster because he was & priest who espoused a moderate
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Gallicanism, beoaufte he was an educator of repute and, not the
least of the reasons, because he was a capable spokesman
for the royalist viewpoint. 1

Although the liberal press

denounced him as an^agent of the muoh feared Congregation,
the militant clergy and ultras h»d in fact advanced the oardidacy of a acre unooaproiaiaifig royalist.
spurned the dosgaatisat of th* •rtreme right.

Indeed Frayssinous
«iii.tw nts relieved

including the Jesuits, had tne right
that religious oraers,
*.
to open schools, he denied that the Church should have a
wmopoly over education,

if any one trait characterized

Frayesinoua's administration, it was precisely his ut.f-~r lr»ftk
of a pro-ran.

The. abbe* possessed a eoBplioni; 9 even weax

character that could ill resist the countless pressures, the
patronage, the politics that provincial France brought to
in this sense, the new Grand*»Haster shared the failings
i/t#
'
«f his predecessor, the genial byt feckless Louis Fontanes* /
bear,

In the fall of 1822, the faculties of the University
still espoused political opinions that enraged an otherww.se
triumphant right, and Frayssinous, in his initial dealings
with these bodies, showed a resolution and firmness that
s is 3j*n>*r wealmass*

On 6 September, the

was supres»**^ wf^lts students scattered across
v

• xj.^r

j

-istant departments*
*•

Since

most of the professors kof the iicole taught at the Faomlty
of Letters of Paris, the new Grand-i-aster did not hesitate
1,

Gamier, pp.^ £l£ju* Chap. 1V\ HFrayssinous et la Grandde I
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to suspend their courses as welt.

The only voice that was raised against th* s
o*
Her'

f-

:

: «ary purges was that of the irrepressible -abolse
< '

,

.n 15 Koveaber, 1822 f the former prote^ of ron-

,.* r

ta^ies protested with all his strength the blatant disregard
for the rights of all teachers.

Did not the iteorees of 1808

and 1811 guarantee that no professor could be expelled with
out a proper hearing?

Hendu confessed his shock and surprise

at the attitude of certain of his colleagues and argued that
the Ordinance of 1 June, creating the post of Grand-frmster,
in no way abrogated the formalities prescribed for trying
a member of the University accused of a misdeed.

Falling

on deaf ears, the plea merely signalled the eclipse of the
one nan willing to oppose the arbitrary acts of a politically
motivated administration.

The new tone on the Royal Council

was confirmed later that year by the appointwBJbfc of three
ultra-royalists and the forced resignation of the Orientalist
Sllvestre de Sacy.
Although the corps of inspectors-general regained
intact between 1822 and 1824, Frayssinous added two militajsjj
ultra-royalists, the abbe* Fayet and a pamphleteer, Lauentle,
Jouf f roy . ^i.^iron ; 1902 1 pp.

2.

Arch. i*at.s r \7 2.62 8 1 Heport of Ambclse Rendu to the
Jraud -faster, 15 Kovenber, 1822$ "la derniere seance du
Cor. sell m fa offert l f occasion de rappler un prlnclpe que
Je ne croyais pas susceptible de contradiction*.. que nul
ne peut Stre Jugs' sar.s avoir £te* entendu.,.11 m'a parjt
cependent que 1'aoquiesment de M le® Conselllers n f ^tait
pas 'or.anme . • • I
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thus setting the tone for the purge of 1824.
typic»i ci one t/p* „.

~>±**^^ M .

Fayet was

:tad during the l82QsJ

theyyoung, eloquent an£ socially agreeable priest, the fre
quenter of court life in Paris,

tie was a student of the

fashionable 3aint-3ulplee and had been sent to Bouen where
Bernier made him honorary vi oar-general at the young age
of thirty-three, a fact that awoke- the resentment of the local
•>

clergy who thought the new appointee shallow, lagy and con
ceited. 1
The Ordinance of August, 1824, creating a joint
ftlnistry of Ecclesiastical nriaira unu ruolio Instruction,
testified to tne will 01 one &o\<-j.^vt^ w**& religion and
education be intimately linked and that a central agency in
Paris regulate both.

9

The measure was followed that September

by a thorough purge of the inspectors-general so that a new
j
body, more clerical and roy&ii&t, cotu.u. «~-^^c
of the Grand-faster.

The abb^ Guairard, former

opponent of Napoleon, resigned in protest despite the pleas
of Fraysslnous. 3 £e Coffler, Budan and ^aburan henceforth
adopted the new politics, while ftazure and Ai&plre turned
thanselvee into non-political * technicians" as did two other
laymen whom Hoyer-Collard had named recteurs during the reof 1815, i-ouicw ue Lisle and Blanquet du Chayla, both
1.

Biblioth^que i^unicipale a® nouent KM 1 .31 s Vol.

2»

Garnierj OP. fli.t^i p. 100,

3.

Arch, i.at.j g %7 i Personal dossier of the abbe* Guairardf
letter of

A
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laymen whose professional zeal had incurred the aniaosity
of the local oler^r.
respite the ordinances and decrees that bestowed
new power on the Qrand-flaster, despite the careful housecleaning of the Inspectors-general, the Eoyal University was
plunged headlong Into a period of administrative confusion*
The rule of Praysslnous was not the rule of Paris but the
rule of the departments, of local authorities.

Indeed, it

aay be arguea cnat the 1820s witnessed the last great flower*ing on a political level of provincial France and that the
University was one of the chief institutions to feel this
renaissance. The question of clericalism versus liberalism
which so dominated the debates of the National Assembly, was
primarily a vehicle for the perennial struggle between ad
ministrators loyal to Paris and local authorities. The old
battle of the H&pire between centralization and regionalism
was being refought, but this time the victor was the latter*

Hie whole of France*s institutional structure,
while remaining more or less the same in legal terms, was
shifting onto a new foundation* The army had been broken
into departmental legions, becoming more than ever local
units.

^

Prefects gained a new independence from Barls* ilayora
gained new authority in the administration of their communes.
Bishops emerged as active spokesmen for the interest groups
t*»t they laijtdj and some, such as the Archbishop of Toulouse,
the
nd—-Jaiflgneur of the Anoiwi Riglm., ClerBont-Ionnwre,
a
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exercised considerable influence over provincial politics.
The clergy too began to expand its activities and in the
process all the subsurface divisions and rivalries within
it oame into view, particularly those between the mission*
aries from Paris bearing aristocratic names like de Jansen f
in adu->

and parish priests* jealous of their territories*

cation, towns returned to their attitudes during the Empire,
refusing to finance the luclcless schools*

Teachers stranger

to a locality were abruptly turned out in favor of local
candidates, sometimes tobacconist s f ex- soldiers, relatives
of notables*

The fact that the recteur was given power to

appoint professors simply exposed hi® to the irresi stable
pressures of mayors, prefects, landowners, officers and the
el or £7 t thus ending the comf or table practice of ascribing
s*

unpopular decisions to far-off Paris*
/

The purge of the corps of recteurs during the course
of 1822-1&24 oifej.w ~ partial ae^bujrt, of tn@ disorganisation
that beset the University.

&o coherent rationale was adopted*

Bather rrayssinous eliminated head® of academies according
to the strength of local pressures*

The outspokenly Gallican

recteur of Besanc.on f J*-J. Ordinalre f had offended the ultra*.
royalists by his ope^

she electoral college for

ministerial candidates between 1816 and 1830*

He had long

been the sworn enemy of the militant clergy and the protector
of certain of the former constitutional priests,
1*

in 1823 1

__ _
Genevray, P.I ^Administration et la ylff..
j. f Grand Diocese da Toulouse sous la~^est&urations
oulouse
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the Inspectors-general praised his undeniable talent and
devotion to the University, but reluctantly asked for Ordin*

alre's removal.

The leading ecclesiastic in the University

to suffer for his po1 *
Brittany, the abbe* ?Le

*&s thp energetic recteur of
i, '^snaer e**;

the i&apire and its *»*.**.*.vuUkous.

„ ;&& supported

Very much a Galilean, L@

Priol had vigorously prosecuted the petit s&aina^re of the
Ille~et-Vilaine in 181? and that next year allowed three young
men expelled from the oeminatr of Vannes for "Jansenist"
principles to teach in the college of that town.

To seal

his unpopularity, the abbe* consistently opposed the projects
in July, 1822,

of J.wi. de Lammenais at oaint~Brieuc.

Frayssinous called him to ?aris ostensibly for consultations,
r

then informed him of his "retirement**

2

Other recteurs fell victim to cleric rr>B*ttre«,
The new Archbishop of Lis^^, sja^ia-Sei^aeur of the Aaolen
Regime, requested the removal of the layman who directed the
Academy, despite the fact that this stan had been an officer
in Louis AVI*s navy and an 4mlgr^.^ At &lx t certain saagis**
trates worked hand-in-£*ove with the influential clergy of
fcfeat ancient town to secure the removal of the ageing ex1.

5h« Kmt.i r ^.7 772^t Report of the inspectors-general,
Arch
June, 1823$ ? j,7 88961 Reports of the inspectors of the
Academy of Besangon to Paris, 1822*1823. Villat,

*Le premier recteur de 1'Aoadfee de Besan5or.$ w p^« clt

2,

fiio, AA F.i Epilogue a l*Art Chretlen> (Paris, 18?5)}
pp. 203~206f >lartiniere, J. dej "Le plus anoien manoir
de ^nnes11 ! Bull. 3oc. Poly. Horbihant T. 37 $1912).

3,

Arch. Kat.j g 17— * Personal Dossier of Laurencie
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d'£yiaar, accused of being an enemy of priests*
Although two inspectors-general of conservative repute came
to his defense, the reoteur was retired. 1"
In * few academies, the heads were compromised by
their pasts and henoe made easy prey for intrigues and rivalries within public •ducation itself.

At Kouen, Uai^o Botta

labored under the burden of having once been an Auilisaf rev
olutionary, a legislator during the Hapire, and an appointee

Despite his assldi
uous efforts to conciliate a domineering inspector, Botta
of the University during the Hundred Days.

found himself progressively undermined by the clerical Faucon,
who had valuable allies in the proviseur of the Eoyal College
in the principal of Evreux.

The recteur's position be*

untenable when his son t Involved in the revolutionary
Carbonari at Milan, fled across France to Houen to hide in
a backroom of his father** apuartment* 2
situation occur^ , «** Bmirflres*

A not un similar

The recteur, long beset by

rivals in the lyce"e, 1:^1 itoc been able to suppress the fact
3
that he had been a married priest during the Revolution.
Both he and his colleagues at Rouen were reisoved*
1.

Arch, iat.j F J.7 88 3ft i kote for the inspectors-general,
1820 J "#. le Hectetir parait eactrement opposl aux
lissements dirige's par des

2.

Botta, S.i La Vie Drive's de Carlo Bottat 1871. In a
desperate attempt to "save" his son, he contracted with a
ship 1 s captain to take the boy to Brazil*

3.

Aroh. Nat* i F 17 i Perscsr^l Dossier of the abbe* Be*gat$
correspondence of
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A full measure of the disorganization that was
overtaking the Boyal University is to be found in the
•election of new recteurs.

The urand-iiaeter turned not to

mem whoa he £n«w and trusted but acceded to local pressures*
i

.

•

N

- 1

The game of patronage and politics played with such ill effect
in 1609 was being repeated*
^

The academies received as their

new heads men who represented a region, a locality, men who
mistrusted Paris and its works, men who enjoyed the protection
of prominent notables and hence a certain independence from
the capital*

Some

host of the new recteurs were priests.

of these were counter-revolutionaries par axo^lla^cft. Others
were pleasant, old-fashion©d ecclesiastics who still clung
to a relatively tolerant viewpoint*

But all had long lived

had long been prominent in local society;
he same town; all
%
all firmly believed in the rights of oesmnes to rule
their schools*

Writing to a new recteur in 1822, Georges

Cuvler defined the one rationale that the Boyal Council applied
to eaoh choices "11 faut un home,*4 he affirmed, °qui ®e
rrtjanis 4aas la haute soeie*t£, qui puisse prendr© de I 1 in^
i
fluence stir 1'opinion et principalesaent sur le cl©rg£* Ri
Of those selected, almost all «w.e fro^ bumble
>

__

• .

backgrounds, but each had protection in what Cuvier termed
1.

Bibliotheque de I'lnatitut* Fonds Cuy^eri 27.01 Instruc
tions to the iieoteur of the Academy of Grenoble, 1822 1
"Attaches vous 4 bien fa ire comprendre (to the eccles
iastics) que votre but est le meae que le leur, cherchez
coame eux & donner a 1'Etat des ci toy ens rlligilux et
&or*>u£****t que 1'int^rSt conniun*««le8 uris surs les autres****1
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haute sooie'te' 11 *

At Angers f the Goate de tfaquille *i»4

his former tutor, the abb* Morloe, cur£ at Hamers, named
reoteur.

iiere VMS a not untypical example of the appointees;

a aaall town priest, an ageing nan, ignorant of adminis
tration, Indifferent to paperwork.

His new inspector, re

placing the purged ! ourcas, came from a leading ultra-royalist
2
family at Ssmmur, the la Eousslare-Ponttoevoye.
At Caen,
the bishop and several notables secured the nomination of
a native of the towa r a priest who had been educated in the
pre-r evolutionary colleges, had opened a school during the
Jtepire and was Intiaately linked to and involved in clerical
o

education of the region.-'
la Brittany,

The same process repeated Itself

local notables lobbied for the appointment of

the provlseur of the Boy&l College, the abbe* Blanchard, a
pillar of the moderate wing within the diocese and a champion
I,
of eighteenth century pedagogical methods*
Blanehard had
been a professor In the pre-revolutionary Eudiste College,
thai vicar-general during the Directory and Consulate, and
finally head of a pri\*ate school until the Decree of 15
1.

Sorln, £*8 aiqtoire dy L.yce'e d*Angarat 18?3« Papers of
the Academyi Arch* Depths Hayannei g-r-li Principal of
Chateau-C-ontler to the recteur of Angers; 18 October,
182*M "Quel admirable changeaentl Le Seigneur nous a
envoy4 son ange pour nous eclairer et nous tirer des
tenebres ou nous ^tions ensevelis depuis si longteaps***

2.

lort, C.i g^otionaalre ^i storique» fget)pgrat>hiaue et
jgraphiaue de l^lne—^t-Lpire* (Paris, 187^—1878), 3
Article on La Eoussiere-^ontberoye family*
Simon f G-A| L fabb^ Jr-r Jamefr T jL762-l8^.J8 (Gaen, 1935) I
pp. 221-319.

4

ifeuphln * J • \ fj-j^abbiS B^anohard^* Les Eudistesddu diocese
(Hennes, 19to]j pp.
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He entered the Hoyal College in 1815 prinarily to spite hiseamaiies in the seminary of Hennes, mil*
itant ecclesiastics bent on open war with the University.
November, l8ll.

The two laymen who beoame recteurs in this turn
.^^.»~ ^«**w»nta within the University
over reprr
during the ib20s. In one case, the new appointee represented
the "old tradition*1 being re~e/i throned , as it had been at
Angers and Bennes. The inspector of the Academy of Eouen,
Faucon, was a conservative, if not a reactionary educators
head of a private school in that town during the Directory
which had sheltered refraot£ry priests, a devot whose hunched
<

^

A

'>

8hotu.utxT3 9 tilted ne»d and b«atle»»liKe c^uiows belied his

As reoteur f iauoon conducted no purge. Oh
the contrary, he allowed tne Jroyal uoxxege to becofa*i a refuge
for those i.oraalia*nB chased from other academies, all because
26'
they were frieada of his nephew, a lioriaalian of
The second layman was an uncompromising ultraintelligence.

royalist whose Parisian protection propelled hin.up. the/-.
administrative ladder of the University, ijftoorie h&A been

•*

an ekigre* in ^pain and was captured in iww> t-ighting French
troops.

Although teohnioally a prisoner-of«»war f h« became

principal of the College of Perig»€ux thanks to the local
notables.

From there laborie beoame proviseur of Toulouse,

then alu Angers in 1819.

In 1822 1 his royalist protectors

1.

Bibliotheque Muniolpalei Eouenj ^ l^li Vol. IV.

2.

Arch. i»at.j £'.. .^7 789 St Report of the inspector s*»seneral
June, 1828.
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secured for him the liberal Academy of Strasbourg and in his
first letter to 1-ray asinous, ...... **iaction*I boasted of his
desire to conduct a thorough purge, concluding, *Le Grand*
Haltre peut se reposer sur mon zlle, pour lui designer tous
les foootionneires indigne* sur son zele, pour lui designer
tous les fonetiorna ires indigne" d^tre employe's dans
s

I 1 instruction publique.** 1
The inevitable consequence of allowing local can
didates or those with protection to become ractours was a
breakdown in administration* 'Hie same lax behavior, the same
careless inaixi'erenoe that nad characterized the appointees
«*

of 1809 reappeared in precisely the sane form.

Neither set

of man wh&reprofessional furctiorarlesj both came from other
careers and hence looked on their posts as rewards for past
sarrioes.

At Qaen, the abbe* Jaamss divided his time between

the direction of a large convent, an insane asylum, an
establsihment for tha deaf and dumb and a school for girls
as well as public education*

What became of one of the best

academies in France, an inspector mournfully asked?
treated as a purely secondary zaatter.

It was

He wrote

L 'administration est remise & la direction des
subalternes en sorte qua le vlritabl© recteur est
de fait le secretaire de 1'Academie, n'ayagt ni
les lusiieres, ni I 9 Instruction nlcessaire*
1«

Arch* Kat.i F 17 ^Qjj* Eecteur of Strasbourg to th© Grandiiaster, 11 June, 1822.

2.

Arch* l»at.j ^ £7 68101 Heport of the inspeotors»geceral
Fayet and Letronne, July, 1826.
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At Hennas, exactly the same process occured.

The abb£ Blan-

chard divided his time between the Academy and an ecclesi
astical school.

Eventually he moved his belongings into

the latter establishment and came to the office of the
rectorate only to retri^e his mail. 1
A few of the recteurs pursfced a leisurely round
°f soirees and dinners instead of tending to the more mun
dane problems of education.

The abbe* Mourre, at Aix,

apparently spent an inordinate amount of time Ingratiating
himself with the clergy, as well as the old magistracy and

nobility.

o

At Angers, the abbe* Horice preferred the exis

tence of a rentier to that of a harassed administrator and
even then constantly complained of all the "paperasse" that
beselged hi®.

Moreover the abb£ detested his inspector, de
*

'•

i

'

' '

la Koussiere, who resided at mantes and rarely appeared to
perform his duties, but, when he did, regularly opposed the
recteur In his choice of candidates.

"A quoi me servlra sa

prlscence" declared Morioe to the Grand~l»oter t "si dans
toutes les occasions oft nous ne serons pas de name avis 8,
de la Bousslere temolgne de I'humour et refuse de ae seconder...
1.

ijauphin$ oi?* c^t^a as well as the liasses concerning the
Academy of I ennes from 1809 to 1830*

2.

Arch. Nat. i 1 17 68lQi Eeport of F. l^zure, 1826.

3.

Sorln, op. cit.j Arch. I4at.j F 17 6810 1 Eeport of the
inspector-general de Luyanss, 1826.
*

Aroh. Ivat.; f 17 8ll \i The recteur of Angers to the GrandMaster i July ? f 1828.
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Under the Horloes, the Mourres, the Jasmines and the
Blanchards, the municipal colleges of France regained much
of the autonomy that they had lost during the reign of the
"technicians*"
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III

Betwean 1819 and 1324, the liberal movement within
th« Boyal University was not a major force within the rank and
file of the teaching corps*

Although professors and students

of the faculties at raris, Grenoble and montpellier did form
the forward phalanx of the political left in France, it is
hard to discorer men who were politically engaged beyond this
rather limited circle* The unrest within the Boyal Colleges had
much to do with the minute religious practices imposed from
above and there were occasional references to "republicanism*t
fret the collegians were by and large venting their traditional
grievances — the poor quality of food and the sri& living con
ditions. Academies such as that of Angers showed a generally
apathetic spirit politically, for the laymen were too Involved
with their own particular problems to engage in disctussiona of
relatively distant events. Thenttoo, the recteurs of the Liberal
EefojD»itlon were purged less for their politics than for the fact
that they had attempted to apply unpopular University legislation,
a fact which progressively narrowed their base of support. Such
was the case of de Lisle at Angers, although his removal came
through promotion to the Inspectorate general.
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The most Interesting feature of the 182Os was not so
much the offensive of the clergy, but the Btaoner in which old
feuds and quarrels surfaced under the guise of political in
trigue.

The best example occured at Grenoble where the &bbl

^aicargary took great delight in purging the rectorate of the
vary s»n who had chased him from France thirty years earlier*
The recteur of fiennes lost his post because of his stridently
Gallican views and his imprudent involvement in dfcocesan politics,
while at Rouen an inspector who wished to be head of the Academy
helped discredit the Italian-born recteur.

The result ^as that

administration during the reign, of Charles X was not wholly dissim
ilar fron administration during the riapoleonic era.
bles, more intent

Local nota

on finding a comfortable sinecure, returned

to the direction of the academies, and in Paris the iHHonaality
of earlier days reappeared in the office of the Grand-lister*

The

leads of the academies of Angers, Kennes, Caen and Bouen all
--pent isore time with outside activities and did not hesitate to
their profound distaste for the annoying demands of paperwork,
again, the hierarchy of public education had become a
>f provincial life*

CHATTER FIFTSEK

ACADEMY OF AKGERS DURING
THE 182OS
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I.

From a statistical point of view, the clerical
offensive of the 1820s may be readily defined.

Of the thir

teen provlseurs named between 1822 and 1825, eleven were
priests; in the municipal schools, 1^4 principals out of 309
wore the cloth, while 500 of the 1800 members of the teaching
corps were ecclesiastics.

Clearly the Church had won a

preponderant voice in matters of public education.
But the French fchurch has never possessed a single
voice and the 1820s were no exception.

When historians

speak of a "clerical offensive,*1 one must know the point of
reference: the abbe* Frayssinous and his entourgae?, the heads
of the academies?i the principals of the colleges?? or bhe
bishops and the many cliques within their dioceses?

Bach

group had its own Interests, its own ambitions.
In this light then, what sense does the formula,
"alliance between throne and altar" , contain?

The Academy of

Angers furnished us with a partial answer.
1.

Ponteil, F.; rijlstoire de I'enseignement seconda^re T
(Paris, 1966), p. 161.
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II*

Prior to 1823, the clerical problems In former
Anjou and the Maine was a question of the long-established
principals attempting to gain their independence from Uni
versity rules and obligations*

The old guard was straining

hard against the tenuous control of the rectorate, contin
uing a skirmish that had flared intermittently since the days
of the Empire.
In this phase, power gradually slipped out of
the rectaur*s hands*

'"
''
'
-' Tl
^
a
At Chateau-Gontier, the intractable

Horeau,/now seventy-four, erased corresponding with Angers
and appointed and dismissed his teachers without Informing
either the Academy or Paris.

Then the abbe* demanded a

class of philosophy, so far denied to the college, but de
Lisle declined to entertain a suggestion that would create
a rival to the course in the Royal College.

The Bishop

of Le Mans and local authorities deluged Paris with appeals
and the Royal Council approved, thereby helping to undermine
1.

Arch* Nat.; P.. 17 8111; hacteur of Angers to Grandpiaster i 20 August, 1822. De JLlsle wearily reported
that studies at Cmteau-Gontier were "vlcieux sous
plusieurs rapports, mais essayer de convaincre M.
Horeau est une entreprlse absoluaent chlraerique. M
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the feeleagured recteur.

At nearby laval, the abb£ Tre*j
"

quier, a somewhat narrow-minded Individual, ran-an estab
lishment that even the inspectors^general admitted to be
1*88 unlversltalre than those at La Mans and Saumur. 2
In the -vMne-etrLoire, the main point of friction
was the College of Jou£ f where the reoteur siaintained a
running tfettxe-Jtith-"the ecclesiastic In charge.

In 1821 f

de Lisle bluntly asked the abb6 if he ever read the letters
sent him.^

A year later he admitted to Baris that none of

the teachers had been formally appointed by the University
and that the principal repeatedly contravened the rules,
aost recently be printing an elaborate prospectus without
authorisation.

In 1823, it was discovered that the abbe*

Treard had established a fifth form despite a formal interdiction*

4-

&ot all the ecclesiastics in education sought to
buck the authority of de Lisle, for a handful genuinely
accepted the premise that cooperation with the rectorate
could be beneficial.

At Ernee, the young abbe* Huet, twenty-

five years, displayed a loyal attitude.

And at Le Mans, a

former professor of Chfcteau-Crontler showed that not everyone
1.

Arch, ^ept.; i'layenne; fc-T-ll: Becteur of angers to the subprefect, 16 January, 1821.

2.

Arch, kat.j F 17 8111;
1823.

3.

Arch. Dept.; Fjaine-et~Loire> 33-T-3; Recteur of Angers to
principal of i>oue, 1 Mrch, 1820.

4.

Arch. Kat.i f 17 8111; Annual report of the recteur of
Angers, 1823.

Report of the inspector-general,
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from that establishment was anti-university*

the abb£

Dubreuil had hesitated a long while before accepting the
post, but agreed under pressure from the vicars-general.
him intelligent, poised and
The inspectors-general called
*-

zealous, raptuously observing, "L f esprit de la maison est religieux et monarchique." 2
Nevertheless, the authority of Poulet de Lisle was
being undermined in an unlikely corner of the Academy.

In

1820, the system of Chateau-Gontier received a fresh extension
with the semX-legal appearance of a college in the small town
Of Lassay, on the northern tip of the i'iayenne.

A professor

frOi.: -i^weau-Gontier, pretending to be the bishop f s agent,
contracted with the municipal council to create a school
that was to be operated at his own risks and perils in return
for the spacious building used by the 0*00^e mutuelle• J3 The
system of the abbe* Horeau received a full duplication* teachers
were chosen from the Seminary of Le i'Sans, "apprentis professeurs* de Lisle scornfully called them* multiple holidays were
accorded to the detriment of studies; an excessively high price
for tuition was charged and a prospectus was issued without
the reoteur f s approval.

The purpose of the school in the eyes

1.

Arch. Dept.; Sarthe; TT»l8i Principal of Le ftana to recteur
of Arigers; 18 June, 182 .

2.

Arch. Nat.j F 17 8111;
1823.

3.

Arch. Dept.i Cayenne; 3-T-l-492-Bs Rectaur of Angers to
the Commission of Public iiducationi 3 December, I8l9i to
mayor of Lessay* 11 January, 1820| flayer of Lassay to
recteur of Angersj 2k September, 1820.

Heport of the inspectors-general;
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of Chauvigne' was to innoculate the students of the Cayenne
against the "doctrines funestes dont le poison circule
aujourd'hui dans la soci<§t£ comme une lave impure et brulante."
Friction between Angers and the abbe* led to a halfvictory for the former.

Chauvigne* sent Incomplete charts of

the number of students, of the amount of the school tax,
attempted to call several boarding boys "gratuitous" when
they were paying 400 francs in tuition, and never replied
2
Despite the opposition
to several of the recteur f s letters.
of the town, who pointed out that the abb£ was too busy
organizing the college to correspond, de Lisle used his
disobedience as the excuse for introducing a layman in the
fourth form as well as an abbe* from the College of laval
to the second.

Within a year, even the municipal council

of Lao say was taking sides with the Academy against Chau~
vlgnf, now accused wd*un despotlsme revoltant."^
In 1822| ecclesiastics may have directed only sever
of the seventeen colleges, but these were the largest, most
prosperous schools, almost the only ones that offered the
fifth ami sixth forms i Ch£teau.*Gortier with 300 students,
la^al with 1?1| Le imn^ .,,, ^a AU/; and jJouJ with 157»^

And

1.

Ibid,8 Prospectus, 1820.

2.

Ibid.i Kecteur of Angers to principal; 24 February, I82l|
Report of the inspector i 11 July, 1821 * JSayor to the reoteur
of Angers, 12 February, 1821.

3«

Ibid.i Town council to the recteur of Angers, 28 July, 1821,

4.

Arch. Nat. i £X7 8a4 1; B^PPO^ sur le personnel des colleges
oommunaux de iTacadlmie d f Angers, Exercise 1823-1824.
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each case, the principal considered himself the servant of
the bishop rather thain of the reoteur.
Ie»ymen headed only the ^^lle.r, unremun@ratlve
i

schools thft v annu*»j.iy teetered or the brl/us of insolvency.
The director of tamers had forty-one studentst that of 3eint~
Qalais forty-threei that of Chateauduloir twenty-five.

The

pathetic establishment aft La ouze disappeared, while that at
Beaufort shrunk to a miserable seven. Bauge* contained thirty1
seven boys.
Only in the Kaine-et-Loire did the rectorate
seem to have the loyalty of a coher^vU, reasoii&ule school
system,

^ne r.oyai College sheltered over 150 students;

the proviseur was a cousin of Poulet de Lisle as well as
a veteran of the imperial lyoe'e;*.

*tt|tfaumur» the ageing

student of the Doctrinaires and of the Ecfcle JNonaale of
1795t **. imillet, still held forth with eighty boys, and at
Bauge" an. honorable but luckless member of the respected
Aubert family directed that school.

The Colleges of Cho-

let and Beauf art were equally under laymen i and both directors,
although veterans of the Vendoan armies, inspired little
confidence from the clergy.
Through the use of the poisonous half-truth, ec
clesiastics plantieo. uouuvw» t*uout tiiest* ia/iaen and thereby
prepared the way for their removal.

The first to disappear

was the fifty year old principal of Saumur, L, billet,
former private teacher and head of ChateauAuloxr, a piwA ,^ssional educator wearied by the partisan strife of-running a
1.

Ibid.
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school — opposition of the teachers, the indifference of
the mayor, the active hostility of the former emlgr£ priest
who served as cure*.

In 1823, the latter caught the ear of

two inspectors-general and these in turn reported Maillet as
a "dangerous" man ostracized by "respectable" people.

Had

not they found in his library a conspicuously displayed copy
of Dupin's pantheistic 3ur IfOrlffine d,e tpusn lea ..suites.
a place where parents and students could easily see the
book?

The reoteur tm& under his hand several letters of

naillet asking for a transfer and, when the cure* of SaintPi err e formally denounced the religious and political prin
ciples of the director these provided the excuse for his
removal.

Despite an Interview with the Grand-Jfester by a

notable of the Sarthe, the director was abruptly placed
2

en conge* in 1823*

The same techniques of slander were applied with
equal effect at nearby Bauge*.

s.

"

-

The i orfcy-eight year old

Aub^rt came from a leading family of Sauraur, btt one that
had been in the forefront of the Angevin Revolution.

The

militant cure* of nearby Pontigne* had long opposed the college
and openly recruited its students for his own assail school.
The local landowners were by and large hostile to the idea
of public education! the wealthy few who took an interest
!•

Ib^id.t Report oftthe inspectors-general, 1823. The College
of 3aumur was, according to then, "dirige* par un homme de
isauvalses opinions, sans capacite, sans consistance, dans
la ville ne jouissant d'aucune conflance.., 1*

Z*

Arch, fcat.j F 17 8,6031 The*"bault to the abbe* Frayssinousi
11 September, 1823*
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sent their sons to Saumur or Angers, while the influential
Jarres brothers gave their protection to the cure**

In

desperation, Aubert offered to laake the cure" au^gn^er of the
college j but the latter refused, leading the moderate subprefect to castigate w ce rigor isme, cette exaltation sombre
et farouche qul ^ujourd'hlil, domine presque tous las Jeunes
pretres..."

In January, I823 f the cur£ did not hesitate to

accuse the college of irreligion before an audience of three
hundred that included Aubert and his bewildered student si
"Oui," he finished, w Je sais que c f est pour se mettre &
la hauteur du siecle qu*on en agit ainsi ; et blen moi, je
p
mets le siecle sous mes piedsj Le Dieu nous jugeral*1
In this clerical age, when the presence of a
priest seemed the only means of securing social acceptance t
the leading establishment of the Academy was populated en-i

tirely by laymen.

;

The difference between the Hoyal College

of ±o42 and the Lyce*e of the iaapire was that a younger, nonpolitical set of men had risen in the places of the fowaer
' .
•a
Three of the professors were products
revolutionaries.
of the Ecole Konaalei the others came from municipal colleger
or the establishment itself*

This one fact explains the vio~

lence with which the royalists of Angers attacked the young
1.

Arch. Dept«i Ifoine-et-Loirej gfi~ff«41i Sub~prefect of
Bauge* to the recteur of Angers, 1^ February, 1821*

2.

Ibid.t 2^*1^31 Principal of Baug^ to the reoteur of
Angers i 22 January, 1523.

3.

Arch. Hat. i F 17 7688 1 tableau _du Personnelt 182CW1823.
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censenr T a veteran of the school since 1809*

Collet had saved

the college from the disastrous administration of the abbe*
1mrby, but his marriage in 1819 to the daughter of a leading
liberal family involved him in the politics of that turbu
Despite the ardent pleas of the recteur, Cor-

lent year.

biere sent the man into exile as inspector of the Academy
of Limoges while Frayssinous peremptorily retired him two
years later.
tfhen the provlseur was called to the Academy of
Strasbourg in 1821, de Lisle managed to replace him with a
cousin, Grallet du Plessis, a good royalist, but an Indif/ . •• • i
ferent administrator, ror the ne^v Uiree years, bishop and
clergy struggled might and main to replace him with an ec
clesiastic*
recteur.

The defense of Grallet proved costly to the

When a student revolt occured in 1823, the Bishop

of Angers complained that B immoral w boys were allowed to
remain and that dangerous books were being smuggled into the
school. 2 i rayssinous refused the demand that he name the
aumonler as head of the school, but Invited the bishop to
designate any other in the diocese.

Surprisingly, Mgr.

Ilontault des lies reacted with displeasure at this small
contretemps and in turn refused to name someone else. 3
ibift . i
1821.

r.ecteur of Angers to the Eoyal Council, 4 July,

2.

Arch. Kat.i F 17 ^11li Beport of the inspectors-general,
1823. The inspectors cleared de Lisle df any blame, de
scribing him as "un homme habile, fort bon admin istrateur,
defendant constamment les droits de 1'Unlversite*...".

3.

Arch. I-.-at. ; *:. 17 7688; Hecteur of Angers totthe Grandfaster, 20 September, 1822.
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For the Departments of the Hayenne and the Sarthe,
a layman disappeared In each. At £vron, the principal was
proven dishonest, a vile "speculator" and was dismissed. 1
At Chateauduloir, the *vent was another of the Interminable
feuds between a lay principal and a cure*.

The diocesan

clergy engineered the removal of the director, a long-time
veteran of the Academy, but the latter, with the aid of the
mayor, opened a private school in opposition to the college.
"On ne se contente plus de m* in purler publiquement/1 cried
the new principal after several painful weeks,

w et de vomir

contre moi rnille sasasmes.. *de composer et de chanter dans
les rues des chansons odleuses et diffamantes.»,on menace
i
«2
mon existence!"
By 1823 the new aspect that the Academy presented
was less the emergence of the clergy inside public education
than the appearance of a young, militant generation within
~
'
" of youthlul ' '
that clergy
. 3 ihe Hew breed
priests was no
tne old guard, those aged relics of the Anclen

Regime where religious orthodoxy contained an element of
1.

Arch. Dapt.i Mayennei 2-T-l8 Recteur of Angers to Prin
cipal of £vron, 26 November, 1821. "La meilleure assur
ance qu'un regent puisse me donner de son bon caractere
est d'avoir passe* un an ou deux an College d*Evron sans
so plaindre ou sans que vous soyez plaint de lul."

2.

Arch. Dept.i Sarthej TT; College of Cl-mteauduloir,
Principal of Chateauduloir to the recteur of Angers,
29 October, 6 December, 1825.

3.

Bottlnelli, E,F.; Souvenirs d'A.Cournot* 1760-l86Qz
(Paris, 1913)* pp. 64-66.

A
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overweening sense of independence not only from secular
•authority but from their own superiors.

It was they, and not

the older generation of priests who set the tone of the
Academy during the 1820s.
The leading figure was the principal of Lassay,
- i
s
then of ilayenne, a young man of twenty~eifeht raised in the
fervent ana reactionary atmosphere of Chfiteau-Gontier.

On

aaceptlnor the direction of the College of Mayenne in 1821 f
Chauvlgne*, issued a prospectus proclaiming a curriculum that
even ttie Bishop of Le Hans frowned upon* not only Greek,
Latin, French, history and geography were Included, but
music, dancing and drawing figured prominently, a replica
of the Jesuit program of the eighteenth centxiry*

Moreover,;

the principal steadfastly refused to send the cumbersome act.:'
annoying charts of the numbers of students, 4he records
of the school tax and the accounts of the school.

Letter

after letter went from the recteur to this the most diso
bedient of principals; the Intervention of the sub-prefect,
the procureur-ge'ne'ral and the mayor had no effect, and in
the words of de Lisle, *le mot de subordination n fa de sens,
2
Indeed,
sulvant lui, qu fa 1'egard de ses infer ieurs. 11
Chauvign£ peremptorily dismissed two laymen who taught In
the school replacing them with ecclesiastics drawn from
the Seminary of Le Mans.
1

'

Arch Dapt.i i'layennej 2-T-l-492-Bi Jrospectus of the
College of i'fcyenne, 182URecteur of Angers to the
Royal Council, 11 January, 19 October, 1820.
i Becteur of Angers to thessub-prefect, 8 December,

. t

.
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The downfall of Ghauvl&ne' came, predictably enough,
from his clash with the diocesan authority.

The principal

not only underpaid but persecuted the young semlnalrl^ss
•mt to taaoh under him to the point that the vicar-general
felt constrained to support the latter.

The twenty-six

year old professor of rhetoric denounced Chauvlgn£ for
witholding parts of their salary In order to discipline
the teachers, for reading his mail, and for Imposing extreme
punishments for minute infractions.

The principal demanded

that the Academy remove this "Insubordinate" teacheri the
dloease demanded that the latter be maintained.

With

this new development, the abbe* Horlce re-asseBfeed his much
eroded authority and had the Grand-Master secure the dis
missal of the fractious Chauvlgne", 2

The self-confident

but austere qualities of the principal, his enthusiastic
launching of an ecclesiastical school on his own, and his
absolute refusal to make even a nominal bow to the rectorate,
his haughty, even defiant correspondence with the bishop,
these were halliaarks of the new generation of priests,
throughout France.
The same qualities were eminently apparent In the
new principal of Bange*, the cure* of the town whom the sub1.

Ibid.

2*

ibid. The Affair of the College of Cayenne Involved
the rectorate from 182^ until 1828. The documents con
cerning the duel between the impetuous principal and the
timid recteur dominate the archives for this period. The
fact that laayor, sub-prefect, notables and bishop were
Involved meant that these documents offer an important
sampling of local opinion.
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prefect had taken to task for an tin compromising "rigorisme**
In theology and political questions.

The recteur warned

Frmyssinous of his "ardent" character and the abbe* quickly
proved the accuracy of this description by dismissing the
two lay teachers within the school on the vague grounds that
these did not suit local " tastes" i on writing that any dis•JM>1 must be through regular channels, the recteur learned
that the one charge against them was that of "atheism",
brought by a young vicar whom the bishop had recently exiled
into the countryside because of his exaggerated principles.
Even Fraysslnous came to the defense of the two young
universitaires beginning their careers, but the adament
attitude of the abbe* who threatened to return to his our^
and from there Insure the destruction of the college, per*
suaded him to transfer the teachers into another academy*
As de Lisle pointed out repeated|ry, the very qual*
ity of being a layman was considered by this new generation
to be inherently dangerous. ; Almost as dangerous from the
point oi vittw of this excitable breed was the doctrine of
, once the cherished maxim of the ^ reach Church,
now almost an obaoane word that conjured up visions of the
2

guillotine and of the constitutional clergy.

The one

1.

Aroh. Nat. i F 1? 82 51* Becteur of Angers to the GrandMster, 25 November, 1823. Principal of Bauge* to the
recteur of Angers, 22 October, 182 3 j Grand-faster to th©
principal, 7 November, 1823.

2.

For a description of the tension between Galileans and
Gftllicaos, see Genevray, La Vie £iccle8iaatiqu^ t T T fla-p
G rand-BpicSse de Toulouse* (Toulouse. 1926); Leflcm,
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this dwindling tradition VGG&M to have
representative of
i
-'
been the principal of iSaumur, an abbe* of thirty-one years
-

. -

i,

' , -

\

•'

who had long taught In the scnools of the Academy and served
>

as principal of Ernie for five years.

Although the Bishop

of Le Mans highly recommended him, the young clergy of Sau~
mur, led by the ageing ex~e*migr€ from Spain, the abbe* Forest t
closed ranks against the young man.

The cur£ of oaint-

Plerre not only expanded his ecclesiastical school but began
accepting a subsidy froia the Bishop of Angers as well as
receiving seminarists to act as teachers.

Moreover the* new

Inspector, an ultra-royalist, happened to be a cousin of the
leading royaliat family in the region and on his visits
gleaned his information about the college at dinners which
2
In 1826, the Grand the cure* of ^aint-Pierre attended.
Master acquiesced to the repeated demands of the our£ that
the abbe* Huet be removed*

A local priest was named principal.

The 1820s brought an almost complete paralysis to
1.

Arch, kat.j F 1? 8603* Principal of 3aumur to the GrandMasters 182?. The principal accused the cure* of steals
ing not only his students, but his domestic help, iie
too accused the recteur of basing his unflattering re
ports on the curb's gossip.

2.

Arch, Lfcpt.i 4l6Vl'-l6i Anonymous letter of 21 September,
1827. The writer informed the abb6 Molssenet that any
information obtained by the ultra-royalist inspector was
highly suspects "Un inspecteur s'est presentee & Saumur,
non pour opeVer le bien mais pour Jouer 1'odleux role
d f espion. Parent du commandant lui et dans un repas ou
^tait le eur£ de Salnt-Pierre" that he obtained his
"facts",
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the functioning of the rectorate at Angers.

After 1821,

the reoteur became a helpless spectator turning out a not
inconsiderable amount of paperwork but tacking real Influe;
In the affairs of public education.

The young priests who

directed laval, Le Mans, Hayeune, Dou€ and 3auraur grandly
ignored the Academy and its minute regulations*

The lay

men who headed the small, outlying schools fully realized
that they could expect little protection from the rectorat
and were in fact content to be free of the intruding hand
from Angers, free of the constant inquiries into the least
detail of their hapless administration. .

-

.

The essential cause of this collapse of power

-

was the refusal 01 I'aris to intervene on oenalf of its
agent.
wav

x*e Lj sis threatened time and again to prosecute the

-- pi'juiaipal of imyenne in the courts of law, but each

time the Grand*-I%ater refused his approbation.

In August,

182**-, the recteur called the hand of Frayssinous,

he pointed

out that further procrastination in the face of the principal f s
insubordination would be fatal and insisted on prompt action* 2
Two months later he was conveniently elevated to t^he benigh
post of inspectors-general, away from the rough and tumble
1.

The liasses in both the National and departmental
ives contain a scattering of letters that confirms the
observations of £11 e Sorin concerning the importance
of the recteur. The mocking correspondence of the a
Chauvlgne*, revolt £ of the College of i^ayenne, illus
trated the problem well enough*

2.

Arch. Dept.i 2«»T«»l«»jll~Fi Correspondence of the reiiteur
of Angers with the Grand-l^laster, January - August,
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of local intrigue.

Throughout France, Paris was refusing

to be drawn into a confrontation with its principals.

The

centralization of the period 1816-1819 was being undone.
Provincial France was being given Its freedom by default.
In his Fraysainous. Gamier argues that the 1820s
were in part a period of consolidating the control of the
government over education, a period in which the University
structure (became ever more ooneentrated in Paris*
r

The

,

Ville^e
government reached out to impose its rule.
i

Yet

/
this observation
is true only in terms of the legal arrange*
»

merits, particularly the creation of a Ministry of Education
and Ecclesiastical Affairs.

j

In practice the 1820s were a

period of abdication on the part oi the oentrai authority
in. favor ~*" ~eslonali«n«

Here was no plot QJ? tiie CJongre-

gation, no alliance of throne and altari rather Paris declined
to resist the Intrigues of a Chauvigne't a Horeau.

The Academy

of Angers, first under de Lisle, then under tbe repress/voti
of the local clergy, the abb£ Morice, fell apart as an ad
ministrative unit.

The struggle that had pitted the prln*

cipals against the recteur since the days of the &apire
was merely coming to a climax.
The spirit of localism reigned triumphant during
these years.

For one, the rules dispossessing
the -, municipal
\
\ ^

colleges of the presti^ous upper cia-aaea tall juito''disuse*
_

In 1821, the tovmotJf ifcyexuie'doa&iMisd a filth form*

*-

De

Lisle perenrptorlly refusedt but the municipality threatened
Garni erj Frayssinouai p* 128.
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to out off mil funds to the school and thereby won its
The town of Dou£ obtained the same class for its
2 the College of laval and
school after similar pressure;

point,*

Ch£teau~Gontier won the right to have the philosophy class
despite the diehard resistance of the rectorate.
towns began to extend a more direct control.

For another

That o* ^aumur

to tea a series of regulations in Ifc&o that made -U*<a prin
cipal responsible to the town council rather than to the

rectorate. 3

The head of the college was now to make a

monthly report before the council; he was to submit the
curriculum for its approval; he was to apply a minute dis
cipline drawn up, by the council.

Moreover the towns of the

Academy fiercely and successfully resisted the imposition
of strangers as principals of their schools.

When Jthe recteur

named a veteran of sixteen years in public education as head
t the mayor and cur£ let the new
of the College of\ Beaufort
.
1.

Arch* Dept.j iiayennej ^~T~51l~gt Mayor of Cayenne to the
recteur of Angers ; 8 October, 1821 i recteur of Angers to
Barisj 20 October, 1821.

2.

Aroh. Dept.i Maine»et*Loirej 1VT~3{ Recteur of Angers to
fche Grand -Masterj 20 June, 1822$ One reason that the
recteur had opposed so strenuously the addition of a
class of rhetoric at Dou£ was the weak level of studies.
w>ien he asked one student who was the first emperor
of Home, the boy replied without hesitation, Romulouss
a second identified Rouen as situated on the Rhone river.
Arch, r^at.j I 17 8603 1 1826| Draft of a new set of rules
for the College of Saumurj comments by the rectaur and
by Gueneau de Mussy. On the article creating a prize
for the most religious student, Gueneau tartly observed,
"11 n'est pas au pouvoir des hommes de dormer un prix
de R6li&ion...Cette denomination me parait insolite,
defect euse et choquante* 11
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arrival spend twenty two days living in a classroom before
admitting him to the regular apartment.

They sustained the

two teachers in a revolt against his authority and eventu
ally succeeded in driving the nan to a humiliating resig
nation,
By 1830, the Academy was a thoroughly demoralized
body that lacked anything more than a paper unity made vis*
ible by the fore&orn recteur sitting in his small office at
Angers.

The abb<§ Horice abruptly resigned in 1828 over the

Ordinances of i-aty, which rrayasiflous iiad reluctantly issued
2
In his
to counter tfc ? illegal presence of Jesuit schools.
place, Paris s«ot the director of a private school in the
capital, a colorless, ineffective individual, Andrleu d 1
Alban, who knew nothing of tojou and the Maine and who
apparently spent most of his time socializing with the royal14 t elements of the region*

The July Revolution marked an attempt to retake
A
the work that Amboise Rendu had carried on ud&£r the i&apire
and that Eoyer-Collard continued during the Second Restor
ation, although the commitment of the initially liberal
government to a freer system of education injected an element
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of ambiguity into the attempts.
the academies of Franco.

Old faces reappeared in

At Anger 34 Louis Collet, who had

been purged in I824 f became • recteur.

*t surges t the ageing

terror! st K oi tue wner* ~Bayna.i.. x^u^ned to the post from
whioh he had been purged in 1815$ while a new body of inspec tor s«*general appeared marking the retirement of the last
of the inspectors appointed in 1809.

The centralizing

current had regained tne upper hand and once more the colleges
of Anjou and the Haine re-entered a tight and hateful
discipline.
Arch* Kat.j f lr? n 7^8ff1 Correspondence of July~August f
1850. The flight of Charles X and the appearance of th©
July Honarohy precipitated a scandal of the first order
in the fioyml College of Angers, on© that marked the
establishment as an outpost of Orlean ism and "Bonapartisia* in a legitimist region* The legitimist recteur
barred all parents from the distribution of prizes?
the mayor countered by insisting that not only should
they be present but that the National Guard would proTide appropriate music. On the day of the dlstribu%ior, the recteur learned that a tricolor had been
smuggled into the establishment and rushed outside the
college to inform the just arriving bishop* Th© latter
hastily disappeared* The royalist proviseur resigned
on the spot*
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III.

Despite the clerical inroads, the Rojial University
of the 1820s resembled in aany ways the University of the
J&upire, that curious institution which housed so laany con
flicting tendencies, so many interest groups, so many im
ponderable obstacles to administrative unity.
the clergy dominated public education.

Certainly,

But who was this

clergy, this Church militant that conducted purges and
distributed patronage with such vengeance and largess?
Here was no monolithic body, no solidly massed
pialanx of black robes, but a proliferation of factions and
interests whose quarrels were spilling over into the arena
of education,

ioung priests, militant and ultramontane, were

pushing to the fore.

Aging ecclesiastics, careless and in

different to administrative work, sought sinecures inside
the rectorates in much the same way as the notables of the
Snpire once had.

Galileans still raised their voice, though

in diminished volume.

Haughty ecclesiastics from Jfaris snubbed

their peers in the provinces, as Fayat did at Eouen.

Some

eocleeiastics brought the curriculum of the Jesuits into the
schools, with an emphasis on dance and music, while others
imposed the n»sochistic discipline of the cloister.
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Where was the unity in all this, the contrived
formula of an alliance between throne and altar?

The reality

showed no alliances but a scramble for power among the various
interest groups, an unseemly scramble that took place in
the political sphere and in dfcooesan life as well as in
education.

The 1820s saw the latent divisions within the

clergy spring into a larger field of action as the mission
aries of Paris attempted to force their will down the throats
of local bishops, as Gr»nd-3ei ttn&prs of the ARC ion Regime
attempted to impose their fading entourages onto local dio
ceses, as hot-headed devotees of lamennals carried his
suspect Gospel into the seminaries to convert these instit
utions into centers of opposition to the bishop*
The conflict between Church and University is not
to be ignored in all of this.

At the top of public edu

cation, Amboise Hendu and Geora-es Guvier suffered an ignoble
eclipse.

The rectorates were purged of the generation of

technicians} the principals and professors suffered equally.
But the battles between the clericals and anti-clericals,
between Galileans and non-Gallicans, which dominated the
debates of the National Assembly, have been so well docu
mented and discussed as to distort other of the underlying
tensions*

And for the University this meant the tension

between Paris and the departments, between the rectorate
and the communes, between parents and the University. The
/
conflicts that had been so prevalent during the Empire were

resurfacing in somewhat different form*

^ r
n
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The remarkable achievement was that the Royal
University in fact did. survive them to regroup for the re
with
newed process of centralization that began in earnest
i
the July Monarchy.

Amboise Kendu t creator of the University

during the £&pire f became once more a decisive voice in the
administrative of public education, a living illustration
of the powerful forces of continuity at work in French life*

COKCLU&1GK
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In studying the history of French education during
the nineteenth century, there is a pressing need to move
beyond questions of Church a&d state and beyond problems
concerning the lafjal evolution of the school system.

The

development of a corps of educators after 1800 raises a crucial
but neglected issuei how France made the difficult transition
from an agricultural country splintered into a patchwork of
regions and cultures to a major industrial power possession
a highly centralized and relatively efficient bureaucracy.
During these years, the transition posed a deep crisis in
values, a crisis that was often obscured beneath political
and religious issues, but one that nonetheless provoked an
undercurrent of tension lasting well into the Third Bepublic.
Bart of the problem involved the emergence of a
corps of teachers and bureaucrats who owed their loyalty not
to a town or a region but to Paris and to an abstract ideal
of what education should be.

In the early 1800s, the pro

fessor and the principal of a school were very much part of
the local scene, either because of their political past as
revolutionaries or emigre's, or as native sons who perhaps
had failed at Another trade or were too unlucky to find a
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more lucrative profession.
had radically changed.

By the middle 1800s, the picture

A professional set of teachers, trained

on a standard curriculum, had emergedj and stern administrators
imposed decisions taken by a distant Grand-i1aster or iilnister
of Education..

This evolution was a traumatic one, for at

stake was the cultural autonomy of what had been the proud
and stubborn provinces of the And en Ixlgime.
In effect we have asked how far regional spirit
/
during the i&apire and Restoration Effected the shape and

, -'i, /

scope of one of the several bureaucracies centered in Paris,
The inner workings of the machinery that formed public education,
the life of the various layers of personnel that made up this
body, point to the fact that the administration took its fora
and direction from the countless traditions and practices
of each of the regions.
The nature of administration in the Imperial Uni
versity was nowhere better illustrated tten in the initial
choice of the corps of twenty-five recteurs,
The academy of Angers covered a land known for its
intensely religious spirit and its counter-revolutionary
politics, a region that had risen in the name of the king
only to be defeated in bloody Civil war.

And yet the recteur

of the Academy for the greater part of the mpire was an
urbane, young layman, educated at Kiort by married priests,
active on two departmental Journals known for their "sceptla passionate nationalist who could declare before the Angevin
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authorities that France had made more progress In the past
twenty years than In the proceeding twenty centuries*

His

appointment came not at the behest of local officials, but on
the direct intervention of the Grand-Master himself, who wished
to reward a promising administrator whom he had known briefly
during the Directory.

Fortunately for the Academy, Fr£derlque

Mazure proved to be one of the few real administrators whose
career lay before him and who gave public education a degree
of loyalty and enthusiasm that his colleagues could rarely
But the chotce of the twenty-four other recteurs
effectively insxired the malfunctioning of the hierarchy as
outlined In the Decree of March * 1808.

Napoleon had intended

a professional corps of laymen, disinterested in spirit,
ascetic in manner, devfcted to the interests and needs of the
state.

Instead Fontanes and his advisors placed in the upper

levels of public education a ragged collection of local noti
ables, a bewildering variety of lawyers, priests, ex-legisJy*tors tand medical doctors, as well as educators who repre
sented a number of conflicting scholastic traditions*
Ideological and political considerations had less to do with
the selection than did the social system of Imperial France,
for this was an age of inforiaal, ad hoc arrangements where
friendships and patronage counted more than the needs of some
abstract entity called the state.

The whole constellation

of imperial society from prefects and generals to ministers and
senators, showered th* scarcely organized offices of the
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Grand-Master with petitions.
The backgrounds of the twenty-five recteurs made
clear that no one policy, no one credo was to be imposed on
French education.

Ex-terrorists mingled with emigr£ priests;

former revolutionaries with victims of the Revolution; rep
resentatives of the £coles Centrales with those of the schools
of the Ancien Be'glme.

In effect, the regional and social

diversity of early nineteenth century France was invading
a hierarchy intended to impose the will of Paris.

The recteurs

beoaae the very mirror of provincial life with all its
idiosyncrasies.

Only to a small extent did these administrators,
aost of them weak and indecisive, succeed in infusing the rectorates with a life of their own.

At the end of their careers,

they were men who found paperwork distasteful, administration
painful and their subordinates too ambitious.

Only a handful

overcame the numerous obstacles posed by provincial France
to enforce their own reforms! and these were the strong-willed
few, the more opinionated notables with an axe to grind*

At

BesanQon, J.-J. Ordinalre brought a Galilean!am that bordered
on the anti-clerical into the daily life of his administration,
and at distant Fau, the afcbe* JSlicagaray, royalist par excellence.
deliberately set about to convert his academy into a private
fief.

It wa« impossible to expect two such opposed men to share

the same vision of a reformed system fif education or to carry
out in the same mechanical fashion the directives which began
to stream from the capital.
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The oorps of principals and proviseurs presented the
demoralizing diversity.

To speak of a school system In

the three departments of the tfaine-et^Loire, the ftayenne and
tfc* awthe, would have stretched the credulity of the most
naive functionary.

Here w»s no single teaching corps, no

unique system bound together by common goals and standards.
Rather tfazure found an odd collection of teachers, principals
and proviseurs who represented particular interests and factions
within a town, special traditions and heritages? he discovered
men who represented the rich and varied life of the eighteenth
century provinces and of the revolutionary era*
On* has only to look at the seven ecclesiastics
•tfrving as principals to see the rich diversity of social
In the

gradations, the odd assortment of personalities.

Department of the Sarthe, more commercial and liberal than Its
two neighbors, the principal of the large College of Le flans
w*0 a staunchly Galilean priest and former Oratorian who re*
tained the urbanity and tolerance of another age.

In the

intensely clerical Mayenne, his counterpart was a stern, mil
itant ecclesiastic bred in the tradition of the eighteenth
century "pious school", someone for whom religious orthodoxy
meant a thorou : h-?oing ultramontane viewpoint*

JSven in the

strongly royalist region of Southern Anjou, there were differ
ing traditions.

What a world of contrast between the cultured

principal of Beauprefeu, part of the aristocratic world that
dominated this land, and the head of the College of Done*, a

, crude artisan who had become a priest during the
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Hevolution.

Likewise, the suave abbe* at Laval, scion of a

noble family, fencer and poet, could only feel a certain
contempt and scorn for his ill-educated brothers in the north
ern part of the jrfayenne.
heinforcing this amazing social diversity was the
financial and economic condition of secondary education, an
aspect that has received surprisingly little attention in
studies such as Aulard's Isapo^e'on ier et 1@ aionppole universitaire or Ponteil's Histoire de I'ensei&nement, The skir
mishes with the Catholic seminaries, the competition of the
private schools, the political attitudes of certain recteurs,
these were not the only causes for the pathetic floundering
which characterized the Imperial University during its first
days*

Kather the explanation must be sought in the fact that

the recteurs, and in particular Fre'derique rtazure, failed
r*»

to alter the basic fabric of provincial educations the per
nicious cycle of the aaitre-de-penslon-turned principal,
Here was perhaps the greatest stumbling block to trench edu
cation during the early part of the nineteenth century, for the
ex-private teacher, that seedy entrepreneur, regained indis
pensable to the life of the municipal college.

Ko other

source offered the necessary combination of personal means,
long experience and the desire to reaain inside education.
When the town of 3aumur sought a principal in 1810,
it solicited bids from local private teachers and the heads of
outlying colleges.

The highest bidders agreed to accept a

sizable reduction in the municipality's grant, but the aayor
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quick to regret his auctioneering.

The new principal

directed the establishment with the mentality of a peasant*
who tenaciously exploits a small tract of land, collecting
posts as if they were sinecures and introducing six of his
relatives into the school.

In this fashion, a ragged collection

of priests, ex-revolutionaries, laymen of little Corraal training,
soldiers, ex-merchants continued to surface into the municipal
\

colleges, bringing with them the habits and ideas of siaallscale entrepreneurs.
The teaching corps
In provincial France was^ln it1, i

self a major obstacle to'reform, for there were no common
,.

v

; •

loyalcie^, no common goals that the new administration could
Instill.

Instead, regional peculiarities found an accurate

reflection in this group of men.
v,
typical of the problem.

The Academy of Angers wae

With an unusually complex social and

geographical configuration, mirrored in the two rings of mutu
ally hostile schools, it possessed a personnel thrown up by
the various currents that had crossed and recrossed the three
departments since the l?80s.

Diversity and disunity character

ized the professors: teachers of the Anoien He"gime, former
aftf tre g-de-pe.n si on. young boys fresh from the lyce"es, exsoldiers, retired doctors, ecclesiastics, men from a variety of
careers and backgrounds.

Each group had its own outlook, its

own traditions, its own ambitions,

iiach Jealously sought to

assert its independence, to secure its rights.

Whether at

clerical Chateau-Gontier or at liberal Sauraur, the atmosphere
was charged with suspicion, hostility and resentment.
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Between 1809 and 1812 f the one body that initiated
effective reform lay in Paris* yet it too reflected the in
ability of the rules and regulations to Impose a streamlined
bureaucracy on French education.

The Harch Decree had called,

into being an elaborate superstructure which included a Council
of thirty men, a corps of inspectors-general, a Grand-Master
and a Chanoelor and Treasurer; but the real work of the Imperial
University was never carried on within this stately facade.
Certain of the more influential inspectors-general, appalled
at the disorganization of the first months, persuaded the
Grand-Master to created a small, inner council of his "true"
frlendst and by 1810, this group had become the governing
organ of public education, known eventually as the Central
Goreialsslr»n»

Sxeept for a passing referei;.

A*A 0*1** oi Jacques

FoSrier's excellent articles, historians have not been aware
of this body's existence.
Burled in the recesses of the University, the
Commission epitomized the old-fashioned habits that dominated
in Paris, the preference for a club-like spirit, the distaste
for bureaucratic paperwork.

Here was no modern institution,

but a remarkably informal group which put a premium on good
fellowsfliv ana personal contact*

Improvisation brought about

its e*i8iAjrice and improvisation became its chief mode for ruling
the twenty-five recteurs and their academies.

Sitting around

a table In the Pmlais Bourbon, the five members, led by the
self-righteous Amboise Rendu, discussed the needs of Ifche colleges
and lyce*es, talked with teachers and principals visiting Paris
and rigorously examined the other inspectors-general*
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In reality however, the many limits to the Commis
sion's power were a testimony to the forces encouraging re
gional autonomy: the haphazard, almost careless way in which
work *as conducted; the slow, faulty communications with the
reoteurs; the need to distribute patronage to-the protege's of
j*

prefects, generals and mini*wwi-aj *^\-- fell tae practice of
merely transferring those tfcfcchers who were in trouble for moral,
political or disciplinary reasons.

Then too, we can sympathize

on the information collected
with the Commission in its dependence
-.
' '
•*
by the inspectors-general who roamed across trance i-'ojr \vWo or
three montns of the year* " The inspector slived in a world that
had as yet no set morality, no defined rules, few bureaucratic
controls and no dossiers for the teachers.

Moving from town

to town, he had i impJtoprovise; he had to weigh a man's talent
iK_

in the course of a brief conversation.
trademark of these men.

Improvisation was the

The abb£ de Champeaux could send an

asseriaent£ priest into a school taught by e*migre'sf or he could
dispossess the principal of a major college such as that of
Abbeville for the simple purpose of placing a friend from the
emigration*

The inspectors were Indeed prima donnas following

the dictates of th^ir ,;on science, that highly changeable
equation, rather than a set of instructions from Paris,
'The quality oi the teaming personnel sent by Baris
from school to school reflected the strength of the patronage
system and the lack of capable men willing to leave their
homes.

The Galilean and conservative Commission became a vast

clearinghouse for all those with particular needs — adven
turers, semi-failures, the insubordinate, bankrupts, political

N
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outcasts, aged ex-Oratorians in search of sinecures.

The

principals of the Academy of Angers, while instinctively biased
against strangers, were right to be on their guard,

ihe teach

ing personnel sent by iaris was of ragged quality, the flot
sam of public and private education, men who had failed as
teachers, men who had quarreled with their superiors, men who
lacked roots in one town or region.
What though of the political and religious problems
that historians pf public education have traditionally studied
during this period?

Far from the favoritism towards the clergy

and towards the private schools that Aulard, Grimaud, and Le
Flon see, the Commission repeatedly petitioned Bonaparte after
1808 for some measure, some law, that would add teeth to the
frail structure created by the i-jarch Decree and allow public
education to organize In effective fashion.

Historians have

ss*n the final product, the Decree of 15 November, 1811, as
the exclusive work of an iaaperor preoccupied by his struggle
with the clergy.

The famous meeting of 23 February, 1811, in

which ivapoleon berated the councilors for thetr poor performance
has been offered as proof.

Xet the University had in fact

been asking for a series of measures that far exceeded in harsh
ness what was demanded of themi and the bulk of the law was
Irmwn from the draft measure prepared by Eendu and Fontanes
as early as December, 1810.
The Decree of 15 November, 1811, represented not only
the intervention of the amperor , as historians have tradition
ally argued, but the tabor of technicians concerned with re-
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inforcing the vague powers of a loosely organized body.

It

was nothing less than the work of those passionate national
ists within education who foresaw an end to regional differ
ences.

The Commission was putting into legislation a vision

that was to govern French education throughout th© nineteenth
century, with centralization and regulation as the key com
ponents.

The irony was that a jealous Council of State delayed

this measure until Napoleon's struggle with the Church under
mined its position.
Alphonse Aulard and Charles Sohrnidt argue vehemently
that Fontanes betrayed the &aperor Mid sought every means to
sabotage the narsher clauses of the November Decree.

Georges

Lefebvre and relix £*onteil, who represent more recent points
of view, agree that if the legislation was partially enforced,
the ^rand-Kaster and his advisors did not have their hearts
in the matter.

But this approach overlooks the basic signif

icance of the .Decree in terms of the structure of the Imperial
University.

In effect, the application of this measure greatly

accelerated the process by which the Central Commission con~
oentrated power within its own hands to the detriment of the
twenty-five recteurs.

Autocratic and unbending, the cliquish

Commission imposed a massive closing of laaitrps*de~i>ensj.on.
rerouted their students into public schools, forced the ipetjit
a&ainaires to move from the religious countryside tt fcbvelarger
towns, and ruthlessly lopped off the upper classes of munlclfpl
colleges.
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In revolutionizing French education, the November
Decree antagonized the majority of Frenchmen, frompparents
and private teachers to priests and prefects, and nowhere was
this more true than in the Academy of Angers, a bastion of
royalism and counter-revolution, an enclave of insularity and
In Anjou and the tfalne, the decree ripped away
the veil of parochialism that had so long sheltered its sch
ools, F"*or Fr£derique ilazure, the efforts of persuasion changed

tradition.

into those of coercion*
In December, I8li f the six private teachers of the
town of Angers found themselves stripped of all Latin studies,
ordered to send all students to the classes of the Lyce*© and
forced to adopt the rules of and discipline of the University,
as well as to introduce uniform and drum. Angered and humili
ated by these measures, two of theirnnumber closed their doors
and left the former provincial capital» A more important
result of the November Decree was the new tension between the
recteur and the principals of the colleges, who now lost
their fifth and in some cases fourth forms* The side effects
of this rather arbitrary operation made the advantage of in
creasing the students in the lyc£e by a handful look pale in
comparison. The College of Cholet all but collapsed? the
principal of Chateau-Gontler dismissed his students of the
sixth form only under duress from the local pyoQureuri and the
administrative bureau at Mamers calculated that the measure
cost the school over one thousand francs in lost revenues.
Then too, the pat its frlffii flair es at Angers and IA Saturne were
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forced to send their older students to the Lyoe*e and the College
of Le Wans, while the private school of Beauprefcu lost its
'£he schools of the Academy f private, clerical and

fifth form,

municipal, were being sacrificed in the name of the lyc£e and
of Paris t and it was this burning realization that set the
stage for the reaction of the First restoration.
'The tensions and contradictions within the Imperial
University came boiling to the surface in the political turmoil
that the First Restoration brought in its train*

Parents,

priests, and losjal officials Indignantly demanded a retiirn of
their "stolen" rights; and in the process the thin bonds that
had bound principal to recteur and reoteur to Paris began to
come un glued.
During this troubled period, the Central Commission
was not only helpless before the rising tide of opposition, but
r«nained temperamentally incapable of understanding its predicamant.

Living inside a self-contained world, the Commission

had few concessions to offer an aroused France, and Instead of
conciliating the Minister of the Interior, pressed on him
demands that he strictly enforce University legislation,
While Montesqulou was preparing an ordinance to free the
from the Grand~Master 's control, one inspector*
general could write Insisting that the University be allowed
to educate

the seminarists in her own lyce'es,
\

Tha dilemma of F* Mazure at Angers was the dilemma
of most functionaries In provincial administration.

This
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reoteur of a backwater academy deserted the Qapire with ala
crity and hastened to raise the flag of royallsm and religion
over the lyc€e and the seventeen colleges,

Not only was the

apirit of survival strong, but he saw in the returning Bourbon
family the guarantee of peace in Europe, the end of the long
wars that had snatched so many young professors from his schools
and the end as well to the odious drum and uniform in the classroom, these symbols of conscription in a region where counter
revolution and religion were so entrenched. Administrator in
a royalist land, Magure showed asuauch greater appreciation of
local feeling and sentiment than did the impervious and un
bending Central Commission, isolated in Paris*

Constantly

he reminded his superiors that An^ou and the Haine, senter of
the Civil War, still bore the wounds and memories of these
troubled years. In April, he saw that the last vestiges of
militarism within the schools were eradicated and through the
summer introduced a number of religious practices. Then
during the Hundred Days, flazure fought to maintain the polit
ical neutrality of his Academy, first by preventing the Bonapartist Revolution fromssweeplng Into the schools, then >y
outwitting the demands for purge form the ultra-royalists.
nevertheless the Hundred Days and 1*8 chaotic afterMath exposed with brutal frankness the multiple contradictions
that underlaid the structure of the University and in so doing
brought about an internal explosion which threatened to carry
off that body. The curious concentration of pwter in the
hands of the autocratic Central Commission came to an inglori
ous end. The result was the loss of a sure, guiding hand
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during the troubled spring of 1815 and a consequent vacuum in
Paris which allowed reoteurs, principals and townships the
occasion to display their particular politics.

At the heart of

the disorganization were the recteurs themselves, some of whom
resigned, others of whom discreetly retired to their homes, and
still others who raised the &lag of the Bonapartist revolution
over their academies.

The patronage system of 1809 stood re

vealed ,for what it had been: a amchine for elevating friends
and protege's Into positions of influence rather than for creating
a disciplined body of administrators.

The head of the Academy

of Pau could flee to Spain and join the armies of the king
while that of Dijon enthusiastically donned the tricolor and
marched in the nightly processions of the revolutionary fgde*c3s.

In this manner, the little progress that had been made

toward building up a set of loyal lieutenants, a set of pro
fessional functionaries, evaporated overnight and left the
University a committed political force in a divided rranee.
I3ie year 1815-1816 brought public education danger
ously close to radical change as ultra-royalists in the National
Assembly, enemies in the government and popular resentment
throughout France threatened its powers.

Historians b&ve studied

at great length the relation between the Commission of Public
£ducation and the government during these years; but their
facus has been too exclusively on the laanoeuvering in Paris
and on the intellectual development of certain educators.
Not enough attention has been paid to what «as taking place
in the departaonts and in the hierarchy of ppblic education
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for hero was where the i^Jor battle was taking place and here
was where the Commission made its most telling defense,
At the moment that public education was on the de
fensive, the Commission waa performing a silent resolution
that was to enable the "University to deliver its own counter
attack,

During 1815 and 1816, Hoyer-Collard and Aaboise Hendu

both authoritarian by temperament and passionately devoted
to a national system of education, installed in several key
academies a new generation of uni ver si talrea . a generation of
technicians and professional administrators*

bo ioii^i*i3 were

jUuis, &&.-I escalators and medical doctors to
take the reins of an academy} no longer the petty feuds and
squabbles of provincial lettr^sj no longer the ignorance and
indifference of men bred outside a new institution,

A pro

fessional elite, trained within the University, rose to power
Intthe turnover of personnel occasioned by the purge of 1815 and
the subsequent transfers.

The Academy of Eennes passed from

a senile priest fco a strong-armed supporter of the i>ecazes,
-Bichelieu government i the Academy of Ami ens went from the hands
of a scion of a noble to a humble but well trained proviseur.
At Angers, the former professor of a lyc£e, de Lisle, brought
s

an autocratic hand,
tfhile the notables of the £Mpire had been long es
tablished in an area, with extensive family ties and a recog
nized social position, the new generation was generally mobile
from a geographic point of view and of lower social rank,
These were ia«a who willingly gave themselves to public education,
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unhindered by other loyalties*

The administrator of the nine

teenth century was at last appearing inside public education
and from this point of view it may be ©rgued that the Uberal
Bestoratiom rather than the Mpire did more to further the
process of centralization, of bringing the patchwork of regions
making up France under one authority, one jurisdiction.

The

Aspire created * the University*"..<•.'
The 3eeer.& restoration provided
it with its personnel,
The purges of the 1820s brought into education a
steady flotc of priests, some survivors of the And en B^glme,
others young militant and scarcely educated, and indeed It
looked as if the work accomplished by the technicians of 1816
was to be undone.

A bishop took over the recreated post of

Grand-Hasten almost ©very academy passed into the hands of an
ecclesiastic; and ® large number of "black robes*1 appeared
inside the colleges and lyc£es*

But to -view this phenomenon

as another example of clericalism on the move is to alas an
essential pointi regional spirit was once more triumphing over
the centralization i^vi-ttu during cn0 aspire* Almost without
—

excei „ *-,-*.,

'"" ••--•• •

" '*•"•• •

-. -„ *,.v*eurs were natives of the area under

their Jurisdictions, familiar with the temperament and eccen
tricities of the land*
The mjor defeat suffered, by the technicians of the
1816 era was not the clerical victory of the 1820s, but the
failure to bring substantial reform to the municipal schools
and lyce*es prior to that period.

In his seven years at Angers,

the aggressive P. de Lisle failed to cure the Ills of the
Academy despite his autocratic bent*
*f** %^W^F»* ^Hr9H^^f

ife

If the traces of the
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Civil War were effaced to a large extent, if the number of
men as principals actually increased, and if the teachers, we«e
a younger, more homogenous group than their elders of the
ampire, the Academy remained the same miserable collection
of small schools, rent by internal dissension, isolated by a
hostile public, governed by a non-professional collection of
laymen and priests,

in short, the social and financial prob

lems of education remained impenetrable to the efforts of the
University.

Administration in provincial France could fco

no more than relleot regional peculiarities.
Despite the trials and tribulations of the period
1809-1810, public education was slowly and painfully building
up a corps of professional administrators who placed service
to a system ahead of loyalty to a region or to an individual.
This is perhaps the most intriguing aspect of these years,
for the possibility of reform depended less on the plethora
of rules manufactured during the limpire and Restoration, than *
oU the laezi chosen to enforce them.

Alongside the local notables

who came to occupy the majority of places inside the University,
there was emerging a layer of younger men, of technicians
and professional administrators devoted exclusively to the
interests of public education.

It is here that we see the

H»kin£S of a national elite, of a uniform corps that was to
give£ education a remarkable continuity throughout the nine
teenth century.

In this sense we are also seeing something

of how other administrations appeared in France — the diffte~
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culties of recruitment, the mixed loyalties, the role of
local notables, the problems posed by geographic mobility.
The fact that Parisian bureaucracies came to exer
cise considerable power over provincial France during the nine
teenth century may seem something of an inevitable development
demanded by the logic of French history.

Improved communi

cations meant tighter control over the once free-wheeling
prefects.

Better ways of collecting taxes brought more de

tailed supervision of the life of municipalities and communes.
The imposition of a standard system of education put an end to
many local traditions and customs, while enabling the minister
to know at any moment of the day what each schoolboy in the
country was dutifully reading.

The process was nevertheless

much more difficult, much more laborious, much more uncertain
than is commonly supposed.

The Consulate and Empire may have

reworked the administrative framework of France into a mould
that still remains much the same today, but the operation of
this hierarchy, the way in which it functioned, was hardly
a certain matter.

The slow communications, the tenacity of

local customs, the erratic behavior of certain bureaucrats, these
were forces that worked at contre-variance with the new system.
Historians of French education have studied the development
of the Imperial University as a function of the changing political environ
ment in early nineteenth century France.

Yet their PreoccifklH 0n
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Napoleon f s motives and with Eestoration politics has obscured
a second and more profound reality.

Beneath the surface of

parliamentary battles, of the skirmishing between clericals
and anti«-clericals f another problem was working itself out in
lesa dramatic fashions whether a modern administration could
be imposed on an agricultural country, whether natior^l unity
could be forced onto a patchwork of regions and localities,
on a land atill divided by a naze of traditions and customs.

APPENDIX
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Proviseur:

The administrative head of the lycee, respon
sible for all questions of discipline, finance
and curriculum.

Censeur:

An assistant to the proviseur, responsible
for disciplinary matters concerning both
students and teacher. The authority of the
censeur was in fact ill-defined and tended
to overlap with that of the proviseur, a
source of much friction in both Parisian and
provincial lycees.

Aumonier:

A clergyman who served in the lycee as chaplain.

Municipal College:

The college communal was supported financially
by the commune and hence was subject to greateer
local control than was the lycee. Typically
the top class was the fifth or in some cases
the fourth form. The level of education was
considerably lower than the lycee. The in
fluence of the town was institutionalized in
the form of an administrative bureau, com
posed of mayor and local notables.

Institutions and Pensions: The private schools, other than Catholic
ones, were officially divided into two cate
gories. The institutions could teach all the
Latin classes; the pension was limited to the
fourth form. In practice this distinction had
little meaning.
Petits Seminaires:

In the early 1800s, bishops began establishing
secondary schools in an attempt to prepare stu
dents for the seminaries and simultaneously
to recruit boys for the desperately junderminned
dioceses.

Lycee:

Those institutions controlled directly by the
University. There were thirty-six to forty
lycees during the Empire and Restoration, with
nine to fourteen professors and 150 to
300 boys. The seat of each academy was lo
cated in those towns having lycees so that
each would reinforce the authority of the other.
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University*

The term refers not to a university or
college in the A/iglo-Saxor, sense, but to the
ministry of public education. The academies,
the recteurs and the bureaucracy of Paris were
collectively named the Un^yerq^te. lEm@rj.ale.
The Decree of 1? l-Iarch, I808 t carved France
into twenty-six units or Jurisdictions, usually
containing three to four departments* All
schools within the area were placed under the
authority of the Academy. The name of the
Jurisdiction was taken fron the town in which
its seat was located? hence the Academy of
Angers.

Hecteur

the reoteur -ma the ruler of th© academy,
the administrative head who acted as an
intermediary between Paris and local schools*
His primary function was to execute the
circulars and instructions sent by the GrandMaster* Be possessed the power to suspend
temporarily a teacher or functionary until
the capital had acted,
A body of ten notables that was intended to
advise the recteur In the governing of the
aoadeay. In practice, most recteurs were
desirous of minimi zing the role of these bodies
for fear of their potential interference*

Grand-iiqist er *

At the apex of th® University stood the
Grand-faster, a sort of minister of education
who possessed the authority to name all the
teachers, to grant all diplosaas, to establish
all the regulations pertaining to discipline;
teaching and administration, and to handle
all receipts and expenses*

.inspectorate/I era!

The tienty inspectors-general during the &apira and Restoration were chosen by the Grandi-iaster* ^ach year they divided into groups
of two or more to visit a particular set of
academies, to Inspect the lycees, municipal
colleges, private schools, and to report on
their curriculum, administration and financial
position.
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f |7_2TO6 to 2^09

Arret^s minister! el ss supplements a la
collection enregistre. Antpli cat Ions*
1815-1829. Arrlt^s orlginaux de Frayssinous, 1822-1826.

F 17 2628 to ^646

Organisation de I 'administration centrale de 1 § in struct ion publlque* r<§gime du personnel, service inte*rleur.
1808-1903*

F 17 2668 to £675

Tableaux individuels de renseignemente
•ur les fonctlonrjaires de l**dmtni strati on
aoad^mique, de l*enseignement super leur
et de 1'enseignement secondalre,
1810-1835.

a^atuites dMleves.

1809-1814.

2668
2669

Aix to Angers
Besangon to Bourges

2670

CSahors to Dijon
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2671

Douai to Metz.

2672

Montpelller to Orleans .

2673

Paris.

267**

Pau to Rennes.

2675

Houen to Strasbourg.

F 17 2686 to 2694

Biens et domines de l*Unlversite%
1791-1834.

F 17 4l4Q to 4163

£eole &onaale supprim^e par l fordonnance
du 27 fevrier, 6 septernbre 1822 f
1809-1822,

F 17 fr274 to 4-276

Gonseil royal de l f UniverBit6 et con*
sells aoad^miquesi jugem^nts et decisions
•nt^rieurs ll 182^ f dossiers classes par
academies.

b2 75

Gr«nobl e~Bar i s .

^•276

Poltlars-Toulouse.

F 17 ^279 to *f291

Mmlnlstratlon acad^mi^ue: affaires
g«nerales ©t collectives. 1823*1901.

F ^.7 4390

Malnl strati on ao»d€mlqu@! questions
dlverses. Traiteaents du personnel des
administrations aoadlmiques et des
factiltis. 1810-181^, Etat du personnel
des adfflinl strati on s aoad£aiqv:.u:,. 1818*
Mambres des anolennes corporations en—
seignantes pe*sioftnls. ill 3-

JF 17 4666 to ^7-7.

Olplosas universitalresz rectifications,
exchanges, duplications. 1813-1870.

F 17 4-687 to 46 gl

Deraandes et collations de grades.
1809-1833.

F 17 4692 to 4794

Equi valences: correspondance.

F 17 4705 to 6 fflO

F 17 6706 to $721

1809-1833.

Collection des certificate d'apititue

aux grades universitalres.

1809-1/^5*

Papiers de l fanclen "bureau des Acad
emies" * domaines de I'Universlte*, titres
de proprl^t^ rentes, lyce*es et colleges
suppria^s (dossiers classes par academies),
1808-1874.
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6707

Ms*

6707

Besan$on.

6708

Bordeaux*

6709

Caen*

6710

Clermont and Grenoble.

6711

DouaU

6718

Poitiers.

6719

Bennes.

6721

Toulouse.

F 17 6808 to 6816

Rapports des tnspecteurs-gene*raux da
l f enselgnement secondalre. 1810-1 8 73.

F 17 6870. 6871

Retribution wiiversltaire et drolt
annual* 1808-1832.
Cesmissfton d'examen des livres class!ques. 1809^1880.

F 17 6881 to 6887
F 17 7139
F 17 7234 to 7286

Compositions sur la naissance du iioi
du Home* 1811.
Conoours general et eoncours aoad^mIques. 1809-1900.
Affaires

F 17 7Z87 to 7293

des lyce*es et colleges.
dl solpllnalres. 1818-1902 .

P 17 7320 to 7392

Baplers provenant du service de l f
Instruction publiqu© au Ministere de
l f lnt^rleur et ae rapportatit prlncipalement auz bourses dans les Iyc4es t dans
les Socles secondaires coBmunales et
dans les s^minaires cathollques* An

P 17 7393 to

Paplers du service de l*lnstruction
publiquet Sieves du Gouvernement no
dans les lyo^es des de"part©ments.
Coneulat et
7395

Angers*
Oaen.
Poitiers.
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7424
17 7447.

Hennas.

Bourses de I'jStat dans les colleges
royauxj dossiers classes par e'tablisse**
ments. 1818-1845.

F 17 74SI to 7470

Bourses departamentales et communales
dans les lyce'es et colleges royaux.
1810-1878.

F 17 7504 to 7527

Affaires ge'ne'rales et collectives des
lyce*es et colleges royaux. An Al-1892*

F 17 7532. 7533

Colleges royaux et lyoe'esi reglements
d 1 Etudes et regime inteVleur. AH Vill1868*

F 17 7593 to 7598

Population scolaire des lyc^es et
colleges royaux. 1808-1890.

F 17 7601 to S?.QO

Lyce*es et colleges royatoci personnel et
affaires diverges, dossiers classes
par ^tabllssements. AIX siecle*

7687

Angers,

?$BB

Besan^on.

77^-0

Bo urges*

7751

Caen*

7779
7792

Clermont-Ferrand *
Dijon.

7799
7812

Doiai.

7839

Lyon.

7855

l^rseiile.

7877

Montpellier.

7903

Mantes.

7916
7929
7938

**imes.

Grenoble

Orleans.
Pau«
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F ^7 ftlQl to 8185

P 17 8201 to 9_7Q9

7950

l-oitiers,

7959

Pontlvy.

7981

Rennea.

8009

Bouen.

8034

Strasbourg.

8047

Toulouse.

Colleges coimauttauxi affaires

An V1II-1879.

Colleges cotamunaux* personnel et affaires
dirersea2 dossiers classes par e'tablissem€r.ts f XIX sl^cle* (The material for
the thesis oame In large part froia this
series of 1 lasses and I hare ohoaen to
cite the more Important boxes. The
correspondence of the principals with
the recteurs and that of the recteurs
with Paris is contained in this aeries)*
8201

Abbeville.

8207

Aix,

8211

Ale-neon.

8217*

Angouleme,

8222

Argles*

82^7

Auxerre.

8250

Baugg,

8257

Beaufort.

8260

Beaune.

8265

Bergerac*

827^

Blols.

8294

Oambral.

8295

CSaroaasonne.

8306

Chalonne.

8316
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8318

Chfi t ea u- Gon 1 1 er .

8321

Chateau- Thi erry .

832$

Chatellerault,

8328

Chlnon .

8330

Clvray.

8359

Dinan .

8364

uou*.

8365

Dragulgnon.

8373*

3m«e.

8380

islvreux .

8388

Fontenay-le-Comte .

8420

Lasaay.

8421

Laval.

8429

Lille.

8449

Mamers.

8451

Le ^ans«

8459

Mayenne.

8473

Montauban*

8476

rion t -d a*14ar san .

8481

Montulu$on.

8496

Kevers.

8497

«lort.

8513

Perlguetct.

$53*

-iuimper

8543
8553
8560

Hochefort.
Sabl^.
baint*Brleuo.
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8569

F 17 881S to 8824

8603

Saumur.

8615

3ili£-le-Gulllauae.

8620

Suze (la).

862?

Thouars.

8648

Vannes.

Petlts s^mlaaires et <§coles eccl£siastiquesi dossiers classes par aeademies. 1809-1849.
8816

Alger to Angers.

F 17 8826 to 8827

Petits s&ainaires et £coles eccl^siastlquess statlstlque et regl^mentatlon*
1809*1131.

F 17 8828

Pet its s£minaires et ecoles eccl^siastiques! execution des ordonnanoes
de 1828.

F 17 8831

Colleges mlxtee formes par la reunion
d*un college oom^^n*! et d**me €cole
eocl^slastlque et regleaeat€ par l f
arret^ de la Commission d'instrutlon
publlque du 1? octobre 1815. 1822-1831.

F 17 8833 to 8861

J^nselgnement et pen si on si autori sat ions
antl|rieures au renouvellement des
diplomes en 1825: dossiers classes
par academies.
8864

Angers, Besangoini.

P 17 §895 to 9083

Institutions et pensions* Dossiers des
4 tabl is semen ts. A!A sleole*

P 17 9096 to 9108

Melanges.

F 17 10142 to 10341

Booles prlE»ires« personnel et affaires
diverses. 1807-1864.
10148, 10149

F 17 10368 to 10394

Angers.

Statistlque g^n^rale et ^tats de sltti»
ation des Ecoles primires: doctaments
classes par ann^esi de 1808 i 1835, et
dans ohaque ann^e par aoad^mlesi sont representees par plusieurs articles less
anne*es cl-apres.
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F 17 117«S2 to 11780

10372

Armee 1817*

Alx to Clenaont.

10377

Annee 1819*

Angers to Lyoru

10381

Annee 1821.

Aix to Douai.

10387

Annee 1829.

Alx to Cfchors.

Snseignement nutuel. 1815-182^.
Affaires geVi^rales et dossiers classes
par academies.
11757.

Angers.

F 17 12998

Papiers du secretariat
University. 1808-1809.

F 17 12999

Secretariat du Conseil superleur* note
diverse®. 1808-1904.

F 17 13001

Sfctraits du deliberations.

de l f

1808-1809.
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An VII 1*1806

Etablissement du Lye£e,

Lyc&*e de Garoons d 'Angers

JUi JUIBJO

27-T-l

27-T-2

An VII1-1806

1806-18^4
An ^-1850^

" ^

ClFouIaires et instructions.

Stablissement du Lyo|e.

^%

Correspondanoe aveo le minlstere.
Circulaires et instructions.

Correspondance avec le Recteur.
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27-T-8

1806-1844
1812-1848

Correspondanoe aveo le mlnlstere*
Correspondanee aveo le Hecteur*

27-T-10

An X11I-1820

Correspondance du Proviseiir avec
le Pr^fet,

27-T-13

An X1I.1862

Gorrespondanoe diverse.

27-T-16

1806-1848

Consell d'administration.

27-T-19

Personnel.

27-T-26

An

Reoettes et de*penaes.

27-T-27

1810.1837

Budgets.

27-T-29

1807-1848

jJBtliaents.

1805-1842

Prospectus,

1810-1819

Bourses.

27-T-46
28VT

College de

28VT-1

An IX-1812

Fondation.

28-T-2

1807-1833

Correspondance avec le ministere*

28-T-3

1912-1840

Correspondance avec le Becteur d f

1805-1839

Correspondance avec les raairies ©t

Corresponda^ce*

le bureau d f administration du college.

1808

Correspondance diverse.

1807-1840

Personnel «

1815

Prestation de serment des fonctionnaires du college.

A-1830
1811-1853

Prospectus.
Comptes.

College da Beaufort

29-T-l

An VII1-1808

Fondation du college.

29-T-2

1807-1913

Bapports avec la municipality.
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29-T-5

1810-1913

Correspondance avec le ministers de
1 f In struct1on publi que.

29-T-8

1809-1909

Correspondance avec le Hect0ur d f
Aoadeaie*

29-T-ll

1810-1893

Personnel.

29-T-15

1810-1832

Statlsque des lleves*

29-1-19

1808-1830

Programme des exercises i prospectus.
Comptesi budgets*

10-T

l^ffe de Chalcmnfta,

1809-1818

Correspondance avec le ministre de

1811-1813

Correspondance avec le Hecteur d 1

1810-1818

Bapports avec la municipality*

1810-181?

Personnel.

1810-1818

Etats de situation des Sieves.

30-T-.6

1811-1829

Budgets et^ comptes.

30-T-7

1811*1812

Ind«anit£ accordee au principal du
college•

30-T-9

1818

Conversion du college en ^cole prlaaire,

1812-1833

Fondation et transformtloru

1810-1900

Correepondance generals.

1815-1826

Commission de surveillance; nominations.

1810-1898

Personnel .

1815

Personnel J seriaent & la monarchle.

1830

Personnel: affaire Planet.

30-1-3

31-T-ll

l f InstructIon publ1que.
*-.

mt

A

«ff^tosraBaae des cours.

31-T-13
3l*'r«i 5

1810-1831

Etat des Sieves.

31.T-20

1811-1832

Comptes et budgets*

1811-1839

Ill
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1806-1810

Fondation du college •

1810-1844

Correspondajace avec le mini store de
1* In struct ion publique.

3VI-3

1810-18*8

Correspondence avec le Kecteur

33-T-4

1"10-1844

Correspondanoe diverse.

3>T-6

1810-1848

33-T-8

1811-1852

;

1810-1839

£>tat6 de presence des

1605-1843

Hapports aveo la municipality et
le bureau d *adnlnl strati on du college*

1822-184?

Prospectus,

College de
34-T-l

An IX-1850
1809*1820

34-TW14

T'
»-l

36-T-i
36-T.7

Corresponda/ice,

-apports avec les

et coiapt@s.

An Jtl 1*1902

tatimants.

An XI1-1896

Personnel*

An

Prospectus.

1810

ISableau des laaisons d f instructions.

1825-1829

iJableau des jaaisons d f in struct ions.

1830

Eoole clandestine de latinite* de

fl*
*J|

Dossiers Indlvlduels de chefs de
pension.
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1812-1838

Circulaires et Instructions.

1811-1838

Correspondanc e.

1820-1828

Statistiaues,

1810-1812

£tablissements divers.

An X-1860

Anger st Sftint-Jullen.

n X-1902

upreau: .cetit 3

1811-1841

Gi
50-T-l

I

An VI1-1835

Circulairae et instructions.
Correspondance *

180?

Arrondisseaents d 1 Angers,
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UJOQ*1630

Ciroulalres et Instructions.

391-T-6

1822-1829

Correspondence

391 -T-7

1822-1R^o

Correepondmnca

1810*1813

Copi e-»let tres ( enr egi strement s ) «

1810-1816

fi«gistre des actes du Eecteur*

1815

391-T-30

1818*182?

. puis

sva* I 9«nclenn9 Unlrersit^ d
Dossiers du personnel ensfcfcgnant,

d fAngers

1809-1 071

Eegistre du personnel,

1809*1831

Personnel de direction et personnel

1813-188?

laitres

admini stratlf »

1815*190?
1810*1871

Aumcniers.

1810*1824

Bureau d f administration*

1811*1839

Bapports*

1814*1918

Eleves, disciplines.

1810*1889

Eapports anrmels*
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Cpll^a da Chalonnas

1810*1818

Hen seignement s et rapports
d* Inspect ion,

Collge de Chlet

413-T-6
«» J

416-T-ll

1810-1910

Rapports

Collee de 3auiur
1816-1919

Corre
lanco geV^ralej affaires
diver sea.

1810-1914

Bureau d •administration du

1810-18^-0

Bapports.

1809-lHQ

Halations avec

181 0-1826

Personnel.

1827*1836

Personnel.

1810-1919

Sllves.

1809-1919

fesei.mement.
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MIVJSS...OF TH£ DEPABUiiET OF THE. SARTRE

(fBELUd,

- CLA.Si31Fia.

1611-185^

Leo oomptes de geatloo des colleges.

l-TT-4 f 5

1810-1851

Rat>-norts de 1* Inspection*

l-TT-6

1809-1831

Ck>rrespondance du College du
Baaumon t-sur-Sarthe ,

1-IIV7

1809*1831

Correspondance du College
Chateauduloir*

1808-1832

Correspondance du College de tamers*

1809*13 5^-

i^xtraits des registres du Bureau
administratif de rtaers.

1809*1850

Correspondance du College du tiana
et deliberations du bureau admini stratif.

1809*1848

Corre$^>OBdanee du College de Sabll,
deliberations du bureau adminietratlf, rapports de Ifinspection*

1809*1837

Correspondanee du College de
c>alnt-Calais.

1809*1820

du^ College do Si lie***
, arrlt^s des inaires.

1791*Aan XI

Documents du college reVolutionaire
du Hans et de l*Ecole Centrale.

An XIII*1893

L'anselgneiaent prlv^ au Mans,

1818-1831

L f inspect ion de I'ensei^aament
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ARCHIVES OF THB DEPARTMENT OF TH£ HAYEKMJS
THE T 3SRIES
(Hii&IMINARY CLASSIFICATION)

2-T-l

1809-1831

College de Chfiteau-Gontier i correspondance
diverse.

2-T-2

1810-1832

College de ChRteau-Gontler* comptes de
et budgets.

3-T-5

1821-1832

College de d'jSroe'ei correspondance

1820-1832

College d*Srn^ei rapports des principaux.

3-T-7

1810-1832

College d f £vront correspondance generals.

3-T-8

1820-1829

College de Lassay: rapports et corre
spondance*

3-T-9

1821-1825

College de lasseyi ^Itat du personnel
en se 1 gn emen t •

3-T-13

1809-1821

College de Hayennei correspondance

3-T-14

1821-1825

College de Cayennes comptes et bodgets.

3-T-15

1826-1832

College de I'iayennei rapports et corre

II.

>

spondance*

L > £nseignement primaire public

2-T-tl

1811-1829

Bapports des inspecteurs priraaires.

2-T-J3

1816-1819

Comit^s cantonauxi affaires dlverses.

2-T-25

1816-1822

Comit^s cantonauxj ar rond is semen t de
Cha t eau-Gon t i er .
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1-T-l

An VII1-1816

Clroulmlres et instructions anteVleures a 1833.

l-T-2

An XX-1828

Correspondance

180V1806

Etats des ^coles secondaires dans
la Cayenne.

1807-1813

Etats des ^coles secondaires.

1-T-il

An IX-1815

de Ch^tteau-Gontlert
corre spondance .

l-T-12

1816-182**

College de Chateau-Gontler* rapports.

1-T-l3

1825-1833

Pro Jet s de transforiaatlon du college
en petit se*ialnaire.

l-T-43

1820

fihquete sur les e"coles clandestines.

1811

Rapport de l f Inspect Ion d faoademie sur
les pensions,

1810-1822

Hapports sur les ^colea de I'enseignement
secondalre.
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ARCHIVES OF THE

OF THE frORD

THE T SiSBIJSS
(PRELIMINARY CLASSIFICATION)

Fonds du Beotorat
60 - 70

1810-1898

Conseil aoademiqueJ rapports,

255

1821-1842

Aggregation.

260 - 254

1823-1801

Lyc^cs et colleges* correspondanoe

344

1811-1845

Bureau d'adialnlstration.

1811-186$

Henselgriements sur le personnel,

403

1812-1813

Bapports d* Inspect Ion en execution
du 15 novembre 1811.

572

1810-1838

College de Cambral,

714

1810-1831

College de Lille.

769

1811-1849

College de 3alnt-Amand .

845

1810-1901

College de Tourcolng*

865

1811-1900

College de Valenciennes*

Concours.
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TH£ DgpARTMSKIAL AH CHIVES OF TUB
Tiia T S^B
(PRELIMINARY CLASSIFICATION )

Jrapiers Havnal
2-F-3-8

implers Haynal. (The Raynal family donated the
papers of the first recteur of Bourges to the de
partmental archives in 1*48. Most of the material
pertains to uaynal's administration during the
1830s f but there are ten important letters addressed
to the inspector-general Joubert dated 1809-1810.
The descendants of Joubert returned them after his
death.)

Tha T Series

1810*1845

Lyoe*e de Bourges.
du Recteur.

1810-1854

Correspondance au recteur de Ministre

de 1* In struct ion publique, du Provlseur.

l-T-141

1809-1854

College de Salnt-Amand.

l-T-144

1809-1954

College de Sancerre.
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OTHflR DfiPAETMEKTAL ARCHIVES

The archives of departments In the West of France
provided precious material.

That of the Morbihan contained

the correspondanoe of a principal of the College of Vannes
with the recteur of the Academy of Rennes from 1816 until
182^.

The documents for the schools of the department are

also of Interest.

In the Ille-et~Vilalne» one finds the

registers for the correspondence of the reoteur.

The archives

of the Seine-Atlantique contain correspondence between proviseur,
recteur, and prefect.

For the Loir»et-Cher, there are a large

number of liasses but the material offers little.

Outside

the West, I found excellent documents in the archives of the
Department of the Kord And in the municipal library of Doual.
The latter contains the correspondence of the first recteur
of Douai.
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3IEIIOTHEQUB DE L'lKSTITUT
FOKDS CUVISR

267*269

Garnets de notes sur le personnel de l f enselgne~
aent en France.

270

Travaux de Cuvier sur I'Universite*

271

1.

Dispositions legislatives (1812?)

2.

Lettre sur le regime a Itablir dans 1'iiniversite*.

3.

Fragment sur I'Unlversite1 .

^.

Perfectionnement de I'Universite*.

5.

l^otes remises A Gulzot.

6*

Notice sur l f Unlverslt^.

7»

Instructions gen^rales pour les inspecteurs~

8.

Instructions au recteur de l fAcade*raie de
Grenoble, Mourre f 1822.

1818,

1820.
1820.

Memoir es relatives aux lacult^s.
1.

Scoles etrangeres.

2.

Lettre au minlstre sur un pro jet d'ordonnance
sur la disioipline dans les faculte*s.

11,
273

1815.

Memolres sur les papports des faoult^s de drolt
et de medicine avec l f Universit^ impeViale.

Personnel.
1820

1.

Affaire Cousin.

2.

Affaire de BeYanger*

1820.

276-277

Garnet de notes prises par Cuvier lors des premiers
travaux relative a I 1 organisations de 1* university
en 1'an X et en 1'an

279

Documents relatifrs a l f lnstructlon publlque pendant
le Consulat.
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280

285*•

286

Places varie'es.

1.

Rapport de Cuvier sur les nouveaux lyce'es, 1813,

2.

Notes sur les bourses de Paris.

3*

Note sur les Itudiants non-catholique des
colleges. 1820.

1818.

Documents conoernant le olerge*.

1.

Lettre A I'eVeque de Poitiers.

2.

Abus des petlts seminalres.

3.

Projet d'ordonnanoe sur 1*instruction religieuse,
1820.

4.

Lettre sur 1*instruction religleuse.

1820.

1820.

1820.

Frojets de lois.

!•

Projets de loi sur 1'Instruction publique.
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, 1810-181^.

A

1822-1828.
Correspondanoe et souvenirs. Paris, 1875*
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